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CHAPTER ONE
 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
 
The major aim of this study was an attempt by the Republic of
 
Korea to find if it might be able to organize its educational re­
sources in ways that would make its educational programs more re­
sponsive to the nation's needs and,, simultaneously, function more
 
efficiently than its present educational system. This general prob­
lem can only be addressed by answering a large number of corollary
 
questions and the Korean government with the cooperation of the U.S.
 
Agency for International Development invited the Florida State Univer­
sity to mount a project for that purpose. In the planning phase of
 
the project it was judged that a "systems approach" to the analysis
 
of Korea's educational sector would be most suitable and a range of
 
expertise and competence was identified as critical to the survey and
 
It was quickly apparent that the varieties of
analysis process. 

needed competencies would require an interdisciplinary team of spe­
cialists and the University assembled a study team of seven persons.
 
The study team included (1) an economist; (2) a manpower specialist;
 
(3) an educational administrator-manager; (4) an educational tech­
nologist; (5) a teacher training specialist; (6) a systems manage­
(7) a behavioral scientist. The project also
ment specialist; and 

utilized several American and Korean consultants as they were needed.
 
The economist, a graduate of Seoul National University, was also a
 
native Korean.
 
The study team spent three months in the Republic of Korea
 
gathering information and data about the educational system, the econ­
omy, the nation's needs and wants for its educational programs and the
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r'qniirq avuailahh for notential improvement of the system. Prior
 
to its arrival in Korea,- the study team had identified several areas
 
in which information-was needed and the Central Educational Research
 
Institute (CERI) assembled an extensive inventory of historical data,
 
research reports, planning documents and other relevant materLal.
 
This preliminary work by CERI proved to be a great timesaver and
 
added significantly to the efficiency of the study team. The early
 
portion of the team's stay in Korea was devoted to identifying addi­
tional information requirements and more carefully formulating the
 
questions that needed answers. CERI and the Ministry of Education
 
then worked with the team in identifying the most appropriate sources
 
of information and answers to the questions. At times during the
 
period in Korea the study team operated as a whole, but more often
 
the individual members of the team worked separately with counterpart
 
Korean specialists. Before the three months were over members of the
 
study team had visited schools at all levels throughout Korea and had
 
talked to hundreds of teachers, school administrators and students.
 
The team also worked closely with several Korean government agencies,
 
most particularly the Ministry of Education (MOE) and the Economic
 
Planning Board (EPB). By the end of the team's stay in Korea a great
 
dealof information had been gathered, which the team then began to
 
~
sif~t, organize and analyze.
 
Clearly, the study team could not in the few months available
 
become'in-depth experts in the social, economic and educational
 
affairs of the!Republic of Korea. However, a great deal as learned.
 
::From- what wasi learned- the study team formed certain impressions, 
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developed conclusions and made some rather sweeping recommendations
 
for educational reform in Korea. The team recognizes that there is
 
a danger of incompleteness and even inaccuracy in so hurried an
 
information collection, but has judged the available data of suffi­
cient validity to justify its conclusions and recommendations.
 
Doubtless, there will be some errors or data gaps in the study that
 
will be apparent to the experienced Korean educator, and it will be
 
important for Korean government officials, educators and researchers
 
to determine the effects on conclusions and recommendations of any
 
such errors.
 
In the survey and analysis, focus was on those issues which would
 
help the Korean Republic provide a better, more relevant education
 
for more Korean young people at a lower unit cost and at a total cost
 
not greater than the nation could afford. To this end, the study
 
team collected historical, cultural and educational data, including
 
demographic reports, economic forecasts, manpower needs projections,
 
educational fiscal data, current and long-range educational plans and
 
such information as was available on educational objectives and attain-

The data was analyzed in terms of future manpower needs and
ment. 

educational output, estimated cost benefits, and strategies for appro­
priate introduction of innovation and technology into the educational
 
system. Alternative approaches to relating resources to educational
 
objectives and problems were examined.
 
Economic Factors
 
In the post-Korean Conflict period, the Korean economy has exper-

There seems to be
ienced remarkable industrial progress and growth. 

genera±_agreemenr.-amung economists, both Korean and foreign, that
 
the economy-will.continue to grow in the foreseeable future, will
 
become somewhat-more stable and will lead to an improved balance of
 
payments position. The labor.force is increasing steadily and the
 
rate of unemployment is decreasing. All indications are that in
 
general business will be good but in an economy as dynamic as that
 
of Korea, economists do not appear to be able to predict very many
 
years in the future nor with much specificity what that business will
 
consist of. It seems unlikely that manpower needs forecasts that
 
extend more than two or three years into the future will be of much
 
validity -- particularly at the technical and subprofessional levels.
 
Yet, it is at these levels that Korea is likely to develop its
 
It is hypothe­greatest manpower needs in the next several years. 

sized that the manpower deficiencies will be qualitative rather than
 
quantitative. At the present time in Korea it is not unusual for a
 
job holder to have an education which is largely unrelated to the
 
particular job functions performed. Furthermore, manpower waste
 
through overqualification of incumbent job holders can be observed
 
and may be anticipated to increase. A major problem is likely to
 
result in the future from the lack of congruence between the nation's
 
manpower requirements and the projected supply of skilled labor, sub­
professionals and technicians. It is suggested that the only long
 
range solution to these problems is a reordering of the educational
 
priorities in the schools of Korea.
 
In recent years, the burden of financing public education in
 
Korea has increasingly moved to the federal government and away from
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the private citizen, though the private citizen is still a heavy con­
tributor. The formal educational system of Korea has become, to a
 
large extent, a publicly controlled service. It is noted that purely
 
in terms of economic needs, the quantity of schools may be sufficient
 
for the next two or three years, but the quality of human resources
 
produced by existing middle and high schools can reach neither the
 
level for which purpose these institutions are intended nor that
 
required for the nation's employment needs. The study team contends
 
that investment in education is as important to economic development
 
as investments in physical capital. As investment in education com­
petes with investment in physical capital in the allocation of scarce
 
national resources, it will be prudent for Korea to invest relatively
 
more in the middle schools than in the higher levels of the educa­
tional system. Two rate of return studies were undertaken in this
 
project, which indicate that for the high school level, the rate of
 
return (11.2%) is not much different than that for the college and
 
university graduates (9.5%). The rate of return for the middle school
 
education, however, is noticeably higher (20.0%). This latter rate of
 
return is, in fact, higher than that for the average capital invest­
ment in Korea at the present time.
 
There are important implications of these economic and manpower
 
considerations for governmental and educational decision-makers in
 
Korea. The greatest needs for manpower in the years ahead will be
 
at the level of the middle school graduate. The rate of return on
 
investment is astonishingly high at this level. The educational
 
programs through the elementary and middle school are not as appro­
priate to the future economic needs of Korea as they could be.
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usinql,simplistic, economic criterion such as earnings, employment
 
and :maximizing economic benefits, one would conclude that the expan­
sion and-improvement of the elementary and middle school programs
 
should begiven high priority. There are also social and humane
 
arguments to support this contention.
 
The Contemporary Korean School System
 
The educational goals that characterize the Korean elementary
 
and middle schools appear to be restricted to the conventional
 
academic domain. The student learning outcomes at these levels fall
 
almost exclusively into the informational and skill categories of
 
educational objectives. Students are acquiring the skills of reading,
 
writing and computation, though with variable proficiency. The
 
system seems to be characterized by rote memorization of classically
 
academic subjects with the overriding objective being to prepare the
 
student for the national competitive examinations. These exams are
 
used to select those students who will be permitted to enter the next
 
level of education. The exam for entrance to the middle school has
 
been eliminated recently, but the study team did not see evidence that
 
this action is having any positive effects on the curriculum. The
 
existing curriculum is not as relevant to preparing Korean children
 
to live and prosper as adults as it could and should be. The study
 
team has not attempted to specify educational objectives. This can
 
only be done by Korean educators. However, the team feels the curric­
ulum can be broadened to include the teaching of inquiry skills, prob­
lem solving approaches and generally attend more to process objec­
tives -- and that these should not only be learning outcomes, they
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can also serve as effective instructional means. A general addition
 
to the elementary-middle school curriculum and important to the en­
hancement of its relevance, would be the addition of preoccupational
 
education. It is suggested that a properly conceived preoccupational
 
program would add to the graduate's employability, his retrainability
 
and his occupational mobility. In other words, the products of nine
 
years of education in Korea can grow into a valuable inventory of
 
manpower which with limited but specific additional training could be
 
prepared for technical and skilled occupations as these needs develop
 
and change.
 
The study team predicts that the present Korean educational
 
system cannot in its present form achieve these important objectives
 
through simple expansion or minor alteration of the existing system.
 
An additional problem is that with 6.7 million children in school
 
in the age range of six to fourteen years nearly a million youngsters
 
are out of school. By 1975 there will be 8.2 million Korean children
 
in the eligible age range for the elementary and middle schools.
 
There are many reasons -- manpower needs, societal stability and
 
humanitarian -- that led the study team to conclude that it is essen­
tial to expand free, universal education to include the middle school
 
level. It was noted that free education as it is understood in the
 
United States does not exist in Korea except for a few, very poor
 
families. Almost all families contribute directly, through purchase
 
of textbooks, tuition and various fees, to the cost of educating
 
their children. When these hidden contributions to school operations
 
are added to the visible tax contribution, the per student per year
 
cost is estimated to average 12,878 Won for the elementary and middle
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".,schools
-combined. 
A Proposed New Educational Model
 
In order to develop a nation of people, all of whom have been pre­
pared for a life of fulfillment in terms of general occupational and
 
citizenship education, the study team submits that a nine-year, free
 
If the public schools
and compulsory educational program is necessary. 

through the ninth year were open to all students, were free and of
 
uniformly high quality, it is reasonable to assume that the need for
 
private schools and out-of-school tutoring would virtually disappear.
 
It should be reasonable to assume that funds now used for these pur­
poses could be diverted to public school support, though in the form
 
of public school taxation.
 
The vocational high schools of Korea, which enroll slightly more
 
than half of those students permitted to enter high school following
 
graduation from the middle schools, are not, in the judgment of the
 
study team, effectively serving the purposes for which they have been
 
formed. Based upon assumptions about the potential for improved
 
academic accomplishment at the elementary and middle school level,
 
the study team recommends that responsibility for all post-ninth grade
 
occupational training be consolidated under a single governmental
 
agency and that this training should be directed exclusively to prepar­
ing people for specific jobs. These job training programs would be
 
of variable duration depending on the training requirements, would be
 
operated only as long as there were known manpower needs for the jobs
 
in question, and would be open to qualified citizens of any age level.
 
It is suggested that the vocational high schools of Korea should be
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an integral part of the job training program and cease to operate in
 
their present form.
 
The study team recommends that the Korean colleges and univer­
sities and the academic high schools that feed them be maintained at
 
their present rate of growth and improvement measures of an evolu­
tionary and gradual character be undertaken in the future. These
 
improvement measures would be of the kind ordinarily expected in the
 
normal course of events. Based on projections of the Ministry of
 
Science and Technology for manpower needs atthe higher levels -­
scientists, engineers, professional managers -- it may be appropriate
 
for the Ministry of Education to reappraise the enrollment quotas for
 
the various subject areas in the universities.
 
The highest priorities for extraordinary change and development
 
for Korea for the next five years should be at the elementary-middle
 
school level. It is believed that through a substantial, but feasible,
 
effort in the development and validation of a significantly different
 
kind of elementary-middle school that Korea can provide an educational
 
program of demonstrably higher quality and relevance for all age­
eligible Korean youngsters. Further, it is predicted that this program
 
once developed and installed in the nation's schools will not only be
 
cost effective, it will in fact cost less per student to operate than
 
is presently the case.
 
The new school proposed by the study team would involve a number
 
of changes from the present system. These include changing the basic
 
instructional unit from its present class size form to a larger group­
ing, introducing individualized instructional concepts and associated
 
materials, modifying the role of the teaching staff and increasing
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tne-ratio of students to teachers, and using programmed instructional
 
television and radio.
 
It'is proposed that the students will be organized into "instruc­
tional units" of 300 students with the average sized Korean school
 
having three such units. Each instructional unit will become the
 
responsibility of a four person teaching team whose functions will be
 
differentiated and carefully defined in terms of what each team
 
member contributes to the learning experience of the students. This
 
will raise the student-teacher ratio from the present 55-1 to 75-1.
 
It is proposed that the instructional unit (with 300 students and
 
four staff members) will have permanently assigned to it six conven­
tional classrooms. This would make an average student-to-classroom
 
ratio of 50-1, down from the present 66-1. In order to get the
 
learning group into sufficient space, the Korean government must face
 
a socially and politically difficult decision, that of moving their
 
schools to a double shift basis. Because of the self-study nature
 
of much of the planned educational materials, the students will be
 
able to do more learning in their homes or out of school. It should
 
be possible to shorten the time in school for students without reducing
 
real instructional time or learning achievement.
 
A basic recommendation of the study team is that the Korean
 
elementary-middle schools be moved to a system of individualized
 
instruction. The introduction of an individualized approach will have
 
several benefits. It will be performance based, permit students to
 
moveat their own learning rate, and place a larger measure of respon­
sibility on the student for self-direction of his learning experiences.
 
It will also reduce reliance on direct teacher-to-student instruction.
 
The basic instructional resource for that portion of the curriculum
 
to be individualized is a "student-learning unit," which will be
 
prepared in modular and overlapping form and will be packaged for
 
ease of storage and retrieval by students. These units should be
 
sufficiently durable to have a use-life of four to five years. The
 
student-learning unit will contain the behavioral objectives for the
 
unit, critical instructional materials and directions to other
 
resources not contained in the package, and formative criterion­
referenced test items which will permit the student to assess his
 
own progress through the unit. The principles of programmed instruc­
tion will be employed in the development of these units even though
 
much of the instructional materials will not be programmed instruc­
tion per se.
 
Another feature of the proposed program is that the teaching
 
staff will be differentiated in a manner that calls for professional
 
staff with differentiated specialities. This should provide a
 
better means for having the full range of competencies available in
 
the instructional unit and make it possible to allocate different
 
responsibilities to the individual professionals making up the team.
 
The team functions will derive from an empirical analysis of the
 
new learning program and will doubtlessly require that special
 
training be given to the team. The teaching team will operate under
 
the direction of a master teacher whose main job will be the manage­
ment of the learning environment.
 
The study team proposes that a national educational radio and
 
television distribution system be developed which will continuously
 
transmit instructional programs during the school day. It is esti­
mated'that -onecand one~haf-to twohours of television instruction 
will bep.receivedby,:pach student: each ,day,:comprising.about one-third 
of the..student.s instructional_ day. 
The type of.,television being suggested is one which.couples the 
principles of programmed instruction with good dramatic television 
iproduction-to yield programs which are interesting and.will teach 
youngsters-who.are widely varied in age and socio-economic background. 
Television sets can be made available, programming and maintenance 
capability exists,, and q working prototype .for central transmission 
land nationwide .relay is in place. It is estimated that a.functipnal 
.national educational television systemcould be built and installed
 
for 7.3 illion including.a.television set for each instructional unit
 
of 300 students plus an inventory of replacement sets for.maintenance
 
rotation. This.,television system will be an integral component of
 
ctie, system of instructional resources and will not be an "add-on" to 
the existing instructional program. It will be a form of programmed 
instruction developed to teach specific behaviors and will call for 
activep responses from the:student. Auxiliary printed materials 
,willbe developed to go with the,ITV programs in which the students
 
will writs responses, solve problems and record reactions and ques­
tions.. Student learning will.be closely monitored and the teacher
 
:W.l1 be.,furnighe, .upportiy, and supplementary materials to help,her
 
rk ,indiviuaJlly,,with any students who experience difficulty or who
 
fall behind in the televised instruction..
 
In the proposed orean elementary-middle school it is anticipated
 
.tha.t radio instruction will be used.in the context of the individu­
alized program and be,one of the instructional resources to which the
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student is directed.
 
These are extensive changes that have been recommended by the
 
study team in the educational processes for the Korean elementary
 
and middle schools. Deciding upon the appropriate educational goals
 
and operationally defining them into specific instructional objec­
tives is a task of enormous importance to the future of Korea. The
 
kind of individualized program being recommended by the study team
 
will work best if continuous progress of each student is permitted.
 
The ungraded continuous progress school will be facilitated by com­
bining into a single school unit the elementary and middle school
 
program. An important output characteristic of the proposed
 
elementary-middle school program hypothesized by the study team
 
is that, in addition to preoccupational preparation, all graduates
 
will be as well prepared academically as today's high school graduate
 
in Korea and will also be well prepared for further occupational
 
training.
 
Vocational Education
 
The part of education about which Korean leaders, both govern­
mental and educational invariably expressed the greatest concern
 
was vocational preparation. The study team strongly recommends the
 
addition, at both the primary and middle school levels, of a sub­
stantial offering in preoccupational preparation. The learning of
 
the specific technical job skills needed in Korea's economy can then
 
be readily acquired on a minimum training time basis. The graduates
 
of the proposed nine year curriculum will have solid academic prepa­
ration, at least comparable to today's Korean high school graduates
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and 	will also be well grounded in the general fundqmentals and pre­
requisites to specific job training. These changeg Will make the
 
vocational-technical high schools as they presently operate obsolete
 
and 	unnecessary.
 
What will be needed is a system of job train.q programs which
 
will have the following characteristics:
 
A. 	The training will be exclusively related jP specific jobs
 
that will be available as students comple p the training.
 
Manpower needs forecasting will be essenital for these
 
purposes.
 
B. 	The programs, growing out of short range (two years or
 
less) manpower needs predictiQns, will be of variable
 
duration, the training being no longer than is minimally
 
required to prepare the trainees for the available
 
specific jobs. These programs would vary from four weeks
 
to two years in length.
 
C. 	The system would provide for the start up of new training
 
programs, with the shortest possible lead time, as needs
 
change. By.the same token, programs would be terminated
 
as they were no longer needed.
 
D. 	These programs would be staffed with personnel who know
 
the job skills being taught, with much less emphasis on
 
degrees, teacher certification or other formal educational
 
requirements.
 
E. 	These schools would not only train middle school graduates;
 
they would be used for retraining of adult employees as
 
personnel needs change.
 
F. 	There would need to be a very close liaison and coordination
 
between the appropriate governmental agencies (MOE, MOST,
 
OLA, etc.) and the private sector to maintain the optimum
 
cybernetic relationships between training output and man­
power utilization.
 
Evaluation
 
To optimize the adoption, effect and continueq improvement of
 
these innovations, it is necessary to develop an e~ficient appraisal
 
andievaluation activity which will provide policy-Makers and the public
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in general with information about the achievements, and problems
 
which result from these innovations. Information for this
 
evaluative function will be derived from the performance of
 
individual students and various groupings of students. 
And at the
 
component level, it must come from the performance of the various ed­
ucational components which comprise the innovative pattern being proposed.
 
Only by covering the range of information from the student to the
 
component will the public and educational decision-makers be able to
 
know the effectiveness with which the educational system is performing.
 
The purpose of evaluation is to provide information which will
 
permit the continuing improvement of the educational process. Its
 
scope should be systemwide, with a comprehensive role for evaluation
 
at each level, ranging from tracking the progress of the individual
 
student to assessing the preformance of the total system on a national
 
scale. Evaluation should be based on systems performance with respect
 
to the defined goals and objectives for Korean education. With
 
education conceptualized as an input-process-output model, the data
 
base for the evaluation system will be described in terms of the
 
corresponding sets of data. Comprehensive evaluation of the develop­
mental effort, therefore, will provide descriptive and diagnostic
 
feedback for the planning and development, implementation, operation,
 
and diffusion levels. 
Emphasis will be placed on evaluation at
 
the student level, the component level, the school level and the
 
systemwide or national level. 
The basic purpose of this evaluation
 
is to provide adequate, valid and reliable information on
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pertormance--assessment at each level so that the highest performance
 
possible may be reached under the existing constraints. To create
 
such a comprehensive evaluation system requires a series of activities.
 
The first of these is a thorough review of the nature and intent of
 
the evaluative systems currently in operation in the Korean educa­
*4nnal system. The second is to expand the evaluation model outlined
 
in this report into a detailed operational plan which is appropriate
 
to Korean education, to the innovations being implemented, and to the
 
formative requirements of these. The third step is the general
 
process of testing and validation of the evaluation model. The fourth
 
step is widespread implementation of the evaluative procedures. This
 
evaluation system would help bridge the transition between the current
 
system and the installation of the proposed system and facilitate the
 
transition.
 
Development and Implementation
 
If Korean educational leaders conclude that the kind of elemen­
tary-middle school proposed by the study team is sensible for the
 
nation and appears to be a desirable and viable alternative to the
 
present educational condition,then several other questions need to be
 
answered. The responsible government officials will need to know wheth­
.erA'ok,,not the proposals that appear to be good for Korea are also poss­
ib1h? Are the various resources--people, money and time--avxi1-able?
 
What are these resources? How long would it take to develop such a
 
system? 
How much would it cost to develop; how much to install
 
nationwide; then how much to operate on a yearly basis?
 
The study team is optimistic that the key resource is available.
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This resource is a group of aggressive, technically sophisticated
 
educational researchers who are prepared to spearhead the effort.
 
Additional support and technical staff would need to be prepared and
 
this is feasible. These resource personnel will need an organization,,
 
under the Minister of Education, which is funded and mandated to
 
undertake the development and validation of the new system. The
 
study team has labeled this proposed organization the Korean Educa­
tional Development Laboratory (KEDL) and its responsibilities should
 
include the design and tryout of the system and its components.
 
With the Bureau personnel from the MOE and representative Korean
 
educators it should reappraise the educational goals and objectives
 
for the elementary-middle schools. It should develop definitions of
 
desired learning outcomes at the various levels and then design and
 
build the instructional programs to achieve these outcomes. These
 
instructional resources -- student learning units, ITV, radio and
 
teacher directed activities -- would be chosen in ferms of fheir
 
appropriateness to particular content and objectives in the curricu­
lum. KEDL would be responsible for empirically demonstrating the
 
instructional effectiveness of these new programs of learning, and
 
would need to plan and develop a comprehensive educational e-aluation
 
system. The evaluation system should provide for assigning responsi­
bility for student learning to the principle elements in the educa­
tional programL should provide for periodic audit of performance,and
 
shoul." permit system accountability.
 
The study team recommends that a three phase effort be under­
taken: (1) development; (2) tryout and revision in a pilot commun­
ity; and (3) nationwide dissemination. It is imagined that KEDL
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could best achieve the firstotwo phases as well as continued improve­
ment of the program through research, while the operating bureaus of
 
MOE are best equipped to take responsibility for the third phase.
 
If the decision is made to build and try out the new educational
 
system in a single community, the developers will need to keez in
 
mind that eventually the system will be used nationwide and they should
 
design to that end. Estimates are that it will take approximately
 
four to five years to build and install the new system in a pilot
 
community. Nationwide diffusion during the development Phase could
 
probably be accomplished in the same length of time, if the decision
 
to go nationwide is made at the onset of the program. However, if the
 
decision is made to take the program nationwide after the pilot system
 
b4comes operational (as the study team reconends), then an additional
 
one to two years will be required for national diffusion. The cost of
 
development and installation on a national scale is estimated to be
 
approximately $16,000,000.00, while the same program installed only in a
 
single test community will cost $6,445,171.00.
 
The per student annual educational cost for the new system is
 
estimated to be 9,819 Won. This would require an annual educational
 
budget for the Korean elementary-middle schools of 80.5 billion Won
 
if the 8.2 million age-eligible Korean children were all enrolled in
 
the public schools in 1975. This is contrasted with the 104.9 billion
 
Won required for the same number of children at the 1969 per student
 
expenditure rate.
 
CHAPTER TWO
 
METHOD OF INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS
 
The primary goal of this study was to develop useful and mean­
ingful strategies for educational improvement throughout the Korean
 
education system. Specifically the question addressed was, "Is it
 
possible to provide a better, more relevant education for more Korean
 
youngsters at a lower unit cost, and at a total cost not greater
 
than the nation can afford?" Corollary questions were: "What would
 
need to be done to achieve this? What would it cost?" The selected
 
strategies must, of course, delineate means of providing and arrang­
ing available resources, methods and technologies to emphasize and
 
bring about the best instructional innovations for improving and
 
expanding the educational program of the Republic of Korea. And
 
these strategies naturally must be genuinely responsive to the
 
social, cultural, economic and educational needs of Korea. To
 
achieve this responsiveness, it was necessary to establish an approach
 
and a set of procedures which emphasized thoroughness in the analysis
 
of the Korean educational system.
 
The discussion of the methodology will be divided into two sec­
tions: the general features of the analysis and the specific proce­
dures which were followed.
 
Systematic Approach
 
One of the most important features of the study was its develop­
ment within the systems appraoch. This required
 
identification of the characteristics of the educational system
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and its manners of operation (so. hr asithese contribute to the system's
 
functioning. Particular attention has been placed on the relative
 
efficiency or inefficiency with which the system output is produced
 
in terms of its stated goals and objectives. As a first step
 
within this approacN it was necessary for the survey team to ana­
lyze the relevant, salient features of the system, the components of
 
its operation, the various forms of resources it uses, and the nature
 
of the products which it produces. It was also necessary to identify,
 
in as much detail as possible, the various methods or processes
 
through which the input is transformed into output, the stated inten­
tions, and the nature of the statements of goals and purposes of the
 
system.
 
Problem Orientation
 
The approach adopted in this study was focused on the analysis
 
of the existing state of the Korean educational system, with the
 
attempt to discover those areas where discrepancies existed between
 
the intentions, objectives or goals of the system and its current per­
formance. This problem orientation included both perceived and
 
measured discrepancies, recognizing that not all of the system's per­
formance problems were directly ascertainable within a study of this
 
nature. (Some of them are perceived on an intuitable basis by the
 
various operators or observers within the Korean educational system,
 
but the exact nature of the discrepancy cannot always be made clear.)
 
Multiple Sources of Information
 
Within the course of this survey and analysis, general and
 
specific information about a large number of features of the Korean
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educational system were gathered from as many different sources as
 
possible. Extensive use was made of the written reports
 
of various organizations such as the Central Educational Research
 
Institute, the Korean Institute for Research in the Behavioral
 
Sciences, Seoul National University, and other university organizations,
 
and reports prepared for the United States Agency for International
 
Development. Considerable use was also made of official Korean
 
government reports such as annual statistical summaries of Korean
 
education, manpower forecasts by various ministries, and long-range
 
planning documents. Also of significant value to the survey team
 
were documents prepared for USAID by the Midwestern University Con­
sortium for International Activities (MUCIA). These documents in­
cluded in-depth studies of school facilities, economic aspects of
 
Korean education, manpower forecasts, potential value of educational
 
technology in Korean education, and other topics, and provided a
 
valuable background for the work of the survey team. Also, three con­
sultants from MUCIA gave useful briefings to the survey team. (The
 
various documents discussed here are listed in the Bibliography.)
 
Much of the information gathered on the Korean system was obtain­
ed during probing, in-depth interviews. Members of the survey
 
team, as a group and in subgroups, visited many government agencies,
 
including the Ministry of Education, Ministry of Science and Tech­
nology, Office of Labour Affairs, Ministry of Communications, and
 
others. Major universities such as Seoul National University and
 
Yonsei University were visited. Meetings were held with political
 
leaders and members of the legislative committee, such as Hak Yul
 
Kim, the Deputy Prime Minister, and In Soo Yuk, Head of the Legis­
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-lative Committee on Education. Former Ministers of Education were
 
interviewed. A large number of research agencies and projects were
 
visited, as well as a large sample of schools at various levels
 
throughout Korea. Provincial boards of Education in Chungchong
 
Pukdo, Chungnam and Kangwon Do provinces were interviewed.
 
The survey team then met periodically to pool and evaluate
 
the information which had been gathered and to recast the questions.
 
Through group discussion, the information and its sources were care­
fully examined to establish the probable reliability of the informa­
tion. Attempts were made to eliminate biases, specious arguments and
 
inaccurate information. When information provided by a source or
 
person was found to be particularly deviant from expectations or
 
reports from other sources, that information source was reexamined
 
to ascertain the cause of the deviancy and the resultant information
 
reentered for consideration.
 
It should be noted that much of the information gathered in
 
this study was not impressionistic, but represented the most recent
 
and reliable figures available within the Korean education system.
 
Information from annual statistical summaries was considered, as was
 
information from similar sources. Wherever possible, the authors
 
attempted to base their considerations on such data. On the basis
 
of evaluation, the survey team then went to new sources or returned
 
to the original sources, testing the information, gathering new
 
information, and attempting to formulate a concensus on various
 
points or issues. For example, in order to establish the amount of
 
money contributed by parents to their children's education, more than
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ten separate sources were checked and cross-checked. Statistical
 
summaries, researchers and governmental sources were used to ascer­
tain those figures which have been used. But because of the dis­
parate sources of the information, the accuracy of figures is
 
occasionally in doubt. When data provided by different sources
 
varied even though they purportedly described the same phenomena
 
(such as projected enrollments), the investigators opted for the
 
central tendency, unless there were good reasons not to do so.
 
Limitations of Conclusiois
 
The strength of the conclusions and recommendations drawn in
 
this report are limited as a function of the reliability and
 
validity of the information which has been gathered. Because of
 
time constraints, the indeterminate nature of portions of the
 
information gathered, the lack of available concensus on many
 
issues end areas, and the rapidly changing aspects of some features
 
of the Korean educational system, the conclusions and recommendations
 
which have been reached in this report must of necessity be subject
 
to considerable interpretation, or alternative conclusions and
 
analysis. For example, it was not possible to assess fully the
 
political and social feasibility of implementing a number of in­
novations considered within the report, nor was it always possible
 
to obtain reliable information on key issues within the educational
 
system. Notwithstanding these limitations, a balanced and thorough
 
characterization of the Korean educational system has been attempted
 
and realistic responsiveness has been a major objective in the formu­
lation of the recommendations.
 
This report represents the team's findings, judgments and con­
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clusions based on what it was able to learn in the available time.
 
Some.-errors will be evident to the Korean educator and he is best
 
qualified to judge where an informational error should lead to a
 
modification in the team's conclusions or recommendations.
 
Specific Procedures
 
The Florida State University team operated under the direction
 
of the USAID/Korea Mission Director and his designee while in
 
Korea and worked in consultation with responsible ROK officials.
 
The Public Services Division, USAID/K, in consultation with
 
the ROKG, made the necessary preparations for identification of the
 
Korean professionals who worked as counterparts with the FSU team
 
while they were in Korea. AID officials discussed the plans for the
 
study and made the arrangements for logistical, clerical and pro­
fessional support during the contract time.
 
The Central Education Research Institute (CERI) provided
 
extensive services to the survey team. Office space and conference
 
areas were provided for the team at CERE's facility. A secretary
 
was assigned to work for the survey team. The Director and several
 
top level researchers from the CERI staff made large portions of thei
 
time available to members of the survey team to answer questions,
 
assist in locating research documents, make appointments with Korean
 
educators and assist in other ways.
 
The team formed by FSU consisted of seven people whose com­
petencies include educational economics, instructional technology,
 
systems management, behavioral technology, educational administratior
 
and teacher training. Other consulting specialists in educational
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television and individualized instruction were used in the project
 
on an "as-needed basis," both in Korea and in the United States.
 
The work of the team was divided into five segments: data
 
collection, data analysis, establishment of objectives, development
 
of alternative strategies, and preparation of the final report.
 
A. 	Data Collection
 
For the team to evaluate and plan educational change usefully
 
and realistically, it needed a large variety of information. The
 
information collection and compilation activities were partially
 
accomplished by the ROK personnel involved in the study during or
 
prior to the arrival of the education sector analysis team in Korea.
 
Types of information collected included:
 
1. 	Historical, cultural and educational data -­
including institutional descriptions and including both
 
formal and non-formal education and training
 
2. 	Demographic reports
 
3. 	Economic forecasts--including portions of GNP and
 
Government revenues available for the education sector
 
4. 	Manpower requirements projection
 
5. 	Educational fiscal data--including recent portions of
 
ROK budget devoted to education, and the allocation of
 
education budget by level, and by major functions within
 
each level
 
6. 	Summary of current ROK educational objectives
 
7. 	Attitudes toward education and educational changes by
 
major special interest groups
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8. 	Indicators~of education attainments, such as graduates
 
)y level, passage at examinations, initial job place­
ient and income of graduates by level, etc.
 
9. 	Flow of students through the system
 
10. 	 Expenditures per student, per graduate, per teacher
 
and by achievement indicator insofar as data is available.
 
Extensive use was made of surveys, data digests, research articles,
 
reports, etc., in these areas. But of equal or greater importance
 
in the data gathering process was the extensive use of field observa­
tions, interviews and conferences with a broad range of Korean
 
educators, government officials, businessmen, parents and students in
 
Korean society. The remarks, observations, comments and suggestions
 
of these people were invaluable. A general summary of many of the
 
findings in terms of characteristics of the formal education system at
 
the primary and secondary levels is found in an extensive report in
 
Appendix A.
 
B. 	Data Analysis
 
The data gathered were analyzed with a view to establishing:
 
1. 	The likely future manpower outputs and cost implications
 
of the current system,assuming no change in its direction
 
2. 	The anticipated cost-benefits to be achieved from inno­
vations in various sectors of the Korean education system
 
3. 	The areas in which the system is presently producing the
 
highest quality outputs most efficiently and economically
 
4. 	Strategies for introducing imaginative and purposeful
 
innovations in policies, programs and practices for
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improving the quality of the outputs at the lowest
 
possible costs
 
5. 	Areas in which the system is presently producing the
 
outputs least efficiently and economically
 
C. 	Definition of Objectives
 
In cooperation with the FSU team, ROK officials discussed the
 
long- and short-term objectives of the Korean educational system.
 
The objectives, both quantitative and qualitative, were examined in
 
an attempt to determine the relative priorities of the objectives.
 
D. 	Development of Alternative Strategies
 
Relating the objectives and problems to the resources available,
 
this report will recommend basic strategies designed to meet the
 
national goals and objectives. The strategies take into account the
 
following:
 
1. 	Various levels of economic growth.
 
2. 	Various levels of student enrollme t in elementary and
 
secondary schools, as well as vocational programs and
 
higher education.
 
3. 	Various levels of funding and general resource support.
 
4. 	Various levels of unit costs per specified achievement
 
level, indicating where productivity will be sought
 
to reduce unit costs.
 
5. 	Various output models for various innovations.
 
The strategies provide for continuing experimental activities
 
aimed at motivating the process of change by comparison and evaluation
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of efficiency of alternative measuresland.self-renewal within the
 
system. The strategies establish the necessary linkages to insure
 
that morewclosely coordinated and connective practices can have an
 
impact on the appropriate components of the educational sector.
 
The alternative strategies proposed will include an estimate of the
 
required costs in money as well as time as they bear on activities
 
associated with the following major segments of education in the ROK:
 
1. Management and organization
 
2. Facilities
 
3. Teacher development
 
4. Equipment
 
5. Research requirements
 
6. Instructional materials development
 
7. Assessment of program effectiveness
 
Finally, the proposed strategies will make appropriate use and
 
institutionalization of contemporary management program evaluation
 
and review techniques to identify critical obstacles on the imple­
mentation path, and to evaluate the efficiency of measures implemented.
 
CHAPTER THREE
 
ECONOMIC AND MANPOWER CONSIDERATIONS FOR
 
KOREAN ADUCATIONAL PLANNING1
 
This chapter of the report includes an overview of the current
 
and projected state of the Korean economy with particular reference
 
to its implications for short term manpower requirements and supply
 
of labor stratified by occupational groups. A close look at organized
 
education in the broader context of human development planning in
 
Korea is followed by a critical review of the manpower requirements
 
concept. A significant portion of this chapter is devoted to a
 
discussion of the profitability of investment in human capital in
 
Korea. Rate of return calculations to middle school, high school and
 
college and university education is also presented. The empirical
 
post-benefit study will show that the continuing development of
 
middle-school education in Korea is fundamental to economic progreqsq
 
A Brief Overview of Korea's
 
Economy--1969 and 1970
 
With the successful implementation of the First (1962-66) and
 
Second (1967-71) Five-Year Economic Development Plans, the Korean
 
economy during the 1960's achieved remarkable industrial progress.
 
T~e average annual economic growth rate, which stood at 5.3 percent
 
.duringthe 1950's, rose to 8.6 percent during the past decade and,
 
notably, averaged 12.8 percent during the period 1966 through 1969.
 
Korea's economic growth rate thus matches that of Japan, Israel and
 
!. This Chapter was prepared by Richard H.P. Kraft.
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Nationalist China.
 
The economicl-annAr ric~naniz2pthat-.ound sustained growth
 
needs, above all, the ,maintenance of.economic stability and an
 
improved balance-of-payments position. In 1964, for instance,
 
Korea experienced acute inflation and a foreign exchange crisis,
 
mainly due to a high rate of investment in her development and a
 
poor harvest. As a result, the nation's actual and potential savings
 
were not being channeled into production but were being used to
 
speculate in real estate and the like.
 
Recently, with the signs of excessive economic expansion becom­
ing apparent, various measures have been adopted to bring down over­
head activities, including the downward adjustment of the target rate
 
tor economic growtn, a smaller increase in the scale of the budget,
 
stricter control over credit, and firmer restrictions on imports
 
of non-urgent and luxury items.
 
On the basis of the overall resources budget for 1970, a 10
 
percent economic growth rate, as compared with the 15.5 percent growth
 
rate attained in 1969, is envisaged so as to stabilize the current
 
rapid expansion trends. Moreover, the guidelines for the Third Five-

Year Economic Development Plan (1972-76) set the average annual
 
growth rate at 8.5 percent.
 
Such downward adjustments of the projected economic growth rato
 
are considered essential for the elimination of the various factqrs
 
leading to economic instability likely to appear in the course of
 
dynamic development.
 
The national budget, which has played a leading role in the
 
country's development, has continuously expanded under economic de­
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velopment planning. In 1969,total budget expenditures (including the
 
general government sector and special accounts) increased by 44 per­
cent over those of 1968, while the formation of private fixed capital
 
expanded by 28 percent and exports of goods and services rose by
 
39 percent. Thus, government expenditures, which had to increase in
 
order to remove such bottlenecks to economic development as lack of
 
transportation and energy, did much to overheat the economy.
 
In this context, the budget for 1970 gives stress to economic
 
stability. The scale of the budget as approved by the National
 
Assembly on December 22, 1969, is 661.5 billion Won, including the
 
general government sector and special accounts, a 14 percent increase
 
over that for 1969. This compares with the 44 percent increase in
 
the scale of the 1969 budget over that for 1968.
 
Following this relative reduction in budget expenditures, 344.1
 
billion Won is to be collected in taxes, a rise of 31 percent over
 
tax revenues for 1969, with the intention of suppressing consumption.
 
Moreover, in order to increase public revenues and to encourage frugality
 
commodity tax rates on such items as automobiles, television sets and
 
refrigerators were raised as of January 1, 1970.
 
Industrialization
 
In 1969 the gross national product(GNP) enjoyed a growth rate
 
of 15.5 (13.3) percent. Mining, manufacturing and social overhead
 
capital sectors shared the major role of leading the economic expansion,
 
contributing much in the drive toward the goal of industrialization;
 
per capita GNP at current market prices reached $195.00 (from $]64.7),
 
The general government
rising by 18.4 percent in real value terms. 

Table 3-1 
Labor Force, Employment and Unemploymgent 
(in thousand _persons;/ 
Classification 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971
 
Labor force 9,199 9,486 9,773 10,058 10,324 10,651 10,917
 
(Rate of Increase) (3.1) (3.0) (2.9) (2.7) (3.2) (2.5)
 
Employment 8,522 8,804 9,094 9,395 9,707 10,031 10,371
 
(Rate of Increase) (3.3) (3.3) (3.3) (3.3) (3.3) (3.3)
 
Unemployment 677 682 679 663 617 620 546
 
(Unemployment Rate) (.7.4) (7.2) (6.9) (6.6) (6.0) (5.8) (5.0)
 
The Second Five-Year Plan for Development of Science and Technologyl.
Source: 

1967-1971. Government of the Republic of Korea, Seoul, July, 1966, p. 27.
 
budget increased from 261.7 billion Won (1968) to 370.9 billion Won.
 
Analyzing the economic growth by industrial origin, agriculture,
 
forestry and fishery grew only 1.2 percent while mining and manu­
facturing grew by 26 percent, social overhead capital 30.1 percent
 
and other services 11.7 percent. As a proportion to GNP, mining and
 
manufacturing rose from 21.1 percent in 1968 to 24.0 percent and
 
social overhead capital from 12.8 percent to 14.4 percent.
 
In ten years, the economic scale will have grown by 600 percent
 
and the gross national product per capita will have increased by more
 
than five times, to exceed the level of $800.00. This at least is
 
the projection of the Ministry of Science and Technology, as expressed
 
in their long-term plan for Scientific and Technological Development.
 
It is also projected that advance in industrialization will have
 
increased the relative portion of mining and manufacturing industries
 
in the total economic structure. Productivity in agriculture and
 
fisheries will occupy a relatively smaller portion in the economic
 
structure as urbanization continues. By the year 1986 then, scien­
tific and technological resources will have increased labor produc­
tivity by 300 percent, and full employment should become a reality.
 
Planning Human Resource Development
 
It can be expected that the Korean labor force in 1971 will be
 
increased to 10,917,000 people. It is also reasonable to expect that
 
the unemployment rate will be decreased from 5.4 percent (1969) to 4.5
 
percent in 1971. In August of 1970, the total Korean labor force
 
consisted of 10.65 million people. According to statistics of the
 
Office of LabourAffairs 10.03 million people found employment during
 
the first six months of 1970, while 620,000, or 5.8 percent of the
 
total labor force, were unemployed. (See Tables 3-1 and 3-2.)
 
Table 3-2
 
Employment by Industry.
 
(in thousand persons)
 
Industry Agr. & Manufac- Constr- Elec., Wat. Trans. Com.-&
 
Year Total Fisheries Mining turing uction & Sanit. & Comm. Others
 
30 205 1,878
1965 8,522 5,411 93 693 212 

820 274 37 237 2,003
1967 9,094 5,619 104 

459 58 316 2,197
1971 10,371 6,058 132 1.,151 

Annual
 
Increase
 
Rate (3.3) (1.9) (6.0) (8.8) (13.7) (11.6) (7.5) (2.7)
 
Source: The Second Five-Year Plan for Development of Science and Technology,
 
1967-1971, p. 28.
 
In order to round off this segment, a closer look at the
 
employment pattern by industrial sector is significant. It is not
 
surprising to learn that,according to estimates developed by the
 
Economic Planning Board, employment in the construction field will
 
show an annual increase of 13.7 percent between August 1970 and
 
August 1971. The second largest increase, 8.8 percent, is esti­
mated to take place in the manufacturing field, and transportation
 
and communication follow in third and fourth place with 7.5 percent
 
each. Only agricultural employment will show a decreasing trend by
 
making only a 1.9 percent increase. For the educational planner it
 
is useful to note that the proportion of total employment engaged
 
in agriculture and fishery industries, which six years ago amounted
 
to 63.5 percent, will decrease to 58.1 percent in 1971. The pro­
portion in manufacturing on the other hand will increase from 8.1
 
percent (1965) to 11.1 percent in 1971.
 
The question whether the educational output in future years
 
will match Korea's need for qualified manpower can only be answered
 
if one cross-analyzes employment by occupational groups with the
 
labor distribution by school years attended. According to data
 
supplied by the Manpower Planning Section of the Economic Planning
 
Board it can be assumed that so-called professional and technical
 
workers will increase in number to almost 275,000 in 1971, or at an
 
average annual rate of 9.6 percent, which will be the highest rate of
 
change for expected manpower requirements. Table 3-3 shows the number
 
as sales workers
of administrative workers, clerical workers as well 

required in 1971 and it should be noted that in the area of clerical
 
Occup. 

Year 

1965
 
Actual No. 

(Ratio). 
1971
 
Actual No. 

(Ratio) 

Average Ann. 
Increase Rate 

Occup. 

Year 

1965
 
Actual No. 

(Ratio) 

1971
 
Actual No. 

(Ratio) 

Average Ann.
 
Increase Rate 

Table 3-3 
Employment by Occupational Groups 
(in thousand persons) 
Sales
Professional Administr. Clerical 

Total & Tech. Wks. 	 Workers Workers Workers.
 
340 	 1,015
8,522 174 	 66 
(0.8) (4.0) 	 (11.9)(100) 	 (2.0) 
1,23510,371 274 80 	 476 
 (11.9)
(100) (2.6) (0.8) 	 (4.6) 

(3.6) (9.6) (3.5) (6.7) 	 (3.6)
 
Farm., Fish., -Miners,Quar- Transport. 	 Crafts., Prod. Pro- Service
 
cess Wks. & Others & Rld.
Log. & Related rymen & Rld. 	 & Com. Wks. 

180 1,126 	 558
4,968 	 77 

(2.1) (13.2) 	 (6.6)
(58.5) 	 (0.9) 

281 1,619 742
5,570 	 94 
 (2.7) (15.6) 	 (7.2)
(53.7) 	 (0.9) 

(5.5)(2.0) 	 (3.7) (9.4) (2.5) 

The Second Five-Year Plan for Development of Science and Technology,
Source: 

1967-1971, p. 29
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workers an average annual increase rate of 6.7 percent is assumed.
 
Based on the previous data, it might be hypothesized that in
 
Korea the most significant manpower shortage seems to be quali­
tative rather than quantitative. Recent educational attainment/
 
earnings profiles indicate that positions in industry are fre­
quently occupied by persons not appropriately qualified; lower
 
technical jobs are often filled by college or even university
 
graduates. Frequently job holders have had an education which is
 
unrelated to the particular job functions they perform.
 
According to data supplied by the Economic Planning Board it
 
can be assumed that the labor group with zero to six school years,
 
persons with only primary school education, will total approximately
 
8.5 million people in 1971. This constitutes an average annual
 
increase of 3.3 percent. The population group with seven to nine
 
school years will increase by 4.7 percent and will grow to 856,000
 
people in 1971. A higherannual increase, five percent, will be
 
found in the population group having had ten to twelve school years,
 
based on an estimated 675,000 people. The Economic Planning Board
 
estimates that those persons with 13 or more school years will
 
number 	405,000 in 1971, with an average annual increase of 7.2 per-

Projpc­cent. It seems doubtful that this projection is realistic. 

tions from the Ministry of Education indicate that the average annual
 
increase to 1980 might be in the neighborhood of only 4.5 percent.
 
Important for educational planning is the fact that the educa­
tional profile of employed labor in Korea will be altered drastically,
 
Employment opportunities for the group of people with only up to six
 
school years will be decreased and the opportunities for those who
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.wil1,graduatefrom middle schools and high schools will.grow,
 
showing .adramatic increase. Table 3-4 shows the worker distribu­
tion by school years attended. The team suggests that perhaps
 
the most significant shortage in manpower is qualitative rather than
 
quantitative. To qualify this statement, there is obviously a
 
general surplus of unskilled and semi-skilled labor; on the other
 
hand, there is a large oversupply of college graduates from the
 
general academic and humanities curricula. And it is not surprisipg
 
to learn that there will be a significant surplus for near future
 
demand in most of the high level professional and technical cate­
gories. The Economic Planning Board estimates that in 1971 the ten-t
 
twelve-school-years group will be comprised of roughly 28,200 perso
 
It is interesting to note, however, that 116,300 persons will be the
 
"output" of the present higher educational institutions. Also, there
 
will be 29,400 persons in the group of 13-school-years-and-over
 
needed irk 1971 as against 39,600 persons who will be produced from
 
present higher educational institutions. In other words, there is
 
a surprising excess of university and college graduates for near
 
future employment requirements. Table 3-4 gives manpower require­
ments by school years as estimated by the Economic Planning Board.
 
The demand for technical manpower
 
The Economic Planning Board estimates that technical manpower
 
resources will consist of 979,000 persons in 1971, which is 9.4
 
percent of the total required employment of roughly 10.4 million
 
people. Table 3-5 shows total employment and technical manpower
 
resources in 1965 and 1971.
 
Table 3-4 
Worker-Distribution by School Years Attended
 
(in thousand persons)
 
School Years Total 0-6 yrs. 7-9 yrs. 10-12 yrs. 13 yrs..& over
 
Year
 
1965
 
Actual No. 8,522 7,051 669 519 283
 
(Ratio) (100) (82.7) (7.9) (6.1) (3.3)
 
1971
 
Actual No. 10,371 8,433 856 677 405
 
(Ratio) (100) (81.3) (8.3) (6.5) (3.9)
 
Average Ann.
 
Increase Rate (3.6) (3.3) (4.7) (5.0) (7.2)
 
Source: The Second Five-Year Plan for Development of Science and Technology,

1967-1971, p. 30.
 
Table 3-5 
Demand of Technical Manpower Resources by Industry
 
(in persons)
 
Industry Total Agr., For- Mining Manufac- Constr- Elec., Wat. Other
 
Year estrv & Fish turing uction & Sanit. Services
 
1965"
 
Actual No. 609,000 60,000 38,000 315,000 8,000 9,000 179,000
 
(Ratio) (100) (9.9) (6.3) (51.7) (1.4) (1.6) (29.1)
 
1971
 
Actual No. 979,000 73,000 54,000 556,000 17,000 17,000 262,000
 
(Ratio) (100) (7.6) (5.5) (56.8) (1.7) (1.7) (26.7) 0
 
Average Ann ual
 
Increase Rate (10.1) (3.6) (7.0) (12.8) (18.8) (14.8) (7.7)
 
Source: The Second Five-Year Plan for Development of Science and Technology,
 
1967-1971, p. 32.
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Let's have a closer look at those roughly one million persons
 
9f technical manpower resources who will he required by 1971.
 
that time a total of 62,700 scientists, engineers, professionals,
 
technicians and.craftsmen will be needed, that is these will be "new
 
additions" to the labor force. A breakdown of the new additions shows
 
that next year (1972) 18,200 scientists and engineers will be demanded
 
The present educational system, however, will turn out 29,000 people
 
with these educational qualifications. Likewise there seems to be
 
gn over-supply of craftsmen, as the present educational institutions
 
Will turn out 49,800 trained persons, while industry and commerce
 
will have openings for only 31,000 people with that level of educp­
tional attainment. Technicians, however, will be in short supply.
 
Only 7,680 technicians,according to the projections of the Economic
 
Planning Board, will be produced by secondary and higher educational
 
institutions, whereas the demand calls for a total of 13,540 technioLanqf
 
Planners in the Office of Labour Affairs as well as spokesmen of t1e
 
Economic Planning Board are of the opinion that an adjustment of
 
qverall manpower requirement and supply will be made by transferring
 
the surplus portion of scientists and engineers to the technician
 
category and upgrading craftsmen through vocational training. Theo­
retically his idea is possible. In practice,however, this procedure
 
is educationally inefficient and will cause some unemployment and
 
underemployment. Manpower wastage through over-qualification can already
 
be observed, that is, engineers are doing work at technician level
 
and college graduates are engaged in routine clerical or sales workq
 
Regarding the upgrading of skilled labor to do technician work, it
 
is alarming to note that apprenticeship training, as well as in­
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service or on-the-job training, are extremely rare in industry except
 
uta
in a few large establishments located in seou ana in une 
district near Pusan.
 
The Economic Planning Board estimates that in the following
 
year (1973) a total of 31,010 skilled craftsmen will be needed. Long-term
 
projections indicate that there is a decreasing trend in the require­
ment each year and an increasing trend in the supply. Likewise, in
 
According to statistical
1971, 13,540 technicians will be needed. 

data prepared by MOE only 7,680 technicians will be trained by appro-

As a matter of fact, it is estimated that
priate institutions. 

between 1970 and 1975, 22,000 additional technicians will be needed.
 
This shortage exists in all industrial fields except agriculture,
 
forestry, marine and fishery.
 
A comparison of requirements and supply of craftsmen and re­
quired technicians by occupation shows clearly that some of the incon­
sistence in short- as well as medium- and long-range plans prepared by
 
is largely a matter of semantics. At a time when
MOE, EPB and CLEP 

thQusands of engineers appear to be working as technicians, it is
 
discpncerting to read that "the deficit of 24,000 technicians will be
 
overcome by the transfer of 15,000 surplus scientists and engineers
 
during the early years of the second five-year plan together with
 
9,00Q from the craftsmen category who will have been given intensive
 
vocational training. 
2
 
A major problem arises out of the needed adjustment of the require­
ment and supply of skilled labor and especially technicians. To simply
 
statp that the number of graduates from junior colleges and vocational
 
high schools should be "adjusted," overlooks the difficulty.
 
2. 	The Second Five-Year Plan for Development of Science and Technology,
 
1967-1971, p. 42.
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inherent in the sort-term improvement of the quality of secondqry
 
institutions in order to meet the upgraded demands of a highly in,
 
dustrialized country. According to a spokesman of the Economig
 
Planning Board, "appropriate steps" will be taken du3ing L971 to
 
extend retraining to a minimum of ten percent of the total number
 
of employed technicians, thus enabling them to upgrade their skill
 
levels. Such retraining will be performed--at least this is the
 
opinion of a spokesman of MOST--under the in-service training pro­
grams of individual industries. A potential weakness of this
 
approach must be recognized when one looks at the incidence of ouch in­
plant training as was available in the past. In-plant training in
 
Korea, as has been pointed out, is extremely rare. These down­
grading and up-grading practices should be recognized for what they
 
The long-range
are--emergency measures--not long-range solutions. 

solutions must be found in reordered educational priorities in the
 
schools of Korea.
 
Education as an investment
 
The manpower requirements approach appears tq have lost some of
 
The failure or refusal to respond effectively to
its momentum. 

educational and economic purposes, and the 4eluctance to question
 
established practice has contributed to a diminishing credibility
 
in the manpower requirements approach. This mndlessness p not the
 
monopoly of individual "flying manpower specialists"; it is diffqed
 
remarkably and evenIy throughout many developing countrieq whqpe
 
educational leaders find it hard to believe that manpowev Qriteria
 
may not always be appropriate guides to educational planning. But
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countlesssnecalistsin'the..educational...lannina..field havearied
 
fo't'l .lo6nqtime thati'manpower requirements,modelswhich,ignore #hO
 
costs.bfeducational..'policy relative to expected benefits.,are inappro­
priate '(Cash,.:1969).?l
 
The m'ainlimitations"of .the manpower requirements approach arp
 
inherent in' the implicit assumption that the elasticity of dem~nd
 
for;-labor ina country is inelastic. That is to say tha the amppnt
 
of-,different kinds of'-labor required in the future will not adjust
 
itself.to changes of-the ,wage level. Furthermore, as critics poiqt
 
'out. the implementation costs of educational plans are often ignored.
 
The method typically used in manpower education planning is to
 
attempt.ito : 
-..._"meet the'production and consumption targets specified in
 
the economic development plan, although no comparison is
 
actually made between the benefits and the costs of the
 
educational policy. The problem is that, without such
 
comparisons, any educational policy can be seen to be con­
sistent with development objectives, irrespective of its
 
real cost to society." (Chirikas and Wheeler, 1968)
 
Since this approach ignores costs, manpower planning is only A
 
partial method of analysis. It may be true that employers w4l!
 
need workers with specific skills, but are they willing or able to
 
pay for them? Manpower planners have often been guilty of identi­
fying shortages and proceeding to train the appropriate number of
 
workers regardless of cost. However, decisions to train additiqnpl
 
workers or to expand educational facilities under conditions of
 
scarcity require the balancing of costs and benefits (Kraft, 1969)t
 
There is also the long-range problem of technological changp
 
which alters the need for various types of trained people' As seen
 
in the past decade, the need for certain occupations has been elimpi­
natedentirely. To some extent the more technically progressive
 
firms and industries may be used to guide future projections, but even
 
these will not provide a complete picture. If men are trained to be
 
flexible among jobs, the problems incurred by technological change
 
may be lessened in part and men will be able to alter their occupa­
tions with a minimum of retraining.
 
Economists who have taken an increasing interest in education
 
Vver the last ten years, are in complete agreement with Beeby, who
 
states that the entrance of economic theory into the realm of educa"
 
tion has been profitable because:
 
"The economic approach is an excellent means of encouraging
 
so many educators
education to move closer to reality, as 

have for long been demanding; the scientific methods of
 
economics bring them a degree of precision which has a
 
happy effect on educational discipline economics,by demonstrat"
 
ing scientifically that education can be investment as well
 
as consumption, offer a conclusive argument to induce society
 
to accept an extra financial effort in favor of education."
 
(Beeby, 1966)
 
It is in this area where the manpower approach fails. It is a
 
Well-publicized fact that in the past years in Korea the economic
 
plans always came first. Educational plans were prepared only after
 
the general economic targets were set. But education, which is
 
development of human capital, cannot be isolated from society, culture
 
or economics. And educational plans which consist mainly of man­
power projections are bound to fail as they overlook the fact that
 
education has repercussions on all activities related to the develqp­
ment of a growing society.
 
Rather than being confronted with a general manpower shortage,
 
Korea has the more pressing problem of predicting what the future
 
growth of technology will be and what general implication this growth
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has fork-ts human resources development effort. There canibe no 
j- alu thedoubt that technology will change, just as woria marn e
' In Korea, wheirie consg iderablemix'of Korean industry will change'. 
resources are being devoted to improving tecnno±ogytejiu~uu 
is expected to advance rapidly with corresponalng 
increabes in" 
Inhumanproductivity and modified human resources requirements. 

view of this future for new technology and the concomitanti predict­
'
 
able growth of knowledge and the further implication of these
 
changes for transfer of knowledge through the educational processes,
 
even the most sophisticated statistical projections of manpower'
 
demand and supply seem to be rather meaningless. For example, who
 
that by 1968 the United States would
would have predicted in 1948 

employ a quarter of a million employees in the television industry?
 
The foregoing remarks should not be interpreted as advocating
 
After all, educational plans
that no projections should be made. 

have to b~e based on some quantifiable ideas of what the future is
 
going to be like. What the study team cautions against is the
 
less artificial "link" between educational
establishment of a more or 

output and future so-called manpower needs. While educational
 
planners, mostly in developing countries, still rely heavily on qupn­
titative manpower forecasts, it is well documented that the movement
 
of the past few decades has been away from the quantitative manpower
 
concept of directed or forced human resources toward a social demand
 
approach which attempts to organize human capital through economic
 
market forces.
 
It is interesting to note that long-range manpower projections
 
for Korea have'been made although no systematic current informatiop
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abqu laor supply tand demands by varius'ndu4riep,,adocp4­
1.or.al groups areavailabl ., Nor' wdrep. t1ere ,any m~tnpower require­
mqentand'_.supply data on an area basis ava.ilable, and,long-range
 
pxanning,of manpower utilization be.comeS somqwhat suspegt.
 
it is-not surprising that several consultants of,.U.S.'AID
 
have realized this shortcoming and have recommpnded that specific
 
types or backgroun -'es-arnc-1 are neectea.to,give any depth or, sub­
ptnce to' knowledge ahoy. manpower, education,and training. The
 
fqllowina are some.of the major fields -in which research is needed
 
and which have' been recommended previously.
 
"(1) The feasibility of labor-intensive production in
 
industry and public works; (2) post-graduation experience
 
and utilization of graduates of professional and technical
 
curricula .n colleges and high schools; (3) relative cost
 
and effectiveness -of various approaches to technical and.
 
skill training; (4) ialor productivity in small, medium
 
and large-enterprises in relation to working hours, working
 
conditions and incentives; (5) the structure and nature of
 
unemployment 'and under-eLployment, urban and rural; .(6)
 
rural-urban migration and its consequences." (McVoy, 1965)
 
In April 19'6, Hollander, in his report entitled "The Role of
 
Manpower in Korean Econ°rnic Development' wrote that the long-run
 
oevplopmqnt of Korea's .lanpower will depend on what is done to
 
"cultivatp its quality as a labor force." He postulates: "so far
 
ap education is concerned, the major strategic consideration in man­
power development should be the strengthening of secondary educa­
tipn, both acauemic and technical, and the focus on vocational edu­
,at4onand training on the particular tasks of the second five year
 
plan."
 
He also states tnat:
 
"...raisin.g the'prodctivity of the labor force will require
 
pig 'qff of j!cjp portion ofit )4qonjpous the thdl-
ZIUFAl .,bor force wh~pI4~ . t~hq4irementq 
Of Korean agriculturel and rqwAloqat~ng tnwm t9 p;pT 
quc~ive p 4qe Ap hasn the non- griqultural seotops? 

often bpen poirnted out; tiis large labor foroq s ponsumifng
 
(though at a 19w level without cdd4nq Anythtng'to the '
 
pontry ts,product' whereby depre4sng the ayerage level.
 
of living of the entire population? It peeis evident 
that substantial inqreases iq produQtivity in agriculture 
oan be achieved by nore 3t nsiye outivation pf the 
land without requiring pro than a pmall fraction of 
this redpndant labor force, One of the piajor objectives
 
of a strategy for manppwer devplopent is to channel
 
th. labor into prodgqtlve pon-ap$oultugal 4ctlvities-­
in or near the rural areas to the e:tent that this is
 
practical, or to provide employment ir te tqwnsand
 
pities, The net cost of this labor to the economy will,
 
be small and the npt gain of qopvqrtilg #his re44ndant 
labor'force into profttable productive uses will be 
qorrespondently great-" (Hqolandep .1966) 
Beyond the Manpower Conceet
 
Oeventee yqrs ago, pt A Cpnferenae on the Utilization of
 
Pienti~ nd frofess4onal Mappower At Columbia University, 
genneth E, Opulding phocked his gophi~tloAted 4pdience w4th the
 
ptqtemqnt, "at he fgqn4 the wholp manpower qncept repulsive, dis­
qusting, dapgqrous and 'lipcoppatiblp rit4 the *deals of liberal 
;n defpnsp of thiq extreme position
democray'? (Boul4ing, 1968) t * 
he argued p1a the 'fnlnpower Abstraction" is appallingly crude, ain 
that any attempt to thin% of the problem of allocAtion of human 
resources as $f it were pimply a matter of contipg noses, misses 
most of the realities of the pape, "q 9pnoluded thpt te implica­
tiong or education #re that the edtcational systpm hould "plan 
for surpripe." Of pourspf we 4p not advopate here tlat educational 
policy OhoUlq negleqt prqd!iOpo gq proeqtiqn@j After al, popu­
lation-projections qopstitue a neqessapy to9l for educational
 
pl4nners. And in an already developed country, where it is possiple
 
to project into the future as there aie reasonably stable parameters
 
in the past, this reliance seems to be justified In developing
 
countries, manpower projections can be completely erroneous becauqe
 
of a sudden chanqe of the technical and technological parameters
 
of the economic system. While the more qualitative aspects of techgo-,
 
logical change,such as the shift from textiles to electronics, will
 
00 felt immediately, changes in the rate of growth of productivity
 
might not be felt for a few years, and then the effects will be
 
noticeable only in unexpected gains or declines in the unemployment
 
rate and in the growth of national income. The central.question for
 
Korea is to what degree will a changing technology and changes in the
 
demand-miN alter the profile of the manpower projections. Referring
 
to a second difficulty,Samuel Bowles writes that it is almost
 
impossible to simultaneously identify both the demand and the supply
 
fundtions,for educated labor. He states that "even if labor markets
 
are in equilibrium, the data on labor inputs represent.the inter­
section of a demand and supply schedule; we are unable to distinguis4
 
whether the estimated 'requirements' are determined by demand or
 
supply." (Bowles, 1969)
 
The study team, which favors the rate-of-return approach to edu­
cational planning, is of the opinion that the manpower.requirements 
approach as applied to the Korean pducational system and economy ip 
not adequate. It is feasible to use economic growth forecasts-or 
"targets" to predict the sectoral distribution of output and employw
 
ment in some future year. It is another story, however, to convert
 
r5 O­
the sectora1l diptributio, of:,emplPyment tp an occupat.onalb4istribution 
of Ilthe t otaj, labqr ;force? And io iake ',long rapge fpregastp of lhe 
copippted from
diptz'ibution of the labor forcq by lqvel of schoplinq as 

the diptrflutiqn pf wprkerg by occupation is ancther impopsibility, 
Tots general method of edgcatLoql planningtwhtch tp jp uSp lhe 
estimAtes of require4 numbers of workers, ptFa1fied by educational 
level, in conjunction with data on existing stocks 4n4 expected re­
irpmernt rates# to generate a plan of necessary en~o.1ment levp~p in
 
various types of eduoatignal tnstitutonplhas been used frequently in
 
deV1l9ping and pemi,develope4 qountriep, HoWevpr, mpat planning
 
pttpMpts of this type turn out to be f.x from satisflotory
 
(Hollisterq 19§6) ,
 
In roen# yearp the burden of financing public e4uqation has ip­
opeasingly bepn carried by the federal governmpnt and thus, Korea's
 
formgl education hap to a large extent become a publicly controlled
 
gervice, PJaftning of edipotion should be increasingly recognized as
 
an intpgAr; part of nptional development planning, The impact of
 
formal e4uqation will be more or less effectiyel depending gn whether
 
its Ohpre Qf investment is consistent w.th its significance in rpla-

In Korea, the view has been accepted
t~oq to other economic needp, 

th~t fprmal secondary and higher education have multiple functions to
 
perform f one of the main functions being the creation of well­
pduq~ted people, educated and trgined to adapt to a changing economic
 
pituatipn, All tyqes and levelp of formal education, especially the
 
seponqary leVelf are thu considered a form pf investment in the
 
.infra-0trqptu~e of the Koreap pooiety and eponomy, put educatio4
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is not a short-term investment. It is an investment with its retui:n
 
delayed for ten to twenty years, a fact which frequently is over­
looked by economists who engage in manpower assessments. After all,
 
it appears to be relatively easy to use an economic plan for the
 
design or layout of an educational system. Projected rate: of growth
 
and directions of growth can be calculated and long-term manpownr­
assessments will yield endless joy for the manpower planner.
 
Frequently, however, these planners overlook that their projections
 
at best can only be approximate. And to go one step further: quanti­
tative long-term manpower planning in its present form is obsolete
 
if not dangerous for planning purposes of a developing country.
 
In view of the present economic situation as well as on tho
 
basis of various short-term manpower forecastsit can be expecr>," 
 'mat
 
a quantitative expansion of educational institutions, for the I- _se
 
of increasing the number of students beyond the current suppl.
 
capacity of human resourceswill generally be restrained ir coming
 
years. 
The techniques of short-term manpower forecastinq uri-cd in the
 
Ministry of Education and in the Economic Planning Board are 
reason­
ably goodand they generally agree that the projected number of
 
graduates from higher educational institutions will exced the re­
quirements for economic development. It is extremely interesting to
 
note that based on these quantitative forecasts both agencies agree
 
that new investment to increase the numbers of students over presqnt
 
leve3S may be a waste. 
Later in this chapter an empirical study on
 
the profitability of investment in various levels of education in
 
Korea will be discussed. 
 It shows that the so-called rate-of-reupn
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from college and university education is lower than the return from
 
high school and-middle school education. As a matter of fact, the
 
rate of return from middle school education, 20.0 percent, is the
 
highest.
 
If we subscribe to the assumption that investment in education
 
is as important to economic development as investment in physical
 
capital,it can be argued that: (1) the quantity of schools may bp
 
sufficient in the next two to three years, but the quality of human
 
resources produced by existing middle and high schools can reach
 
neither the level for which the purpose of these institutions is
 
intended nor that required for occupational requirements; (2)
 
emphasis has to be placed on quality improvement of secondary edupa7
 
tion through re-enforcement of teachers, improvements of educational
 
facilities, introduction of educational technologyand curricular
 
improvement; (3) as investment in education competes with invest­
ment in physical capital in the allocation of available scarce
 
resources for the purpose of increasing economic growth, it seemp
 
prudent to invest more in middle schools than in other levels of
 
Korean education.
 
Against the background of the manpower requirements approach tp
 
development problems inKr eha
idca-that education can be treated
 
.as investment takes on the character of a discovery. And the basic
 
practical and political evaluation inherent in this new approach ip
 
Illustrated by the following comment of Theodore W. Schultz:
 
"When poor countries . . . enter upon the process of
 
developing a modern agriculture and industry, with
 
some notable exceptions they invest too little in
 
human capital relative to what they invest in non­
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human capital; skills and knowledge useful in their
 
economic endeavor are neglected as they concentrate
 
on new plants and equipment." Thus, an imbalance
 
arises and as a consequence they fail, often by a
 
Wide margin, to attain theiv optimum rate of economic
 
growth." (Schultz, 1962)
 
And it should not be forgotten that the question whether or not edu­
cation can be treated in financial terms as investment has been
 
solved long ago. In fact, hardly anywhere in the world in the last
 
years has there been any discussion of economic development that did
 
not give educational improvement a predominant role. Regarding the
 
"late arrival" of the rate-of-return approach,one writer observes;
 
"It might seem somewhat surprising that such a common-sense
 
hypothesis (that education can raise productivity of workers) should
 
not have been accepted by economists until quite recently."
 
(DeBeauvais, 1962)
 
The Rate of Rettirn to Education in Korea
 
Cost-and-return analysis in education is not new. What is new,
 
however, is a systems approach to cost-benefit analysis.This
 
comprehensive view encompasses three functions of cost-return analy­
sis: first, educational expansion must have regard for other soc±ql
 
or economic objectives of national development; second, scarce
 
resources must be allocated between different levels and types of
 
the formal educational system ; and lastly, in order to 
achieve effective utilization of its teaching force,.efforts shoul4
 
be made in Korea to change the present labor-oriented secondary pdu­
cational system to a more capitaloriented system.
 
Today, the existing educational plans make hardly any allqwance
 
'for an accurate regional breakdown of educational cost. But rpgion4l
 
costs are extremely Mpptant as they. pan s3ee ar a bafq fO 
eqializing educational opportuniles .nKorea ai .1e ana f1r 
promoting types of education "an tr;ka4.r whiph fre 4ef~oqnt in 
to rplnembpr thai the market
individual regions. It is mportan 

for sk41d and scientific pqrsonel is g national one,
 
A close examination of e~u~ational eppenditure and benefits by
 
Spph cost and return
level and type of education comes next, 
tfmiidi. dnne neriodically, could providq a psegul guide to policy 
in Korea. After all, the bql o all educqtipu4 ejpenditures g99e 
to primary edupatipn and in terms of cost per st4entq Korean pri­
mry pdupation seems to be rather inexpensive. And while our study 
shows that the return to education is highept at the middle sphoQl 
level, it should not be overlooked that there is little point in Ox., 
panding an educational system which is ineffective and inefficientf 
First, the weaknesses have to be remedied aid our suggestion is that 
this be through the introduction of eduaptional technology and inno" 
vat ions. 
,Educationgi Expenditure as an Investment. An interim cpor'
 
bn ,educational finanping in Korea by professor LeRoy J, Petcrron 
qontains a chapter on educationpl e~cpenditure as an investment, 
The':chaptot is sub-dtvided in parts discusqipg cost-boaafit tudt~s 
.nthp United States and cost-bqnefit studies in Korea. The reader 
ifs-referred to these sub-chapters as they describe in detail "jhe 
etensive -volume of literature and research on this stubject. Re­
garding the cost-benefit studies in Forea, Professor Peterson referp 
Sthree recent studies which havp ben directed specifically to 
deermi6e 'the economic bepefit qf eoucgti .nal e~penditures in j(ore, 
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Professor Peterson concludes:
 
"Since the return on the educational investment in
 
Korea is of vital importance, the findings of the
 
(above) studies should be reconciled. The question of
 
the economic return on the educational investment is
 
of sufficient interest in educational finance and for
 
public policy to require specific answers." (Peterson,
 
1969)
 
A cost-effectiveness study of particular relevance to Korea
 
because of current emphasis given to vocational-technical education
 
is an examination of private and public costs and utility aspects
 
of vocational-technical education programs offered by area vocatioral­
technical schools in the United St~tes. This study was conducted by
 
Richard H. P. Kraft and investigated social and economic factors in
 
the following areas:
 
1. 	the degree to which graduates of selected vocational­
technical programs assume occupational earning levels
 
in business and industry for which the objectives or
 
the programs were designed;
 
2. 	the public and private economic costs per student of
 
the programs;
 
3. 	the cost-utility model as a conceptual tool for the
 
design and implementation of a planning, programming,
 
budgeting system.
 
Two aspects of utility were considered: (1) the utility of
 
programs in terms of monetary return on investment to the public or
 
society; and (2) private monetpry returns to an individual graduate
 
pf 	the programs.
 
The final sets of calculations involve the computing of cost­
utility ratios between: (1) private costs and utility; and (2)
 
public costs and utility (Kraft, 1969).
 
Findings
 
Private Rate of Return. The 1969 gracuate jf selected Irogrpms 
(Electronics Technology) invested approimate~y two efs Qf fore­
gone earnings and direct costs totaling $5,015? In returnb he ;e­
ceived average earnings of $2,313 greater than he would have h~d he 
continued as an unskilled manufActuring wqrer, 
These two factors are used in the computqtion of a post-utility
 
ratio which yields a figure useful for comparison of the program's
 
relative effectiveness over previous years and relative utility valuef
 
limited to the monetary aspects, with other educational programs,
 
The 1968 graduate yields a costrutility ratio of 2t51. This ratio
 
number is alpo equivalent to the number of years it will take the
 
graduate to receive a return of $5,815 or "tptal return" on his inveqt7
 
ment. This rate of return assumes that the graduate has no further
 
increases in earnings during the 2.5 year period following his grgda
 
tion. Since this is a rather weak assumption in that the graduate
 
will more likely receive pay raises during this time, the rate of
 
return is probably conservative.
 
Public Rate of Return. The return to the publio pn its invest­
ment in vocacional-technical education programs was also raised ap
 
a question for investigation in this studyq
 
The public (or society) invested $1,597 over a period of two
 
years in a 1968 graduate's program. For this investment t1e public
 
received in the form of additopal taxes paid by the graduate during
 
this first year of employment $548. The cosj-utility ratio indicates
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a period.of less than three years in which the graduate will re rn
 
society's investment of $1,597, assuming that the graduate has no
 
increase in earnings during this time period. Again this assump"
 
tion being unlikely, it would be expected that the graduate will
 
return the investment to the public in an even shorter period of
 
time. The public rate of return of 34.3 percent is also based on
 
the first year earnings after graduation.
 
Another important result of the research was the verificatiQn
 
of the theory that cost-effectiveness procedures allow the fore­
casting of the costs of new programs over a period of years. Many
 
mistakes have been made in the past because of a failure to take
 
into account the cost, in future years, of programs that are attracv
 
tive superficially, but that, eventually, prove to be bad educational
 
investments.
 
Cost-effectiveness procedures can be valuable in determining
 
benefits that may accrue from the more efficient utilization of
 
yocational-technical school facilities by the use of the facilities
 
after hours for adult education or other programs, or through the
 
lengthening of the present school year. In Korea,only one cost-benefit
 
study has been specifically directed toward determining the econo~lll ro,
 
turns to education. The research was completed in September, 1968
 
3
 (Kim, Kwang Suk, 1968).
 
Rate-of-return estimates of investment
 
in education in Korea
 
An important question entering into the discussion of the rate
 
3. Two other projects are still in draft form and will be subject to
 
modification (Chong, Keun Bae; Moon, Yong Lee). In their present form
 
they have limitations due mainly to methodological procedures.
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nt. r~tmrn: i1',t:h6eurooe for which thq,'qoqt-Pene=zr a4cu4tion- i 
wanted*. If one wanted: to calculate the private prfitability pf
, 

investment in educational'training t~ep benefits should refer to
 
earnings after tax'*and cost'should refer t9 Orivate costq .nly. On
 
the other hand from society's 'point"0f.view edocatonal benefits
 
refer to income before tax,and cost shquld include all outlays
 
related to education. Alsoon the cost side we will have tbdiffer,
 
eitiate between direct costs and'indireqt cqstS, While direct costs
 
refer tO outlays for schooling purposes, suqch aq tuitin,fees paid
 
by individuals, one has to take into account total sqhoQling cpsts
 
whenthe social estimation of the rate of return is wanted,
 
It will be useful to differentiate between.tie ex-ante and
 
ex-post application of rate-of-rpturn analysis, In organizational
 
terms this means that cost-benefit comparipons are bpitg undertaken
 
before, and corresponding evaluations aftpr, the implementation of a
 
new educational model. Such analysis will indicate whether if would
 
be economically meaningful to substitute capital for"lapor in the
 
educational transformation process. Given one measurable type of
 
educational output, the calculation Qf costs-and benefitp by detatleo
 
•analysis of educational inputs and of dfferent input comnlnaiions can
 
then indicate the most efficient"Combinatton,
 
For this portion of the paper the study tpaln has rolied heavily
 
.on the Statistic Year Book of Education, pub4ihed by the Minstq pf
 
Education, to the*Report onWage Survey, 1967, published by the Ban4
 
of Korea, Seoul, and on the 196d.Population and Hougin? Ces of.K
 
published.by the Economic Planning Board.
 
"Itha's been acknowledged that people with a htgher level of
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education usually enjoy the benefit of higher life-time earnings.. I;
 
other words, a college graduate usually earns more than a high school
 
graduate and the earnings of a high school graduate are higher than
 
those which a middle-school graduate can expect. One limitation of
 
the rate of return approach is the difficulty in estimating to what
 
extent the extra income is due to education alone. After all, fre­
quently the earnings level depends on variable6 such as parents edw"
 
cation, type of occupation and last but not least the region where
 
employment is found.
 
The tendency of educational training to raise the productivity
 
and hence the earning capacity of students is one and only one of the
 
objectives of the educational process. It should not be overlooked
 
that this vocational objective is of declining importance in advanoPd
 
countries. In Korea, however, the question of raising the produc­
tivity is of prime importance. As a matter of fact, the teams study
 
assumed that the difference in earnings between better educated and
 
less educated groups in Korea reflected the difference in their rer
 
ppective productivities.
 
As earnings of an individual have the tendency to change with
 
his age, the number of years of employment and experience and unem"
 
ployment trends were taken into account.4
 
4. The team hastens to add that they do not underestimate the
 
cultural value of education. After all, there are numerous
 
different objectives of education such as cultural benefits, for
 
instance, which usually are excluded from cost-benefit evaluations.
 
The reasons for these restrictions are obvious: it is extremely
 
difficult to measure other benefits than those which are of a
 
purely economic nature.
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A comparison- o f; data supplied by -MOE: and CERI aSz well as.'datr-
Eoundin the Statistic'Yearbook of Education 1969 indicates that
 
there seems to'be a general agreement as to what constitutes in-::
 
schoolexpenditures. For out-of-school expenditures per student,'
 
however, special estimates were supplied by CERI. It is interest-­
ing to note that these estimated annual out-of-school expenditureq
 
'differ to quite a degree from those which were used by Kwang Suk
 
Kim,in his cost-benefit study in 1967. Our data (Table 3-6) shows that
 
total direct education costs per student, including both in-schoQl
 
as'well as out-of-school expenditures amounted to 14,800 Won for
 
-primary school pupils in 1969. The total direct education cost for
 
middle school students was 30,600 Won, for high school students
 
44',100 Won, and for college and university students 146,500 Won.
 
3arnings by Level or Education
 
In order to calculate earnings by levels of education, we used
 
the Bank of Korea's Report on Wage Survey, 1967. Data for 1969 wap
 
lerived at by adjustment of the 1967 tables. In discussion with the
 
'ERI staff and with economic advisors of the Bank of Korea the team gadded
 
:he impression that Korea's labor market can be classified as com-

Detitive in nature. There is a high rate of mobility among midd.l
 
3chool and high school graduates who entered the labor market to
 
)ec6me employees especially in the following fields:
 
a. manufacturing 
b. mining 
c. utilities 
d. primary school teaching 
Table 3-6 ' 
:Total Education,Expenditure per Student- .1969 
Won) 
Primary.Schqol 14,800 
MKiddle Schoo- 30,600 
High ,School 44,100 
Coll*ge,and 
Unt'ersitv 146,500 
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e.- middle school teaching. 
f high school,teching 
'nis auai-itative', zinDut was nianiv imnortant ror us, as we oasea 
our cost.and return study, on..the .assumption that earnings data from
 
these areas reflect average earnings of employees with similar edu,'
 
cation and attainment in other sectors of the Korean economy.
 
Table 3-7 shows the earnings profile by education and working
 
field, 1969. Monthly cash earnings of mining industries workers
 
were multiplied by 114.8, since the Bank of Korea survey indicated
 
that fringe benefits were 14.8 percent of monthly cash earnings. Apo
 
annual special earnings by duration of service have been derived by
 
applying the average ration of annual special earnings to monthly
 
cash earnings.
 
Finally ,the annual gross wages were then used to derive the
 
estimated lifetime earnings by level of educational attainment and
 
by duration of service.
 
Regarding the earning profiles, the team decided against
 
adjusting the earnings data according to the present market condi­
tions. However, if unemployment happened to be high, relative to
 
standards established in previous years, then one should adjust down­
ward the earnings differential. The rationale for this, of course
 
is that people with less education are represented to a higher
 
degree in the pool of the unemployed thus lowering their expected
 
lifetime incor.ie.
 
The Cost of Education
 
The private cost to an individual (C4) was determined by
 
Table 3-7 
Monthly Earnings by Education and Working Field 1969
 
(unit: thousand)
Manufacturing 
Mining Industries Industries Electricity Pri. Sch. Mid. Sch. High Sch.
 
Worker l/ Worker 2/ Worker 3/ Teacher 4/Teacher 4/ Teacher
 
5/ 5/ 5/ 4/ 
Total 16.3 (10.2) 13.0 ( 8.1) 29.4 (18.4) 20.8 26.5 27.6 
Primary (1-6) 13.4 ( 84) 9.1 ( 5.7) 29.0 (18.1) 
Middle (7-9) 17.1 (10.7) 11.7 ( 7.3) 27.5 (17.2)
 
High (10-12) 20.6 (12.9) 17.3 (10.8) 29.4 (18.4)
 20.8 6/ 
College & Univ. (13-) 34.6 (21.6) 30.4 (19.0) 31.4 (19.6) 26.5 7/ 27.6 7/ 
* Included are Regular and Extra earning (Not in teachers' earnings) 
o 
1/ The Bank of Korea, Report on Wage Survey 1967, BOK. p. 65.
 
f/ "" p. 93. 
" " p. 246. 
T/ M.O.E. FY 1970 Revenue and Expenditure Budget by Specific items, M.O.E. pp. 1080-84. 
/ ( ) Multiplied by 160, because of every year 30% wage increased 1968 and 1969 
based on 1967. 
6/ The majority of primary school teachers graduate from junior teachers colleges. 
7/ Middle school teachers and high school teachers graduate from universities and 
colleges. 
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Ci = Ei + F + B + S 
in which Ei represents foregone earnings, F - the fees paid by the
 
student, B - the cost of his educational materials and S - the cost
 
of his miscellaneous supplies.
 
An estimate of the earnings a student foregoes while enrolled
 
in various programs is based on:
 
1) 	Mean hourly earnings of skilled labor in general manu­
facturing for the areas served by the schools for 1967
 
and 1969;
 
2) 	Extrapolating percents of increase in earnings for the
 
five years previous to Bank of Korea's Report on Wage
 
Survey, 1967; and
 
3) Computing the total foregone earnings for the mean time
 
a
period, that is the total number of school terms 

graduate would be enrolled. The cost of books and
 
miscellaneous supplies was determined from records kept
 
It is assumed that the cost of traveling to
by CERI. 

and from schools is equal to the cost of traveling to and
 
from a job.
 
Public Costs
 
The annual educational expenditures per student by different
 
levels of school, 1969, have been broken down into in-school expen­
ditures and out-of-school expenditures. The in-school expenditures
 
are comprised of national education expenditure, the expenditures
 
local governments spend for their public schools, expenditures for
 
private schools, PTA allowances and expenditures for experimentation
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and R & D. The out-of-school expenditures, which totaled almost one
 
billion Won in 1969,are the type of educational expenses that students
 
have to bear. Here we find costs for textbooks, learning materials,
 
stationery, special activities in schools, various tests to be taken,
 
school health, transportation, uniforms and the cost for tutoring or
 
outside studies. (See Appendix D.)
 
The next step of the team's survey involved combining'this data to
 
derive cost and earnings differentials by levels of education (shown
 
in Table 3-8). It is assumed that graduates of primary schools have
 
earnings during their fourteenth year of age. For middle school
 
graduates, high school graduates and graduates from colleges and uni­
versitiesthe team assumed that the stream of future earnings start during
 
the first year after graduation. The staff of CERI agreed that
 
age CS -an be considered as a "normal" retirement age for Korean
 
males. For a detailed explanation of Table 3-8, the reader is re­
ferred to the footnotes which explain the profile .-nd contents.
 
We now have enough information to calculate the first rate-of­
return estimates. The information needed is contained in columns 1,
 
2 and 3 of Table 3-8. Column 1,for instance ,results from calculating
 
the net earnings due to middle school education, that is the difference
 
in expected earnings between primary school and middle school
 
graduates. Likewise, column 2 shows the net education cost (or net
 
excess of income) of a high school graduate as compared to a middle
 
school graduate, and in column 3 the education costs and the stream
 
of net earnings of college and university graduates were compared with
 
those of high school graduates. No foregone earnings were assumed
 
for males thirteen years old or less.
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Table 3-8
 
Cost:and-Earnings-Differentials.-by-Level.of-Education
 
(in thousand Won per annum)
 
2...
(A)A o (1) (2) (3)
 
age NEm(NCm) NEh(NCh) NEc(NCc)
 
12 (-30.6) 
 (-30.6)
13 (-30.6) 
 (-30.6)
14. (-129.0) 
 (-129.0)
15 0 (-167.4) (-167.4)
16 23.9 (-191.3) (-167.3)
17 
-27.2 (-191.3) (-218.5)
18 40.8 
-35.1 (-320.9)
19 40.8 2.0 (-320.9)
20 40.8 2.0 
 (-320.9)
21 40.8 74.8 (-320.9)
22 40.8 74.8 
 153.1
23 40.8 74.8 
 219.9
24 40.8 
 74.8 219.9
25 103.1 
-54.8 
 263.9
26 103.1 

-54.8 263.9
27 103.1 
-54.8 
 263.9
28 103.1 148.3 263.9
29 103.1 
 148.3 263.9
30 103.1 148.3 
 263.9
 31 103.1 148.3 263.9
32 103.1 
 148.3 495.7
33 103.1 148.3 
 495.7
JA 106.9 148.3 499. 
35 187.7 67.5 
 499.5
36 187.7 67.5 
 499.5
37 187.7 
 67.5 499.5
 
38, 187.7 130.1 
 499.5
39 187.7 
 130.1 499.5
 
40 187.7 130.1 499.5
41 187.7 130.1 1 t 499.5
 
42-w 187.7 130.1 300.5
 
(1) NEm(NCm) = 
Net excess of income or net education cost
(in parenthesis) of a middle school graduate as compared to a
 
primary school graduate.
 
(2) NEh(NCh) = 
Net excess of income or net education cost
(in parenthesis) of high school graduate as compa;ed to middle
 
school graduate.
 
(3) NEc(NCc) = Net excess of income or net education cost
(in parenthesis) of college graduate as compared to high school
 
graduates.
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The following formula served to calculate the difference in
 
expected lfetimne sarnings between graduates from middle schools,
 
high schools, and colleges and universities.
 
n 	 Bi m
 
(1) 	 il (l+r)i = = Cj (l+r)J
 
i=1 j=1
 
=
Where Bi ith year difference in expected lifetime earnings 
between higher educated and less educated persons; 
Cj = jth year cost (total cost) of education, including 
foregone earnings and experience; 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . n, number of working years 
j = 1, 2, 3, . . . m, number of years of school attendance 
r = discount rate
 
In making this calculation,one seeks 1o equate both sides of the
 
equation. Thus, by iteration you find the internal rate of return
 
(r), or discount rate, which equates the present value of ext::a life­
time earnings attributable to extra amounts of education with the
 
present value of the costs of the additional education. In solving
 
(1),given the values of Bi and Cj, the values of r that will equate
 
(1) to the right hand side are searched
the left hand side of 

out in steps of 0.0001 and r = 0.2000.
 
It is assumed that the internal rate of return will not be larger
 
than 25 percent. The computations were performe-at the Korean
 
Institute of Science and Technology, Seoulon a CDC 3300 Computer.
 
Table 3-9 shows the Rates of Return on Education as calculated
 
by the team. The findings indicate that at the high school level the
 
rate of return (11.2%) is almost of the same magnitude as the one for
 
college and university graduates (9.5%). The rate on middle school
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Table 3-9
 
Rates of.Return on Education in Korea
 
Rate of Return
 
Middle School Education 20.0% 
High School Education 11.2% 
College and University Education 9.5% 
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education, however, is noticeably higher (20.0%) and exceeds the
 
other rates of return by almost 100 percent.
 
It is interesting to compare the rates of return for invest­
ment in education in Korea with the rates of return on alternative 
investment opportunities. A cursory look seems to indicate that 
the return on education compares favorably with the return on 
investment in physical capital. According to a spokesman of the 
Bank of Korea, the yield on investment of physical capital was 
estimated to be in t:o neighborhood of 1S perc::t in Anui3ut 1970. 
It would be misleading to conclude that in Korea the early stage of 
education appears to be extremely profitable, as it is in the 
neighborhood of returns observed for physical capital. The return 
to higher educational levels appears to be relatively low. 
The cost-benefit analysis which we have been carrying out
 
indicates that the social and private rate of return of middle
 
school education is high in comparison with other investments.
 
Education has, however, other objectives besides being an economic
 
investment in human capital. And certain extrinsic goals, such as
 
social, cultural and politicalshould be considered in future rate
 
of return studies. Technically these goals could be quantified and
 
the numerical indicators could become the required weights which one
 
would apply to the educational output.
 
Concerning the interpretation of the rate-of-return profiles
 
which have been constructed, it can be said that they have noteworthy
 
implications for the Korean government and top level decision makers
 
in the educational field. For example:
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a. 	The rate of return of,educational investment at'.
 
middle school level is astonishingly high.
 
b. 	:If monetary indices are accepted as a measure of
 
effectiveness and productivity, then, given the
 
excellent performance of graduates of middle schools
 
in the labor market,extra public funds should be
 
directed toward this level in order to maximize
 
private and public benefits.
 
In other words, along with concern for earnings, employment,
 
and maximizing economic benefits, high priority should be given to
 
the expansion of middle schools.
 
Because of the importance of this analysis to the study teams
 
conclusions, team member Professor John Chang conducted an indepe
 
dent but parallel rate-of-return study. His findings are essen­
tially the same as those reported here. Dr. Chang's report is 
included as Appendix B. 
CHAPTER FOUR
 
PROPOSED CHANGES IN KOREA'S EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS
 
The first broad task of the study team was to attempt to deter­
mine the effectiveness with which educational resources are being
 
deployed in efforts to achieve the goals the Republic of Korea holds
 
for its educational programs. The second task undertaken by the
 
team was to attempt to predict alternative deployments of resources
 
which would yield greater achievement of existing goals or would
 
permit setting more ambitious national goals. This chapter of the
 
study team report will describe the inferences made by the team of
 
current educational goals in the Republic of Korea, what changes and
 
additions to the national educational goals the team concludes aie
 
desirable and possible, and finally, a description of the educational
 
processes products, and changes necessary to maximize the return on
 
national investment in education.
 
Procedures used in examining educational goals
 
The focus of the study team's early work was an attempt to ab­
stract from many different sources the goals and objectives of the
 
public educational system. 
 The mission assigned by the Korean Government
 
limited the analyses to those schools below the college and university
 
levels. 
As the study got underway, the team tended to concentrate
 
more, for reasons to be brought out later, on the elementary and
 
middle schools and on the various pre-college vocational programs.
 
No nation has worked out a set of operational definitions of its edu­
cational goals for the several levels of schools comprising its edu­
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:natnna] system. In some respects, it could be said that nations 
-h~ nn~-~i~nnallv defined their educational goals in terms of
 
headcount; that is, how many students are permitted to enter the
 
system,.how many,are in attendance in a year at the different
 
levels, and what number are allowed to pass prescribed checkpoints
 
and proceed to the next level of education. As with most other
 
countries, the schools and the Educational Ministry of Korea can
 
readily and accurately provide this kind of information. For the
 
measurement of educational goal achievement this would be analogous
 
to assessing the production and success of a corporation by counting
 
the employees. Headcounting provides useful but grossly insuffi­
cient information for assessing goals set or the attainment of
 
those goals.
 
As. the need to apply the systems atproach and the concept of ac­
countability to educational programs becomes recognized,the necessity of
 
developing, insofar as possible, statements of intended educational
 
outcomes becomes apparent. Time and resources did not permit the
 
study team to derive precise descriptions of the outcomes of the
 
contemporary Korean educational programs. The team was, however,
 
able to infer from its work certain intentions for education in Korea
 
and certain results--the two not always being the same.
 
In trying to target the educational goals, the study team went
 
to many information sources. These have been described in some detail
 
in Chapter Two of this report. The team, as individuals or as a
 
group, visited schools at all levels in each province. They, talked to
 
students, teachers, administrators, and provincial board members, and
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in-depth interviews were held with senior officers in several of the
 
Ministries as well as university educators and researchers. They also
 
examined instructional materials, texts, syllabi and training aids.
 
They began with a careful review-of the National Educational Charter
 
issued by President Park and other available goal statements. By
 
examining goal statements and listening to national educational
 
leaders, they were able to form impressions about the general inten­
tions for Korean education. By observing the actual classroom
 
instruction, examining instructional materials and tests, both teacher
 
developed and national, the teat. arrived at tentative hypotheses about
 
outcomes actually being,served by the schools.
 
Contemporary educational goals
 
Learning outcomes in the elementary and middle schools seemed
 
to fall almost exclusively into the informational and skill cate­
gories of educational objectives. The students do appear to be
 
acquiring the skills of reading, writing and computation, though
 
with variable proficiency. The team was astonished at the informa­
tion storage and retrieval capacities of the Korean youngsters,
 
though the relevance of much of what was stored by the students was
 
not apparent.* In the attitudinal domain, "anti-Communism" is a spec­
ified block of the instructional program and "badness" of Communism,
 
particularly the North Korean variety, is stressed. The most salient
 
feature of the learning experience of the Korean students observed by
 
the team can be characterized as rote memorization of classically
 
academic material. The overriding objective being served by these
 
learning experiences is that of preparing the student to compete on
 
the;national examinations which are iused to select those students.who' 
will be allowed to enter the next level of education. In the,_past,. 
there have been three such competitive examinations and the number of. 
students eliminated from continuing academic progression by these exams 
has been sufficient to make them major determinants of instructional 
practice. The examination for entry into the middle school has been 
eliminated recently as a criterion source for selection, and it is too 
early to tell if its elimination will have a rationalizing effect on 
the elementary curriculum. The study team is not optimistic that doing 
away with the examination, in itself commendable, will be a sufficient 
impetus for meaningful curriculum change at the elementary level. The 
examinations are still in use for high school and college entrance. 
Weaknesses in Contemporary Educational Objectives
 
Korean educators need to reexamine the educational objectives
 
being served by the elementary and middle school curriculum in order
 
to better align them with the national goals. Several senior Korean
 
educators interviewed by the FSU team recognized the deficiencies of the
 
Korean schools in providing inquiry and problem-solving experiences for
 
the learners.
 
Moreover, there is a growing trend among those nations having more
 
advanced educational programs to acknowledge the importance and value
 
of "!process" and "affective" objectives as well as "information" and
 
"skill",objectives. Considering the growing rapidity with which informa­
tion becomes obsolete and skills become outdated, there is a clear need
 
to provide an educational experience which will facilitate a person's
 
continuing to learn after he leaves formal education. The processes
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of analysis, critical'thinkinq, rational intuirv and effective nroblem­
solving are probably better educational objectives for the long range
 
preparation of children for adaptive and rewardin adult behavior than
 
fact ana innormation storage, per se. These process objectives are
 
definable and can be taught to youngsters. Furthermore, they can
 
serve him long after he has forgotten how to extract the square root
 
of a number or the name of the capital of the Congo. The existing
 
mode of Korean instruction, with its emphasis on rote learning, does
 
not lend itself to teaching process objectives.
 
A mistake made by some educational developers is to act as if one
 
had to choose between information and skill objectives on the one
 
hand and process and attitudinal objectives on the other hand. The
 
decision is not "either/ox " but how one can achieve an effective
 
balance between these four types of objectives.
 
In planning the goals, objectives and curriculum for the seg­
ments of the educational sequence most nations, Korea included, appear
 
to have failed to address an importaht set of questions. How much
 
(or how many years) education can this country afford to provide for
 
all of its citizens? Whatever number of years that ist it sets the time
 
limits during which all of the citizenry must be prepared for adult
 
life. The fact that some students will go on to higher levels of
 
education should.not divert attention from the reality that most
 
students will not .o, and the formal preparation these latter ex­
perience is all they will ever get. The adult will have to play many
 
roles in his life--husband, father, voter, employee', neighbor, and so
 
on. A second crucial questioi fOr the national educational planne;
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recognizing that most people of the Korean nation will only
 
receive six (orpernaps nine) years or rorma± eaucation, is
 
whether that time is beinq used to the maximum effectiveness in
 
preparincr a.Person for adult life.
 
In Korea the level of education to which virtually all of the
 
young citizens are exposed is the first six years of elementary
 
school. It is the ambition of the Korean government to expand free
 
and compulsory education to include the middle schools or extend
 
the-level of education to which all children are exposed through
 
nine years. In neither case is the existing curriculum as relevant
 
to adult preparation as the study team believes that it should and
 
could be. On the contrary, the first years of Korean public educa­
tion are characterized by "college-preparation" even though only a
 
fraction of the younsters will even enter college. It should be
 
noted that Korea is no better nor worse than most other nations in
 
this respect.
 
Manpower and Economic Considerations
 
'in Educational Goal Setting
 
In the preceding c1apter a number of important points were made
 
about Korea's economy and manpower needs that have relevance for the
 
educational planner. The Korean economy has been, and is predicted
 
,to be into the foreseeable future, dynamic, growing and responsive to
 
world markets. The mix of its industry is shifting rapidly from an
 
agrarian economy to a manufacturing, technical and service economy.
 
The kinds of manpower with low technical skills, which have supported
 
economic development to date, will be needed in relatively diminish­
ing numbers as the growing sophistication of industry creates
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an increasing requirement for technJcally apt personnel.
 
The FSU study team contends that conventional manpower analysis
 
and needs projection will have only general value for the elementary
 
and middle school planners. Knowing the specific jobs which need to
 
be filled one or two years hence is of use to job training programs
 
which are post-middle school. It is not of much use for middle or
 
elementary school planning because of the significant time gap be­
tween the start-up of the job training program and the job placement.
 
This would be less true for projections of higher-level or profession­
al manpower, such as engineers, scientists and managers, where the
 
needs are more stable and thus more predictable.
 
Furthermore, even in a relatively stable economy--one growing
 
at a slower rate such as the United States, it is known that the
 
average worker will make a marked occupational change at least four
 
or five times during his work career. The specific job skills
 
requisite for his first job often have little or marginal relevance
 
to his subsequent employment opportunities.
 
All of this is not to imply that economic and manpower studies
 
are of no use to the Korean educator. Indeed, some very useful
 
information for the educational planner has been derived. The economy
 
will continue to grow; it will need more technical, manufacturing
 
and service employees, and the specific job requirements will be con­
tinually changing. This suggests that an educational program at the
 
elementary-middle school level should not concern itself with specific
 
job training but treat occupational preparation from a broader point
 
of view. In addition to the basics of education, the curriculum, in
 
order to be more relevant to adult needs, should provide an orienta­
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tion to the world of .workand the workings of the economy asthese
 
need4 ,tO be ,understoodby the average Korean citizen. More impor­
tant, ,thosebasic concepts and principles which underlie a range
 
of different occupations ought to be identified and built into the
 
student's learning experiences in order to facilitate his traina­
bility and retrainability when he, in fact, enters the job market.
 
In addition, the elementary and middle school curriculum should
 
include certain pre-occupational training for all the students.
 
Some specific job training measures to follow the middle
 
school program which represent alternatives to current Korean prac­
tice are-described in-Chapter 5.
 
The FSU study team has not presumed to evaluate specific con­
tent or objectives of the Korean educational program. This is the
 
business of Korean educators. The team has attempted to identify
 
general areas which, in its judgment, are insufficiently served by
 
the contemporary educational system. If Korean educational leaders
 
agree with those judgments, the Koreans.next task becomes the
 
appropriate development of specific educational objectives to
 
remedy the deficiencies.
 
Instructional Content and the Definition
 
of Objectives Content of Instruction
 
A fundamental basis for the identification of the content of
 
instruction must be the results of a forecast of manpower needs,
 
since this should reflect a major emphasis of an educational system
 
in. a developing nation. Attention must also be paid, however, to
 
other broad goals which are likely to increase in importance as the
 
nation advances.
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Most scholars of education as a social system have agreed in
 
assigning it three broad aims, which may be stated as follows:
 
(1) providing the individual with the competence he needs to pursue
 
a satisfying life-time occupation; (2) establishing the social inter­
active skills, values and attitudes which comprise "good citizenship;"
 
and (3)making possible progressive individual development in enjoy­
ment of esthetic pursuits. Stated in terms as broad as these, it
 
would appear that these aims need to be pursued in any and every
 
country. They embody needs which are applicable to all human beings,
 
wherever they live.
 
The implications of these general educational goals are mainly
 
in the direction of insuring that the content of instruction achieves
 
a balance. One wants the educational system to produce not simply
 
auto repairmen (for example) but auto repairmen who are proud of
 
their jobs, thoughtful of their families and friends, and able to seek
 
pleasure from life in several different ways, each of which deepens
 
their development as human beings.
 
Occupational. The forecast of manpower needs will have revealed
 
a set of occupations for which educational needs exist. Occupations
 
can be further analyzed to reveal classes of jobs, and it is with
 
these entities that one can begin the derivation of the content of
 
instruction. Some of these jobs may match similar ones in the United
 
States, at least closely enough so that similar inferences of re­
quired skills and knowledges can be made. There are many different
 
sources of job information which can be called upon at this stage to
 
derive the knowledge and skill components of jobs: government agencies
 
at all levels from federal to local have produced a variety of job
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descriptions containing essential information.
 
In all likelihood, a particular developing nation will have a
 
need to establish certain kinds of jobs which do not exist in the
 
United States, requiring unique combinations of skills to.fit partic­
ular economic requirements. A well-developed technology exists for
 
the forecasting of selection and training requirements, the elements
 
of which were developed by Miller and others in connection with the
 
projection of new Air Force jobs in aircraft and missile systems.
 
The procedures available are not confined to military operations but
 
may be applied with equal facility to jobs needed throughout an
 
economy. The outcome of these forecasting procedures is a set of
 
statements representing the objectives of vocational education in
 
particular areas. They may then, in addition, be related to the ob­
jectives developed from other job analyses to reveal those skills
 
held in common, in other words, the basic skills.
 
There is, however, little mystery about basic skills since their
 
general nature has been known for a great many years. It appears
 
doubtful that systematic instruction can be designed without them.
 
They are skills of using oral and printed language, skills of dealing
 
with the physical environment spatially and temporally, and skills
 
of mathematical reasoning and computation. Any advancing society can
 
be expected to require increasing use of such skills at all economic
 
levels and within the widest variety of occupations.
 
Citizenship. Something comparable to a manpower needs analysis
 
must presumably be conducted in order to provide a basis for the
 
derivation of the intellectual skills, attitudes and values required
 
to establish and maintain societal unity and a loyal citizenry. Such
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values can be identified (and forecast, to the extent needed) by
 
the application of methods of study familiar to the anthropologist.
 
Having been identified, they can become recognized objectives of
 
an instructional program. Naturally, one should not expect these
 
values to correspond in all respects with those of United States
 
citizens. In the broad area of human rights, however, it is well
 
known that considerable agreement exists throughout the world.
 
As for the intellectual competencies required of citizens, these
 
cover a range of capabilities from casual two-person interactions, to
 
family member interactions, to participation in larger social groups
 
of the community, state and nation. In many countries, conflicts in
 
these interactive skills may be expected to arise from differences
 
in tribal and evolving national customs. Anthropological methods
 
may be expected to reveal the basic nature and scope of social
 
activities from which needed skills can be predicted.
 
Esthetic appreciations. Systematic knowledge needs to be
 
gathered regarding the various kinds of artistic production prevalent
 
in the developing nation, as well as the amount and kind of partici­
pation by the general population in the enjoyment of esthetic pur­
suits. Briefly stated, the need is to identify the activities that
 
are fun. With some possible tempering in the direction of providing
 
for expected developments in national preferences, these varied
 
activities can form the bases for a derivation of needed skills. For
 
example, the intellectual components of the art of the dance could be
 
reflected in projected instructional content; or, the skills pre­
requisite to creating a written literature.
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Baaince of instructional content. Information concerning the
 
threemiajor educational goals will accordingly constitute a basis
 
for derivation of instructional objectives and will make possible
 
the'planning of a suitable balance in the content of instruction.
 
Objectives pertaining to the occupational goal will probably be given
 
emphasis compatible with the social aim of economic development.
 
While many of these objectives may be specific to occupational areas,
 
the identification of need for more general basic skills (pertaining
 
to language usage, mathematics, etc.) may be expected. Content
 
balance will also require appropriate consideration of objectives
 
relevant to citizenship and esthetic enjoyment.
 
Defining Objectives
 
Once identified, objectives of instruction need to be defined
 
in terms that are unambiguous and reliable. Methods for accomplish­
ing this task are readily available and have been described by a
 
number of investigators, including Mager (1962), Gagne (1964, 1970),
 
and others. Essentially, the definition of an instructional objec­
tive includes: (1) the conditions under which the to-be-learned
 
performance will occur, (2) an action word, and (3) the object or
 
person acted upon. Preferably, the action word should identify the
 
kind of intellectual processing required in the performance, illus­
trated, for example, by the difference between "recalls" (informa­
tion) and "solves" (a problem).
 
Carefully defined objectives have a number of properties essen­
tial to the further design of instruction and of an instructional
 
system. In particular, they provide information concerning the type
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of learning to be undertaken. They also make possible the design of
 
the tasks to be used in assessing the outcomes of learning. In the
 
latter function, they become definitions of classes of performance
 
to be assessed by means of criterion-referenced items and tests. In
 
the former, they serve as the instructional tasks representing con­
venient components of a course of study, to be analyzed in the manner
 
described by Gagne (1970) for revealinq a seauence of skill attainment
 
which are prerequisite to the learning implied by objectives.
 
It may be assumed that the list of instructional objectives so
 
derived may be divided into sets containing related objectives.
 
Such sets will constitute "courses of study." Some will doubtless
 
resemble those which are familiar and sinqle-driscinline-orientel, while
 
others are likely to be quite different from the traditional disci­
plines. It is not possible to predict the nature of these sets of
 
objectives, since they will have been derived from studies of man­
power and other needs, and this method has not been used in deriving
 
what are now traditional subjects and disciplines. Thus, many of the
 
"courses of study" may be novel ones, incorporating objectives which
 
are themselves newly defined, or which occur in new settings.
 
Current Patterns of Resource Allocations
 
In order to develop a nation of people all of whom have been
 
prepared for a life of fulfillment in terms of general occupational
 
and citizenship educatio the study team feels that a nine-year free
 
and compulsory educational program is required. The expansion of
 
free and compulsory education to include the middle school is an
 
ambition held by most Korean educators and is projected by the Ministry
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of Education and-the.Commission for Long-Range Educational Planning.
 
It ..
is: generally held by Korean educators that more years of education
 
for more Korean children is a good and desirable thing. It should
 
be noted, however, that simple expansion of the present educational
 
program-will not serve the social and economic development needs of
 
Korea unless the schools can provide a higher quality learning exper­
ience and one more relevant to adult needs than is presently
 
In order to meet the important educational goals described
possible. 

in the preceding sections, the Korean schools would have to have
 
smaller class sizes, better prepared professional staffs, additional
 
equipment, and a much richer range of instructional resources than is
 
presently available. All of these things add to the cost of educa­
tion.
 
In 1969 there were approximately 6.7 million children in the
 
There were an additional million
elementary and middle schools. 

children in the eligible age range (6- 14 years) who were not in
 
school, most of these being children who were not permitted or who
 
could not afford to go beyond the sixth year of schooling. At the
 
currently projected population growth, there will be 8.2 million
 
Korean children in the age range six-to-14-years or a net increase
 
over 1969 of 1.5 million children eligible for elementary or middle
 
At the present per student annual expenditure,it
school enrollment. 

would cost roughly 126 billion Won per year to accommodate these
 
children in school. It would also require, at the present ratio of
 
66 students per classroom, 15,650 new classrooms at a total cost of
 
21 billion Won in construction costs. If the student/classroom ratio
 
were reduced to fifty-to-one,it would require 55,294 new classrooms
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at a total cost of over 78 billion Won.
 
None of these cost estimates make any provision for improving nor
 
making more relevant the educational program. Even the most opti­
mistic projections of increase in GNP, national budgets,and educa­
tion budgets over the next five years will not permit expansion of
 
the present system to a sufficient degree to accommodate all the age­
eligible children in nine years of free education.
 
The task of the study team was to determine whether or not an
 
educational program could be designed which would, simultaneously,
 
improve the quality and relevance of Korean public education and make
 
that education available to all children.
 
The Fallacy of Free Education in Korea
 
The practice of free public education as it is understood in the
 
United States is virtually non-existent in Korea, even in the elemen­
tary schools which are purported to be free. All parents, except in de­
fined poverty families of which there are relatively few, must contri­
bute to the PTA fund of the local schools. This contribution is on a
 
sliding scale related to family income. The PTA fund must be re­
garded as part of the real operational budget of the school. It may
 
be spent under prescribed conditions for school conmcruction, instruc­
tional materials and as a supplement to teacher salaries. These are
 
not options added on but are an essential part of the operating funds
 
upon which the schools rely.
 
Also, Korean school children buy their own textbooks, materials
 
and supplies. A consequence of this is that Korean schools do not
 
derive the cost advantage attendant with year-to-year reuse of text­
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books whose cost is amortized over several users.
 
Table 4-1 shows an estimate of the total public educational
 
expenditure in 1969, and the portions contributed by the 
government
 
and the family., Of the nearly 70 billion Won spent in 
1969 for the
 
elementary and middle school programs, 24.7 billion came 
from the
 
Through some cost reduction and shifting the financing 
of
 
family. 

the schools to the national budget, it is predicted that 
the Korean
 
family can be totally relieved of this expenditure in 
the future.
 
In addition to the expenditures shown in Table 4-1, Korean
 
tuition for those
 families spent a total of 6.6 billion Won on 

Also
 
elementary/middle school students enrolled in private schools. 

a total of 10.5 billion Won for outside tutor­spent by families was 

ing and studies. This extra, out-of-school tutoring and 
study is
 
paid for by the families to give their children a better 
competitive
 
Had this total of 17.1 billion Won
 edge on the national examinations. 

been distributed evenly across the 6.7 children in the age 
group,it
 
would have added an average of 2,552 Won per child per year.
 
In other words, the real per-student-per-year cost of education
 
for children in Korean elementary and middle schools in 1969 
was
 
The real total educational cost during this period was
 12,878 Won. 

than half came from tax sources.
 87 billion Won of which barely more 

Of course, the private family contribution comprises an 
indirect form
 
of taxation.
 
If public schools through the ninth year were open to all stu­
dents, were free, and were of uniformly high quality, it is reasonable to
 
assume that the need for private §chools and out-of-school 
tutoring
 
It is probably also reasonable
 
and study would be markedly diminished. 
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Table 4-1.
 
Public School Expense--Elementary and Middle School: 1969
 
Source Amount Per Student
 
Tax Contribution 4 45, 141, 300, 000. 6,667
 
Family Contribution
 
PTA 4 7, 207, 900, 000. 1,065
 
Text & Materials 17, 560, 702, 912. 2,594
 
TOTAL: pf 69, 909, 902, 912. 4 10,326
 
to expect that the funds used for private schools and tutoring
 
c.uld,. in large measure, be diverted to public school support,
 
though in the form of public school taxation.
 
Targets for Future Educational
 
Development Expenditures
 
After studying the several parts of the Korean educational
 
program,the study team is prepared to make some recommendations
 
with respect to expansion and development priorities. In view of
 
the expected growtn of the Korean economy, particularly in manu­
facturing and technological industry, there is no doubt that the
 
nation will need more engineers, scientists and managers than its
 
universities are now producing. These manpower projections are well
 
documented by the Ministry of Science and Technology. However, it
 
can be argue--that the total number of college graduates being pro­
duced are sufficient for the nation's needs, and what is needed is
 
a rearrangement of enrollment quotas by area within the universities
 
rather than increases in the total enroll-.,,_nts. If one agrees that
 
the overall production of college graduates is sufficient, then it
 
follows that the feeder schools, the academic high schools, are also
 
of adequate size. Reports were received that suggest the curriculum
 
of the academic high school was neither as modern nor as rigorous
 
as it might be to best prepare students for university work. Both of
 
these problems should be locally remedial without drastic interven­
tion or increases in enrollments.
 
The vocational high schools of Korea, which enroll something
 
over half of all the students who stay in school beyond the ninth
 
grade, do not seem to be effectively serving the purpose for which
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they were formed. They do not appear to he 'reparing studentsfor­
either occupational'entry or college enrollment. The academic por­
tion of the :vocationa ,high school curricul-um appe'ar to be a
 
diluted version of the-,college preparatory curriculum found in the
 
academic high schools and has little relevance to occupational
 
preparations. Also, the vocational part of the curriculum appears
 
to be equally ineffectual, only a small number of vocational high school
 
graduates ever find employment in the occupational area for which
 
they havebeen trained. For these and other reas6ns the study team
 
concluded that the vocational high school programs, as they now operate,
 
are neither effectual nor economical. A Ynore conrrlete eescrintion
 
of the occupational training programs and attendant recommendations
 
are given in Chaptnr Five.
 
Limited financial and professional resources, as well as the
 
press of time, point up the need for Korea to target its educational
 
priorities rather than diffuse resources across the entire educa­
tional program. This latter course of, action, most often taken by
 
nations, generally fails to generate any significant improvement at
 
any of the educational levels. The resources which could make a
 
difference if concentrated on the area of greatest need are too thin
 
to have any effect whdn spread over the entire program. In the case
 
of Korea, the study team recommends that the university and academic
 
high school programs be maintained at their present rate of growth
 
and improvement measures be taken in the future--an evolutionary
 
improvement through time such as might be ordinarily expected in the
 
normal course of events. The study team recommends a change in the
 
purpose, duration and curriculmn of the vocational preparation pro­
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grams -which are described later'in greater detail.
 
.-
The highest priority:.for extraordinary change and development
 
investments for Korea for-:the.next five years shbuld be the elemen­
tary-middle, school program. It is believed that Korea can, through
 
a substantial but feasible investment in the development and empirical
 
validationofa significantly differend kind of elementary-middle school,
 
provide a demonstrably higher quality educational program for all
 
age-eligible Korean youngsters than otherwise would ever be possible.
 
Further, it is predicted that this program, once developed and instal­
led-in the nation!s schools, would not only be cost effective but also,
 
in fact, cost less per child per year than is presently expended in
 
Korea. In fact, the projected reduction in the unit cost of operation,
 
if obtained, would make it possible to accommodate the 8.2 million
 
children of 1975 at a-total cost that will not exceed the portion of
 
the forecasted educational budget currently allocable to the elementary
 
and middle schools.
 
Characteristics of Proposed Elementary-Middle
 
School System
 
The balance of this chapter is devoted to a description of the
 
characteristics of a proposed elementary-middle school which the
 
study team believes-would be more effective and efficient that the
 
presently,operating system in Korea. The next chapter will deal with
 
the steps necessary for the development of such a system. It is
 
believed that Korea.already possesses the technical capability to
 
develop and install .the -system being proposed. 
The FSU study team-has already acknowledged its indebtedness
 
to the group lof consultants to Korea sponsored by the Midwest
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Universities Consortium for International Activities. The reports
 
of Brian W. Carss, Harry Broudy and C. G. Screven were particularly
 
valuable in contribution to the conceptualization of a new and
 
alternative elementary-middle school system. A salient character­
istic of the proposed system is the appropriate utilization of
 
educational technology. Dr. Screven's definition of educational
 
technology is consistent with the views of the study team and is
 
sufficiently encompassing to serve the purposes of this report.
 
In Dr. Screven's paper, "Educational Technology: A Plan for
 
Implementation in Korea," the following definition is given:
 
its 8aeducational technology refers to the application
 
of not only communication technologies, but also the
 
technologies of behavioral analysis, responsive test
 
systems, and teaching-learning systems developed in
 
relation to measurablo learner performance. Educa­
tional technology is a systematic effort to arrange
 
the instructional process so that the various human
 
and nonhuman methods for instruction are developed and
 
improved to facilitate specific learning outcomes."
 
(Screven, 1970)
 
There are three major areas of difference between the proposed
 
system and the current system. The new system will employ a differ­
ent method of grouping students and organizing the school. The
 
range and mix of instructional resources will be different, including
 
the ways in which the professional staff will be utilized. Third,
 
the instructional patterns will be different. A fourth recommenda­
tion will be to combine the elementary and middle schools into a
 
single organizational unit. While the study team feels this last
 
change would contribute to an increase in the effectiveness of the
 
schools, a decision not to combine the two levels would not signif­
icantly diminish the effect of the other changes.
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Student Grouping and School Organization. At the present time
 
the averaaeenrollment,of theelementary and middle schools of­
Koreal.is a-pproximately. 900. students. In the elementary schools 
this is divided into-six levels or arades bv student aae- the middle
 
school :isdivided into three grades on the same basis. Instead of
 
dividing.thestudents into n groups of 50 to 60 children by age
 
levellit is proposed to divide the students into instructional
 
units of 300 students, so the average school would have three such
 
units. In larger or smaller schools, the students enrolled would be
 
organized for instructional purposes into multiples of 300 or as
 
near as that number can be approximated. Because of the individ­
ualized, automated and small group instruction anticipated these
 
students might be grouped in terms of the similarity of their attain­
ment of the educational objectives, independent of their chronologi­
cal age levels. It should be noted that the variance of achieve­
ment of students within a class is usually greater than the var­
iance between classes. Put another way, in the typical fourth year
 
class there will be some students who are more advanced in their
 
'achievement than many fifth graders, some sixth gradprs and a few
 
seventh graders. The same overlap with the third and second grades
 
will be found with the slowest fourth graders.(See Figure 4-1.)
 
In order to maximize the flexibility of use of physical facil­
ities and instructional resources,it will be possible to comprise
 
the instructional unit of 300 highly variable students in terms of
 
age and achievement. The entire 300 might all be first graders in
 
a large school; be a mixture of first, second and third graders in
 
a smaller school; or be made up of first through ninth graders in
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GRADE LEVELS
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Figure 4-1. Hypothetical distribution of the achievement
 
scores in a given subject made by students in different grades.
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a small rural school.
 
An instructional unit will become the responsibility of a
 
four-person teaching team whose functions will be differentiated
 
and carefully defined in terms of what each team member contributes
 
to the learning experience of the students. It can be readily seen
 
that this will raise the student/teacher ratio from the present
 
55-to--i to 75-to-i. Ideally, the instructional. unit would have
 
access to small rooms for small group projects and instruction;
 
large open work space in which the students could spread out for
 
self-study; and a large room for group reception of radio and
 
television instruction. An unfortunate constraint, to which no
 
alternative could be found, is the configuration of the 108,000
 
existing Korean classrooms. These classrooms are of a relatively
 
constant size (probably adequate for forty students) and cannot be
 
expanded because their walls are generally load bearing. A paper
 
by Charles H. Sederberg of the MUCIA group describes the rather
 
desperate situation regarding educational facilities in Korea
 
(Sederberg, 1970). It was concluded by the study team that a new
 
elementary-middle school program could not be contingent upon much
 
-new school construction nor even much physical modification of
 
existing schools. The schools that now exist will have to be used
 
almost as they are for many years to come. New school construction
 
that would normally occur should be designed to optimally accommodate
 
the new curriculum. The type of curriculum, as will be seen, incor­
porates individualized and self-directed study, teacher-directed
 
group work, and radio and television instruction, in roughly equal
 
proportions. A planning problem was fitting these simultaneous but
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different modes of instruction into the conventional Korean class­
room arrangement, and at the same time maintaining economy of space
 
utilization.
 
It is proposed that the instructional unit (with 300 students
 
and four staff members) will have six conventional classrooms
 
permanently assigned to it. This would make an average student
 
to classroom ratio of 50-to-l, down from the present 66-to-l.
 
Roughly a third of the students' instruction will be provided by
 
programmed television and one of the six classrooms will be equipped
 
for this purpose. With a third of the students in the television
 
room at any given time on a rotational basis, the other five rooms
 
will be available for the instruction of the remaining 200 children
 
in the instructional unit. This means the self and teacher di­
rected portions of the learning experience will occur with an aver­
age of forty students per room--yielding groups of manageable sizes.
 
In order to get the learning group into sufficient space, the
 
Korean government must face a socially and politically difficult
 
decision. Sederberg in his report described the apparent need to
 
move the Korean schools to a double-shift basis,and the study team
 
was unable to find any viable alternative to that action. The
 
fact that students learn and that teachers can teach in today's
 
miserably overcrowded Korean classrooms is a credit to highly moti­
vated and determined teachers and long suffering students. Or it
 
may be that, in fact, not much is learned. A school may not
 
suffer from having fewer teachers,but a student must have at least
 
enough room to place the materials on which he is working in front
 
of him. The organization of students in learning space recommended
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here'bv the studv tfam ;1r1 from idealand may be regarded as an
 
absolute minimum if improved education is to be possible. While it
 
is financially out of the question for the Korean government to
 
build enough schools in the near future in order to avoid the
 
need"Pl t-,rh1nnh1 
- > the present rate of construction
 
is maintained or only slightly increasedethe schools probably could
 
be reverted to single shifts in about ten years.
 
Because of the self-study nature of much of the planned educa­
tional materials, the students will be able to do more learning in
 
their homes or out-of-school. It should be possible to shorten the
 
time in school for the students by at least an hour a day without
 
reducing real instructional time or learning-achievement.
 
The Instructional Resources. For all intents and purposes,
 
the curriculum of the Korean school is almost exclusively determined
 
by the textbooks and course syllabi approved by the Ministry of Education.
 
Most of the textbooks are developed under the direction of the
 
Ministry of Education. Of all the potential teaching resources that
 
might be employed, the Korean school is basically limited to only
 
two resources: the teacher and the textbook. 
 As L. J. Peterson has
 
pointed out, the Korean educational system is a labor intensive
 
enterprise from an economic point of view (Peterson, 1965). Harry
 
Broudy has recommended a careful review of the possibility of using
 
alternative and additional instructional resourcesparticularly
 
those with development built upon the concept of programmed instruc­
tion (Broudy, 1969).
 
.,Even if teaching personnel did not use such a large percentage
 
of,the_ educational budget,there is a more compellinQ reason for
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reducing reliance on the teacher in the learning process. Like
 
other human abilities, teaching competence and knowledge of the
 
subject .taught will vary greatly from one teacher to another.
 
The variance in teaching effectiveness will penalize or benefit a
 
studentdepending on which teacher he draws in a course assignment.
 
Fortunately, chance distribution can preclude a student getting
 
all bad teachers. By the same token the odds are rather low that
 
he'll get all good teachers. Furthermore, even in the case of
 
good teachers, it has been demonstrated that some of the things
 
taught by the live teacher can be taught as well or better using
 
less costly instructional resources. It has also been observed
 
that teachers, in the course of their days work, do a great many
 
things such as paper grading, record keeping, study monitoring,
 
etc., that could be done as well by a person with much lower pro­
fessional qualifications.
 
The study team approached this problem from the point of
 
view of trying to identify the broadest possible range of instruc­
tional resources which had potential use, without feeling bound by
 
the traditional manner in which teachers and textbooks were custom­
arily employed. Practices and techniques which were innovative in
 
the sense that they were not in widespread conventional use were
 
carefully reviewed to see if they might contribute to Korean instruc­
tion. There are many such innovations and technologiesincluding
 
programmed instruction, reinforcement contingency management, team
 
teaching, criterion-referenced testing, computer assisted instruc­
tion and so on. Many of these were discarded early in -the analysis
 
as being inappropriate, too expensive,or technically infeasible.
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For example, the.;.enhancement.ot' student ,motivation to learn in school
 
is or major concern in many countries andtHomme's work with reinforce­
ment contingency management may have much relevance in these situa­
tions (Homme and Tosti, 1965). In Korea, however, student motiva­
tion,;:forothe present at least, is not a problem--students from all
 
socio-economic backgrounds appear highly motivated to'perform well
 
in school. Computer applications to instructional improvement was
 
rejected as a possible resource because it is not cost competitive
 
and is technically too cumbersome for use in Korea in the near future.
 
Two general innovations with their attendant by-products and
 
supportive elements do appear to have potential value for Korean
 
education. These are (a) the instructional design concepts associated
 
with the development of programmed instruction and (b) a differen­
tiated and flexible utilization of staff.
 
Programmed Instruction. Programmed instruction (PI) grew out
 
of the work of Sidney Pressey and B. F. Skinner and captured much
 
attention in world education in the early and middle sixties. It has
 
the added advantage of being fairly well known as a concept to
 
Korean educators. In its earliest form PI was a rather mechanistic
 
approach to providing instruction. The early programs were printed
 
words,or symbols presented in book form or by means of unsophisti­
cated.:teaching machines. The programs usually consisted of providing
 
instructional content in small steps, requiring an active response
 
from the student based on the instruction and then confirming the
 
adequacy of the student's response. These three elements (stimulus,
 
response and confirmation) were generally called a-frame,and a
 
sequence of frames made up a program of instruction. Programs were
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developed of variable length from a few dozen frames teaching only a
 
single concept or part of a course to programs having thousands of
 
frames teaching whole sequences of courses. These programs were
 
able to employ certain important principles of learning which
 
usually cannot be accommodated in conventional group instruction.
 
Both employing and failing to employ these principles have been shown
 
to have a significant effect on rate of learning, final achieve­
ment and retention. In PI the material is empirically developed
 
so that students for which it was designed can proceed through the
 
step-by-step instruction with a low incidence of error. Successful
 
progress is rewarding to the student, and reward or reinforcement
 
has been shown to be crucial to learning. Also, the student is an
 
active participant in the learning process, as contrasted with the
 
passive listener in most conventional instruction. In PI when the
 
student stops actively respondingthe instruction also stops. Since
 
the students response adequacy is being continuously evaluated in
 
the program,he is receiving immediate and continuous feedback on his
 
progress. The programs were also thought to be less intimidating to
 
the student than a live teacher because the students interaction with
 
the program was generally a private experience. The programs also
 
permitted the student to progress at his own rate.
 
But most important was a philosophy and set of assumptions
 
surrounding the development of the programs. It was assumed that if
 
a student who possessed the specified entry qualifications did not
 
learn from the program, then the instruction not the student was at
 
fault. Programs were therefore revised based on try-out feedback
 
from real learners until they took the student to the defined objec­
tives with predictable.regularity,
 
While programs of instruction,-are in use in,the majority of
 
American schools todaythey are not used to teach a very signifi­
cant portion 1of the curriculum. They are .usually used-as adjunctive
 
instruction,providing remedial or supplementary enrichment materials.
 
One of the main.reasons,.PI is not in-more aeneral use -in the United
 
States is that it has been regarded as additive rather than substi­
tive instruction, and if the cost of PI is added to the already
 
high costs of personnel, instructional materials and other resources,
 
then-it must be regarded as something of an educational luxury. By
 
its nature PI can be developed which takes the place of certain other
 
forms of instruction.
 
,,The most inportant impact of the effort surrounding PI this
 
past decadeis not the program itself. It is the idea that learning
 
experiences can be programmed, using a variety of formats, media and
 
instructional settings in such a way as to significantly and predict­
.ably enhance teaching effectiveness. The by-products of PI, more
 
important than PI per se, include the techniques of operationally
 
i	defining-educational objectives in behavioral terms, the individual­
ization ofinstruction, mastery learning, programmed multi-media
 
instruction and educational accountability. The need and techniques
 
for developing behavioral objectives was discussed earlier in this
 
chapter.
 
Programmed Multi-Media Instruction
 
Work by Leslie J. Briggs of Florida State University and David
 
Markle of the American Institutes for 'iesearchsuggests that the
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potential instructional power of the programmed multi-media approach
 
is great (Markle, 1967). (See Figure 4-2.) In the imperical development
 
of an instructional system for an industrial course built for American
 
Telephone and Telegraph Company, they were able to reduce the time
 
to completion by 25 percent and to increase the average final test score
 
from 145 for the traditionally taught group to 270 for the experi­
mental group. The standard deviation was reduced from 42 to nine,
 
and the worst performer of the experimental group scored 44 more
 
points than the best performer of the traditionally taught group.
 
This study employed a mix of tailored media which underwent three
 
revisions based on learner data. This development project effectively
 
demonstrates what can be achieved through carefully and empirically
 
engineered instructional materials.
 
The use of programmed audiovisual media is not unknown in Korea;
 
indeed, the work of Professor Ki Hyung Oh is most impressive, though
 
he has not had sufficient financial support to develop programs as
 
intricate as the Briggs and Markle model.
 
Individualized Instruction
 
Individualized instruction, an outgrowth of the programmed in­
struction experience, is perhaps the most promising development in in­
structional technology at the present time. It is promising because
 
there is evidence that such approaches can be developed and operated
 
without complex equipment and without additional operating expense.
 
There are several programs of individualized instruction in Europe
 
and in the United States that are in operation and continuing develop­
ment today. The Iwo that have been underway the longest and are the
 
0 
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Figure 4-2. A comparison of final achievement of students
 
taught with the Briggs-Markle instructional system, a
 
traditionally taught group, and a control group which
 
received no instruction.
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best-known ,in the United States are theNova High School program in
 
Broward*County, Florida-and the Oakleaf ElementarySchool program
 
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Both are being evaluated as develop­
ment continues.
 
Jack Edling (1970) has recently reviewed a number of individ­
ualized programs throughout the United States. Two projects with
 
which the study team is familiar are underway in the Duluth, Minne­
sota public schools (Esbonsen, 1968) and the Bloomfield Hills,
 
Michigan schools. L. V. Rasmussen of the Florida State University
 
(formerly Superintendent of Schools of Duluth) and Eugene Johnson,
 
Superintendent of Schools in Bloomfield Hills were responsible for
 
the direction of these projects. While there are differences be­
tween the several projectsthey are sufficiently similar for a
 
description of one to suffice. In Bloomfield Hills the entire
 
curriculum for three schools has been individualized. The three
 
schools, an elementary, a junior high and a high school, provide a
 
kindergarten through twelfth grade test environment. Teams of local
 
faculty members in these three schools, working with central district
 
office specialists, and outside consultants, developed specific
 
behavioral objectives for the entire curricular offering. There are
 
terminal performance objectives, the sum of which make up a defined
 
course of study, and interim performance objectives, a sequential
 
group of which lead to a terminal objective. After developing the
 
objectives,the teachers analyzed the instructional materials avail­
able in the system and encoded relevant portions of these materials
 
against the objectives. 'For certain objectives, they judged no
 
material'to be'suitable'and.,developed'their own instructional re­
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sources.. Their,,next step was to;develop instruments and itechniques
 
for determining whether;or-not a."performance objective had.been!:;
 
attained by astudent at the specified level-ofproficiency. Finally,
 
the products of these efforts were organized into self-contained
 
"student learning units ".which for a given block of instruction told 
the student what.was expected of him in objective terms,, what specific
 
instructional resources (including teachers) he might fruitfully
 
employin achieving these objectives, and finally how he w~s going
 
tobe evaluated on the objectives. The student, working by himself
 
or,-with other students, could then proceed at his own rate, calling
 
for help or assessment on any given objective whenever he felt he was
 
ready. Indeed,many of the students were able to demonstrate profi­
ciency on some of the terminal objectives at the beginning of the
 
learning sequence, thus avoiding spending learning time on things they
 
already knew.
 
-Visiting of any of these programs and talking to the students and 
teachers .are convincing experiences. While the youngsters are moving
 
through the curriculum at variable rates, they are as a group tend­
ing to go faster than the traditional paceand some of the students
 
,areomoving very rapidly.
 
These programs have particular relevance for the Korean planning
 
effort because (a) with appropriatematerials they will yield a higher
 
quality learning, j(b) the students will learn more in less time, (c)
 
a lower reliance and demand will be placed on teacher time and,(d)
 
the student is placed in the position of taking a large measureof
 
responsibility for his. own learning., Sweden is reported to be develop­
ing and implementing these kinds,of programs in its high schoolsystem.
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An unexpected occurrence observed in all of these-programs is the way
 
in which the,students informally organize themselves to help one
 
another. It has long been suspected that peer teaphing was a potent
 
instructional resource,but conventional group instruction militates
 
against this happening in any systematic way.
 
Mastery Learning. A program bearing many real similarities to
 
those outlined above is described by Ben Bloom of the University of
 
Chicago in his paper, "Learning for Mastery" (Bloom, 1968). Bloom,
 
as well as Bruner and others, has maintained that given appropriate
 
conditions of learning nearly all students in a given course of
 
studies could achieve course mastery. In conventional instruction,
 
the presentation of content and time for learning is relatively con­
stant and terminal achievement is inevitably highly variable. Edu­
cators, steeped in the mystique of the Gaussian normal curve of
 
distribution, have viewed such results as unavoidable. Bloom set out
 
to see if evidence couldn't be found which would support his hypoth­
eses about the feasibility of mastery learning. Taking a University
 
of Chicago course of studieshe carefully analyzed the course content.
 
He arranged the content in objectives form with the objectives in
 
hierarchical sequence in the fashion described by R. M. Gagne in his
 
book Conditions of LearninQ (Gagne, 1970). Bloom then developed what he
 
refers to as formative and summative evaluation instruments--tests to
 
tell the student how he is progressing in the objectives sequence and
 
how well he has done at the end of the course. Bloom then analyzed
 
relevant and available instructional materials,relating specific
 
teaching units to particular objectives. It can be seen that what he
 
developed is not dissimilar to the "Student Learning Units" of the
 
'
 individualiz6programs described ealier , . usin a'p~rallel 
form 6f the final examination, evaluatedAtwo groups 6f students and 
fund a greater percentage of "A" level students in the group learn­
ingby his system than in the groups receiving conventional instruction. 
Perhaps the most significant educational development project
 
inKorea has built andlindeed gone beyond the Bloom "Learning for
 
Mastery" model. Work by Bom Mo Chung, Ho Guion Kim and their associ­
ates at Seoul National University and the Korean Institute for Research
 
in the Behavioral Sciences is most promising, both in scope and design.
 
These researchers augmented the Bloom approach by developing program­
med instructional units to supplement the otherwise available instruc­
tional materials. Their results of the past two years are at least
 
as encouraging as Bloom's findings. While, because of limited financial
 
support, the project of Chung and Kim's is fairly restricted in terms
 
of the subjects and levels being developed, it has led the study team
 
to conclude that an adequate nucleus of a Korean capability for a
 
larger scale effort already exists. When these resources are taken
 
together with the resources of Hyun Ki Paik's Central Educational
 
Research Institute and Professor Oh's capability at Yonsei Univer­
sity, an impressive range of talent is potentially available to
 
produce a significant, long range educational development effort.
 
The importance of these resources should not be underestimated.
 
:For genuine educational reform to be achieved in the elementary and
 
middle schools, reliance must be placed on technically proficient
 
Korean educational researchers. Foreign contractors or consultants
 
<could 'not do the job.
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Individualized-Instruction in the Korean School
 
It is reasonable to assume that the Korean government can
 
assemble educators and lay citizens who can undertake the reappraisal
 
of the nation's educational goals for its elementary-middle school
 
program and that these goals can be translatedinto detailed
 
sequences and hierarchies of educational objectives. The latter
 
will serve as the specifications of learning outcomes for the
 
entire curriculum. Then educational researchers can estimate the
 
most economic and efficient instructional means by which the
 
objectives can be achieved. The study team estimates that one third
 
or more of the objectives can be best reached by using individualized
 
student learning units. These can be prepared in modular and over­
lapping formats so that the part of the curriculum to be taught in
 
this manner will be fully covered by the units. The student learning
 
units will be packaged in a durable manner to permit their use and
 
re-use for four or five years. Since students will progress through
 
these at different rates and will have different starting points, it
 
will be possible to have many fewer units than students. The appro­
priate ratio of learning units to students can be determined empiri­
cally during the development phase of the project. The student
 
learning units will make it unnecessary for each student to own his
 
own set of textbooks and thus make it possible for each construc­
tional unit to have a miniature reference library. The student
 
learning unit will include: (a) a detailed statement of the enabling
 
and final objectives covered by the unit, (b) pretests, interim
 
progress checks, and final proficiency test on the objectives for
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student and teacher use, (c) the basic programmed and other instruc­
tional materials to teach the obhiectives,, and (d) directions.to
 
otheriaopropriate andreadilv availablesinstructional resources not
 
Pacxaced in the unit. Th will.,be developed, tested-and revised
 
until they are valid-.and rAliable in teaching the students for
 
whom they are intended. They will be stored in the classroom,
 
readily available to the students and classified and encoded in
 
such a way as to allow easy progress by students through the units.
 
It has,been demonstrated.that even preschoolers can become very pro­
ficient at the necessary storage and retrieval tasks.
 
Proqress reports will be furnished the teaching staff by the
 
students at reaular intervals as they work through the units. De­
pending on the scope of the unit (and this will vary) and the
 
individual sneed of the student, passing a given checkpoint could
 
be reported as often as two or three times a day,or once a week,or
 
even less frequently. It will be useful for the teaching staff in
 
monitoring the progress of the qroup and the individuals of the
 
group to have a "production board" that shows the objectives by course
 
area and level, and uses a card for each student to indicate
 
inMUieii,1 n1ntmjav- mh- teacher can then tell from moment tom 
moment; (a)where each student is at any time in his progression
 
through the objectives; (b)how he stands with respect to the other
 
students: (c)when he started a given unit and how long he has been
 
working on it; and (d) what he will need next in the sequence and
 
approximately how soon he will be ready to start it. With this infor­
mation a teacher can tell which students need special help from him 
or one of the other students. and when siih-errninq wi-hin the instruc­
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tional unit are ready for teacher-directed experiences beyond those
 
included in the student learning unit. These experiences might
 
include a small group project, a science demonstration, group dis­
cussions, a lecture, or other special assignments. Indeed, several
 
different activities might be occurring at the same time with the
 
teaching staff organizing and orchestrating the activities as well as
 
serving as resource persons.
 
Clearly, what is described here is a marked departure from the
 
conventional classroom where all students are being taught the same
 
things at the same time--where many students daily receive instruc­
tion in things they already know and the teacher is forced to move
 
on in her presentation before some students fully comprehend what is
 
being taught. In the conventional classroom the teacher behaves,
 
necessarily, much of the time like a tape recorder moving inexorably
 
from one point to the next. The students, on the other hand, are
 
sitting quietly, hopefully listening and taking notes, .and-occasionally
 
responding to a request to recite or seizing an opportunity to ask a
 
question. The individualized classroom, in contrast, is not very
 
quiet (there are the busy sounds of learning); the students are
 
working on different things and the teacher is a manager of a learn­
ing environment and a resource person to be used when and as the
 
student needs help. 
The teacher becomes, in the individualized
 
system, a true professional and doesn't behave at all like a tape
 
recorder.
 
In visiting many individualized programs, the members of the
 
study team have been struck by the positive, enthusiastic response
 
of teachers in these programs, though some had indicated trepidation
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at.tne onset.
 
The Teaching Staff in Individualized Instruction
 
In the conventional classroom the most active person is the
 
teacher--she is talking, writing on the blackboard, asking and
 
answering questions, calling the class roll, grading papers, arrang­
ing instructional materials. If one believes John Dewey's precept
 
that one learns best by doing,then teachers should be learning at a
 
furious rate. In individualized instruction, the teacher is required
 
to behave in a different way than he has in the past and in ways in
 
which he has not been prepared in teacher training programs. It
 
should not be surprising that teachers experience apprehension when
 
asked to play a role to which they have not previously practiced. A
 
necessary and integral part of an educational reform effort in Korea
 
will be to provide an extensive, inservice staff training program to
 
prepare teachers for the new roles they will need to play. Appro­
priate teacher performance in an individualized setting is different
 
and there is no reason to assume that traditional teachers can auto­
matically fit into the new programs without training. Pre-packaged,
 
individualized materials to equip teachers with the necessary new
 
skills can be developed which can be used with teachers now in schools
 
and can become part of the pre-service curriculum of the teacher
 
training institutions. Also, television can be used in the schools
 
for teacher preparation.
 
A development in the United States which is conceptually appeal­
ing is differentiated flexible staff utilization. In the opinion
 
of the study team, there are no cases of differentiated staffiner which
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are exemplary or which can serve as models for Korean planning. Yet
 
it seems clear that the mix of learning experiences envisioned for
 
the new school in Korea calls for a professional staff which will
 
have differentiated specialties. The members of the study team, it
 
must be admitted, have not reached full accord on the number of staff
 
needed for the instructional unit of 300 students. Estimates have
 
ranged from three to six and for purposes of this report the number
 
four has been chosen. In the development phase of the project, Korean
 
researchers should test various arrangements to determine the minimum
 
and optimum number of staff needed. The answer to this question,
 
which will need to be arrived at empirically by Korean researchers
 
within the local setting, will depend on the instructional self­
sufficiency of the individualized student learning units and the
 
programmed television and what proportion of the objectives can be
 
effectively taught through these instructional modes. Socialization
 
objectives dependent upon group interaction will doubtless require
 
greater staff involvement than information presentation and drill.
 
Probably, reliance on professional staff involvement in student
 
learning will be inversely related to the magnitude of the materials
 
development effort. It is, however, safe to estimate that the
 
members of the teaching team will number no fewer than three and no
 
more than five.
 
There are several convincing aspects of the idea of differ­
entiated staffing. For this discussion the following points should
 
be cited$
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Differentiated Staffing
 
I. 	canproVide for better match of teacher's training

and abilities to the requirements of the new system,
 
2. 	recognizes competencies in functional areas and
 
relates them to responsibility and salary,
 
3. 	makes possible career patterns in education,
 
4° 	 makes possible better and more systematic evaluation
 
of personnel performance,
 
5. 	can.provide an adequate salary range to attract and
 
hold many categories and levels of qualified edu­
cational personnel.
 
The 	first two points mentioned here are the most important. The:
 
general concept of differentiated staffing allows for relatively
 
specific functions to be delineated, required competencies in the func"
 
tions to be stated, and responsibility for performance to be more
 
carefully matched to the prior training and abilities of the teachers..
 
The general model of education being developed in this chapter changes
 
the emphasis in the teacher's role by decreasing the emphasis on
 
information giving activities, increasing the emphasis on higher
 
order cognitive processes, and increasing the emphasis on careful
 
management of the learning environment. As these new emphases become
 
more clearly understood (in part through techniques discussed in
 
Chapter Seven), it will be possible to allocate responsibilities to
 
various members of a differentiated team which will be able to
 
accomplish more in the classroom through coordinated effort.
 
As currently conceived, and subject to verification by Korean
 
researchers, each teaching team would consist of a master teacher, an,
 
experienced associate teacher, and two or more teaching assistants.
 
Each member of the group would be trained to perform relatively
 
specific functions and detailed professional job descriptions will
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need to be developed based on an analysis of personnel functions in
 
the 	new Korean school programs. As an example of how such a group
 
might be organized, the following descriptions are offered:
 
1. 	Head Teacher--leader of group with responsibility for
 
planning activities, direction of team member perfor­
mances, supervision of all members of the unit, etc.
 
-Could possibly be responsible for all group lectures,
 
review of student perfoimance, formative evaluation
 
of the teaching unit's progress. Would require a
 
competent leader with organizational ability.
 
Salary should be high enough to attract and hold
 
such a person.
 
2. 	Experienced Associate Teacher -responsible for student
 
diagnosis and prescription and some environmental
 
control activities. Could share some group instruc­
tion responsibilities and would be responsible for
 
student motivation. Salary would be commensurate
 
with compensation of an advanced teacher in current
 
system.
 
3. 	Instructional Aides--with appropriate training would
 
be responsible for instructional monitoring activities
 
such as monitoring ETV and self-instruction class­
rooms, maintaining general records, coordinating student
 
movement, etc. Salary requirements would have to be
 
established on an empirical basis.
 
The interactions of such teams must be developed, as must rather
 
clear analysis of their performance requirements. The patterns of
 
differentiation must optimally allow for a career ladder to be
 
available, for differentiated training to be available and for re­
latively specific staff evaluation. To achieve a clearer understand­
ing 	of the potentialities of the differentiated staffing concept, it
 
would be necessary to analyze the objectives of the new model; analyze
 
the 	functions; tasks and activities to be performed in the classrooms;
 
generate a listing of specific skills and knowledges needed to perform
 
the 	various tasks and functions; establish performance standards and
 
criteria; and develop new teacher curricular programs as indicated.
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The primary points to stress in this discussion of potential
 
chanaes in staffine natterns in Korean schools are: (a) that the
 
new system being suggested here will require new behaviors-of the
 
teachers in the classrooms, and concomittantly new training both
 
at the pre-service and inservice levels, (b) that there are logical
 
and valuable methods or techniques which may be used by Korean re­
searchers to ascertain what the new teacher behaviors should be and
 
how they might best be organized, and (c) that the results of these
 
changes in the traditional role of the teacher will be to increase
 
the efficiency of these personnel, thereby increasing the overall
 
effectiveness of the educational system within a context which
 
will be professionally rewarding to teaching personnel.
 
The Use of Radio and Television in the New Korean School
 
The study team proposes that a national educational radio and
 
television distribution system be developed which will continuously
 
transmit instructional programs during the school day. It is esti­
mated that one-and-a-half to two hours of television iiistruction
 
will be received by each student each day--comprising aboutt a third
 
of the student's instructional day. The decision as to which por­
tions of the curriculum objectives can be most effectively taught
 
through the medium of television will need to be made by Korean
 
researchers after careful analysis of all the objectives.. There
 
are some characteristics associated with the proposed television
 
teachinq which are not often found in other televised teaching pro­
grams.
 
TeJlevision as a means of learning in schools is not new and
 
has been in use in many schools in the United States for twentv
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years. Its contribution to genuine educational reform has not been
 
great in the United States (as contrasted to El Salvador or American
 
Samoa) for a variety of reasons. Conventional instructional tele­
vision compares favorably with live classroom teaching but is not
 
dramatically superior. Televised instruction has been shown to be
 
as good as live instruction and in some cases better. The project
 
in American Samoa has shown that carefully prepared but conventional
 
instructional television is consistently superior to live but poorly
 
qualified teachers. The term "conventional" is used here to describe
 
the type of instruction which is most often televised for school con­
sumption. This usually involves selecting a teacher who is judged
 
to be superior in speaking ability and appearance, who is enthusi­
astic in his presentation, andwho has an appealing personality. Teaching
 
programs are then designed by the teacher and the television produc­
tion staff. The result is rather conventional teaching of much
 
slicker presentational quality. Typically, these courses have not
 
been built on the principles of programmed instruction that were
 
described earlier; rather, a good teacher is used to lecture and
 
demonstrate before students in much the same way as an ord.nary
 
classroom teacher does. This is sometimes referred to as 
the "talking
 
face" approach to televised instruction.
 
This kind of conventional televised instruction has real advan­
tages over at least some classroom instruction that are probably
 
obvious. A good teacher can provide instruction for a very large
 
number of students who otherwise would receive this instruction
 
from a number of teachers (the average of whom would most likely be
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less proficient than the television teacher,.). Jr tne,nwwuer of students 
who receive a course over television.,s lara enougn, L41,03 
ing and transmitting the course becomes very .low per stuaent.•owver, 
these costs advantages are lost if the.,televised instruction is simply, 
added on to the curriculum rather than substituted for portions of it. 
Even in these unimaginative formats, instructional television has proved 
itR wnrth in the c1assroom. 
Programmed Television Instruction
 
There are recent developments which suggest that television has 
much more to offer education in the future than it has in the past. A 
number of instructional television producers have built programs employing 
tne developmental-principles of programmed instruction with good results. 
James Wiikey of the Parks California uob Corps Center designed and developed 
TV sequences where the behavioral objectives were carefully detailed; 
scripting and story boards were developed for these ordered objectives 
and videotapes were'produced. Students with prescribed entry level quali­
fications were then taught by the television programs, and the videotapes 
were revised as teaching deficiencies of the TV program were revealed. 
Using pre- ana post-test measurement, Wilkey was able to show gain and 
predictable terminal learning solely attributable to the televised 
instvrction. The sesame street cnildren's educational tele'vision pro­
duction in the Unitea States has demonstrated that coupling the principles 
of programmed instruction with gooa dramktic television production will 
yield programs which are interesting 'and, more important, will teach 
youngsters who are widely variea,in age and socio-economic background. 
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The Experience in El Salvador. In 1968 El Salvador undertook
 
a major educational reform with educational television central to the
 
effort. They have been concentrating in the first phase of the pro­
gram on the middle school level. The important feature of this exemplary
 
effort is that the introduction of television was used as a device to
 
introduce into the schools other important innovations and improvements,
 
such as teacher training, objectives development, new program and
 
materials development and curriculum reform.
 
The Institute for Communication Research of Stanford University
 
recently completed an evaluation of the first years of the project and
 
reported:
 
"We see that television is not only a medium of instruction but a
 
a catalytic agent for change in the system. A major technological
 
change has forced its own logic upon those who decided to use it.
 
El Salvador's educational leaders seem to have understood and
 
accepted the implications that this innovation has for structural
 
changes that go far beyond the placement of a piece of hardware in
 
a classroom. There have been no other tests on a national educa­
tional system of the kind that is underway in El Salvador. To our
 
knowledge no other country has accepted so completely the implication
 
that educational technology carries with it." (McAnany, Mayo and
 
Hornik, 1970).
 
The reform effort of El Salvador is a dramatic demonstration of
 
what can happen when the top leadership of a country decide that their
 
country can no longer tolerate an obsolete and inefficient educational
 
program. In the case of El Salvador, much of the credit must go to
 
Walter Beneke, a courageous and imaginative Minister of Education, who
 
had the full support of his President. One of Beneke's first steps,
 
in 1967, was to reorganize the Ministry of Education so that the tele­
vision reform effort was set up as a separate division within the minis­
try structure.' With this status, the television division had autonomy
 
and flexib'lftytodevelop, unencumbered by the bureaucratic traditions
 
nistries 01
and ihertia that,often piague large organizations like mi
h

education.
 
One of the most significant actions taken by Minister Benexe was
 
.... io f' u'rricula'for grade n' 

:he appointment of a commission to reform the .uriul f gdes one
 
:hrough nine. Guidelines for the new national curriculum were set forth
 
ihich, for the first time, included consideration of objectives,
 
ictivities, teaching methodology and guidance, and evaluation. These
 
uidelines became the basis for the actual reworking of the whole
 
,urriculum by subject and grade level.
 
It is too early to regard the El Salvador instructional television
 
roject as fully evaluated--further development and evaluation is a
 
But the results thus far have been most encouraging

-ontinuing process. 

ind the El Salvadoreans are pushing ahead with their program, confident
 
ITV is providing an alternative to
:hat their efforts are paying off. 

3ingle source learning and the rote system of passive memorization. The
 
cesult has been more active participation and increased learning on the
 
Dart of the'student. Students in the new courses are learning more than
 
"ontrol students in conventional classes. This increased learning gain
 
occurs pretty much the same independent of social level, rural or city
 
origin, sex or ability level of the students. Earlier concern that only
 
the abler students would profit from the ITV courses proved to be
 
unfounded.
 
Feasibility of a Korean Educational Television System. When
 
during, the analysis of this. study, the study team concluded
 
,that television was a needed and desirable instructional resource, a
 
.preliminary feasibilitystudy,.was made by the educational technologists.
 
The results of this study were positive in most respects and'are reported
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on in somewhat more detail in Chapter Seven. In summary, it showed
 
that the engineering survey work for a national network of television
 
utilizing microwave transmission had already been done and that there
 
existed a central programming and transmission facility in Seoul and
 
that the microwave relay elements were in place. These resources are
 
not large enough to permit the educational TV system to "piggy-back"
 
upon them but much costly planning and engineering work will be saved
 
because this earlier work has already been done. There is also a
 
substantial technical capability available in Korea related to tele­
vision, ranging from program production to television set repair.
 
Further, high quality television receivers are produced in Korea with
 
an estimated unit cost plus a fair manufacturer's profit that would not
 
be prohibitive.
 
In short, TV sets can be made available, programming and
 
maintenance capability exists, and a working prototype for cenural
 
transmission and nationwide relay is in place. It is estimated that a
 
functional national educational television system could be built and
 
installed for $6.5 million. 
This would include a television set for
 
each instructional unit of 300 students, plus an inventory of replace­
ment sets for maintenance rotation. This figure does not include
 
program development costs. The survey showed that many Korean schools
 
do not have electricity wired to the classrooms. However, many schools
 
have electricity to the building and almost all (except for a few in
 
very remote villages)lhave electricity to the communities in which the
 
schools are located. The study team was unable to determine what the
 
cost of adequate school electrification would be but estimate that it
 
would-be possible.
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The Characteristics of the Proposed Television Instruction. The
 
proposed introduction of national educational television into Korean
 
schools will differ in at least one way from the manner it was itro­
duced into El Salvador. In Korea, television will be an integral com­
ponent in the system of instructional resources, it will not be the
 
central instructional medium to which other innovations are appended.
 
The employment of ITV may well make more palatable other changes in the
 
instructional process, as has been shown in El Salvador, but that is
 
not its main purpose.
 
It has already been stated that the instructional television for
 
the elementary-middle school system will be a form of programmed instruc­
tion, developed to teach specific behaviors and calling for active
 
responses from the students. The programs will require the students to
 
covertly converse with the TV teacher--to answer questions and to recite.
 
Developed to go with the TV programs will be auxiliary printed materials.
 
in which the student will write responses, solve problems and record his
 
reactions and questions. These will be used by him in group work with
 
his own teacher and fellow students following the TV presentation. These
 
follow sessions will be used to reinforce and expand what the student
 
has learned from the TV. It is emphasized, however, that the instruc­
tio'ial load and responsibility for the student's learning the portion of
 
the"curriculum taught in this mode is to be borne by the televised
 
teaching and associated work materials.
 
Student learning from the televised sequences will be as closely
 
monitored as with the individualized student learning units. The
 
teacher will be furnished supportive and supplementary materials to
 
help her work individually with any students who experience difficulty
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with or fall behind in the televised instruction. This provision, not
 
usually made for instructional television, is necessary because TV,
 
unlike the individualized student learning units, is group paced and
 
some students will invariably fall behind. If detected at once, the
 
problem can be immediately remedied, while if these deficiencies in
 
understanding are allowed to accumulate,they become difficult to remedy.
 
Programming television and developing support materials in the
 
fashion described here result in large, if non-recurring costs for
 
development and validation. When the cost of any given program is
 
amortized over the nearly one million children learning from that
 
program,the costs become bearable if not insignificant. Further, these
 
programs will be designed to effectively replace the teacher for a por­
tion of the instruction and the programs should be reusable, with minor
 
revision for several years.
 
A note of caution should be raised here. A tragic if not criminal
 
mistake that has been historically associated with decisions to install
 
televised instruction in a school system has been to assume that
 
purchase and installation of hardware represented the bulk of the re­
quired capital outlay. The programs in El Salvador and American Samoa
 
are noteworthy exceptions to this fallacious thinking. The cost of
 
development of the student liiarninig units, teacher materials, the tele­
vision programs and the evaluation and student performance assessment
 
instruments, is much higher than the equipment investment. Unless an
 
adequate financial commitment is made to software development,it would
 
be better to make no hardware expenditures. The development tasks and
 
associated costs are described in subsequent chapters.
 
Instructional Radio. Fortunately, the educational bias against
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radio'as demonstrated by the-low keys role playedoby-instructional radio,
 
in the United States during-the-past-fifty years,has not been exported
 
to other-countries where, in some-instances, the radio has been assigned
 
a vigorous role in education7- An-example-of-how the potential of
 
radio technology has been-utilized is-in the Democratic Republic of
 
Congo which began educational radio in 1963. Medium wave, FM, multiple
 
channel and short-wave radio.distribution systems comprise a cluster of
 
Parti­significant planning factorsfor the design of media systems. 

cular reference should be made to the greatly increased range of
 
educational services offered by developments in simultaneous multiple
 
transmissions--multiplexing. This delivery technology which allows one
 
or more subcarrier's signals.to be carried on main channel transmission,
 
results in adding educational broadcasting channels. A precise appli­
cation of this method of distribution for instruction can be found in-

EDUCASTING, a patented commercially avai?.able instructional service
 
which uses three FM subcarrier channels to transmit responses to
 
students and the main channel to transmit course content and question
 
items.
 
In the proposed Korean elementary-middle school, it is antici­
pated that radio instruction will be used in the context of the indi­
vidualized program and be one of.the instructional resources to which
 
the student is directed. There will be a number of smalJ, inexpensive
 
transistorized radios with ear pieces available to each instructional
 
unit. -The same principles.applied to the development of the student
 
learning units and the televised instruction will govern the develop­
ment of the radio instruction. Certain of the educational objectives
 
wilneed oral presentation (language training, for example). These
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instructional sequences will bp prepared and broadcast, repeating the
 
broadcast at staggered irter ,a1s These sequences will be encoded to 
the objectives just as other Jnstructional resources are. The student 
will have available a broadcapt schedule for instruction telling him the 
frequency and next brd.(cat cC the radio segment to which he has.. L.Lme 
been directed. lie wi.]] chec' oul- Frf-)m the teaching staff a radio wi-h 
earphones and tune into the i::.tr,rtion when it is scheduled. Potential 
uses might include h-isturr - . oral drill and practice, music 
education and stright .:..o::,., ic' presentation. 
A Reorqan. '~:.or, f 1n-1:oucfv:al Patterns 
Sweeping and drastic chanc-- have been recommended by the study 
team in the educational. .r'e.'m fr the Korean elementary and middle 
schools. It is believed that. th, s-ope and magnitude of Korea's educa­
tional problems are so qt-rat that anything short of a major overhaul 
of the system will not have a mcalinCnfL1 impact. The decisions and 
commitments will.] not be easiiy made nor can they be made without dis­
ruption of the present educational system. The program, as described 
here, probably sounds confusinj and dsjunctive. However, if well 
planned and carefully develope-id through time, the study team believes 
it can result in a pleasant -ffect.Lve learning environment. No matter 
how technologically sound anJ efficient the educational system becomes, 
it will be no better than the ob~ectives .t is designed to meet. In a 
loose, inefficient system, vague educational goals are tolerable because 
no one knows for sure whethet they are ever attained. In a well engi­
neered educational program, l:he objectives are of paramount importance 
because the probability is h1igh they will be achieved by students, 
whether they are relevant or irrelevant, important or inconsequential,
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go'~~ r~~h. Deciding upon the appropriate educational goals and
 
operationally defining these into specific instructional objectives is
 
a task of enormous importance to the future of Korea.
 
The study team believes that a system can be designed which will
 
prepare all Korean young people for self-fulfilling lives and equip
 
them to be socially and politically sophisticated citizens. They can
 
be prepared for employment and continuing life-long learning and
 
They can be prepared to derive more pleasure and
intellectual growth. 

They can be prepared to
reward from esthetic forms in their culture. 

be a more effective family member and neighbor. They can also be
 
prepared for things in addition to or instead of these.
 
The kind of individualized progiam being recommended by the
 
study team will work best if continuous progress of each student is
 
It has already been observed that students will progress
permitted. 

through the program at variable rates. They should be allowed to
 
move steadily along without being halted at artificial barriers of
 
completed the math objectives for
grade levels. When a student nas 

the sixth year, he should move directly on into the next math
 
the right age level to
objectives whether or not it as time ot he is 

move into the seventh grade.
 
The ungraded, continuous progress school will be facilitated by
 
combining into a single school unit the elementary and middle school
 
programs. The study team has been advised that there will be a strong
 
such a move, partially because of
public and professional resistance to 

tradition and the mystique associated with the rites of passage from
 
the elementary to the middle school. Nevertheless, the study team
 
It would
recommends this consolidation if it can possibly be done. 

provide for a much more efficient use of school facilities and resources.
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It would reduce mean student-to-school distance and travel time. It
 
would give greater flexibility to school assignments for students. It
 
would allow intermingling the better qualified middle school teachers
 
with the generally less qualified elementary faculties.
 
The flow of students through the elementary-middle school program
 
and the subsequent post-ninth year options are shown in Figure 4-3.
 
An important output characteristic of the proposed elementary­
middle school program hypothesized by the study team is that, in addition
 
to pre-occupational preparation, all the graduates will be as well pre­
pared academically as today's high school graduate in Korea. Even so,
 
some students will be better prepared than others, just as some students
 
will always be more intelligent than others. If Korea continues to admit
 
students to the college preparatory, academic high schools on the basis
 
of achievement and ability, maintaining approximately the present rate
 
of admission, today's academic high school curriculum will not be
 
sufficiently rigorous nor advanced for the future student.
 
A last substantive recommendation to be made by the study team will
 
relate to a reorganization of the vocational, technical and job-training
 
The outcome changes that will result from implemen­programs of Korea. 

tation of the proposed elementary-middle school will change the needs of
 
the occupational training programs because the entering trainees will be
 
The proposed reorgani­differently prepared than is presently the case. 

zation of the occupational training programs is presented in the next
 
chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE
 
THE REORGANIZATION OF OCCUPATIONAL
 
TRAINING IN KOREA
 
The part of education about which Korean leaders, both governmental
 
and educational, invariably expressed the greatest concern was vocational
 
preparation. The study team feels this concern is amply justified, a
 
conclusion which has led to the team's strong recommendation to add, at
 
both the primary and middle school levels, a substantial offering in
 
preoccupational preparation. The learning of the specific technical job
 
skills needed at the time in Korea's economy can then be readily acquired
 
on a minimum training time basis. The graduates of the proposed nine­
year curriculum will have solid academic preparation at least comparable
 
to today's Korean high school graduates and will also be well grounded
 
in the general fundamentals prerequisite to specific job training. These
 
changes will make the vocational-technical high schools, as they present­
ly operate, obsolete, irrelevant and unnecessary.
 
What will be needed is a system of job training programs which
 
have the following characteristics:
 
a. The training will be exclusively related to specific jobs 
that will be available as students complete the training. 
The kind of manpower needs forecasting described by 
Nicholas DeWitt in his MUCIA paper will be essential for 
these purposes. 
b. The programs, growing out of short range (two years or less) 
manpower needs predictions will be of variable duration, the 
training being no longer than is minimally required to prepare 
the trainees for the specific jobs. These programs would vary 
from four weeks to two years in length. 
c. The system would provide for the start up of new training pro­
grams, with the shortest possible lead time as needs change. 
By the same token, programs would be terminated when they are 
no longer needed. 
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"d. 	These programs would be staffed with personnel who know the
 job skills being taught with much less emphasis on degrees,
 
teacher certification or other :formal educational requirements.
 
e. 	These schools would not only train middle school graduates,
 
but also be used for retraining of adult employees as
 
personnel needs changed.
 
f. 	There would need to be a very close liaison and coordination
 
between the appropriate governmental agencies (MOE, MOST,
 
OLA, etc.) and the private sector to maintain the optimum
 
cybernetic relationship between training output and manpower
 
utilization. What is not possible in this respect in the
 
United States should be quite feasible in Korea.
 
Vocational Education: General Overview
 
Vocational education is an important area of secondary education
 
served by six separate groupings of institutions with general and
 
specific objectives attempting to conform to the government's desire
 
for "rapid progress in the work of its modernization. . ." (Japanese
 
National Commission for UNESCO, 1969). Korean education laws are not
 
specific in terms of the vocational schools. Vocational schools are
 
not specifically mentioned in Articles 104 and 105, the general high
 
school laws, but are noted in Article 156 which designates high
 
schools with more than 30 percent vocational class hours as vocational
 
high schools and Article 128.2 which sets forth the specific aims of
 
the higher technical school (only one of the six forms of vocational
 
education)k A complete but separate set of vocational training laws
 
has been formulated to govern the vocational training activities of the
 
Office,of Labour Affairs which is currently somewhat limited in.its mandate
 
The various vocational programs can be subdivided as follows
 
A. Vocational High School
 
1 
 Agricultural Training Program
 
2. 	Technical Training Program
 
3. 	Commercial Training Program
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4. Fishery and Marine Training Program
 
5. Comprehensive Program
 
6. Fine Arts Training Program
 
7. Others
 
3. Trade Schools
 
7. Higher Trade Schools
 
). Vocational Training Schools
 
E. Private Vocational Institutes
 
F. 	Junior Technical Colleges 
. Vocational Training Programs of the Office of Labour Affairs. 
Data on the number of schools (public and private), students,
 
teachers and graduates in 1969 is provided in Table 5-1. Objectives
 
which have been stated for these schools may be found in the report,
 
National Statements on Educational Goals, Aims, and Objectives of the
 
Asian Countries (Japanese National Commission for UNESCO, 1969).
 
Entrance and movement into these schools is indicate4 to a
 
In general, movement is as expected.
distinct degree by Figure 5-1. 

It should be noted that private vocational institutes can be entered
 
from any level at almost any time (after age 12, approx.). Of the
 
99,000 students attending private institutes in 1969, 17,000 had
 
completed primary school or less, 3,000 had entered aftpr dropping
 
from middle school, 16,000 after completing middle school, 4,000
 
after dropping high school, 20,000 after completing high schopl.
 
The establishment of such private institutes is subject to
 
approval either by the Board of Education of the specific city or
 
province or by the Education Office of a city and county. Private
 
institutes are also required to subject themselves to administrative
 
supervision by such government agencies.
 
Table 5-1 
.Vocational Program Information*
 
Graduates 
Proqram 	 Number Students Teacher in 1969
 
1. fLgh..V.....tna: •235',809 57,023 4.44 -8970 
School --	 275 Pub. 125,670 5662 32,604
 
169 Pr-iv. 110,139 3308 24,419
 
2. 	Trade (Technical)
 
Schools (Public) 69 . 13,326 522 3,003
 
3. 	Hiqher Trade
 
Schools (Public) 66 10,466 567 5;245
 
4. 	Vocational Training 27 3,174 179 NA
 
Schools 	 26 Pub. 

1 Priv.
 
5. 	 Vocational -
Institutes 
(all private) 1,337 99,126 4689 NA 
6. 	Junior Technical 23 20,741 1034 2,026
 
Coileqes 15 Pub. 10,58.9 648 1,264
 
8 Priv. 10,152 386 	 762
 
7. 	Miscellaneous Sec.
 
Schools NA 8,432 336 -904
 
8. 	Vocational
 
Proqram of OLA 133 	 25,212 NA " :13,000- (est) 
9. 	Total 2,099 415,286 16,297** ,81 201*
 
* 	 Adapted from Education in Korea: 1g6-99, Ministry of Education, Seoul, KQrea:1968. 
• 	 Data Incomplete. 
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Diverse courses of education are provided in suchprivate insti­
tutes, namely, liberal courses of English-lanauaae'and 'matfematics,and
 
such technical courses as hair-dressing and barbering,"radio communi­
cation, communications., mechanics,'automobile driving, radio, music,
 
aancing, movie technology, knitting embroidery, dressmakingocooking,
 
typing, accounting, drama, oratory, painting,,television repair,
 
refrigerator repair, telephone operating, industrial arts, stenography
 
and nursing. These school courses are offered to prepare students for
 
employment or to help them acquire technical skills, and/or for their
 
hobbies. uourses-are part time, usually after work or after other
 
schooling.
 
By occupation, the number of students at these private institutes
 
is 29,832 students still attending at regular formal schools and
 
graduates from formal schools, 53,034 persons out of jobs, and 12,260
 
employed persons. Of the number of students attending these schools,
 
38,453 students are attending institutes that have liberal arts and
 
science courses. For the most part, they attend the private institute
 
in order to prepare themselves for advancement to high schools or to
 
prepare for national college and university entrance examinations.
 
Table 5-2 summarizes the status of these students.
 
The main program for vocational education is the vocational high
 
school program. In 1969, 235,809 students were attending vocational
 
high schools (see Table 5-3). The basic subdivisions within the
 
vocational high school and the numbers of students entering and com­
pleting. programs are shown in Table 5-3.
 
Much of the information on t4ie success of the various programs is
 
unclear. An extensive study prepared by CERI in--1967 showed that
 
Table 5-2.
 
Present Status of Private Institutes
 
(as of Aril, 1969)*
 
Averag@ Average
 
Class Monthly
 
Number of Number of Students Hours Charges
Category Institutes 
 Total Male Female 

Total(or av.) 

'Liberal
 
Science 

Technical 

Arts 

Home Economy 

Clerical 

General 

Other 

Monthly (in Won)
 
1,332 99,132 52,816 46,310 5.8 987
 
250 38,453 26,926 11,527 7.3 772
 
236 18,474 14,232 4,242 5.6 1,298
 
243 9,621 3,596 6,025 7.2 1,096
 
333 12,764 1,425 11,339 5.0 990
 
161 11,764 3,754 8,004 3.9 875
 
62 5,472 1,896 3,576 5.1 626
 
47 2,584 987 1,597 6.7 1,251
 
*Source: Central Educational Research Institute.
 
Table 5-3.
 
Student Information-for-vocational-High-Schoots--

Entered Percentage
 
Total Freshman Higher in H.Ed,
Course Students Quota Applied Entered Graduated School Rmployed or Employed
 
Agriculture & 
Forestry 49,534 21,400 23,035 18,913 13,418 1,345 4,932 46% 
Engineering 63,611 26,160 53,696 24,868 14,341 932 8,532 66% 
Commerce 102,643 41,040 74,237 39,181 25,077 2,121 12,035 56% 
Fishery & 
Marine 3,579 1,620 1,720 1,383 836 53 460 61% 
Home 4,221 
Economics (all female) 2,370 2,248 1,782 821 69 189 31% 
Arts 1,115 600 422 388 357 177 20 55% 
General 11,106 5,160 6,191 4,660 2,173 776 264 48% 
235,809 98,350 161,549 91,175 57,023 5,473 26,432 48% 
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of the total graduates from vocational high schools over the past
 
ten years 18.3% proceeded to higher education, 20.4% went into mili­
tary service and 61.3% went into the labQr supply. Of those in the
 
labor supply,48.6% were employed in occupations not related to their
 
training, 30.3% were employed in occupations related to their train­
ing and 21.1% were unemployed.
 
The content of the various vocational programs is, to a distinct
 
extent, lictated by the Ministry of Education. Vocational programs
 
are to provide both a general education and specific vocational train­
ing. Vocational training is 55% of the amount of time with approxi­
mately one-half of this to be direct "shop" or "experimental"
 
experience and one-half lecture. General education is 45% of the
 
total time and contains exactly the same courses as the academic high
 
school, except for less total time. 
 An example of this distribution
 
of time is shown in Tables 5-4, 5-5 and 5-1. A certain amount of
 
flexibility in the curriculum is exercised by almost all schools in
 
terms:of minor schedule adjustments but in general, the 45-55% guide­
lines for academic vs. vocational subjects is followed.
 
Teachers in public vocational schools are required to have a
 
bachelors degree or the equivalent, and approximately 81% do have the
 
degree. And 13% have junior college or equivalent leaving only 6% below
 
that level. Turnover rate was reported by CERI (1967) at 8.1% and is
 
currently estimated at 10%. This rate is approximately twice as high
 
as that of the academic high school and is about the same as the pri­
mary level where the problem is considered to be very serious.
 
Current Organization
 
The official organization of vocational efforts in Korea is
 
Table 5-4.
 
-equired Courses:pf -Academic-HighSchooi
 
Course Unit*
 
TOTAL 104
 
Korean Language 24
 
General Social Studies 4
 
Ethics and Morality 4
 
Korean History 6
 
World History 6
 
Geography I 6
 
General Ilathematics 8
 
Biology I 6
 
Physical Education 24
 
Music I 6
 
Arts I 6
 
General Management 4
 
*A unit means one class hour per week'for'.a semester.
 
(From Education in Korea: 1968-69)
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Tdble 5-5.
 
Elective Courses of Academic High School
 
Liberal Natural 
Courses Arts Sciences Vocation 
TOTAL 100 110 104 
Korean Language I 1.8 -- --
Politics and Economics 4 -- 4 
Geography II 6 6 6 
Mathematics I 12 -- 12 
Mathematics II -- 26 --
Physics I 
Physics II 
6 
--
--
12 
6 
--
Chemistry I 
Chemistry II 
Geology 
Biology II 
6 
--
4 
--
--
12 
4 
6 
6 
-­
4 
--
Agriculture 
Engineering 
Fisheries anfd 
Marine 
Commerce .4 
b(oneof them 
for boys) 14 14 38 
Home Economics (for girls) 14 14 38 
Foreigh Lang. (one or two 
among English, 
French, Chinese 
and German) 
Chinese Character 
30 
--
30 
--
-­
6 
Composition .... 4 
English -- 18 
(from Education in Korea: 1968-69) 
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Table5-6. Course Units*2Allocated-in-Vocational High-Schools
 
General Subjects 
Req. Elec. Total 
Professional Subjects 
Req. Elect. Total 
Grand 
Total** 
Agricultural 
High School 
Technical 
High School 
52 
52 
38-50 
36-48 
90-102 
88-100 
52-78 24-68 
86-122 0-36 
114-120 
112-120 
204-222 
204-222 
Commercial 
High School 52 38-50 90-102 58-106 38-60 102-120 204-222 
Fish. & Marine 
High School 52 30-37 82-89 18-30 97-103 115-133 204-222 
*Unit equals one hour of course per week for one semester 
**At rate of 34-40 hours per week for six semesters 
(Adapted from Education in Korea: 1968-69) 
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The bulk of the schools are generally
represented in Figure 5-2. 

under the central Ministry of Education (MOE) through the provincial
 
Boards of .Education (BOE). MOE has a xelatively .small staff assigned
 
to overseeing the vocational schools so the bulk of the responsibility
 
falls on the provincial BOE's and the specific principals. A special
 
group of programs is operated by the Office of Labour Affairs as a
 
supplement to the general vocational training situation. This effort
 
includes about 25,000 trainees each year and is growing. An expanded
 
a later section.
description of these activities will follow in 

MOE prepares only the basic plans or frameworks of the vocational
 
policies and the local (provincial) boards are then responsible for
 
implementation of the policies and overall control of the schools.
 
Major Problems in Korean Vocational Education
 
Several major problems are apparent in Korea's vocational
 
education programs. These problems include a goal/conceptualization
 
problem, a problem of distinct lack of responsiveness of the training
 
system with courses being too lengthy and the system being unable to
 
readily adapt itself to new requirements, facilities problems, staff­
ing, equipment and assessment problems. The first of these is
 
certainly the most critical.
 
Goal/Conceptualization
 
Its basic
Vocational education in Korea has a goal problem. 

purpose--to disseminate skills and knowledges about general and
 
First,
specific vocational areas--is subverted by a group of factors. 

many of its students have academic rather than vocational intentions
 
and attempt and do progress to higher education after they complete
 
Ministry of Education 

_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
Office of Labour Affairs ' 
_(25,000) 

Junior Technical I. iYrovincia Board of
Colleges- -Education 
(20,0D0)* Public Vocational
(366,000). 
 " 
 Training._
 
Vocational Hiqh Schools 
 In-Plant Vocational
(235,000) 
 Training (in cooperation
 
with private plants)
Technical Schools
 
. (13,000) 
 Correspondence Courses
 
.. Higher Technical Schools
 
* (10,000)
 
-~Miscellaneous 
 Schools
 
(8 ,000) a 
Private Vocational Institutes
 (100,000)
 
7igure 5-2. Current Organization of Vocational Education in Korea
 
* Figures are the apDnroximate number of students in each unit.
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their Vocatibnal program. This is because in many ways the "academic"
 
education is more "vocational" in terms of allowing students to obtain
 
jobs' This fact is attested to by educators and businessmen in all
 
parts of Korean life.1 To a certain extent the vocational schools
 
are aware of this situation and tend, therefore, to emphasize the
 
"general" aspects of their education in hopes of providing well­
rounded, flexible* students. It seems apparent that academic educa­
tion provides better entrance into almost any vocational area than
 
the usual vocational education. While those in favor of vocational
 
education have been attempting to expand and up-grade such education,2
 
it is important to note that in figures cited by CERI (1967), only
 
30.3% of graduates of vocational education programs are working in
 
a 3
"training related" occupations. This may be caused by several factors.
 
For example, it appears that personnel are being trained for areas for
 
which there is no particular demand, such as architecture and mining,
 
where only 6;5% and 7.9% of graduates were able to find study related
 
occupations.
 
This point is even more valid in fisheries high schools. Employ­
ment prospects are expected to drop by one-half over the next fifteen
 
years (Council for Long Range Educational Planning, 1970), and only
 
iPoint was stressed by researchers and officials in the Inter­
national Labour Organization and the Vocational Training Bureau.6f
 
the Office of Labour Affairs.
 
2The need for the vocational high schools to provide a good
 
general education will be precluded by the proposed elementary/middle
 
school programs (see Chapter Four).
 
3A similar phenomeng is reported in Africa by Philip Foster
 
(1965).
 
8.0% of fisheries hih school, graduates are.finding:employment in, 
, ±wo0j. rurther, of the 67% who wenttraining relatea areas 

expressed dissatisfaction
into.non-training-related occupations, .u-/. 

a aesire to cnanu uuLLuua9LAJ1
with their occupation and 79.8% expressed 

(CERI, 1967). Another factor might be that the quality of training
 
in many areas was so low that the industries were not eager to hire
 
trainees.4 Another factor might be that personnel trained in one area,
 
such as agriculture or architecture, might find better work in another
 
area such as a clerical employment. It is generally felt that urban
 
migration is a factor here, and it was reported in an agricultural
 
school in Chungchong Pukto that only 20% of their graduates went into
 
but that many went into clerical or quasi­agricultural work 

administrative areas, generally in provincial and governmental agri­
culture bureaucracies. Students in these vocational schools frequently
 
see the schools as stepping-stones to better positions in more
 
culturally acceptable areas.
 
This discussion of overall purposes of vocational education may
 
be related to the specific statements of goals and objectives for these
 
vocational programs. Here is the classical problem in objective setting,
 
thatis,the manner in which the objectives are phrased. These objec­
"understanding,
tives6 are phrased in terms of "developing knowledge;' of 

4This point has been emphasized by several people including 
Dr. 'N, Dewitt, but it represents verbal reports of employers rather 
than firm data. 
:5A point also made by Foster concerning Africa (1965). 
6vor example, those given in Korea's statements of education­
found in the National Statements on Educational Goals,
al goals 

Aims,and Objectives in the Asia Countries (Japanese National Commission
 
forUNESCO, 1969).
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and of "creative ability, diligence and cooperative spirit," in which
 
case the vocational system may be reaching its objectives, but it is
 
not possible to know by examining job placements. It is possible
 
to sidestep this vagueness in objectives by going to another source,
 
the Council for Long-Range Educational Planning's (CLEP) 1970 five­
year plan for educational development which suggests an objective
 
of meeting manpower requirements for national development. This goal
 
suggests that graduates trained in a specific area should enter the
 
work force in that area, ready and capable to contribute their specific
 
skills to that area. The projects of the Ministry of Science and
 
Technology (MOST) and the Economic Planning Board(EPB) tend to focus
 
on this type of approach, but the performance of the vocational
 
schools in placing their graduates into "relevant" areas is, as has
 
been noted, not good. The entire purpose of the newly developed
 
Office of Labour Affairs (OLA) vocational operation is to attempt,
 
in part, to rectify this problem, but while it is a good programlit is
 
at best only an ad hoc operation grafted on to a weak overall system
 
as one might put an expensive new afterburner on a very old jet
 
engine.
 
Along with unclear objectives and purposes, many of the training
 
programs are much too long. Obviously, they would all be cut in half
 
if the academic requirements were deleted (see Table 5-6). Further,
 
as it now stands, the distribution between required courses and elec­
tives varies with the type of training being provided, ranging from 30
 
units of required professional study in fisheries and marine schools
 
to 122 units of required study for technical high schools. Despite
 
this distribution all students are required to complete the same
 
-1 14'4"
 
number of -total.,units.,I.-These training courses are too.l,!ong, :and the 
vocational !system is, resistant to changes which ,wouLci-.maxe it- more 
responsive.,,
 
Staffing
 
Concomittant with the goal problem is one of general program
 
inadeauacv in eauiDment. racilities, starring ana re±-aed areas.
 
Staffing is very important and the results of competition with industry
 
lead to a "remnant" staff. The best graduates of the colleges go
 
immediately to the better paying industrial positions. Graduates of
 
certain vocational education preparation achools, along with many
 
of the less fortunate or less prepared graduates, choose the positions
 
as vocational teachers. After three to four years, many of these­
people leave the schools for employment in the industrial sectors
 
at higher rates of pay. The result is that the continuing staff of
 
vocational education is the remainder of these two selection phases,
 
pedagogically oriented members whose direct industrial experience
 
and responsiveness is lowest. (Similar findings have been noted by
 
Mrydal, 1968, in other parts of Asia.) A responsive system would be
 
employing those teachers with the most industrial experience, not the
 
least.
 
Facilities and Materials
 
The staff problem is compounded by a problem of a lack of
 
idequate equipment and supplies for vocational training. Most
 
vocational training programs require extensive laboratory equipment,
 
suchas lathes. tooling machines, carpentry equipment, etc. Rarely
 
is :the equipment:,available .,and-frequently what equipment is available 
'isoutmoded, and skills learned on such machinery are not necessarily
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transferable upon graduation. Utilization of equipment is not
 
adeauatelv, lanhed either, Thp qfiiv 1-nm w nnIlv one group who had 
scheduled their equipment for at least eight-hours-a-day, six-days
 
a-week uti-imation an t-hiq w;' an (nT.A -oeration. At the other extreme, 
one operationwas seen where the number of students utilizing the equip­
merit over a beriod nf wtmt was only-a little larger than the number of 
machines. These machines were idle almost all the time. 
,Also in very short supply were the materials which the students
 
needed to practice the skills they were learning. This was particularly
 
noticeable; in the sheet metal training programs where widespread use
 
7
of cardboard as a substitute for metal was seen. The MOE provides
 
100,000 Won per class (approx. $320 U.S.) in the vocational schools
 
for purchase of materials. Provincial Boards add a like amount and
 
students contribute also, but the total amount available is not
 
sufficient.
 
Assessment
 
The assessment situation in vocational education is vague.
 
Attendance structure emphasizes time spent rather than educational
 
milestones completed. The curriculum structure emphasizes amount of
 
time engaged in various activities, not the adequacy (quality) of
 
those activities. Most programs are based on a general estimate of
 
the appropriate amount of time which should be spent on the voca­
tional subject, such as thirty weeks, or three years. Many programs
 
have identical time periods despite the fact that the amount of
 
material to be covered in the prograns is different. Some programs
 
7The use of cardboard seemed an 
 admirable substitute under
 
the circumstances.
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sd.
 
for loncrer than apparently necessary. This results from administrative
 
necessities,not program necessities,
 
A closed loop concept of assessment definitely does not appear
 
to be in effect in any of the programs. The degree to which objectives
 
are ..

n~nR IU~wA t11 nf" time and resources,requiring t 
clearly.:stated is low, with apparent fluctuation between various
 
programs. Some basic knowledge objectives are established including
 
general and skill knowledge, in some cases stated with a high degree
 
of specificity (for example, see CERI, 1967, Appendices). Since
 
some of the schools report ,aconsistency between the "basics" and their
 
current practices of over 90 percent, the critical area is the
 
adequacy of the statements of basic matters. Extensive information
 
on the.basic content.is not available.
 
Summary of Problems
 
The result of these factors of lack of responsiveness, low
 
quality staff, lack of equipment and materials, plus the social/
 
cultural factors, leads to the operation of many vocational schools
 
as low-grade or second-rate academic schools which spend less time
 
on both the academic and vocational subjects than they would if the
 
dualitly:was not there. The result of :the duality is, in terms of
 
outbut, that it is Costly to maintain. 8 
As a general observation then, the quality of'instruction in
 
vocational schools..is particularly poor because of the shortage of
 
adequately qualified personnel, inadequate equi pment and frequent
 
ignorance of-the needs of the employing establishments in Korea.
 
8Mvrdal.-(1968).notes .this same phenomenon in Southeast Asia.
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Students are trained for fields in which jobs are not available, and
 
it is common for graduates to seek positions in areas which are not
 
related to their training, but which have a higher social value.
 
Many of the people applying to and entering vocational school do so
 
only because they were unable to enter an academically oriented
 
school. The resources available to the vocational area are, there­
fore, not focused upon the primary mission of the area. To a
 
distinct extent then, Korean vocational schools are little more
 
than high cost producers of non-technical, inadequate manpower not
 
fitted to the needs of the country. The vocational schools serve a
 
function only of providing a second-rate academic or general education
 
under expensive circumstances.
 
What Should Be Done
 
Based on the observations of the Korean vocational education
 
systems and upon extensive discussions with Korean educators a group
 
of changes which should lead to a more responsive system have been
 
outlined. These changes are:
 
1. 	Deletion from the vocational education sector of all academic
 
or "general" courses so that vocational education focuses
 
primarily on the preparation of students in those skills
 
and knowledges required within the vocational realm. This
 
should be done by placing full responsibility for general
 
and academic education areas within the new primary-middle
 
school curriculum (as discussed in Chanter Four).
 
2. 	Increased and carefully coordinated involvement of the
 
commercial, agricultural and industrial sectors of the
 
Korean economy in the selection, design and operation of
 
vocational education programs. Course establishment,
 
implementation and duration should grow out of or follow
 
short-term manpower needs pro3ections.
 
3. Establishment of a strong vocational education curricular
 
design and development organization with responsibility for
 
analyzing, designing and validating vocational curricula
 
on the basis of the most relevant and recent techniques.
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4. 	Development of innovative staff training deployment and
 
remuneration systems which will help the vocational pro­
grams to attract and retain high quality staff in the
 
face of strong competition from industry.
 
5. 	Centralized organizational control and coordination of
 
all vocational education programs through an occupationally
 
oriented entity responsive to commercial and industrial
 
needs in the development and execution of programs.
 
Vocational Emphasis
 
The 	first point listed is the most important. If the vocational
 
programs of Korean education are to adopt and engender an orien­
tation of training for vocational skills and knowledges, they must
 
do away with the apparent duality of purpose. A clarification of the
 
intent and goals of the vocational programs may be brought about by
 
the 	strengthening of general education in the elementary and middle
 
school programs and by deleting the academic (or "general") courses
 
from the vocational training area. One result of this approach is
 
that all students entering the vocational program will already have
 
fulfilled their needs for general education and will know that no
 
more general, i.e., academic, education will be available through the
 
vocational programs. Students entering the vocational option will
 
know that focused, organized programs oriented toward known and
 
specific employment opportunities will await them. In most cases
 
these programs will be relatively short-term, goal-oriented programs
 
emphasizing individualized instructional opportunities and leading
 
to available positions within the appropriate employment sector.
 
A second result of these changes will be that students entering
 
the 	vocational education program will have completed, during the last
 
twoyvears of their nine year education period, a thorough program of
 
'orientation to the vocational programs. This orientation will have
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included the development of an understanding and appreciation of
 
the role of industry, commerce and agriculture in the national develop­
ment of!Korea, and information, understanding and guidance on the
 
various-opportunities and options within the vocational area.
 
Centralized Control of Vocational Education
 
The fifth point listed is centralized organization and control
 
of vocational programs. In the current and past organization of
 
vocational education in Korea, the contrcl of programs has been in
 
the hands of three or more organizations each apparently having its
 
own goals. To achieve the form of viable programs which Korea has
 
indicated it desires, a centralized authority is required. This
 
authority will function for control not only of coordination of
 
operation of programs but also for the development of a systematic
 
interface with various commercial, agricultural, industrial and
 
governmental organizations(point 2);programmatic design, development
 
and testing of programs (point 3)' and staffing of vocational education
 
(point 4). This organization will require a strong governmental
 
mandate, an .important position in the governmental hierarchy, and
 
well developed procedures for close liaison with other interested
 
government agencies. The current Office for Labour Affairs (OLA) is
 
a good example of the type of organization which is required.
 
This proposed organization should have as its general mandate
 
the development of a responsive and flexible vocational program which
 
is sensitive to the complicated and diversified structure of Korea's
 
industrial and commercial sectors, is designed to promote a maximum
 
amount of opportunity for vocational education to those students so
 
desiring, and emphasizes higher quality in production of trained
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students through strengthened curricula and organizational and
 
staffing patterns and through systematic evaluation, feedback and
 
Change mechanisms.
 
Six primary functions are required to effectively operate the
 
vocational program suggested here. These functions are: (a) selec­
tion of appropriate training areas, (b) design and development of
 
curricular materials, (c) staffing of programs, (d)operation of
 
programs, (e) placement of graduates and if) evaluation of the total
 
vocational program.
 
Selection of Training Areas
 
An important and difficult area is the selection of those
 
vocational areas in which training is to be offered. The develop­
ment of a series of guidelines and decision-making procedures for
 
the selection must be a first priority in the development of the
 
new vocational training program. Several factors should be taken
 
into consideration in the development of these procedures. The
 
two most important are' (a) the apparent demands of the Korean
 
economy, as reflected in various manpower projections (particularly
 
short-term) from government agencies such as MOST and EPB and
 
indirect or direct requests from industrial, commercial and agri­
cultural organizations, and (b) the wishes and requests for training
 
of the students graduating from the basic curriculum. These two
 
areas must be carefully balanced as neither students nor government
 
agencies are always realistic.
 
Those courses currently being offered in the vocational program
 
are-the logical point of departure for the new selections. Each
 
ofithe courses must be evaluated in terms of past and present
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successful contributions. Some course areas have very low place­
ment records. Architecture, mining and fisheries have placed less
 
than ten percent of their graduates in positions in areas related to
 
training (CERI, 1967). The future prospects for fishing, forestry
 
and agriculture should be carefully examined as the Report of
 
CLEP (1970) has suggested opportunities in these areas will decline
 
significantly in the period from now until 1986. The courses
 
currently being offered should be subdivided into segments or
 
clusters of related areas and the potentialities of these clusters
 
should then be examined.
 
Design and Development of Curricular Materials
 
This area is one in which there is considerable room for
 
introduction of new techniques into the vocational system. After
 
the basic program areas have been chosen, the content of those
 
areas must be analyzed and developed into a cohesive learning pro­
gram designed to optimally present information on the knowledges
 
and skills of the specific unit and insure that a maximum oppor­
tunity for learning is available. These changes should be thought
 
of as the carefully coordinated progression from an existing set of
 
programs to a significantly better form of the same programs.
 
Emphasis should be placed on observable program changes, but it
 
is not necessary to postulate the introduction of large units of
 
technology such as educational television. Demonstration and
 
practice of skills might best be handled w ch a highly trained
 
vocational worker rather than through television. Within this
 
framework, a series of innovations are required. Here is a possible
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3ecuence ot steps for the design and development of the curricula.
 
±. 	 Obtain extensive information about the specific job or
 
vocational cluster for which training is to be provided.
 
Establish and utilize procedures such as task description and
 
analysis to systematically gather information. Emphasize
 
identification of skills needed for optimal performance and
 
knowledges needed to interrelate the skills. Identify and
 
elaborate the likely circumstances, surroundings and aspects
 
where performance will be required.
 
2. 	Identify the specific training objectives. State clear condi­
tions under which performance is to occur. Describe the nature
 
of the skills and knowledges required, and set levels of per­
formance for the skills and knowledges.
 
3. 	Designate a sequence of instruction. Are specific skills and
 
a
knowledges required before others can be learned? Does 

specific sequence increase possibilities for transfer of train­
ing to related areas within the vocational cluster? Can segments
 
of learning skills be immediately followed by an opportunity to
 
practice them?
 
4. 	Develop instruction. Design and develop the presentations for
 
students in terms of various presentational modes such as
 
lectures, demonstrations, films, workbooks, programmed instruction,
 
atc. Insure conditions for practicing skils as they are learned,
 
in circumstances closely simulating those under which they will
 
be performed (design of laboratory and shop facilities). Allow
 
demonstration of units knowledge as that knowledge relates to
 
the skills in that area.
 
5. 	Develop measurement devices. Emphasize use of tests and measure­
ments based on the behaviors taught and in terms of a specified
 
level of performance. Develop schemata for the use of information
 
received from tests grades for students, feedback to system, etc.
 
An example of a possible instructional sequence is shown in Figure 5-6.
 
Various authors have done extensive work in these areas and while
 
it would not be appropriate to list all of them here, an indication of a
 
few 	will help. Under point one, the work of Smith (1964, 1965, 1966) in
 
task analysis is useful. Under point two work has been done by Smith
 
(1964), Mager (1961), Gagne (1964) and Lindvall (1964). On 	point three
 
the 	work of Gagn4 (1968, 1979) anc, in the concept of clusters of voca­
tiona areas the work of Tuckman (1969) and Altman (1966) is useful.
 
(Group)Skill
 
Demonstrati6nb.
 
Skill
 
(Laboratory)-. (Individual)

Experience Skill Practice
 
Sk il Practice
T broup/Peer 
Unit or Course Selection of 	 Practice
 
Diagnosis of Appropriate Ed.
 
Student 	 Experience Knowledge Lecture--" Evaluation---> Proceed to next
 
Unit 
____xpericeIndicated 

IKnowledge|
Knowldge IExperienceEd.
 
L-Module 
Inadequate
 
Performance
 
Repeat
 
Same Sequence,
 
Remedial
 
Sequence,
 
Exist, etc. 
Figure 5-6. 	Simplified Example of Learning Sequence for Vocational
 
Programs.
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Briggs (1970) has made great cbntributions~'to-point four, as have Tosti
 
and Bail.(1969). Popham and Husek (1969) have-contributed to thie develop­
ment of criterion referenced testing.
 
These.and other activities,make-upr the-curriculum development functior
 
In the development,of this-function-for-the-Korean --vocational education
 
system,further,-examination,of-various'curriculum-models should be under­
taken with emphasis.on utilizing-those-models which lead to a maximum
 
amount of relevancylof the-material to be-learned-and a maximum oppor­
tunity for learning by the student.
 
Staffing of Programs
 
Changes must be made in the-staffing patterns of the vocational
 
educational programs because this area is-one of the major deficiencies
 
in the current system. Four basic-suggestions are made.
 
1, Raise salaries of vocational instructors by an amount sufficient
 
to make these positions competitive with industry. While this
 
change is drasti6, it is necessary. In part, the cost may be
 
justified by the deletion of-academic activities in the
 
vocational programs.
 
This
2. 	Differentiate the vocational staff on a functional basis. 

should lead to more efficient use of staff skills and knowlege
 
and should help establish a higher student/teacher ratio. To
 
bring about the differentiation will require testing, analyzing
 
and modelling of staffing under the new vocational programs.
 
3., 	 Training on both the in-service and pre-service basis must
 
be re-analyzed and modified consistent with the nature of the
 
new vocational programs and organization, and new methods of
 
- offerina this trainina must be developed. 
4. 	Vocational instructors should be encouraged and,if possible,
 
required to spend one year in five working in a relevant
 
industrial or commercial position where they may refurbish
 
their skills and update their knowledge and understanding of
 
their areas. Temporary exchanges with major corporations
 
would be a useful way to achieve this and would also contribute
 
to the coordination between the programs and the commercial
 
sectors.
 
These four steps comprise the beginnings of a staffing function for
 
the vocational education programs. They interrelate and should be
 
developed together into a pattern of staffing factors which will remedy
 
the 	current low quality staffing patterns in vocational education.
 
Operation of Programs
 
New patterns are required for the operation of vocational programs
 
within the framework suggested in this discussion. Three factors seem
 
to contribute to the development of new patterns of program operation.
 
These are: (a) the nature and requirements of the program in terms of
 
time, materials and equipment as revealed by a careful analysis, (b)
 
the 	relation or position of a specific program in terms of its cluster,
 
(c) the degree to which various industrial-commercial-agricultural
 
organizations will cooperate in the operation of the program. In general
 
terms a matrix of these factors might be developed to suggest general
 
guidelines for the interaction of the factors. These general guide­
lines should bhen be used as a basis for a careful examination of existing
 
and required programs.
 
As a general suggestion, the two extremes of industrial cooperation
 
--
--
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kIgnl ndustry cooperation 	 LowindustryXcooperation--l
 
high-vocationa T education
 
-t~9 i -ng'. lines.:. 
highly complex equipment responsibilt'

required 

-equipment requiirements low
 
objectives stress relatively 
-objectives stress development

.limited number of skills 

- "of extensive knowledges and
 
X. 

-some skills

-training period reasonably 	 "-training period long (7 to

short (l to 6 months) 	 18 months)
 
-interrelation of skills to 

-interrelation of skills to
general'cluster, low 
 general cluster, h
 
Within this schema a number of gradations would be expected. 
Pro­
grams should have ranging levels of industrial involvement,changing
 
overtime as a function of factors,such as availability of equipment and
 
space, requirements for manpower, available tax incentives, etc.
 
Examples of "mixes" within the ranges might be (a) those programs totally
 
operated by various industrial-commercial-agricultural organizations,
 
(b) those operated by these organizations but with some level of govern­
ment financing, (c) jointly operated programs with industrial facilities
 
and vocational systems staffing (or vice-versa) and other mixes of
 
resources, 
(d) those programs operated primarily by the vocational edu­
cation system with assistance from industry through loan of personnel or
 
other resources, and (e)*those operated totally by the vocational education
 
systems.
 
The development of guidelines for program operation is 
an important
 
step in the overall Aavelopment of the vocational programs. 
 This step 
awadis as ir lshagin inii 4-+he information from curriculum analysis on
 
how much time, material and equipment is required for training in various
 
vo1A--nnn=.raz 
 W44_, 
...-.--he unit must contact and 
develo0p!relations with every major commercial, industrial, agricultural 
and other oruanization in the Korean economy to work uut programs of
 
cooperation usincr tax incentives, subsidies, legislation and appeais
 
to corporate interests to establish procedures tor optimal operation
 
of programs.
 
Placement of Graduates
 
This basic function is important but requires little elaboration
 
here. Procedures should be established within the vocational educa­
tion system to take major responsibility for placement of its
 
graduates. Through utilization of continuing information on employ­
ment patterns, on past and planned graduates, and on incentives and
 
restrictions in agreements with cooperation industries and agencies,
 
the vocational program should attempt to place as many of its
 
graduates as possible. Success in placing graduates should be
 
considered as partial feedback on the adequacy of the various
 
programs and should be information constantly placed into the unit
 
responsible for choosing vocational areas in which training is to
 
be offered.
 
Evaluation of the Total Vocational Program
 
The program for vocational education that is being suggested
 
requires a sophisticated evaluation mechanism which currently does
 
not exist. This evaluation mechanism must operate in both the
 
formative and summative sense giving developmental research charac­
teristics to the vocational program. The formative evaluation aspect
 
must stress constant ongoing evaluation of the program within each
 
unit and,in terms of all combined units, provide continuous in­
formation on the rate and nature of development of the vocational
 
system. Summative evaluation must be aDplied to functions ,performed,
 
by various systems units and to the specificvocational programs which
 
havA bheen-edeveloned and oDerated. (See an extensie discussion of
 
evaluation concepts in cnapter Six.)
 
As part of this evaluative effort,particular attention.must.be
 
paid tc the development of meaningful criteria against which the
 
svstem and its various components may be evaluated. Basic to the
 
evaluation will he information on placement of graduates and ade­
quacy of performance in their vocational positions. Other indices
 
must,,also be developed and might include:
 
-number of programs of various sizes
 
-amount of private (industrial, etc.) involvement
 
-breath of skills involved or represented in programs
 
-amount of potential or observed transfer of training within
 
clusters
 
-rate of learning within programs
 
-availability of "enrichment" material within programs
 
-quality of staff in relation to functions they perform
 
-opinion, satisfactions, etc., expressed by students, employers
 
and parents
 
-cost/benefit information.
 
This evaluative function must be considered as an integral part
 
or operating unit within the vocational education system,contributing
 
to the overall performance of the system and subject itself to­
constant formative evaluation. Without the evaluative control of
 
quality or the program,aecisions on the value of the program and its
 
contributions will be difficult to make. The organizational
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arrangements ror aproposea,ozrce oz vouaiona.± £rograms are snown
 
in Figure 5-7. The interaction of the Office with the appropriate
 
organizations in the ,Korean economv is through a general committee
 
for program objectives which should presumably have subcommittees
 
for each vocational cluster, such as agriculture,,mechanics, electrical,
 
etc,, Th9 jmnonI ~n- l iimnn wii-h i-hP mln mrlnni-in'n qv.Qi-tmr (ihrnirrh 
the Education Ministry) is carried out through a liaison section which
 
would be responsible for monitoring and facilitating maximum
 
appropriate interaction with the general education system. Divisions,
 
for programs matters are established on a functional basis and an
 
operating group is established which would have sub-divisions, also
 
possibly on a cluster basis.
 
Figure 5-8 shows the general sequence of procedures for
 
development and evaluation of the vocational education programs.
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Program Operations
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Figure 5-7. 	Suggested General Organization Chart for
 
Centralized Control of Vocational Programs.
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Figure 5-8 General Characterization of the Vocational Education Program.
 
CHAPTER SIX
 
CONTINUOUS EDUCATIONAL EVALUATION AS A SUBSYSTEM 1
 
This report has recommended the adoption by the Korean educational
 
system of a series of far-reaching and important innovations in areas
 
of information presentation, student-assessment, staffing patterns and
 
organizational structure. In order to optimize the adoption and effect
 
of these innovations,it is necessary to develop an efficient appraisal
 
and evaluation activity which will provide policymakers and the public
 
in general with extensive information about the various achievements,
 
changes, problem rectifications, etc., which are provided by these
 
innovations. Under the best circumstances, this evaluative function
 
will encompass the current educational system and its transition to
 
the proposed educational system. Information within this evaluative
 
function will be developed at both the student level, i.e., the per­
formance of individual students and various groupings of students, and
 
at the component level, i.e., the performance of the various educational
 
components which comprise the innovative pattern being proposed in this
 
report. Only by covering the range of information from the student
 
to the component will the public and the decision makers be able to
 
know how the Korean educational system is performing.
 
1. This chapter was prepared by Garret R. Foster and Clifton B. Chadwick.
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Within this chapter, an educational evaluational system for the
 
Korean educational system will be proposed and discussed. The topic
 
is divided into consideration of the role evaluation may play in
 
general, evaluation at the national level, evaluation at a component level,
 
evaluation at the school level, and evaluation at the student level.
 
This chapter will put forth recommendations on development of evaluation
 
at these levels; development of techniques, procedures and models for
 
evaluation; and responsibilities in evaluation within the innovative model
 
suggested in this report.
 
The Evaluation Concept
 
Ten years ago, educational evaluation techniques had relatively
 
little to offer toward the formulation and evaluation of an educational
 
program in a developing nation. Educational evaluation w-s a rather
 
stagnant process of standardized testing, grading, placem,-;nt, certifi­
cation and accreditation which served to maintain normative standards
 
of little known relevance to important educational outcomes or decision­
making. The inadequacy of this evaluation system as a basis for pro­
gram improvement first became apparent in the post-Sputnik period of
 
curriculum development and educational innovation. The inappropriate­
ness of standardized tests emphasizing recall of information as criteria
 
for the evaluation of new programs designed to enhance problem-solving
 
abilities became painfully apparent to educational innovators. School
 
accreditation procedures of comparing a quantitative description of the
 
educational process in a given school with a standard or "ideal" model
 
became a major obstacle when one's purpose was to develop a new educa­
tional process or model in hopes of improving the educational outcomes.
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Most recently, the economic squeeze on educational funds has
 
revealed another major flaw in the evaluation component. As funds for
 
education begin to shrink relative to increasing enrollments, educators,
 
legislative bodies, and the public are becoming much more concerned with
 
cost-effectiveness, cost benefits, and cost-utility approaches to
 
educational planning and evaluation. The American educational system
 
is just beginning to develop the budgeting procedures and the outcome
 
measures necessary to implement such approaches as the Program Planning
 
and Budgeting System (PPBS).
 
The pressures of educational change and the inadequacy of the
 
established evaluation component to guide changes have resulted in an
 
apparently productive partnership of educational innovators, educa­
tional researchers, and educational economists. Indeed, evaluation
 
has recently become one of the most controversial, yet expansive, com­
ponents of the educational system, and the nature of the transition
 
has important implications for educational planning in developing nations.
 
In brief, an evaluation program designed primarily to maintain the pro­
cess standards of a relatively static educational process is being
 
transformed to a system designed to facilitate the planning, develop­
ment, and implementation of new educational systems and innovations as
 
well as to provide the summative evaluations of operational programs in
 
ierms of costs and student performance. Thus, while the nature of the
 
educational systems and innovat¢.ons proposed for developing nations is
 
likely to vary considerably, the evaluation models now evolving will be
 
broadly structured to provide appropriate feedback at all stages from
 
planning to operation. Although the vast majority of schools still
 
operate under the traditional evaluation system, the broad design and
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Major characteristics of the new evaluation component are already
 
apparent in some school systems and in the publications of evaluation
 
specialists.
 
Characteristics of the Educational Evaluation Subsystem
 
A definition of evaluation. Evaluation is a process of collecting
 
information from many sources in order to formulate broadly based judge­
ments of worth, informed recommendations for action, and sound decisions.
 
Purpose of evaluation. The purpose of evaluation is to improve
 
education. It is necessary to state the obvious because evaluation de­
signs have often precluded assistance in program development. Under
 
the philosophy of the classical research paradigm, the evaluator would
 
not permit the use of his data as a basis of major alteration in
 
research design or treatment procedures for the duration of the experi­
ment. Only in recent years has the concept of formative evaluation,
 
designed to facilitate program development and student learning, begun
 
to equal if not eclipse the role of summative evaluation which provides
 
a judgement of the worth of the program after it has been implemented.
 
The evolving evaluation paradigm recognizes that data for immediate and
 
direct assistance to the educator and the learner, as well as data for
 
judgements of worth, are essential to the improvement of education.
 
The scope of evaluation. The scope of formal evaluation has been
 
greatly expanded in the past decade. Formal evaluation procedures
 
traditionally have been applied to students, school personnel, school
 
programs, and to components of school programs such as the curriculum.
 
The decade of the sixties saw (1) a marked increase and strengthening
 
of research and evaluation units at the district, state, regional and
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national level, (2) the establishmentof-the-National Assessment Program, 
and. (3) the esta±lisnmenL ux T-ie International Association for the Evaluation 
of Education Achievement (IEA). Such ettorts as these have significantly
 
increased the number of evaluation designs, techniques and criteria
 
available for application on a system-widebasis.- Equally-important,
 
such efforts have identified certain deficiencies of current research
 
methodology and stimulated methodologists to expand the theoretical
 
and applied domains of research design, measurement and statistics.
 
The scope of evaluation has also been broadened in that the evolv­
ing system delineates a much more comprehensive role for evaluation
 
within each level, ranging from the individual student to the national
 
level. One of the-more striking departures from the old evaluation
 
system is the inclusion of program goals-and objectives as entities
 
subject to formal; evaluation under-the-new-system. To the evaluator,
 
it is no longer acceptable-to have-the-philosophy, goals and objectives
 
of a national curriculum project determined solely by a project director
 
or by a-small clique of subject-matter specialists. To facilitate the
 
development of a program without-first-ascertaining-that the program
 
objectives are consistent with the-mission-of the institution and
 
responsive to the needs of. the society it serves-is totally inconsistent
 
with the purpose.-of-evaluation, which-is- to improve-education. At the
 
level of the individual learner, it is no longer assumed that all edu­
cational objectives are equally desirable-for all children or that '-he
 
selection of learner objectives should reside solely'in the hands of
 
.adults. These have become matters of judgement and require some form
 
of diagnostic evaluation or tne individual learner's needs and
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abilities in terms of both present and potential-program offerings.
 
When-education is-conceptualized as
The data base of.evaluation. 

an input-process-output model, the data'base'of the evaluation system
 
may be described in terms of three-correspondingsets of data. Input
 
including student
data consists of information about the'resources 

capabilities, that are-to be utilized'in-the system,; process data
 
describe the ways in which these resources are allocated and organized
 
a means to an end; and output data indicate the extent to which
 as 

the desired ends (student performance)-are attained. In recent years,
 
the movement toward output evaluation, or performance based evaluation,
 
has gained considerable momentum. This-represents a shift from the
 
conventional norm-referenced evaluation to-criterion-referenced evalu­
(oc school) is

ation. Under the norm-referenced system, the student 

evaluated by comparison with his peers, a procedure which says little
 
not able to do as a consequence of his
about what the student is or is 

One could pursue the matter by looking at the norm­education. 

referenced test to see what a given student was able to do, but.this
 
would be of little help because standardized tests are not designed
 
Criterion­primarily to indicate what a-student should be able to do. 

referenced evaluation, on the other hand, involves the identification
 
of criteria and standards on a functional basis, i.e.,what a student
 
needs to do and how well he needs to do it to succeed at the next
 
instructional level or in post-instructional pursuits.
 
Criterion-referenced testing has become the cornerstone upon which
 
It is central to
 the new evaluation system for Korea should be built. 

such concepts as continuous student progress through a hierarchically
 
structured curriculum, national assessment of educational progress and
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school and'instructional unit accountability. In continuous progress
 
programs, criterion-referenced evaluation serves to insure that a
 
student has attained those levels of mastery on one set of objectives
 
necessary to-progress to a higher level of objectives. This represents
 
a marked-departure from the present system, especially at the levels
 
of secondary and higher education where evaluation consists primarily
 
of midterm and final examinations for purposes,of grading and promotion.
 
Thoswho fail are recycled through the entire process under the same
 
conditions and often with little hope of-improvement.
 
The use of criterion-referenced testing-at the national level
 
makes it possible to measure educational progress by observing the
 
levels of mastery attained by successive generations of students. A
 
similar application of criterion-referenced testing is being made at
 
state and local levels. The State Of Florida, for example, has recently
 
established school accreditation procedures which hold schools
 
responsible for demonstrating that students can perform on a variety
 
of educational criteria against standards deemed reasonable by both
 
local and state education officials.
 
While continuous progress programs, the National Assessment
 
Program and school accreditation programs call for a new use of output
 
or performance data in conjunction with functional standards, the
 
concept of school accountability represents a new use of output data
 
in conjunction with input and process data. Traditionally, input
 
data have been related to process data for budgeting purposes, and out­
put data have been related to process data for evaluation purposes.
 
School accountability requires the linkage of input in terms of money
 
to output in terms of student performance for alternative programs
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described by process data. In other words, educators are now being
 
asked to account for funds spent on specific programs in terms of con­
crete evidence of benefits to the students. The purpose of accountability
 
programs, beyond that of accounting for funds spent, is to establish
 
relationships between costs and criteria for effectiveness, benefits
 
and utility on which to base program planning and allocations of funds.
 
Applications of existing techniques such as progrant planning and
 
budgeting systems are now in progress and new systems which could have
 
use in Korean education are being developed by Frank Banghart at the
 
Florida State University (1969) and J. Alan Thomas at the University of
 
Chicago (1967).
 
A Comprehensive Viodel for program Evaluation
 
The comprehensiveness of the evolving evaluation system is best
 
illustrated in the area of program evaluation. In the evaluation of
 
innovative programs,it is important to recognize that the outcomes
 
reflect not only on the innovation per se (e.g., team teaching, discovery
 
method, etc.) but also on the logic of a specific model and the plan
 
devised to implement that model, on the management under which that
 
plan is executed, on the commitment of the power structure and personnel,
 
and on the availability of necessary resources. A comprehensive
 
evaluation of a developmental effort, therefore,would provide descrip­
tive and diagnostic feedback at all levels:
 
1. The Planning and Developmental Level
 
a. Cost benefits and cost utility analysis in order to judge 
the consistency of estimated costs of alternative programs 
with the needs and values of th constituency. 
b. Strength of commitment at the pol'cy, administrative and 
instructional levels. 
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,6uc vf resources 'in relation to progrimgoals.
 
:d 	 InternaZ consistency of the program model, i.e.,
 
consistency of goals, performance objectives, the
 
instructional methods and media for attaining objectives,
 
and 	the evaluation criteria.
 
e. 	Operational feasibility of the plan for implementing the
 
model.
 
2. 	The Implementation Level
 
a. 	The progress of program implementation at the instructional
 
level.
 
b. 	The problems of program implementation.
 
c. 	The deficiencies in the model or plan for implementation
 
that give rise to the problems.
 
d. 	Program effectiveness on performance data against
 
minimal standards.
 
3. 	The Operational Level
 
a. 	Program effectiveness on performance data against
 
maximal standards.
 
b. 	Documentation of side effects (positive and negative)
 
of the program.
 
c. 	Cost analyses in terms of effectiveness, benefits and
 
utility as a basis for the decision to field test the new
 
program for diffusion.
 
1. 	The Diffusion Level
 
This represents a recycling of the above procedures (with
 
appropriate modifications) for field testing on a representa­
tive sample of the target population.
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This general model may be followed at the four,levels under 
copqiapni wii-h qnmp e-h;nges at each level. The initial and basic 
level which provides the foundation for-educational evaluation is the
 
evaluation of the individual student; "For-each student it is necessary
 
to ascertain the nature of his-repertoire-at any-given milestone in
 
his education. On the basis-of that'assessment and withinthe objec­
tives established for or by the student,it is then possible to plan
 
and/or develop or choose an. experience o. group of experiences which,
 
when implemented,will bring the student to his objective. Upon termi­
nation of the experiences,re-evaluation of the student establishes
 
whether or not he. has attained the behaviors-represented by the
 
objectives. This type of evaluation should emphasize the formation
 
of appropriate kncwledges and.skills-within the student and should de­
emphasize making judgements about the student's position in relation to
 
other students. The emphasis should be on formation, not on grading.
 
Evaluation, under these circumstances, provides feedback to the student,
 
his teachers and his parents on what-he is achieving and at what rate,
 
so that he may be encouraged, assisted and-facilitated in his attempts
 
to meet the educational objectives. Diagramatically, this evaluation
 
sequence is represented in the following figure:
 
Evaluation of
 
Repertoire
 
Planning of
 
(or Choosing)
 
Programs
 
-Educational Experiences
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The more-frequently the evaluation can occur the more it may 
contribute to the student,sdevelopment.- Thissimple'figure 'can also
 
be, xpanded to represen1a large number of*alternative forms'of'
 
eva uation,: development or-educational engagement.
 
-The next level of. evaluatin is-the component level. Each
 
contributing component,such as-the various presentational components
 
(educational TV group instruction, individualized instruction), is
 
evaluatedrto ascertain if its performance is meeting the objectives
 
established for them. 
As an example, if a specific programmed instruc­
tion unit is expected to teach 100 specific knowledges to 90% of the
 
students within 50 hours of instruction, the evaluative information is
 
gathered on time, number of students and number of mastered skills.
 
If time required is averaging more than 50 hours, if number of objectivE
 
mastered by 90% is less than 100, etc., the unit is re-examined to see
 
what changes should be made in it. 
 (The components will be discussed
 
further.)
 
The school level is the next major level of evaluation within
 
this model. 
Each school unit may gather evaluative information on
 
the success of its students and the success of its components which
 
combine to be the success of the school. 
At the school level, increased
 
emphasis is given to the cost factors associated with the various com­
ponents of success so that anloptimal level can be achieved in terms
 
of amount learned by students and costs for that amount.
 
Another important level of evaluation is the pattern of performance
 
of various components across a large'number of schools. 
This evaluation
 
focuses not on the role of the component in a school, but the role of
 
the component across a broadrange'0fschools. Particular attention is
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paiu uu.-ne..variance or rrnr manri h~tween various.schools to
 
ascertain,what.factors,.are operating .which might .alloa component.
 
to do better in one school than in another. If a programmed instructior
 
unit is performing better in..school A than in school B, the evaluator
 
must attempt .to.delineate the.,possible explanatory factors which
 
account for the difference,.and when such factors are located must
 
attempt to change the innovation in school B in the manner indicated
 
by the factors. Diagrammatically, this process is similar to the one
 
,Evaluation of If adequate:

,Component - *>No change until
 
Performance next evaluation
 
f inadequate:
 
Ascertain cause
 
of inadequacy
 
Design/ -Ivelop
Rectification
 
Again, emphasis should be placed on having evaluation occur as
 
frequently as possible, or on a continuing basis, so that discrepancies
 
may be discriminated as rapidly as possible.
 
The highest level of evaluation is total system evaluation on a­
national level. Data on all schools, components, and students form
 
the source for this evaluation. By carefully designed sampling pro­
cedures, the amount of data on Various aspects of the system may be kept
 
within workable limits, with only occasional requirement for all
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'of-,the information 0n,every-variable '-Atthis level the imprtant
 
variables'-'areSunations or composites of the variables used ' at lower
 
lerels of'evaluation. Choice-of variables,,criteria to be reached,
 
weighting of variables-,and related-issues-are important-problems at
 
this level 'and should be reflective of-the,.various goal and objective
 
statements available for~-the-Korean system.
 
TJ.rbughout-all levels of.evaluation, careful emphasis must be
 
placedon the purpose of the evaluative process and its results.
 
The-basic purpose isto provide adequate,valid and reliable informati '
 
for the perf6rmers. at-each level so that they may achieve the highest
 
level-of-performance possible under-their constraints. The student
 
wishes-to,,achieve the highes,-level of -performance consonant with his
 
capabilities-and the-range-of-experiences available in the educational
 
system. The school wishes.-to.achieve-the best performance possible for
 
the largest ntunber,.of.students.within-the-constraints of its resources.
 
The variables chosen for these and-other levels of system evaluation
 
should,bethose which most accurately and efficiently reflect the achieve­
-ment--of the objectives at-the-level. Developing and choosing the
 
'appropriate variables is~one-of the-major aspects of the evaluation
 
function.'The emphasis, then, is-on evaluative information designed
 
tM faclftate- throrcess-of develooing a maximally optimal, responsive 
and efficient educational system. A generalized figure showing the
 
relations-of the evaluative levels is included here. (See Figure 6-1.)
 
Student Evaluation 	 > Syste:1_School 

Evaluation of Component 	 Evaluation Evaluation
 
Planning Discrepancy Discrepancy Discrepancy
 
Education Analysis Analysis Analysis
 
Educational Component 	 Modification< Modification
-
Experience Modification Process 	 Process
-_ 

J-
Figure 6-1. A General Evaluation Model Emphasizing Information for Development.
 
1. 	Systems at regional, national or other levels--primarily the national
 
assessment.
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Development of the Evaluative System 
To bring about the development of the broad evaluation system
 
recommended here requires a series of activities which will be briefly
 
described. The first of these activities is a thorough review of the
 
nature and intent of the evaluative systems currently in operation in
 
the Korean educational system. Very little information was available
 
to the survey team concerning this topic,-but the information which
 
was available suggested the evaluative function is grossly under­
developed. As a first step in the development of an evaluative system,
 
it is necessary to expand these fragmentary findings to develop a more
 
thorough characterization of the existing evaluation procedures and how
 
they might or might not serve as building blocks in the new programs.
 
The second major activity is to extensively expand the evaluation
 
model sketched here into a detailed design which is responsive to
 
Korean education, to the innovations being implemented,and to the
 
This activity includes developing
formative requirements of these. 

and specifying variables and criteria for each level of the system.
 
This is a large and important activity which will require some of
 
the best available talent. It requires specifying the information
 
which seems to be indicated/required by the goal statements of the
 
system; the various organizations of the information into cohesive
 
and related units, the manners in which the data might be collected,
 
the personnel who might be responsible for collecting the data, the
 
analysis mechanisms for the data, the decision points or control points
 
-atwhich the data should be used, the instruments which must be
 
Some general
developed .to collect the data, and many other items. 

areas in which details must be developed are instrument,
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collection, analysis, decision-making, objective consistency and the
 
various responsibility patterns. As a simple example of one portion of
 
these activities at the student level, an outline of a data base for
 
an individualized instructional system has been included at the end
 
of this chapter.
 
Following the development of instruments, protocols, models,
 
analysis techniques, etc., each must be submitted to a process of test­
ing and validation. This activity must be done for the individual
 
items and for the structural configurations of these items. On the
 
basis of the tests, modification in items must be carried out and
 
patterns reanalyzed in terms of the findings of the trials.
 
This is an evaluative step for the evaluative procedures.
 
The design and development of an individualized program requires
 
skills and talents beyond those normally found in the faculties to
 
which the program is to be disseminated. Moreover, the nature of the
 
program procedures and materials is inevitably influenced by other
 
unique aspects of the school in which it was developed. Preliminary
 
tryouts in selected schools provide for the identification and revision
 
of factors which might limit or inhibit further dissemination. In
 
addition to providing for further evaluation and revision of the new
 
program, the field testing involves the development and evaluation of
 
the orientation and inservice training procedures for implementing
 
the new program in other schools. For these reasons, field testing
 
for revision is an important final step prior to systemwide
 
dissemination.
 
The next step is widespread implementation of the evaluative pro­
cedures. It is assumed that the breadth and complexity of the
 
evaluation system being suggested here will require incremental imple­
mentation spread over an extensive period of time. The size of the
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svstem reauires this approach, but the necessity of having an
 
evaluative function in the early stages of the development of innovation
 
for Drovision of formative-information also requires the incremental
 
approach.
 
The evaluation system which has been suggested in this chapter is
 
a complex and important system without which the Korean educational
 
system will be unable to ascertain the success of any systematic
 
innovation. The emphasis of this evaluative system is on providing
 
accurate and rapid information on the performance of the system at
 
various levels in a manner which optimizes decision making for the
 
continued formation and development of the system and the students
 
within the system. This evaluation system would be able to bridge
 
the transition between the current system and the proposed system
 
and facilitate the progress through the transition. The system is
 
intended to provide maximum responsiveness at all levels from student
 
through nation.
 
EXAMPLE
 
Outline of a Data Base for an
 
Individualized Instructional System*
 
I. Student Contract Performance
 
A. Number of assignments per weekly contract
 
B. Number of assignments completed per weekly contract
 
C. Criterion performance of completed assignments in a contract
 
D. Sequential order of assignment completion
 
E. Daily and weekly work pattern
 
F. Time to complete formal contract
 
*FromFoster (1970).
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II. Contingency system
 
A. 	Available reinforcers (list)
 
B. 	Reinforcers uaed
 
C. 	Reinforcement schedule used
 
D. 	Who controls contingency system
 
III. Teacher contracts
 
A. 	Date and time when contracts Written
 
B. 	Length of time to write contracts
 
C. 	Skills sequence contracted relative to content scope
 
and sequence
 
D. 	Number of contracts written at one time
 
E. 	Information used to write contract (examples: direct
 
testing data, previous weeks contract performance, etc.)
 
F. 	Locus of control (teacher alone, teacher and student, student
 
alone)
 
IV. Materials
 
A. 	Number of materials available in school in each content area
 
B. 	Number of materials available schoolwide in skills within each
 
content area
 
C. 	Number of materials used in each weekly contract
 
D. 	Levels of materials used in each weekly contract
 
V. 	Contract checkers
 
A. 	Checker classification (teacher, student on own naterial,
 
student on other student contract, non-professional personnel)
 
B. 	Date and time when material checked
 
C. 	Evaluation of checkers
 
D. 	Number of checkers
 
VI. Special instructional aide
 
A. 	Identification of aide
 
B. 	bate and time of contract
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C. 	Degree of control of contract (specified area)
 
D. 	Purpose of contract (work on specific skill, general assistance
 
etc.)
 
E. 	Type of contract (individual and/or small group)
 
F. 	Evaluation of aides
 
G. 	Number of aides
 
VII. Informal testing
 
A. 	General academic level of student in content area
 
B. 	Specific skills in a content area (a detailed description of
 
Language Arts testing is presented in Appendix B).
 
VIII. Formal testing
 
A. 	Group achievement across content areas
 
B. 	Group aptitude (intelligence)
 
C. 	Group personality
 
D. 	Individual achievement
 
E. 	Individual aptitude (intelligence)
 
F. 	Individual diagnostic
 
G. 	Individual personality
 
The data outlined above would be, for the most part, a byproduct
 
of the individualized instructional process requiring little more than
 
systematic record keeping in connection with student contracts or
 
instructional projects. Data concerning classroom management would
 
require the use of trained observers.
 
Observation Schedules--A number of observation schedules exist from
 
which to choose or one could be developed around the following aspects
 
of classroom instruction:
 
I. 	Observations of teacher behaviors
 
A. 	Teacher's use of social and academic approval
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B. 	Teacher's use of social and academic disapproval
 
C. 	Social and academic approval and disapproval errors of
 
reinforcement
 
D. 	Teacher movement in classroom
 
E. 	Directions
 
F. 	Questions
 
G. 	Classroom rules
 
H. 	Relative time spent on instructional activities
 
I. 	Observer classification (teacher, administrator, other)
 
II. Observation of student behaviors
 
A. Ch task/off task
 
B. 	Classes of inappropriate academic and social behaviors
 
C. 	Classes of appropriate academic and social behaviors
 
Survey data--Three types of surveys of judgements and opinions of project
 
personnel are suggested for review purposes during the implementation
 
phase. The first would be a problem survey asking school personnel
 
to list the problems they are having at the implementation stage.
 
In terms of formative evaluation, this is crucial information--it
 
becomes useful, however, only when incorporated (1) into the decision­
making process of the immediate effort and (2) into the dissemination
 
efforts elsewhere.
 
In order to maintain an objective balance in the evaluation program,
 
unanticipated benefits as well as problems resulting from changes in
 
the program should be documented. A second survey, therefore, would
 
be necessary to document the beneficial side effects of the new program.
 
The third survey would be a progress survey asking for judgements
 
on the extent of satisfactory implementation of the planned innovations.
 
In brief.'this amounIR. ta s f -a4tus studies during.the imple­
mention stage ,which should reveal important changes in the instructional 
process, organizational pattern, personnel utilization, etc. 
These surveys would be continued during the transitional phase for
 
the purpqses of documenting; and facilitating program implementation.
 
At that point in time when the planned innovations are in effect and
 
the new program has stabilized, the evaluation emphasis will shift from
 
formative to summative, and evidence of program effectiveness becomes
 
the primary concern.
 
CHAPTER SEVEN
 
DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
 
The educational program proposed for the Korean elementar.y and
 
middle schools is clearly a dramatic change from the present Korean
 
system. A decision by the Korean government to undertake sp sweeping 
a reform of itsi'basic educational program will trigger A hoSt of
 
other necessarydecisions and actions. 
The effort required will be
 
large and even in the development phases will impinge upon ano effect
 
many other institutions and agencies and indeed will ultimately 
touch
 
the lives of all the nation's citizens. The plan presented by the
 
study team is one which it feels can be developed by orean educators
 
and with Korean resources. The historical evidence of KoRan energy,
 
hard work and creativity fully justify this optimism. Ev@p so, the
 
conditions for assuring that the program will be brought tO #u.tion
 
must be met.
 
People, money and time are required. Most importaijt,.h;iwqer, is
 
the need for an organization which will permit the most eff~t~ire
 
utilization of these resources. The organization should bp q vpn the
 
mission of building a new elementary-middle school program.. 4ong with
 
this responsibility it should be provided with adequate pompugcps and
 
authority to discharge this mission. Screven and others hpva ppinted
 
up the need for an agency to provide support to Korean sahqolp in the
 
applications of innovation, research and technology to the tmprovement
 
of their instructional programs (Screven, 1970). Screven efe red to
 
the agency proposed by him as the "Korean Institute of Ecoqattb.al
 
Technology" and he has outlined many valuable functions i''oulO 
serve.
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The !Korean Educational Development Laboratory 
rhe study teamproposes that[ the Korean. government'charker an 
educational development organization whose primary function will be 
planned and systematic educational reform through a program of 
developmental research. To avoid confusion-with the more service 
oriented agencies proposed by earlier consultants, the stpdy team 
will refer to the proposed organization as the Korean Educational 
Development Laboratory (KEDL). KEDL will have functions which will 
appear to overlap those of several existing Korean agencies such 
as MOE's Textbook Compilation Bureau, the Apdiovisual Institute, the 
Central Educational Research Institute and others. These existing 
agencies are presently performing important functions in Korean 
education. KEDL will not serve the purposes of these agencis; nor 
is it likely they could do the kinds of things that Will need to be 
done by Kj&DL. 
KEDL will need to have a clear and strong governmental mandate if
 
it is to carry out its mission. It probably should have.spme charac­
teristics similar to those of KIST on personnel matters,, research
 
independence and organizational autonomy. On the other hard, it should
 
be an integral part of the Ministry of Education with KEDL'p director
 
responsible directly to the Minister. Administratively .tought to be
 
separated from the other operating Bureaus of MOE or it will become
 
involved in the large, day-to-day problems with'which these Qther bureaus
 
deal. The placement of the Office of Labour Affairs within the Ministry
 
of Health and Social Affairs might bear study to determine whether
 
that organizational relationship might serve as a model for KEDL's
 
placement in MOE.
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The development funds described'in'the'next-chapter would
 
essentially be the operating budget for KEDL with the Laboratory using
 
these funds for continuing planning, the development and miniature
 
try-outs of the components of the new program, and finally, the
 
assembly of the components in schools-for-a field-test of the completed
 
program.
 
-Figure 7-1 shows a way in which the functions of KEDi might be
 
organized. The functions are divided into (a) the instructional
 
system, (b) the support system and (c) the management system. These
 
three categories of activity are broad enough to include the kinds
 
of things KEDL will need to do in the future. It is impqrtant to note
 
that these sub-organizations within KEDL must have an intimate working
 
relationship with one another. Compartmentalization and rigid
 
territorial boundaries which tend to occur with time in any organiza­
tional structure should be guarded against.
 
A most important condition which must be met before undertaking
 
an effort as intricate and complex-as the one envisioned is the
 
development of detailed activity plans--detailed blueprintq for
 
actions. These become the system management plans that wll govern
 
the conductof the overall project. These plans will describe
 
specific activities that must be done; assign responsibilty fpr par­
ticular jobs; describe time, manpower and money requirempnts for completion
 
of the job; place each job in the context of the total #ctivity (What
 
must be completed before this job is undertaken,and what subpequent
 
activities will need or depend upon the products of this job?); and
 
identify key checkpoints or milestones within the total job so it
 
can be quickly determined if the job gets off schedule.
 
Minister 
of.
 
Educationf
 
Various Standing .Z.. 	 | CERI eu 
 1 
Comm.ctor-	 i App~fop,7 Govtand Ad'HocCnutnAdvisory/ --	 KEDL MOST & Other 
__i iAgencies 
Instructional Sys. 	 Support Sys. Management Sys. 
Content and KEDL Admin School 
Educ. Object. j Services Facilities 
*1 	 1 
SI 	 --
Instructional Evaluation Inform..
 
Res. Develop. System Mgmt. Sys.
 
...._ I 	 _..._
 
ITV & Radio 	 ,InstallationFiscal Control71 Delivery Sys. I Instalan
• i Diffu/sion 
Teachng ~Saff Operations1Teaching-taff Analysis 
DevelIpmeat I 	 -
Figure 7-1. 	 An Organization of Functional
 
Activities of the Korean
 
Educational Development Laboratory..
 
Progra Evaluation Review-hrydri, MIXMM I-% -.. -nd-
IPPIDIPI . 
critical Path analvsis arA a1l " m"Ih4- 4-j^jn y.i4.1ft.-4,4 
Koreans ,are familiar and. whirth will be essential in,,thp planning phase
 
and the later management of-the project. The plans-will .also reveal
 
what types and levels of personnel-will-be.required at what period in
 
the project. bince some speciaiists will be needed tor one Phase of
 
the effort and not others. nersonn1 n1icies and salaries should permit
 
and, indeed, encourage the movement of profeasional staff into a.id out
 
of KEDL as tney are neeaed. These people could come from the universities,
 
other government agencies ana'tne private sector, returning to their
 
home organization when their particular contribution h~d been made.
 
Normal civil service procedures militate against this flexible
 
utilization of human resources and abniiia hp wn, fn. fmlT. V'f =4­
possible.
 
The selection of the Director of KEDL will perhaps be the most
 
crucial decision of the total project.. The Directorate calls for a
 
man of extraordinary management ability aB well as one who pan command
 
the respect and loyalty of the small but intellectually ppwerful group
 
of Korean educational research leaders. The capacity to attract; and
 
retain Korean's ablest researchers, to energize them and to orchestrate
 
their capabilities into an efficient and coherent production eftL,
 
is a must. Norea is tortunate to have such men. The study- team suggests
 
that the Minister of Education appoint a search committee whose members
 
are arawn rrom government, inaustry, public education and educational
 
research to identify candidates for the Director's position,
 
Once the Director is appointed he will recruit the nucleps of
 
KEDL's senior staff. This qroupworkinq with ad hoc Korean advisory
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committees and.consultantswill begin the-detailed planning effort
 
described previously. The study team estimates this planping effort
 
will, take approximately ten man years of effort and can be completed
 
in one calendar year.
 
General Considerations for Developmentand-Implementation
 
The educational program proposed by the study team will require
 
an extensive development effort and the largest share of KEDLs budget
 
will be allocated to development. New programs and products will be
 
required with the introduction of individualized instructioni student
 
learning units, instructional radio and television,and differentiated
 
staffing. The study team doesn't feel that it would be appropriate
 
nor possible for it to provide a "cookbook" that would cover all of the
 
development requirements. There are several references which can
 
partially serve this purpose and which will have much vaJue for the
 
KEDL staff. These cover such topics as: how to define instructional
 
objectives; how to build programs of instruction; procedures for the
 
design of multi-media instruction; developing individualized instruc­
tional materials and many more (Briggs, et. al., 1967; Briggs, 1968;
 
briggs, ±!iu; onnson and Johnson, 170; Edling, 1979; oph m and
 
Baker, 1970; Gagn6, 1970)
 
±a wij. mection of the report discussion will focus on the general
 
aspects associated with the development of educational nqteria~s,
 
television systems, personnel patterns, and management and administration
 
systems.
 
The %lection, .Development-and-Use of Instructional Mdia
 
When considering the implications of using the systems opproach and
 
a variety of instructional resources-to implement educat$onal technology
 
within the educational process, it is convenient to think in terms of
 
a simple input/output model for the learner. 
From this simplified
 
input/output model, individualization of learning can be thought of
 
as a process by which the student maximizes his informational input,
 
mental processing, memory storage and response output. 
In psychological
 
terms this conception of learning behavior is specified by the stimulus
 
array, the cognitive processes and the response requirement. Breaking
 
the behavioral processes of learning into these three components will
 
bring into focus the potential of educational technology and its
 
associated techniques for curriculum development.
 
Characteristics of Input to the Student
 
In regard to stimulus input, investigators such as Briggs and
 
Gagn6 have found that greater learning gains can be achigved by
 
appropriate assignment of instructional media. 
Matching appropriate
 
films, audio-taped lectures, or printed material to the type of
 
learning has led to more systematic, positive learning results. 
These
 
findings seem to be based on the fact that, although important forms
 
of instructional stimuli, the spoken word and the printoo word may not
 
be the most effective or economical teaching stimuli for iany kinds
 
of performance objectives. It is important to note that vartous kinds
 
of performance objectives represent different kinds of learning,
 
and each type of learning may be best attained through tie use of a
 
partS'?ular instructional presentation. Various media are of differ­
ential""etectveness aepenaing on the exact learning requirements im­
posed bylheperformance objectives. Since there is sufficient know­
ledge ,,of the ,condition-of these kinds of learning, the use of multi­
media,can result in improved motivation and resulting effective
 
instruction.
 
ln :utilizing the input/output model to assist in the selection of
 
appropriate nmedia, multi-sensory input channels should be optimized.
 
,In..considerina both the acquisition of new knowledge as well as intel­
:ectual.problem-solving skills, the information source should initially
 
be focused within restricted sensory channels. In attempting to build
 
problem-splving skills for long-term retention, the use of feedback
 
and correctional media within the instructional interaction should be
 
maximized as possible. When faced with evaluational decision making,
 
especially in determining the successful attainment of performance ob­
jectives, a student's performance may be utilized in determining the
 
appropriate decision about the criterion performance. And finally,
 
the ease or difficulty with which the student moves from one medium
 
or media device to another must be considered. While interruptions ma3
 
break the monotony of the instructional processes, it has been found
 
that interruptions within the presentation can interfere with acquisi­
tion and retention. Tnus, tne approach within educational technology
 
stresses an appropriate matching of media to learning objectives in
 
order to facilitate a smooth flow through each instructional session
 
and to maximize the learning performance of the student.
 
Information Processing
 
In regard to the middle component in the model, pertaining to
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mental processing and storage, the manipulation of levels of difficulty
 
of the learning material has proven to be an important variable. Con­
sistent findings at Florida State University as well as at Stanford
 
have indicated that an optimal matching of the level of difficulty of
 
the learning materials to the student's performance level leads to
 
improved mental processing and enhances long-term retention. Thus,
 
the utilization of such methodological techniques as readability formulas
 
and analysis of the complexity and sequential structure of the solution
 
algorithms found within educational problems in mathematics can lead
 
to better curriculum construction. Finally, the provision for practice
 
and spaced reviews to foster long-term retention has come to be
 
considered an essential ingredient. In turn, these have direct impli­
cations for the proper employment of multi-media presentations and for
 
the optimum sequencing of learning materials.
 
The Response
 
Turning to the response side of the model, it is recognized as
 
important to match the performance requirements specified within the
 
behavioral objective to that of the actual conditions of both practice
 
and evaluation. By systematic pianning for mixing alternative kinds
 
of styles of response modalities, not only is retention improved but
 
the student is more highly motivated to fulfill the assigned practice
 
requirements.
 
Developing Learning Materials
 
The first and perhaps major consideration in developing learning
 
materials based upon educational technological principles is concerned
 
with the assembling of a multi-disciplinary team of scholars, repre­
senting a functional organization with differentiated roles and related
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competencies. There should be chosen from within the Korean system a
 
sufficient number of competent scholars who can relate the structure of
 
the learning material to the Korean culture and its associated values.
 
These scholars should undertake the task of making a detailed analysis
 
of the learning structures and matching them with appropriate conceptual
 
sequences) that is with those that are most consistent with the style
 
and type of behaviors likely to be found in the student population.
 
Second, there is a requirement for behavioral scientists who can
 
provide the leadership for implementing behavioral methodological tech­
niques. Having a sound understanding of learning principles and processes,
 
these behavioral scientists can provide a clear understanding of how to
 
appropriately implement ta:: analyses, behavioral objectives, and
 
instructional strategies.
 
In most cases, it has been found helpful to have professional
 
writers who can assist in developing more effective communications with
 
the students. Next, there is a requirement for media specialists, par­
ticularly television specialasts, who not only can assist in the selection
 
and matching of appropriate media with the behavioral requirements of
 
the learning task but also can help in the technological intricacies
 
of developing the instructional programs. In addition, the process in­
volves participation of representatives of the teaching staff who will
 
be implementing the materials. A good understanding of the characteristics
 
of the instructional staff will provide for a smoother field study and
 
dissemination process. Finally, there is a requirement for evaluators
 
who can help in the recycling process essential within field studies
 
for revisions of the learning materials. The selection of specialists
 
to form these interdisciplinary teams is probably the most important
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prerequisite to the application of modern educational technology.
 
The employment of development techniques such as systems analysis
 
and project management techniques, such as Program Evaluation and Review
 
Techniques (PERT), can facilitate the development of a learning materials
 
project. The use of project planning, flow charts and milestone analysis
 
will assist in assuring that projects are completed within a realistic
 
time schedule with appropriate and effective outcomes. Sound manage­
ment techniques can vastly increase the rate of development of learning
 
materials, their dissemination throughout the educational system, and
 
also provide for significant cost savings.
 
The development of the individualized instruction modules and the
 
educational television presentations have several features in common,
 
as well as several details of production which differ. The following
 
section suggests the format to be followed in both cases, followed by
 
discussion of specific approaches for the separate media.
 
Figure 7-2 describes the general steps for the development of
 
instructional materials or presentations for the classroom. Step one
 
has been discussed in earlier sections, but prior to design of instruc­
tional sequences it is necessary to ascertain if the objectives are
 
stated in the appropriate fashion. The second step emphasizes the
 
terminal behavior, asking the materials designer to focus on what it
 
is that the student or students will be able to do at the completion of
 
the unit andi tprepare the criterion-referenced measurement items which
 
will be used to find out if the student can demonstrate the required
 
performance.
 
The objectives which are being sought are then subjected to
 
analysis for placement in an optimal sequence (Step Three). It is
 
Figure 7-2. Flow Chart: A Model for the Design of Instruction. (Briggs, 1970)
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performance evaluations from these situations provide another source 
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suggested that a procedure or hierarchy such as the one developed by
 
Gagne (1970) and discussed by Briggs (1970) be used in this analysis.
 
Steps ive and ax of Figure 7-2 are critical ones in terms of
 
the Korean project. In order to select appropriate media/curriculum
 
interactions, it is appropriate to review the characteristics of the
 
media being suggested in this report. The primary media suggested
 
for the Korean model are instructional television (ITV), self-instructional
 
materials and lectures. Secondary presentation forms include discussions
 
between students, laboratory exercises and conferences with teachers.
 
The self-instructional module, an extension of programmed instruc­
tion, is defined as a systematically designed and validated program of
 
learning experiences, in this case presented as printed matter. The
 
stimuli presented are printed words, drawings or stationary pictures,
 
arranged in relatively small segments of information interspersed with
 
requirements for responses on the part of the student. The size of
 
presentation units will tend to vary as a function of the curriculum,
 
but it is hoped that the units will be of a length that can be completed
 
in small steps spaced over a few hours time. After each unit of instruc­
tiona criterion test of performance will be given. These units should
 
be designed to provide generalizinq experiences with a reasonable number
 
of examples. Various examples of these units may be found ranging from
 
programmed instruction texts (Espich and Williams, 1967; Lumsdaine &
 
Glaser, 1960; Glaser, 1965; Lange, 1967) to generally organized units
 
requiring less frequent responses such as Learning Activity Packages
 
used at the Nova School (Wolfe and Smith, 1968; McNeil, 1968) or the
 
Teaching-Learning Units used in Project PLAN (Flanagan, 1968). It
 
is suggested that the Korean system develop packages like these latter.
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.Slf-instruction or programmed instruction has as its strengths
 
that: it has a self-paced rate of presentation, is designed around
 
performance objectives, provides frequent knowledge of results, has
 
active learner participatiof and low error rate, and usually leads to
 
high retention and progressive achievement...It also has the strong
 
feature of not needing much teacher time. Well organized self­
instructional programs allow the teacher to engage in other activities,
 
such as tutoring or counselling students who are having difficulties
 
(Flynn and Chadwick, 1970). The main problem with self-instructional
 
materials is that they are difficult to produce, take many hours to
 
produce units, require highly trained individuals in the production
 
process, and are not always responsive to the more rapid learners
 
in classes.
 
Lectures
 
This extensively used, much maligned medium has not been the sub­
ject of nearly as much empirical study as has ETV or programmed
 
instruction. According to Ausubel (1963),the amount of material
 
learned from lectures depends heavily on the listener's ability to
 
incorporate the main ideas of the lecture into his personal "cognitive
 
structure." Except for characteristics such as techniques to add
 
emphasis, to show relatedness, to provide contiguity and redundancy,
 
and the like, perhaps Ausubel's most concrete suggestion for improving
 
lectures is to use "advance organizers," brief, introductory remarks
 
which summarize the content to follow in the most general form as an
 
aid for forming cognitive structure. Lectures, like other media, can
 
be improved by requiring explicit student responding, with immediate
 
knowledge of results. Explicit response is student response to
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definite questions purposefully posed. Frequently, the use of outlii.
 
handouts, printed questions, etc., will help to structure lectures
 
(Briggs, 1970).
 
Lectures present ideas and facts rapidly, allow emphasis to be
 
placed where the teacher wants it,are excellent for giving background
 
material, can be modified to fit specific questions asked by students,
 
and can be presented to fairly large groups. It is difficult to ad­
just lectures to individual speeds of comprehension; learners do not
 
participate much in lectures; it is difficult to obtain a direct check
 
on the amount of learning taking place. Lectures can be improved by
 
dynamism in the lecturer, use of audiovisual supports, frequent asking
 
of questions (even if only rhetorical) ,and the use of outlines and
 
other "handout" materials.
 
Instructional Television
 
The effective use of educational or instructional television re­
quires a careful analysis of the characteristics of the medium. Papers
 
by Chu & Schram (1968), Allen (1969), Tosti & Ball (1969), and others
 
have described the instructional characteristics of television. It is
 
a pictoral medium where stimuli are presented in verbal and/or pictoral
 
form, requiring only correct responses from students during presentation,
 
with a short duration (duration of stimuli is always for present only)
 
and subsequent presentation of stimuli is not contingent upon any student
 
performance (Tosti & Ball, 1969).
 
Television appears to be mcst 
effective in teaching principles,
 
concepts and rules when it illustrates them with examples and it is also
 
effective in teaching factual information, visual identifications, and
 
procedures, and in developing desirable attitudes, opinions and moti­
vations (Allen, 1969). Television is also capable of performing the
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generak,1-nstrl4ctiAal:functiops of presenting the stimulus, directing
 
attention, prqvding-a model of expected performance, furn~ishing external
 
prompts and guiding thinking (Allen, 1969). The medium .s not an effec­
tive device::foproviding feedback, particularly to individual students,
 
It has many of the
 nor is:_it efeqtive in performance,assessment. 

strengths assoqiated with lecturing,-with demonstrations and, of course,
 
motion-pictures. Its primary-weaknesses are also similar 1:o those of
 
lectures and motion pictures. It is not learner-paced and,in general,
 
it,.provides-no convenient way to measure performance of the students,
 
althoughit:,can be used to present standardized tests to groups of
 
students.,.
 
Table 7-1,2gives a general comparison of the features of the three
 
In general, the strengths and
primary media for the Korean model. 

weaknesses of the.three balance-in a-manner which makes their care­
ful combination a useful approach.
 
After the decision nas joeen.made,concerning the optimal medium
 
for the specific set-or objectives, the materials must be prepared and
 
tested as suqcrestecl in Steps Seven-and Eight. Emphasis is placed on
 
the careruil, progEwiuitu u vt=.jupment of the educational sequences
 
In other words, if the medium chosen
regardless of the meaium chosen. 

.15 1.Lv,1L;I u=V=.Lopers must still take the steps to insure that the
 
instructiona sequence is arranged in the appropriate manner and
 
should not be satisfied with simply taping a "lecture" on the sequence.
 
The testing or validation aspects (Steps Eight and Nine) should re­
ceive considerable empnasis as va±iaation at an early stage qill save
 
problems and expensive or extensive re-validation after widespread
 
adoption of materials or programs.
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Table 7- 1. A Comparison of Features of Three Media.
 
Media
 
Features 

Presentation 

Visual 

Audible 

Learner-Paced 

Learner Response Required 

Fixed Sequence 

Repeatability 

Affective Possibilities 

Ease of Transmission 

Controlability 

TV 

large 

group 

yes 

yes 

no 

no 

yes 

complete 

yes 

complex 

high 

STUDENT
 
LEARNING
 
LECTURE UNITS
 
large or individual
 
medium group
 
yes yes
 
yes yes
 
(with radio)
 
no yes
 
partially yes
 
generally can branch
 
limited complete
 
yes. yes
 
simple simple
 
low high
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A reexamination of the flow chart(Figure 7-2) as applied to the,
 
Korean situation shows emphasis should be placed on the following pointE
 
1. Clarification and specification of objectives and performance
 
to be required from the student
 
2. Adequate preparation of measurement devices
 
3.oAnalysis of optimal medium-for presentation within existing
 
svstem constraints
 
4. Iterative development ana testing of materials or presentation
 
5. Consistent, thorough evaluationof student learning and
 
materials/presentation performance.
 
Instructional-Television System
 
ue±ivery systems with proven performance, ranging from printed
 
materials-t6 sophisticated multi-purpose-telecommurications grids
 
and computer networks, can accomodate and support a wide range of
 
educational tasks in many different environments. No one system is
 
ideal'in that it can be readily available for all audiences, be scheduled
 
on demand, offer ready access to information sources, provide immediate
 
response, and be economically feasible. Educational television has a
 
primary advantage in its ability to deliver mass-scale programs at
 
relatively low costs per pupil. Because of its flexibility and general
 
appeal, it is able to enhance concepts of national unity. Television,
 
particularly.when mixed with other-media, presents new opportunities
 
for instructional strategies planning individualized, team,and mass
 
instruction. One does not plan a television system but an innovative
 
instructional system making optimum use of television.
 
In the development stage,it will be necessary to focus on two
 
distinct aspects of the-educational television system: the mechanics,
 
mechanisms, or hardware that comprise the television delivery system,
 
and the content, messacte or "software" that are delivered by the
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system. This discussion will focus on the hardware aspects. Dis­
cussion of the software aspects is found in the preceding section of
 
materials development. This discussion will begin with a brief
 
review of current television broadcasting facilities in Korea.
 
Korea's initial endeavor into broadcasting came on February 16,
 
1927. The Korean Broadcasting system went on.the air with a power
 
output of one kilowatt with the call sign JODK, on the 345 meter band.
 
Before Korea was liberated from Japanese rule in 1945, the
 
Japanese had controlled the broadcasting system. After liberation,
 
the newly established Korean government took over the broadcasting
 
facilities. Thus, in 1948, when the Republic of Korea was proclaimed,
 
the former Chosen Broadcasting Corporation, together with its nine
 
regional stations, was transferred to the government.
 
Until 1954, the Korean Broadcasting Syrtem,with a central radio
 
station in Seoul and various regional stationswas the only radio
 
service in Korea. It was in that year that a non-government religious
 
station began to operate in Seoul.
 
The first.government-operated television station was inaugurated
 
on December 31, 1961. Using the call sign HLCK, KBS-TV, the station
 
went into operation with a visual power of two kilowatts, an audio
 
power of one kilowatt, and 525 horizontal lines.
 
The Nanyang Transmitting Station,with an output of 500 kilowatts
 
the call sign HLCA, and a wave length of 970 kilocvcles, went into
 
operation on September 10, 1967.
 
Following a reorganization of the Korean Broadcasting System, on
 
August-1, 1968, the Seoul Central-Broadcasting Station, the Voice of
 
Free Korea,and the KBS-TV were integrated into one station under the
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namei!o..the Central Broadcasting Station.
 
-Korea's first educational TV programs were aired at the same
 
time KBS-TV ceased sponsoring commercial advertisements on May 1, 1969.
 
Character and Policy of KBS
 
The Korean Broadcasting System is the nationwide radio and tele­
vision network operated by the government of the Republic of Korea.
 
Its operation is under the direct supervision of the Ministry of
 
Culture and Information.
 
The 	Broadcasting System is supported from two major sources:
 
1. 	The national budget;
 
2. 	Subscription fees paid by set owners.
 
As a government operated station, the KBS serves the purpose of
 
informing the people of government policies and work for public wel­
fare. It attempts to meet public demand for specific types of programs
 
with the ultimate goal of improving its programs to raise the education
 
level of the Korean people through its nation-wide network.
 
Utilizing multi-station microwave relay network, KBS will soon be
 
reaching every home and school throughout all of Korea.
 
The Korean Broadcasting System is accomplishing its objectives
 
in the following manner:
 
1. 	The Central Broadcasting Station, the key station of KBS,
 
conducts simultaneous broadcasting over the country, while
 
regional stations are actively serving the interests and
 
demands of various regional communities.
 
2. 	The Korean Broadcasting System presents both general public
 
interest programs as general information, culture and
 
entertainment and specific group interest programs covering
 
educational culture.
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3. 	Educational broadcast (school) and farm and fishery pro­
grams are continuously broadcasted.
 
4. 	The Korean Broadcasting System is responsible in such
 
matters as the reflection of national development, infor­
mation regarding government policies, the raising of the
 
morale of Korean Armed Forces, and the firm inculcation
 
of democratic principles.
 
5. 	The Korean Broadcasting System continually attempts to
 
improve its programming to encourage cultural activities
 
and promote the welfare of the people.
 
Through these and other activties, the Korean Broadcasting System
 
is making every effort to become one of the world's leading broad­
casting stations. It is important to note that foremost in its
 
policies, procedures and operations is the consideration for a better
 
informed, more highly educated audience.
 
Programming
 
KBS-TV broadcasts six major types of programs daily. The scope
 
of programs ranges from entertainment and recreation to newscasts and
 
education. Table 7-2,presents the breakdown of the types of programs
 
in minutes and percentage.
 
As shown in Table 7-2,nince percent of the scheduled program time
 
is devoted to education. Considering the recent addition of this type
 
of progranming to KBS-TV, this is a relatively sizeable figure. 
KBS
 
personnel have hopes for expanding this amount as soon as additional
 
air time becomes available.
 
It should also be emphasized that,up until now, relatively few
 
schools have installed TV sets for KBS-TV school broadcasts. More and
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Table 7-2. Classification of KBS Programming,
 
Classification Weekly Broadcasting Percentage
 
Time (minutes)
 
1. 	Newscasts 
 600 	 17%
 
2. 	Cultural programs for
 
children and housewives 450 13%
 
3. 	General Cultural 1,290 
 37%
 
4. 	Entertainment and
 
Recreation 
 540 	 15%
 
5. 	Education 
 300 	 9%
 
6. 	Others 
 335 	 9%
 
Total 
 3,515 	 100%
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more schools, however, are expressing interest in the ETV pro­
grams and thus are installing sets. According to a recent report
 
from the Minister of Education, primary and middle schools throughout
 
the country share approximately 2,000,television sets. The MOE has
 
laid down a five year plan for supplying sets-to suffice the needs
 
of all schools throughout the country in orderthat every school child
 
can participate in the ETV experience.
 
The programs of KBS-TV are directed at the following grades:
 
(1) primary school -- grades 4, 5, and 6; and (2) middle schools -­
grades 1, 2 and 3. Five to six hours of educational programs reach
 
these levels each week, Monday through Saturday. All programs are
 
twenty minutes in length and include subject matter areas such as
 
Social Science, Natural Science, Music and Fine Arts, etc. It is
 
important to note that these programs are supplementary to the regular
 
class work, are-given as.enrichment, and are not an integral part
 
of the curriculum.
 
The Education Department of KBS is made up of various committees
 
that design, implement and evaluate the broadcasts; the major
 
committees are:
 
a. School Broadcast Committee 
b. Planning Committee for school broadcasting programs 
c. Seven subcommittees(for each subject). 
These groups also have the responsibility for preparing a monthly
 
teacher's guide book to be used in conjunction with the ETV broadcasts.
 
The purpose of these manuals is to prepare and inform the teachers
 
for pre and post programs activities.
 
The study team explored the possibility of developing the Korean
 
instructional television network by means of "piggy-backing" on the
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commriial system already in place in the country. While many 
economies can doubtless -esult, it appears that a parallel but
 
separate system will be required. The number of channels and re­
quired hours to meet the proposed educational needs could not be
 
absorbed by the present system. The primary requirement is the
 
addition of three microwave channels, development of production and
 
transmission facilities,and the acquisition of sufficient receivers
 
for the schools. Because of the design engineering already done for
 
the present national television system this part of the project will
 
not be conceptually difficult, nor will it be too expensive,
 
Required Equipment
 
One of the key concerns and considerations of a television system
 
is the type and quality of equipment utilized in the construction and
 
delivery of the programs. Three types of equipment are necessary:
 
(1) origination facilities; (2) reception facilities; and (3) trans­
mission or distribution facilities.
 
1. Origination Facilities. It will be necessary to construct or
 
prepare adequate facilities and equipment for production and origi­
nation of the TV programs. The equipment includes both audio and
 
visual systems. The video system must include the camera, chains, mounts,
 
lenses, remote control, switching systems, and monitoring systems.
 
It would also include the video tape recording equipment, opaque, film,
 
slide projection equipment and control and distribution equipment.
 
The audio system includes microphones and the control and dis­
tribution equipment associated with the image audio. It would also
 
include the intercommunications system between television control and
 
reception points.
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It is anticipated that an extensive review and analysis of
 
existing facilities will be completed and that demands for the new
 
system will be specified in details. From these extensive details the
 
costs required could then be developed. It is assumed that a full
 
studio with several production stages, rehearsal facilities, art and
 
display facilities, planning and preparation facilities, etc. would
 
be prepared. Cost estimates for these facilities will be found in
 
Chapter Eight.
 
Lighting and Staging Equipment. The specifics of lighting,
 
instructional devices, furniture, and other requirements will be determinei
 
in the final analysis, by the specific courses that are taught by TV.
 
2. Reception Facilities. At each school included in the ETV
 
systemit will be necessary to have adequate facilities for reception.
 
This category includes the television receivers, monitors, antennas,
 
frequency convertors,and such needed to permit reception capability in
 
all schools on a time-phased basis.
 
Careful development of a package purchasing concept should make
 
it possible to acquire receiving units for approximately $100 each. A
 
carefully developed plan for installation of receivers will need to
 
be worked out with reference to electricity requirements, reception in
 
school area, etc.
 
3. Distribution Equipment. A microwave line of sight distribution
 
system would serve as the most feasible transmission system. The exist­
ing microwave system of 21 towers distributed throughout Korea could be
 
readily adapted to meet the needs of three additional channels, by the
 
addition of extra transmission dishes.
 
A simplified action line for the ETV hardware development system
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is 1i1listrated below. The three major components are developed in a
 
parallel fashion, with culmination in a test of the system. It is not,
 
of course'- necessary to have all receivers installed to test the
 
system, but some receivers at the various disparate locations should
 
be installed.
 
10/
 
- n'4-0 )) ? 
1. Start Point
 
2. Reception Equipment Requirements Survey
 
3. Facility Location Choice
 
4. Begin Microware Modification
 
5. Facility Development or Construction
 
6. Reception Equipment Production or Purchase
 
7. Facility Equipment Installation
 
8. Reception Equipment Installation
 
9. Microware Completion
 
10. Facility Completion
 
11. System Test and Calibration
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Personnel Development Process
 
From the outline in Chapter Four,it is possible to identify
 
the new or modified personnel forms which will be required in the
 
new system. These include the master teacher or learning mpnager,
 
the professional teacher and the para-professional teacher. Also
 
required will be a limited number of television teachers who will
 
be responsible for the ETV presentations. Since the proposed
 
system includes major structural and performance changes,it is
 
appropriate to consider the new training requirements generated at
 
all levels. To outline the suggested procedures for development
 
of personnel, a sequence of seven steps is suggested. These steps
 
may be illustrated as follows:
 
Functions/Task Analysis
 
Performance Specifications Development
 
Training Requirements Analysis
 
Training Programs Development & Validation
 
Training Programs Implementation
 
In-Service Adequacy Evaluation
 
Evaluation
 
Function and Task Analysis
 
The differentiated staffing suggested in Chapter Four is a
 
general concept of classroom and school organization which has as
 
its intention achieving better utilization of personnel in an
 
effort to more effectively produce the output of the school and
 
classroom. Differentiation of personnel means to make different,
 
to distinguish by special characteristics, forms, or discriminations.
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Traditional staff utilization requires that teachers perform the
 
same 	general tasks with relatively little regard for training, level
 
of competency, experiences, interest, or the demands of a changing
 
school environment. But within the new model proposed here the
 
school environment will be different and new requirements will be
 
made.
 
A prior consideration to the differentiation of the teacher's
 
role is an adequate and thorough description and analysis of the
 
current and future roles. Before specific activities can be assignec
 
to aides, regular teachers, and master teachers, or before the new ro
 
can be adequately defined, the current role of the present teacher
 
must be described and the requirements of the system should be
 
analyzed. It is proposed that two basic activities are necessary to
 
accomplish this:
 
A. 	Description of the current teaching role;
 
B. 	Analysis of that role in terms of the requirements of
 
the proposed school/learning system.
 
For purposes of the discussion here, task descriptions are the
 
statements of those activities and events which constitute the inter­
actions of the teacher with the various elements of the learning
 
environment, including the students. In this definition,emphasis
 
should be placed on two aspects:
 
A. 	Description, which means literal enumeration of the
 
details of the behavior of the teacher.
 
B. 	Events and/or activities/ which are units occurring
 
in time and constituting the role behaviors of the
 
teachers.
 
In other words, it is necessary to know in as much detail as
 
possible those things (events or activities) which the regular
 
teacher does in the course of teaching.
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For purposes of this discussion, the second element, task
 
analysis means the efforts undertaken with the task descriptions
 
to make inferences based on knowledge of the requirements of the
 
system and the kinds of ability, skills and knowledges obtained
 
and required from the human performers, the teachers, as they
 
interact with students and learning environment. Task analysis
 
provides the basis for decisions about various ramifications of
 
system operationsuch as reassignment of tasks, automation of
 
certain tasks, introduction of aides,and increased and diversified
 
training. Having the descriptionsit is important to ascertain
 
the logic through which the described units are organized to
 
achieve an end.
 
This paper has now drawn a distinction between the description
 
of events and the analysis of those events. This distinction will
 
be continued for purposes of clarity,but it is important to note
 
that frequently the two activities occur simultaneously or overlap
 
during the process. For example, some analytic steps are taken
 
prior to making a description and also during the description the
 
observer organizes events and activities in an analytic fashion,
 
grouping those that obviously go together. This overlapping is to
 
be expected and is useful, but for discussion the two areas will be
 
treated separately.
 
Once descriptive information has been gathered,it must be
 
subjected to some form of analysis. An analysis is necessary
 
because an event is not initiated in a vacuum,and it is necessary
 
to find out how events relate to each other, interact with each
 
other,and contribute to some process or objective. One of the
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first steps is toadifferentiate between tasks and functions so 
that events can'be related to these concepts. In the description 
and analysis process,it is possible to differentiate between various 
levels of detail, the two most important of which are the function 
level and the task level. Function always implies activity with 
reference to accomplishment of the end or purpose for which the 
operating entity exists or is designed. Function is a relatively 
comprehensive term referring to units constructed to serve a 
definite purpose or intended to perform a certain kind of work. 
While in the broadest sense the word could be used to speak of the 
function of the school or the function of the teacher, it is useful 
to use it in somewhat limited aspects,Luch as the function of student 
evaluation, the function of classroom control, etc. The term task 
as used here will suggest the imposition by the necessities of the 
teaching situation of specific units of work that must be accomplished 
by a person or thing and that as a group (of tasks) would constitute 
a function. 
The design of a model of differentiated staffing in a large
 
system such as the school inevitably involves what tasks will be
 
performed in what pattern. The best organization of human tasks
 
into the job requirements of various individuals and the patterning
 
of these tasks is the question which is being addressed here.
 
Efforts should be made to identify those options which will tend to
 
optimize.. selection and training, lower ability requirementsand reduce
 
standby, turnover and other factors of operational and economic
 
significance in the system. Task descriptions provide input
 
information for repatterning tasks into differentiated jobs. Also,
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the various roles in the teaching system require certain behavioral
 
requirements of the personnel filling the job. One of the most
 
fruitful ways of deciding on the behavioral requirements andof
 
coursethe training characteristics is by analyzing the various
 
task features of the job.
 
A general statement of functions is useful to begin structuring
 
the task analysis. This statement of the functions assigned to the
 
teachers in the classroom usually has been specified by the system
 
supervisors. During the initial layout of what the general functions
 
of the system are to be, it is useful to look into classes of com­
ponents and what these components will perform. Another factor to
 
be cognizant of is the environmental conditions affecting the class­
room.
 
There are a number of features about the task which are important.
 
The first of these is the goal conditions, i.e., what are the goals
 
of the person performing the task,and when or what contextual or
 
stimulus events indicate to him that the task must be done,and when
 
will the time arrive to initiate its performance? What stimuli occur
 
in the environment,and how are they identified by the person doing
 
the job? What are the short-term and long-term retention .actors?
 
What are the various classes of response options, response implica­
tion, goal priorities,and rules for selecting responses in terms of
 
problem situations? The key to understanding the process of teaching
 
is to reduce it into finer and finer segments until all aspects of
 
the process are completely understood. To give an example, in
 
general, it is not enough to say that the teacher "teaches," but
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gola i.stepfurther-andask"What does the teacher do when he teaches:
 
One 	way:of discussing this is to say that the teacher dispenses
 
information to the students and checks whether or not the students
 
receive the information. The teacher also controls the environ­
ment 	in which the previous two activities take place. This is a
 
beginning in analyzing the role of the teacher.
 
Among the functions which might be anticipated within the
 
proposed staffing model are the following:
 
1. 	student diagnosis: diagnosing the learning needs of
 
students on a periodic basis.
 
2. 	prescription: prescribing appropriate learning sequences
 
to enable the learner to fully develop his potential,
 
drawing from the available means and resources.
 
3. 	goal setting: helping the student to establish relevant
 
educational goals.
 
4. 	group instruction: through means of group instruction,
 
providing the appropriate learning experience and assisting
 
the learners in proceeding through portions of the program.
 
5. 	instructional monitoring and augmentation: monitoring the
 
instruction presented through the ETV system, leading dis­
cussions based on the televised instruction, elaborating
 
examples of principles or concepts offered by televised
 
instruction, helping to develop positive affective responses
 
toward the televised instruction, etc.
 
6. 	evaluation: monitoring the performance of the educational
 
system in the school through the various performance
 
variables which have been established.
 
7. 	motivation: the provision of motivational consequences for
 
learning in the environment.
 
8. 	environment control: management of the environmental logis­
tics.
 
9. 	records maintenance.
 
10. 	 personal development: the continued self-renewal of staff
 
members.
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Through careful analysis each function is divided into the tasks
 
which comprise it. For example, the function of student diagnosis
 
might contain such tasks as:
 
1. analysis of background data
 
a. ability level
 
b. student preferences
 
c. maturity level
 
2. analysis of placement test results
 
3. analysis of unit or section test results
 
4. analysis of individualized instruction worksheets
 
5. determination of length of time spent on units analyzed
 
6. establishment of student motivation
 
The examples of function and task generated here seem to flow
 
logically from the model described in Chapter Four. The process of
 
generating an extensive description of the teacher's role should be
 
developed from a broad and representative sample of Korean schools.
 
The results of the role descriptions should then be combined with
 
the apparent requirements of the model to form the basis for perform­
ance specifications.
 
Performance Specifications
 
On the basis of the preceding stepithe various positions under
 
consideration should be described in terms of performance specifica­
tions for the positions. The process of developing the performance
 
specifications requires generation of the specifications from (a)
 
the task and function analysis of the preceding step, (b) the
 
anticipated requirements of the model, and (c) knowledge of the
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cultural ;and social factors specific to the Republic of Korea.
 
Withinthese boundaries the specifications for personnel.perform­
ance should be prepared. It is not possible to suggest how many
 
distinct statements or specifications will be given for each position,
 
but it should be apparent that there will be major differences
 
between specifications at each level. The specifications for the
 
master teacher should be greater in number and in complexity of
 
skill required than those for the professional teacher. The
 
specifications for the team aide should not require extensive
 
knowledge of technical subjects but should emphasize logistical or
 
maintenance skills.
 
The specifications should contain a behavioral objective or a
 
group of behavioral objectives, the probable conditions of their
 
employment or performance, the probable frequency of their require­
ment within the role, and the level of performance required.
 
It is possible for the performance specifications to be
 
developed in general groups with an end result of a large pool of
 
specifications. These might then be analyzed by various groups of
 
Korean educators who would suggest optimal assignment and grouping
 
of the specifications to constitute the specific roles. Through
 
iterative screening by various groups,a general consensus could be
 
derived of the behaviors constituting each role.
 
Training Specifications
 
The performance specifications should be accompanied by state­
ments of the general and specific types of training which should be
 
used to develop the behaviors involved. To facilitate the development
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of the training programs, the training specifications should include
 
statements of the specific treatments to be used, the materials to
 
be used, and the evaluative techniques to be used. Examples are:
 
Treatments
 
1. Cooperative activity
 
2. Demonstration
 
3. Direct experience
 
4. Discussion
 
5. Lecture
 
6. Individual study
 
7. Observation
 
8. Skill development
 
Materials
 
i. Audio-visual materials (full-range)
 
2. Textbooks
 
3. Library materials
 
4. Resource materials
 
5. Laboratory materials
 
6. Programmed instruction
 
7. Other materials
 
Evaluation
 
1. Demonstration
 
2. Written tests
 
3. Cumulative records
 
4. Interviews
 
5. Operation--Performance
 
6. Oral reports
 
7. Self-appraisal
 
8. Socio-Metric techniques
 
9. Others
 
These examples should be included as part of the training
 
specifications. The performance specifications are each combined
 
with the three aspects of training in the following manner:
 
Performance Specifications
 
Conditions
 
Frequency
 
Criterion
 
Training Treatment
 
Materials Required
 
Evaluation Procedure
 
Program Development, Validation and Implementation
-. 
Extensively detailed performance and training specifications
 
will have been developed prior to this phase of the training program.
 
The main objective in this stage is to translate the specifications
 
into programs of action which can be disseminated to the various
 
teacher training institutions in Korea. One approach to this would
 
be to have KEDL develop the programs and disseminate them to the
 
various institutions. This approach has the advantage of increasing
 
the reliability and similarity of the programs. Another approach
 
is to send the detailed performance and training specifications to
 
the various institutions and have each develop its own training
 
program. Other methods than these two may be developed to be par­
ticularly responsible to the Korean si*uation.
 
Within this framework, it will be necessary to control to a
 
distinct extent the numbers of personnel being trained for each
 
level. obviously, large numbers of those who are currently teaching
 
will wish to become master teachers, but there are a limited number
 
of available positions for master teachers and it must be emphasized
 
that the positions should be filled on the basis of performance
 
criteria. The appropriate model is for the current teacher to
 
volunteer for selection for inservice training and upon completion
 
of the training and successful performance on the criterion­
referenced performance measures be certified a master teapher. It
 
will be vitally important to the success of the innovative program
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that those teadhers in the critical team leadership position of
 
master'teacher understand and perform in the appropriate manner.
 
There willalso be extensive retraining for the associate
 
teachers. Their positions will also have many new performance
 
characteristics which they will need to learn. The inservipe
 
training effort required here will be significant and will require
 
careful planning.
 
Throughout this stage, extensive attention must be given to
 
the balanced development cf both inservice and pre-service training
 
programs. Initial emphasis will have to be placed on inservice
 
programs with later emphasis on the pre-service programs. The
 
pre-service programs will be able to profit from the feedback
 
gathered at the inservice level and the packaged teacher training
 
materials should be useful in both situations.
 
The type of validation emphasized at this level is a course
 
validation. If a particular inservice course requires the mastery
 
of 500 training/performance objectives, the validation effort will
 
focus on the number of trainees achieving various percentages of the
 
objectives over certain periods of time. Attention will be paid to
 
the most effective objective-materials-evaluation mixes to see
 
which seem to teach the most trainees in the least time.
 
Performance Validation
 
After training of the various personnel, it will be necessary
 
to ascertain if their training actually results in the appropriate
 
in-school performances and if those performances-are,adequate for
 
operation of the system. This will require the development of
 
field urvev. methods,Including direct.observation, surveys and
 
questionnaires, etc.. It will be necessary to see if.the performances
 
,f theteams and of the -individual members are consistent with the
 
nerformancesuecifications which have been established for them.
 
Discrepancies will have to be analyzed and the information fed
 
back into the training programs for correction of training. It is
 
probable that in the earlier phases of performance specification
 
development several important aspects of performance will have
 
been overlooked or unanticipated. At this point in the program, it
 
is necessary to discover these aspects and modify the earlier seg­
ments to allow for continuing inprovement.
 
Evaluation System
 
Throughout this discussion the feedback from each subsequent
 
activity to its precedents has been mentioned, but at this point it
 
is appropriate to reemphasize it. The type of evaluation system
 
being emphasized for this component is consistent with the overall
 
system put forth in Chapter Eight. The emphasis is on decision­
oriented information designed to maximally contribute to the develop­
mentai process. Atter-the-fact, conclusion-oriented information
 
has a much less important role in this process. To find out after­
the-fact that several errors were made is not as useful as to know
 
during the process that the errors occurred so that immediate
 
correction may be made. A general outline of the "feedback" system
 
is shown, next .with feedback represented in broken lines.
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Performance Validation.
 
Systems Management and Administration
 
Educational systems such as the one suggested for Korea require
 
sophisticated procedures for management. Tools and techniques have
 
been developed within five principle areas which can be brought to
 
bear on the design of management of the Korea system. These areas
 
are operations analysis, economics of education, environmental
 
planning, management information, and organizational structure and
 
functions.
 
Operations Analysis
 
Operations analysis has developed over the past three decades.
 
Early applications were primarily military management types. Central
 
problems involved allocating resources, scheduling, gaming,isimulation
 
and systems design. Business and industry soon picked up the quanti­
tative approaches to management. Educational management, because
 
of system size and complexity, has been forced to follow the lead of
 
the military and industry. Today the management technology associated
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with':,operations research and systems analysis are applied wherever
 
organized management exists.
 
Economics of Education
 
For several years an international organization, OECD, has been
 
concerned with planning problems on national levels. The organiza­
tion"s quantitative approach to planning has added greatly to the
 
literature on economics of education especially in emerging countries.
 
Problems associated with manpower projections, returns on educa­
tion, planning programming budgeting system 1 and utility/cost
 
analysis represent areas requiring sophisticated technology rather
 
than routine study. Recent concerns regarding accountability in
 
education also reflect the need for greater sophistication in educa­
tional decision making.
 
Educational,Environmental Planning
 
A third area is associated with man-environment interaction,
 
where learning is concerned. This calls for detailed study of various
 
interacting elements within the environment and how those elements
 
affect the learner. New approaches regarding land use, learning
 
ecology, environmental design through computer graphics ,and the maxi­
mum utilization of physical resources are helping the educational
 
process.
 
Management Lnformation Systems
 
z!!A fourth'.and'major area for management has been associated
 
with information. The size and complexity of educational systems
 
have precluded.,appropriate decision making without the benefits of
 
computers. Computer utilization, therefore, has shifted from early
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esoteric uses such as fiscal management to the role of a total
 
management information system. As such, the management informa­
tion system is analogous to a central nervous system. For
 
monitoring operations and assuring effective operating procedures,
 
the management information system is the total integrating force
 
for the organization.
 
Organizational structures and functions
 
Organizational structures and functions are concerned with the
 
problem of maximum utilization of. staff and facilities. Modern
 
organization approaches emphasize increasing use of technology to
 
assure effective mix of staff, facilities and resources.
 
CHAPTER EIGHT
 
PILOT PROJECT AND COST ESTIMATES
 
The introduction of any innovation into an existing operating
 
educational program is a difficult and complex job. Never has a
 
national educational reform as sweeping as that recommended for the
 
Republic of Korea been undertaken. For such an educational reform
 
to'be-successful in implementation,a great deal of care must be given
 
to the planning of development and diffusion strategies. In addition,
 
ther'are three categories of cost which must be carefully analyzed
 
and the best possible predictions made as to what these costs will be.
 
These costs are those associated with (a) development, (b) installation
 
in the schools; and (c) the recurring operating costs. The develop­
ment and set-up costs are effectively one-time investments for a
 
better, more efficient school system. Ideally, these investments
 
should yield a higher quality education whose recurring operational
 
unit cost is lower .than the educational system it is designed to re­
place.
 
Figure 8-1 shows a hypothetical relationship between the opera­
tion costs .of an old system and a new one, following investment in
 
development and installation of the new system. Historically,in Korea,
 
almost no expenditures of any significance have been made in develop­
ing new and alternative educational programs.
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Figurq 8-1. 	Hypothesized Comparison of future operating
 
costs of "old" and "new" educational system
 
with front end development and set-up
 
investment.
 
Rationale-for.-P~lot Project
 
The system irecommended by the study team, while not having been
 
built and tried tout in .total anywhere in the world, does consist of
 
components-.such las- differentiated staffing, individualized instruction,
 
instructional .tlevision, etc., which have been used and.-for which some
 
development.and ioperating .cost data .is available. In making estimates 
for .Korea,.a.greqt deal .of adaptation and extrapolation-.has been neces­
-sary.. _.F.or.example, there+ is a substantial body of experiencq. in 
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.developing programmea.cinstruction oin the United States from which
 
'information about man. hours by type and level required for the 
developmentof an; hour. of programmed instruction can De aerivea. 
Two :adaptations of this-information necessary -.are for it to have 
genera-lizabilityto. the Korean program. First, developing individua­
lize'd-student learning.units-is .similar in many respects to developing 
programmed-instruction--but it is not identical--and the effect of 
these differences'-on estimated development costs must be taken into 
consideration. Second,.the estimated man hours by type and level have 
h'ad to.be-:costed in terms..of professional and technical wages of the 
current Korean salary structure. Since -there are-so few people doing 
this type of-work: in Korea: today, the study team's estimates will 
possibly.have a fairly large error margin. In the early phases of 
detailed project.planning by Korean-researchers, it should be 
possible~to refine-and firm up these estimates so there is a relatively 
smal, anqPprecuctable .error range. Errors in estimating:-the develop­
ment-cost are much more--tolerable than errors in estimating either 
set-up or operating costs. 
Because of the importance of knowing with precision the per
 
student operating costs and the yield in terms of assessable student
 
learningthe study team strongly urges that the total effort be.in­
auquratedwith a carefully developed-and tested pilot project. This
 
woUld:4have several advantages. It:would permit the program to be'
 
tested in a miniature s..uatibOn- more,amenable to control. It-would
 
free 'thedeveloDment team from 'the myriad problems assOc1-ated with
 
nationwide''diffusion durinql the devel6DmentA phase.. But -ist
important,
 
Lt.would provide the Korean government with a.ddcision point before
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committing to a;.full-scale, nationwide implementation effort. It is
 
propueed that the pilot project will include the development of a
 
compLete new system naving the features outlined in Chapter Four
 
and that it-willbe installed initially in the schools of only a
 
single city. The community chosen should be as representative as
 
possible and not too large. For example, Seoul and Pusan should not
 
be selected because of the enormity of their school populations and
 
all the problems associated with their rapid metropolitan growth.
 
The Ministry of Education, in making this decision, should insure
 
that the pilot community doesn't have atypical problems or advantages.
 
Since the principle purpose of the pilot project is to provide
 
an empirical data base for a government decision on diffusionof the
 
new system,the pilot school system should not have any unique advan­
tages nor disadvantages that would effect the potential educational
 
outcomes. The pilot should yield answers to many important questions:
 
Do the differentiated teaching teams work effectively?
 
What is involved in staff retraining and development?
 
What is the actual per student operating cost of the new program?
 
What are the measurable effects on student learning?
 
Is the space allocation adequate?
 
Are the number of television sets sufficient for the numbers
 
of children assigned to watch them at any one time?
 
Is the TV and radio transmission system sufficiently reliable?
 
Are the student learning units manageable by the students?
 
Are the evaluation instruments and techniques yielding the needed
 
information?
 
What are the reactions of students, teachers and parentsto the
 
new programs?
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Are,-the suDort mechanisms: approprate "suffii t ... e 
Drovincial and national level?
 
What ill the costs be of installina the. roaram in all schools
 
of the.Republic ofKorea? 
These and -other questions should be 'answered before the total com-: 
mitment- is made. On the other hand, the Korean government should,
 
carefully analyze the feasibility of the system recommended by the
 
study teamtbefore undertaking even the pilot project. A rough estimate
 
of the development 'and installation costs of this program on a nation­
wide scale is nearly five billion Won,but the pilot for only a single
 
city_,will cost almost half that amount. This is due to the substan­
tial portion of the total cost allocable to materials and curriculum
 
development. Development of a student learning unit or an ITV program
 
is the,same whether the materials are used by ten students or 100,000.
 
Other.costs can be saved, or at least deferred, by undertaking a pilot
 
project first.. Teacher training will be limited to only the partici­
pant teachers; materials need be manufactured initially in only
 
sufficient quantities for the number of students in the pilot school
 
system;,..andthe ITV set up--origination, transmission and reception-­
will be localized,using either cable or microwave linkages.
 
Estimated.Development andInstallation Costs
 
rable 8-1.
 
Summarys-of Development Costs for Total Nationwide Svstem
 
SOftware Development $ 5,474,000 
Teacher Training 2,836,428 
Television Monitors & Antennas 3,241,736 
Transistor radios 656,704 
TV Originating Source 500,000 
Transmission System 2,860,000 
KEDL Professional Staff Development 390,000 
Total $15,958,868
 
Table 8-1 summarizes the major categories of cost for development
 
and instaiiation or tne new programs if this were to be done for the
 
entire nation. The largest single cost here is for the development
 
and validation of the software. The software is perhaps the most
 
critical component of the proposed system and will range from the
 
stuaent learning units, complete with objectives, self-instructional 
material and formative tests to the ITV and radio programs with their 
associated support materials. The study team has estimated that ap­
proximately 7,920 hours worth of instructional programs will need to 
be developed and validated for the full nine-year schedule. This is 
based on an estimate of four hours of programmed materials needed per 
school day for each of 44 school weeks for nine academic years. The 
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study team has arrived at a per hour of instruction development cost
 
of $700, or roughly eight man ;weeks of 'time plus appropriate resources.
 
This LS considerably more than has been spent on educational materials
 
development in the past in Korea. But in order to :achieVe reliable and
 
demonstrable teachina dffectiven~ss of the nrnaram,the analysis, devel­
opment. revision cvcles and validation is much more involved than for
 
conventional instructional materials. Experience in Japan, the United
 
States and other countries has consistently shown that the development
 
of these new kinds of materials are several times more costly than for
 
traditional textbooks. What has been neglected in these situations is
 
a demonstration of -their contribution to the ultimate reduction of
 
instructional costs.
 
It is assumed that these funds would represent the largest portion
 
of the operating budget for the Korean Educational Development Labora­
tory. During the detailed planning phase KEDL will need to refine these
 
development cost estimates so that the courses, hours of instruction,
 
and the associated expense of their production can be more precisely
 
The second category of cost shown in Table 8-1 is for the in­
service training or the members of the differentiated teaching team.
 
It assumes that criteria and selection procedures will be worked out
 
for selectina the master teachers, associate teachers,and aides. It
 
is likely that initially all of these staff personnel will be drawn
 
from the teaching personnel presently employed in the Korean system.
 
From this group of elementary and middle school teachers, whose ex­
perience, educational background, competency and leadership potential
 
will be highly variable, 27,346 persons will be chosen as master teachers.
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These wi'll"doubtless~be rather highly qualified professionals who will 
need training .in the new roles they will occupy as managers of the 
learning ,environment,. Special teacher training materials will be 
developed 1or use with these groups so they will learn under conditions 
parallel to those under which they will be teaching later. It is
 
estimated that the master teachers should receive three months of in­
tensive inservice training andfrom information about current costs for
 
special teacher training programs in Korea, this should cost about
 
4,594 Won per teacher for each of the three months or a total training
 
cost of 13,782 Won per master teacher.
 
The associate teachers are estimated to need two months training
 
for a per teacher training cost of 9,188 Won. The aides would receive
 
one month of training at a unit cost of 4,595 Won, which for 54,692
 
aides would cost $810,500.00. With the three, two,and one month
 
training programs,it should be possible to have a period of overlap so
 
that the personhel get actual experience in working as teams.
 
Based on the estimate of 27,346 instructional units consisting of
 
300 students per unit, $3,241,736.00 will need to be spent for class­
room television sets. This is based on an estimated cost of $116.00
 
per set and will provide one set for every 300 children,with 600
 
sets to be used in maintenance rotation. Three transistor radios
 
would be provided for each teaching unit at eight dollars apiece.
 
The originating facility would consist of a major studio at $200,000.00;
 
a rehearsal studio at $125,000.00; and additional equipment (telecine,
 
film development, etc.) for $115,000.00. With $60,000 required for
 
installation and miscellaneous costs, the total for the originating
 
facilityw6uld'be,approximately $500,000.00. The transmission systenj
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a microwavesvstem witn studio transmission links is estimated to
 
cost $2',8600OW000. Thus a national educational radio and tele­
vision network for Korea could be developed in the cost neighborhood
 
of $7,258;44000, exclusive of teacher training, programming and
 
-
materials development.
 
The last category of expenditure shown in Table 8-1 is for the
 
develoTmentof-the key staff personnel for the Korean Educational
 
Development Laboratory. It has already been noted that Korea has a
 
number of highly qualified professional educational researchers who
 
could provide the top management and leadership in KEDL. It is
 
probable that,by drawing on the currently available qualified resources
 
in Korea,, the first and second lines of KEDL management could be
 
staffed. The third level of supervisory and technical specialists
 
do not appear to be available in sufficient numbers to undertake a
 
development task of the scope envisioned. Consequently, it will be
 
necessary during the first phase of the project (about one year) to
 
identify for training against specific technical requirements ap­
proximately fifty Korean educators. These people will need to be
 
trained.in. a variety of specialties including how to define behav­
ioral objectives, media development and validation, instructional
 
systems design, management planning, educational and evaluation
 
technology and others. A first task for the nucleus beginning staff
 
nfxVnT,,A'qn estimate the number of persons critically needed for 
eachis'pdcialty.. Candidates for these specialty areas would then be 
recruited.to the KEDL staff and dispatched abroad for a year's inten­
qfVA-trnna in an appropriate cooperating institution or agency.
 
For: example, two-.or--three people miqht be placed in the Children's
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Educational 	Television Workshop (the producers of "Sesame Street")
 
in New York 	City; some might be sent to Dr. Cole Bembeck of MUCIA
 
to learn advanced planning techniques; and some might be sent to
 
Florida State University to study instructional systems design.
 
This would not delay the overall development effort of the project
 
because it-will require at least a year for the detailed planning
 
for the project to be completed. This work can be underway by
 
the nucleus KEDL staff while the training of the other-staff is
 
going on.
 
This training for each trainee is estimated to cost $7,800.00.
 
This includes $1,000.00 for travel, $4,800.00 annual salary, and
 
$2,000.00 for tuition: books and materials. For fifty trainees
 
this cost would total $390,000.00.
 
Table 8-2. 	 Summary- of Development Costs for Pilot Project--

Based on 100:000 Student School System
 
Software Development $5,474,000 
Teacher Training 34,543 
Television Monitors and Antennas 
333 @ $116 38,628 
Transistor Radios 
1000 @ $8 8,000 
TV Originating Source 500,000 
KEDL Professional Staff Development 390,000 
TOTAL $6,445,171 
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,In,'Table.:8 2 are-shownithe costs for the project if it were'
 
tobe-linstaledii only a single community rather than the entire
 
nation. ;-For purposes of computation we have taken a community of
 
100,000,:students in the first-through-ninth-grade range. It can be
 
seen-that the installation costs are sharply reduced--for example,
 
no transmission-relay system would be required and only 333 teams
 
of teachers would need to be trained. However, the development
 
costs remain the same with the total pilot project estimated to
 
cost $6,445,171.00. Almost none of this money would be wasted
 
because of its being a pilot. If a decision is made to take the
 
program nationwide after the pilot system becomes operational , 
this could probably be done for the difference between the totals
 
shown in Tables 8-1 and 8-2, or for an additional $9,443,689.00.
 
Put another way, the Korean government can defer nearly ten
 
million dollars in risk investment in a new educational system
 
until hard data is collected on the cost and effectiveness of
 
the new system-in trial form. There is no direct fiscal penalty
 
for this two phase approach, but, of course, nearly eight million
 
children will be out of the new system for two to three years
 
longer.than would be the case if decision were made to go nation­
wide at the onset.
 
Estimated Operating Costs of the Proposed System
 
One of the conclusions of the Council for Long Range Educational
 
Planning as well as the Korean Federation of Educational Associations
 
is that the situation regarding teacher salaries in Korea
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is desperate. The study team felt that it was critical to include
 
as a'part of thfe plan provisions for substantial upgrading of teacher
 
salaries-. The desirability and, indeed ,necessity for doing this is
 
probably obvioufs. If teachers of high ability are to be recruited
 
and retained in the schools, their salaries must be competitive in
 
the economy.
 
Table 8-3. Suggested Average Salary Structure for Teaching Team.
 
(in Won)
 
1 Master Teacher 60,000/month
 
1 Associate Teacher 40,000/month
 
2 Teacher Aides @ 15,000 30,000/month
 
Total 130,000/month
 
In table 8-3 is shown the breakdown for the three levelsL
 
of the teaching team. The salaries shown are monthly averages,
 
and an appropriate range above and below the average for eadh of
 
the three levels will need to be defined. As can be seen, the
 
average teaching team will cost 130,000 Won per month. The'salary
 
potential for the master and associate teachers is considerably
 
higher than the current Kocean teacher salary schedule.
 
In Table 8-4 is shown an estimate of the monthly and school
 
year operating-expenses for a "typical" small school of 9 00r
 
students. The average school in Korea has 935 students, though
 
it should be recognized that the arithmetic average is artificial.
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The model school in Korea has more than 900 studentp. This hypo-.
 
thetical-school can serve, however, as a basis for computing a per
 
student cost. With 900 students and annual operating costs of
 
8,837,000 Won,the annual per student cost is 9,819 Won. This
 
would be slightly lower in larger schools because the ratio of
 
administration and support costs would not increase in direct
 
proportion to growth in student body size. By the same reasoning,
 
the unit cost in smaller schools would be somewhat higher. For
 
example a school of 900 students requires one principal and so does
 
a school of 100 students. If this poses a major fiscal problem,
 
Korea may want to study the desirability of consolidating some
 
of the smaller schools.
 
Table 8-4; Operating-Costs-for-Single-School"with'900"Students. •
 
1 Principal 

2 Assistant Principals @ 60,000 

3 Secretaries @ 20,000 

2 Custodians @ 15,000 

3 Teaching Teams 

TOTAL PERSONNEL EXPENSES 

Utilities 

Supplies 

Texts, Student Learning Units
 
and Instructional.Materials 

TOTAL EXPENSE: 

(See;next page.)
 
Monthly 

80,000 

120,000 

60,000 

30,000 

390,000 

680,000 

TOTAL 

10 Months
 
800,000
 
1,200,000
 
600,00P
 
300,000
 
3,900,000
 
6,800,000
 
372,000
 
270,000
 
1,395,000*
 
2,037,000
 
8,837,000
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*This instructional materials figure is based on four
 
year use of non-consumable materials. The inventory pf soft­
ware for the school is estimated to cost 6,200 per child or
 
5,580,000 total for a school of this size. A four year amorti­
zation of this amount yields 1,550 per student or 1,395,000
 
total one year cost. This averages to 9,819 per child per
 
year.
 
It should be noted that the expenditures for educational
 
materials relative to the total operating expenditure is much
 
higher than at the present. This system will make available
 
in the school and at no expense to the student 6,200 Won worth
 
of instructional materials for each child. This rich inventory
 
of learning resources will have been developed by the KEDL and
 
the cost of development included in their budget. The manu­
facture and distribution of these materials to the nation's
 
schools are allocated to the recurring operational budget of
 
the school. Furthermore, a four year distribution of the cost
 
of these materials is assumed to be possible through reuse of the
 
materials. In other words,each student will have four times
 
as much learning material available to him as would otherwise
 
be possible. A part of the installation cost will be an
 
"advance" of funds by the government for the purchase of these
 
materials by the schools--these funds to be paid back from
 
operating budgets of the schools through a four year period.
 
For 8,200,000 first-through-ninth-year students, a per
 
student yearly cost of 9,819 Won would yield an annual educational
 
budget for this segment of the total public educational program
 
of 80,507,000,000 Won. If the same number of children were to
 
be educated at the present real unit cost of 12,878 Won
 
(see Chapter Four). it would cost 104,879,600,000 Won. Table 8-9
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shows the,study'teamls Proiection for crrowth in Korea.s Gross
 
National',Product, the government budqet, ind the educational budan-

By 1975,1'113.3 billion Won are estimated to be available for
 
Korea's total educational program. The proportion the total budget.,
 
in 1975 projected to be required for the elementary-middle school
 
2udget of 80.5 billion Won would be substantially lower than that
 
segment's share of the 1970 educational buduet.
 
Table 8-9. WimA4-a nf mnP n,-,-4- 14- 1,4llion Won or percentages)
 
Govt. MOE 
GNP (A) Budget (B) Budget (C) (C)/(B) (C)/(A) (B)/MA) 
1960 246.69 41.99 6.38 15.2% 2.6% 17.0%
 
1961 296.82 61.42 7.60 12.4 2.6 
 20.7
1962 348.58 69.48 10.37 14.9 3.0 
 20.0
 
1963 487.96 76.32 10.92 14.3 2.2 15.6
 
1964 696.79 75.40 12.23 1.8
16.2 10.8
 
1965 805.85 94.65 15.33 16.2 1.9 11.7
 
1966 1032.04 141.63 25.20 17.8 2.4 13.7
 
1967 1242.35 178.22 32.09 18.0 2.6 14.3
 
1968 1575.65 265.72 45.30 17.1 2.9 16.9
 
1969 2030.14 370.95 59.12 15.9 2.9 18.3
 
Estimated GNP Estimated*Govt.
 
(at '69 constant prices) Budget Estimated MOE Budget

Growth rate = 8.5% (18..5% of GNP) (18% of Govt. Budget)
 
1970 2253.1 

1971 2455.9 

1972 2664.7 

1973 2891.2 

1974 3136.9 

1975 3403.5 

1976 3693.2 

19-77 4008.1 

1978 4347.7 

1979 4717.3 

1980 5118.3 

1981 5553.4 

1982 6025.4 

1983 6971.6 

1984 7564.2 

1985 8207.2 

416.8 75.0
 
454.3 81.8
 
493.0 88.7
 
534.9 96.3
 
580.3 104.5
 
629.6 113.3
 
683.2 123.0
 
741.3 133.4
 
804.3 144.8
 
872.7 157.1
 
946.9 170.4
 
1027.4 184.9
 
1114.7 200.6
 
1289.7 232.1
 
1399.4 251.9
 
1518.3 273*.3
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I. Education in Korea: The Dimensions
 
The Republic of South Korea is about the size of Ireland,
 
id it has more than 30 million people who are compacted by
 
te seas east, west and south and by the Demilitarized Zone
 
ider United Nations supervision to the north. It is a rapidly
 
veloping nation with all the opportunities and ills associated
 
.th technological change, industrialization, rapid urbanization
 
id a transition from traditional and relatively stable values
 
new, uncertain and tentative ones.
 
Moreover, beyond its own social and economic development,
 
Le nation carries the additional burden of a strong military
 
)sture and a deep commitment to its own self-defense. This is
 
Le result of a long history of foreign invasions, the most
 
!cent being the Japanese invasion and occupation of 1910-1945,
 
td the invasion and expulsion of Communist armies from the north
 
1950.
 
The schools of the Republic of Korea undoubtedly have
 
intributed their part to the development of the nation. One
 
Lnnot deny this contribution when one sees the hustle and
 
stle of people in a city like Seoul with its five-million
 
habitants. There is action: people on the move, people buy­
.gand reading newspapers and magazines, and people using those
 
sic skills that formal education provides as they go about
 
Leir business at home, in the factories and in the market
 
ace.
 
In 1969, more than 7,632,2001 children and youth were
 
rolled in 9,478 schools throughout South Korea. More than
 
8,300 teachers manned the classrooms, and coped with class
 
zes of 60 to 70 and above. The nation invested 15.9% of its
 
tional budget, 3.4% of its GNP, in education (exclusive of
 
rent support of education).2
 
iStatistical data are taken from the Ministry of Education's
 
atistical Year Book of Education: 1969, Seoul, Korea.
 
2Data from Central Education Research Institute (CERI)
 
sed on projections prepared by the Council on Long Range
 
ucational Planning (CLEP).
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More than 70% of the children between the ages of 6 and 17
 
were in school, and the literacy rate was about 90%.
 
Under President Park Chung Hee and the then Minister of
 
Education, Mr. Kuan Oh Byung, on December 5, 1968, the Charter
 
of National Education was proclaimed. It is displayed throughout
 
It
Korean schools--even in the remotest corner of South Korea. 

is brief but important to read in order to get a feel for the
 
drive and the passion present in Korean education.
 
The Charter of National Education
 
December 5, 1968
 
"We have been born into this land, charged with the historic
 
mission of regenerating the nation. This is the time for us to
 
establish a self-reliant posture within and contribute to the
 
common prosperity of mankind without, by revitalizing the illus­
trious spirit of our forefathers. We do hereby state the proper
 
course to follow and set up as the aim of our education.
 
"With the sincere mind and strong body, improving ourselves
 
in learning and arts, developing the innate faculty of each of
 
us, and overcoming the existing difficulties for the rapid
 
progress of the nation, we will cultivate our creative power
 
and pioneer spirit- We will give the foremost consideration
 
to public good and order, set a value on efficiency and quality,
 
and, inheriting the tradition of mutual assistance rooted in love
 
and respect and faithfulness, will promote the spirit of fair
 
and warm co-operation. Realizing that the nation develops through
 
the creative and co-operative activities and that the national
 
prosperity is the ground for individual growth, we will do our
 
best to fulfill the responsibility and obligation attendant upon
 
our freedom and right, and encourage the willingness of the
 
people to participate and serve in building the nation.
 
"The love of the country and fellow countrymen together
 
with the firm belief in democracy against communism is the way
 
for our survival and the basis for realizing the ideals of the
 
free world. Looking forward to the future when we shall have the
 
honorable fatherland unified for the everlasting good of
 
posterity, we, an industrious people with confidence and pride,
 
pledge ourselves to make new history with untiring effort and
 
collective wisdom of the whole nation." 3
 
3Te.%t from the Statistical Year Book of Education: 1969
 
op. cit.
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Education in South Korea is compulsory through sixth grade
 
(ages 6-lI). Education is not entirely free, for tuition fees
 
and other fees must be paid--except for the very, very poor-­
at the secondary level, and to a lesser degree, at the primary
 
level. This is discussed in greater detail in the section
 
entitled "Student Fees."
 
There are many private schools in South Korea and these
 
account for 1.6% of the number of schools at the primary level,
 
45.1% at the middle school level, 46.9% at the high school level,
 
and 70.7% at the college and university levels.
4
 
Schools in South Korea are organized into four levels: the
 
primary school (grades K-6; ages 6-11), the middle school (grades
 
7-8; ages 12-14), the high school kgrades 10-12; ages 15-17),
 
and post-secondary education with varied programs varying from
 
2-year junior colleges to 4-yeat colleges with post graduate and
 
professional programs extending beyond.
 
Chart A-I depicts school organization by levels and ages:
 
Several explanatory comments should be made about the chart
 
showing the organizatlon of the schools of the Republic of Korea.
 
With respect to the KinderaLtens, this program is not an
 
extensive one. Only one Kindergdrten was reported in 1969 as a
 
public school Kindergarten; most of the Kindergartens ( 9 of
 
them) are [rivately operated.
 
The age scale may vary a year upwards because some children
 
may start first grade when they ate seven years old rather than
 
at age six as shown on the chart
 
The Civic Schools offer literacy and basic education programs,
 
and were established after 1951 to meet the educational needs of
 
children and youth who had been deprived of schooling during the
 
war.
 
The Trade Schools offer pre-employment vocational education
 
in such trades as carpentry, repair and maintenance and electricity.
 
The Junior Technical Colieqes offer courses in such fields
 
as engineering, agriculture and forestry, marine and fisheries and
 
others. in 1969, there were 23 such colleges, 15 of them public
 
and eight private Slightly less than half of the students are
 
enrclled in engineering couLses, followed by agriculture and the
 
marine and fishery courses.
 
4Figures from CERI.
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Chart A-i 	 oraanization of The School System of The Republic of
 
Korea- (.1970)
 
Grade 	 Age
 
20 Graduate 25
 
School
 
19 24
 
18 	
_--__23
 
17 22 
Univ. 
16 and 21 
15 
14 
College 
Junior 
Teachers 
College 
Junior 
College 
Junior 
Technical 
College 
Adult 
Civic 
School 
20 
19 
13 1 18 
12 	 Vocational 17
 
11 HIGH SCHOOL High Iigher 16
 
School rade
 
10 chool 15
 
9 	 14 
8 MIDDLE SCHOOL Higher 13
 
Trade Civic
 
7 School School 12
 
6 11
 
5 
 10
 
4 
 9
 
PRIMARY SCHOOL Civic
 
3 School 8
 
2 7 
1 6 
Kindergarten 	 5
 
(Adapted from Education in Korea: 1968-69, Ministry of
 
Education, Seoul, Korea 1968. D. 2.)
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The 444 Trade or Vocational High Schools offer programs in 
major areas--such as agri-clture, industry and commerce. These 
major areas are sub-divided into such specific fields as zoo­
techny, horticulture, carpentry and architecture, and include 
programs of specialization in the a-ts: music, fine arts and 
dance. 
The critical differences between the nature of the programs 
of the Trade or Vocational Hiqh School arid the Junior Technical 
College are difficult to ascertain. Some teachers interviewed 
on this point reported that the public, and even the employers
of the schools graduates, did not anderstand ror distinguish 
among the graduates of the thiee-yea. or five-year Vocational 
High Schools, nor among the graduates of the two-year Junior 
Technical Colleges. All wer. considered members of a mixed pool
of job candidates who were s Iwto.ed by means of factory-designed­
and-administered competitive .job-e,-tj.y examination-
The Junior Colleges, all tw.Imty if them priw\ate in 1969, 
offer such programs as linguistics an(! literature, arts, humani­
ties, social sciences, phvsic'a1 e atlon, enctineering, medical 
science and pharmacy, agricultu'rt and forestry, marine and fishery,

and teacher training.
 
Sixteen two-year Junior Tech.rs Colles werie reported in 
1969 and offer programs for the preparation of elementary school
 
teachers. These colleges had an enrollment of almost 10,500 
students. Approximately 26% of the students were enrolled in the
 
social sciences, 18% in engineering programs, 10% in the nai.ural 
sciences, and 10% in medicine and piharmacy, followed by linguistics
 
and literature, education, and others.
 
Since the abolition of entrance examinations will take place

in its third and final stage in the 1970-71 school year, education
 
will most likely become general and practically compulsory from
 
first grade through the sixth and onward foi the additional
 
three years of middle school, thus making Korean education a
 
generalized six plus three, nine-year program.
 
5Teacher Interviews, 7 Auyust 1970.
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II... TheAdministrative Structure of Education
Sand National Educatilon Decision Making
 
in South Korea
 
The Ministry of Education kMOE) is empowered by law to
 
make educational policy and to supervise, control and guide the
 
schools of the nation. This responsibility is in the hands of
 
the Minister of Education who is one of the members of the Presi­
dent's Cabinet and is the head of the Ministry.
 
A general chart of the Ministry (Chart A-2) depicts the
 
organization of the Ministry of Education as 
of July 1970. The
 
organization of the MOE reflects the usual specialization required
 
to fulfill the functions of a national centralized ministry.
 
But there are unique features.
 
Of special interest is the Task Force for Resident Abroad
 
Education (right hand side of chaIL; that provides liaison and
 
guidance for schools located in LoreJ.gn territories such as in
 
Japan and Taiwan where there are large Korean populations.

These schools offer Korean language and history, and try to
 
preserve the cultural heritage oi Korean chi.dren who live abroad,
 
The MOE has also created a Task Force for audio-visual
 
education and has housed it in the Science Education Bureau.
 
The Office of Planning and Management is another feature
 
that provides for rational utilization of information and for
 
the balance of long and short range need against present and
 
future resources. Nevertheless, the function is such a crucial
 
one that special groups have been set up on an ad hoc basis,
 
e.g., Council on Long Range Educational Planning tCLEP) to assist
 
in the work. Befitting its importance, CLEP's chairman is the
 
Prime Minister, Chung I- Kuan.
 
Also noteworthy are the special places given to science
 
education: a Science Education BuLeau, .. a Supervisor for
 
Science Education. Physical and Military Education enjoy a
 
special place through the special Task Forces under the Vice
 
Minister.
 
Viewed together, the emphasis on Resident Education Abroad,
 
on Planning and Management, and on Science Education and Physical

and Military Education reflect the strong thrust given by the
 
government to these areas of national development.
 
The operational lines of the MOE extend through the Boards
 
of Education to the schools in each o the nine provinces, plus

Seoul and Pusan which are considered as two special cities. But
 
at the higher education level and above, the administrators in
 
the field deal directly with the MOE in Seoul without having to
 
go through the local Boards of Education.
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The MOE organizational structure has not been a static one,
 
for since its inception, many changes have occurred. As reported
 
by CERI in a special research report on the MOE:
 
"At the time of the establishment of the Republic of
 
one
Korea Government, the Education Ministry consisted of 

office, five bureaus, and 22 sections. It has undergone
 
eight organizational revisions to date Until the sixth
 
revision effectivated shortly before the mi.litary revolu­
tion equipping the ministry with five bureaus and 17
 
sections, divided on the basis of function. With the
 
establishment of the Third Republic, the ministry was
 
further reorganized into two offices, four bureaus, and
 
14 sections combining the object-centered and functional
 
systems. "6
 
As is also well known, organizations in government and out
 
tend to develop their idiosyncratic patterns of functioning and
 
development on the non-formal, non-ofticial levels. So, too,
 
in the ROK, policy and decision-making ao;er bre often operative
 
The 	President's Cabinet,
in channels other than within the MOE 

for example, plays an important role in educational decision­
making, as described in the CERI-COMP report as follows:
 
"The Cabinet is the supreme decision-making organ of the
 
Government, The following educational matters require
 
deliberation of the Cabinet under Article 86 of the Consti­
tution:
 
1. 	Basic plans of educational administration and general
 
policies;
 
2. 	Education budget, settlement of accounts, disposal of
 
Government-held properties, various contracts;
 
3. 	Division of authority among various administrative
 
divisions;
 
4. 	Basic plans pertaining to commissioning or distributing
 
of authority inside the Government;
 
6CERI. "A Comprehensive Study for the Improvement of Korea's
 
Education System--With Emphasis on Aspects of Administration,
 
Finance and Examinations." A Research Report Prepared for the
 
Commission on Administrative Reforms Seoul: CERI, Jan. 1966
 
English Version (Typescript) p. 19. (HereafLer called "CERI-COMP".)
 
kw
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5. 	Evaluation and Analysis of settlement of various
 
administrative mistakes;
 
6. 	Establishment of major educat:onal policies and co­ordination with other Go'ernment ministr.tes;
 
7. 	Examination of requests concerning policies submitted
to the Education Ministry, or refei:rcd thereto;
 
8. 	 Appointment of president of ?atlcna1 ur1.versity; 
9. 	Items submitted bj the P esidei., NMinister or 
other Cabinet Members. 
The 	 Cabinet is thus an ogan±z tiw -. h deliberates 
the major policies of Goerarmcn ]Jh)Uli 11 it hIasthe ! 
another feature of functionnr9 aL a cor vi t ative body to
the Office of the Preside.ifL. 'Th CnbL. thL1.1:fore plays
an important role in the making cdvcat, >uai policies. 
Efforts should be made so-, n = nh C. iret Minister 
correctly understands the imp.< ,-, *z cd.on and its 
urgency.
 
From primary educaticn up) 	 , .ri vzr' . - levei education,
the problems of education in c-. a nv'siL,, Enormous1T: 
expenses are required t: so~v{ ih'-e p:o i].nm. The Education
Minister alone would not be surffcJ., t: marshal the finan­
cial strength required; wFuld d co-operationfi niu c.orse 
of other Cabinet members as w,:1)' 
In addition to the decision-making pcoc.sses within the MOE
and within the President's Cabinet, a number of other groups play

significant roles in the decision-making process. Such groups as 
CERI and KIRBS (Korean institute cf Research .n the Behavioral
 
Sciences) provide technical informaLion arid Lecommendations regard­ing educational issues and problems Si.mai:ry, the teachers' 
federation (KFEA--Korean Federatc-i.* of Education Association) , the
HEC--(Higher Education Council) , the CLEP, XIST--(Korean Institute
of Science and Technology), and otter 
gro~tps ali contribute in-put
in various ways and in varying degrees, dependiny on the problems,
the 	issues, and on the politicai configur'ataon at the time,
 
It is perhaps helpful tc ha ,'c -, :: "clcange loop"

that shows the various groups, Lheir interdependence, and their
 
relationships. Those w.-. would promote s.ignificant major changes
 
in Korean formal education wouid necessar.i. have to operate from
 
one point to another in the model
 
7CERI-COMP., p, 86.
 
2 
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! In the change loop, information flowv i.s provided for and distinguished from open command which is s.,gnified by the words
 
"Orders" and from less visible command signif.ed by the word
 
"Directives." (See Chart A-3.)
 
In the case of official autonomous groups- such as the 
Committee on Long Range Educational Planning, the Higher 
Education Committee, the President's Economic and Science 
Committee, and the Office of Labour Aff&4.L, flow'_Lf-rnation 
r.'t both 
general and beamed. A general pulse-t.kikrq so, sor, it would 
pick up "traffic" in the loop, but -dso a: a bcamed information 
gatherer that seeks out desired -,-fcrm,&< fi: specill purposes: 
is depicted by an antenna that may he thoih of. 
e.g., manpower studies.
 
The Office of Labour Affairs .i ,: p ,iS ,le for 
the considerable factory-related vocaic'tnai r:d.c.?-:nal pro­
grams, and this puts the OLA into th- _cI n picture 
in Korea. 
The change loop schematic is , . -. ed; it 
is an attempt to depict a non-formal t: :. adapted 
to present day conditions and rea.a-u,. -,, ti.s :egard may 
differ from the "way things are sLt,-pc3:.d '.t.--, 
The essence of the change lcop as sLo, v hdt changes 
in the system are likely to come abo.!t mos ci.rleci:.vely and 
most quickly through decis2.cns foi ac;,on tk,r: 1. 1, 10,11, 
3, or 2. Nevertheless, one cannot noro t9. , potential impact 
that 7, 8, 9 could have separately or to7thcx if they wee to 
signal to 10, 11, 1 or/and 3 educat,.onal irr[at]ves chat were 
clear, sound, and rooted in reality.
 
Designs for implementing change w.ll h ic to take into 
consideration the ways of reaching the various components of 
the loop so that not only will -nfoimat.ion become avaiable 
for stimulation and study directed toward decisi.on-making, but
 
also in order that the sequence and t.uming may be planned for 
maximum effect.
 
A detailed study of the MOE's ad-ifilsti-at',ve functions was 
carried out in 1966 by the Central Educ-' .on1. Research 
Institute. Many valuable recommendat'_on_ were made, and a 
number of these have been cairie out. Foi a dctalAed analysis 
of Korean educational administration the rcadec is r.eferred to 
CERI'sdetailed study, cited here as "CEPI-COMP." 
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III. The Boards of Education
 
.Returning to the chain of command between the MOE and the
 
schools, iLt is important to discuss the Boards-of Education.
 
Each of.the eleven provinces of South Korea is considered
 
an administrative unit of the Ministry of Education, with Seoul
 
and Pusan taken as special units.
 
A seven-man Board of Education is responsible for the
 
administration of the school program in each of these provinces.
 
For each province, five of the board members are ;selected from
 
a list of twenty-five persons nominated by the governor of the
 
province for consideration and selection by the Minister of
 
Education. The five persons selected by the Minister, are then
 
appointed to serve a four-year term ad honorem. Usually, the
 
five men are prominent in the business and professional circles
 
of the province, and represent the various geographical areas
 
within the province. The provincial governor is an ex officio
 
member of the Board, and when present chairs the meetlng.
 
Once the Board has been appointed, it selects the super­
intendent for the province, whose name, before appointment, is
 
reviewed by the President. The superintendent is the profes­
sional officer, is salaried, and becomes the executive for the
 
Board in meeting the responsibility for running the schools.
 
%ppointed for a four-year term, the superintendent is a Board
 
nember but is also responsible to the Board. He may be removed
 
(as happens very rarely) only by the Minister of Education.
 
Educational policy is made by the Ministry of Education, and
 
the Ministry also spells out the guidelines for curriculum, tui­
tion fees, parent association fees and teacher qualifications.
 
The Board of Education, however, implements policy, acts as an
 
executive body and has control over local budget allocations.
 
The Board of Education also exercises controls over the private
 
schools, even to the extent of supervising and monitoring their
 
curricular offerings and the fees they charge.
 
The Board meetings vary in frequency--from weekly meetings to
 
monthly meetings. The superintendent's staff usually attend
 
the meetings, and though the public is not usually present,
 
sometimes the press is. Often, the governor is upable to attend
 
the Board meetings, but some governors take special interest in
 
education and attend most of the meetings.
 
"The duties of the Board of Education as outlined in the gene­
ral education law follow:8
 
8Korean Legal Center. Laws of the Republic of Korea. Seoul:
 
The Center, 1969. pp. 1346-1393.
 
Article,124. (Matters to 'be Deliberated). Eaqh education
 
board or .education chief shall be in charge of the affairs
 
concerning education and arts and science of its respective
 
local autonomous body, the contents:of which are as follows:
 
1, 	Matters concerning submission of drafts fr legislation,
 
amendment or abolition of'regulations regardincr education
 
and arts and science;
 
2. 	'Matters concerning establishment, transfer or abolition
 
of schools and other educational institutions;
 
3. 	Matters concerning districts of attending pchooks;
 
4. 	Matters concerning purification-of school surroundings;
 
5. 	Matters concerning promotion of social education, culture
 
and arts and science;
 
6. 	Matters concerning physical education in.-schools,and for
 
the general public;
 
7. 	Matters concerning Confucian schools and Buddhist temples;
 
8. 	Matters concerning the contents of education;
 
9. 	Matters concerning facilities for education and
 
arts and sciences, and other education apparatuses
 
10. 	 Matters concerning budget and settlement of AccQunts
 
regarding education and arts and sciences;
 
11. 	 Matters concerning acquisition and disposition of
 
properties regarding schools and other matters concern­
ing education;
 
12. 	 Matters concerning iMposition of taxes, 4pecialidues,
 
fees, rentals or.allotment of sharing of epenses
 
regarding educatioq;
 
13. 	 Matters concerning prime properties and reserve ifunds
 
in,connection with education and arts and science;
 
14. 	 Matters concerning issuance of bonds or loans, with
 
regard to education and arts and science;
 
15, 	 Matters concerning sharing of liabilities. n addition 
to hudaet rAliation to education and arts and science: 
16, 	 Matters concerning formulation and execution of budget
 
for' 	eudation and arts and science; 
0, 	Matters concerning legislation, amendnment and abolition 
of regulations concerning education and ,arts ,and 
science; and 
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UR. 	 Other-matters delegated to the education board and
 
matters concerning education.0and arts and science­
within the district of the.competent local autonomous
 
body.
 
Although at'first glance it would seem that MOE as a policy
 
mal-er has the major force in education, in reality the Boards of
 
Education as the on-the-spot implementers of policy in day-by-day
 
activities wield great power in the provinces. In programs of
 
experimentation and in pilot or demonstration projects, the
 
app:oval and participation of the Boards would be essential for
 
any local action and success.
 
IV. The School '.ear and School and Class Size:
 
Korean children start their formal public school attendance
 
at age six or Seven. The school year is divided into two terms
 
as follows: March 1 through July 25, and September 1 through
 
February 28. Children who are six are admitted to the school
 
year if their birthdays fall between January 1 and March 1,
 
otherwise they will be admitted the following March.
 
In the elementary and secondary schools, besides the usual
 
one-day holidays, 9 there are two major vacation periods: 25
 
December through January 31. The school year varies from 230
 
days at the primary level to approximately 200 days at the
 
secondary level.
 
As shown previously, primary education consists of six years
 
given in grades one through six. There was only one public school
 
Kindergarten reported officially in 1969, but 459 Kindergartens
 
reported for private schools. In the first three grades, boys
 
and girls are grouped together. In grades three through six, the
 
boys and girls are separated into different rooms whenever numbers
 
are sufficient to warrant this. In middle school and high school,
 
boys and girls are educated in all-girl or all-boy schools. There
 
is a wide variation in administrative practice with respect to
 
assigning teachers to remain with-children year after year for
 
the entire primary school experience, and usually a child will
 
have three or four different teachers during his elementary school
 
career.
 
Theoretically, and as a matter of MOE policy, organization
 
for instruction at all school levels'is supposed to be hetero­
geneous, but homogeneous grouping based on teacher judgment and
 
on academic achievement is carried out-, but not blatantly.
 
9One 	day Korean holidays are: January 1, March 1, April 5,
 
June:6j July 17,' :August*,l5 ,October 3,9, 24, and December 25. 
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Reasons given for the policy of heterogeneous grouping 
vary from claims that it is "more democratic" to the wish 
not to offend the less able child. 
In the primary schools, promotion from one grade to
 
another is automatic except for long-term absentees. In
 
some instances, there are dropouts and these occur mainly
 
in rural areas and chiefly for financial reasons. The
 
average annual dropout raLe in first grade is 3.58 percent,
 
while that in other grades is approximately two percent.
 
This rate varies from region to region, with lower rates
 
in the big cities.
 
Korean primary schools are organized into geographical
 
attendance districts, and most primary schools have from
 
six to 42 classes per school. More than half of the total of
 
5,705 schools are included in the .2-29 room-per-building bracket.
 
The tendency toward .lrqe school plants at the primary school
 
level in Korea is even more clearly shown when one notes that
 
82 schools were reported as having 66 rooms or more, and six
 
of these schools were reported as having 100 rooms or more.
 
In rural areas, there are small branch schools with only
 
three to four classrooms.
 
Viewed from a pupil population aspect, 1,616 primary
 
schools had a school population of more than 1,000 students
 
per building and 25 schools were reported as having more than
 
7,000 pupils per building.
 
With respect to class size, the reported range was 20 to 101
 
students per class, with the mode at 24,682 classrooms and a class
 
size of 61-70 students)-1
 
10MOE. Statistic Yearbook of Education: 1969. Seoul, 
Korea: Oct. 969, p. 7-1-27. 
llIbid. 
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'The following extract shows the enrollment figures for
 
public primary schools.-

Table I
 
Nun'ber of classes by number of-pupils per class
 
No. of 
students 
per class 
Total 20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 
88,063 218 801 2,725 10,908 22,970 
61-70 71-80 81-90 91-100 101
 
24,682 15,299 9,573 839 48
 
Source: 1969 Statistic Yearbook of Education MOE,
 
Seoul, p. 134.
 
There is some use of double or triple shifts among the
 
elementary schools, with 2,988 schools reporting more than a
 
12 
single shift. Most of the double shifting occurs in the
 
first three grades and tapers off sharply thereafter.
 
With respect to students in the primary schools, from 
an administrative point of view the chief characteristics are 
large school poplation per building and Seat population density 
per classroom. 
Ibid,, p. 132.
21b
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School visits confirmed this: space was at a premium,
 
and when the classrooms were full, there was little peripheral
 
space and almost no passing space between rows and seats. In
 
most cases, "fixed-type"' row-upon-row seating was used, though
 
the school benches and desks were not fastened to the floor.
 
In a few rooms, especiallyreading rooms in libraries, desks
 
were sometimes grouped into small group face-to-face arrangements.
 
Even under their high density conditions, the order and
 
decorum of the students are remarkably good by any standards.
 
In brief, then, Korean schools at the primary and
 
secondary levels show great population density, a tendency
 
toward very large plants, and a teacher-pupil ratio of
 
approximately 1:66.
 
The crucial problem of space is concisely outlined by
 
Sederberg in an interim report made in May 1970. 1 3 In
 
that report he recommended a three-stage plant construction
 
program based on need, replacement and improvement. He
 
also recommended double shifting, transfer of all vocational
 
education to the Office of Labour,an inventory of space and
 
plants, and the development of space criteria.
 
V. The Parent Associations and Student Fees
 
Although education in Korean primary schools is "free",
 
it is expected that the parents will contribute voluntarily
 
through the PTA to the school for each child enro.lled in
 
school.Throughout the natioiihis contribution averages W 400
 
per child per year. (310 W = $1 U.S. Dollar--August, 170).
 
As an operating system, however, these voluntary fees
 
are really higher and are spelled out by the Ministry of
 
Education. The ministry has established, first of all,
 
various categories of schools, such as schools in metropolitan
 
areas like Seoul and Pusan, schools in large cities such as
 
provincial capitals, schools in small rural towns and schools
 
in remote areas. Each one of these categories has its own fee
 
schedule.
 
13Charles H. Sederberg, Planning for Utilization and
 
Development of School Plant Facilities in Korea. Interim
 
Report (MUCIA) USIAID. Korea, May 1970 (Mimeographed
 
pp. 60-62.
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'Each fee schedule, differing from categoryto categgry,
 
has" isliding scale that is a function of the family's
 
ability to pay. The schedule permits about 20 percent of the
 
children to be exempt from the PTA fee, and the other children
 
pay fees on a ascending scale. For example, Table II shows the
 
scale for big city category primary.schools:
 
Table II
 
Sample of PTA Contribution Guidelines for Major Cities
 
Based on Class Size of 70 Children* (Monthly)
 
"Ability No. of children Monthly Maximum Total
 
to pay" in the class Fee (W) collected
 
A 14 ....
 
B 7 150 1,050
 
C 14 300 4,200
 
D 21 450 9,400
 
E 14 600 8,400
 
7O 23,050 Month
 
*Source: "PTA Guidelines of Primary and Secondary Schools"
 
MOE, Seoul, 1970, p. 19.
 
Another rural area category is more simple:
 
Table III
 
Sample of PTA Contribution Guidelines for Rural Primary Schools
 
Based on Class Size of 60 Children* (Monthly)
 
"Ability Estimated Monthly Maximum Total
 
to pay" No. of Children Fee (W) Collected
 
A 18 
-- --
B 18 100 1,800 
C 24 180 4320 
Month
 
*Source:. Ibid., p, 21.
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Thus, Korean parents may pay on a scale from nothing to
 
600 W per year for each child in primary school. The class­
room teacher determines the family's ability to pay, but .the
 
criteria.for. judging ability-to-pay are-subjective. and arbitrary.1 4
 
The same system for PTA contributions is operative at the
 
middle and high school levels, but the fees are higher. Parents
 
of children in secondary schools also pay other additional fees.
 
When a student enters a secondary school, he pays.a one-time
 
registration fee of W 1,000.
 
Each year that he attends school he pays an average

approximate 12,500 W tuition fee, payable quarterly. These
 
are "required" fees that all must pay.
 
Above and beyond these required fees, parents of students
 
at the secondary level also pay a PTA voluntary contribution,
 
and this is worked out in the same way as at the primary school
 
level, based on the categories of schools and on the ranking of
 
students by ability to pay. The PTA fees average approximately
 
W 1,500 annually, and are payable quarterly. Students also pay
 
a student government fee (W 1,000) and an experiment and practice

fee (average 1,600 W),
 
The following is a summary- of the fees required for students
 
at the secondary level:
 
Table IV
 
Sample.Fees Payable-per_.Child.at-.Secondary..School-Level,..
 
e. g. , Big City, High Socio-Economic School
 
Middle School High School
 
Type of Fee Fee Fee
 
1. Entrance Registration
 
(one time) W 1,600 W 1,900
 
2. Tuition Fee (Annual)
 
Payable quarterly) 14,000 16,000
 
3. Student Gov't (Annual) 1,600 2,400
 
4. Experimental and Practice
 
Fee (Annual) 1,600 2,400
 
5. *PTA Fee (Annual) 3,500- 3,500
 
*Voluntary fee as per MOE schedule. Nos. 3,4,5, remain in
 
school coffers; Nos. 1,2, are sent to BD. of Ed. (Source: CERI)
 
1 4Teacher Interviews, 7 August 1970.
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Table V 
Sample Fees.Payabie.per- Chi-.d,-at. 
e.g., Rural School
 
Middle School High School
 
Type of Fee Fee Fee
 
1. 	Entrance Registration W 1,200 W 1,400
 
(one time)
 
2. 	Tuition fee (Annual) 11,200 12,800
 
(Payable Quarterly)
 
3. 	Student Government 1,000 1,700
 
(annual)
 
4. 	Experimental and Practice 800 1,200
 
Fee (Annual)
 
5. 	 *PTA Fee (Annual) 1,000 1,500 
*Voluntary fee as per MOE schedule: Fees No. 1 and 2
 
are sent to the provincial Board of Education; Fees Nos.
 
3,4,5 remain in school coffers. (Source: CERI)
 
The 	figures reported in tables IV and V give an idea
 
of the range of fees collected at the secondary level, and
 
the amounts shown here tend to be depressed, for well
 
informedsources allege that in many instances higher fees tend
 
to be 	collected.
 
Alsoit should be borne in mind that students must pay
 
for textbooks (W 3,500 +/annually) and for summer and winter
 
uniforms (W 3,000 +/yeaF).
 
Thus, the cost of schooling for parents of a child at the
 
secondary level will vary from W 33,700 per year per child in
 
a first class high school in a big city to W 21,700 per year
 
per child in a rural middle school, an average of W 27,700 per
 
year per child nationwide.
 
Precise figures are difficult to obtain for, as mentioned
 
previously, practice departs from policy and actual payments
 
are allegedly often higher than the official figures. On the
 
other hand, if one were to include in the average students who
 
are exempt from PTA fee payments (about 20 percent;of the
 
enrolled population), then the annual average per capita figure
 
would decrease.
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With respect to the ways in which PTA funds are used and

referring to TABLE II showing a typical primary school PTA
 payment scale, the MOE guidelines show the following

expenditures for the stated case:
 
Table VI
 
Typical Expenditures of PTA fees for 70-Student 
Classroom
 
in a Major City Primary School (Monthly)
 
Item Expenditure (Month) Percent 
Student Welfare 
Research Allowance 
(Teacher Salary Supplement)
Classroom Maintenance 
Other 
W 700 
13,000 
4,000 
5,400 
3.1 
56.2 
17.3 
23.4 
23,100 100.0 
Source: "PTA Guidelines of Primary and Secondary

Schools" MOE, Seoul, 1970, p. 19.
 
In summary, the importance of both the required and

voluntary fees paid by parents for the education of their

children in the Korean public schools is considerable. As
 
a factor in the support of the schools, parent payments
provide a major portion of the budget, including important

and substantial supplements to teacher salaries.
 
As a socio-economic factor for the parents, fee payments
place a great strain on many families. That the drive for

schooling for Korean children is so strong despite the cost
directly paid by parents, bespeaks the tremendous social demand
 for education among the people of Korea.
 
There are also certain psychological problems and philo­
sophical issues that arise from the collection of fees. Among
the former are the various feelinaq aenerated among those who
 
pay more and those who pay less; among the latter is the issue

of the propriety of fees for education in democratically and
technologically oriented societies that supposedly draw primarily

upon human resource talent and ability, and depend to a lesser
degree on family and social background. These problems and
issues must be viewed against the backdrop of the nation's economic

constraints and the ability to underwrite the costs now paid by

the parents.
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These problems and issues were reviewed by.the Ministry
 
of Education, and in February 1970, the "improved" system
 
described in the foregoing was introduced. Korean officials
 
maintain that the PTA fee system is a temporary measure only.
 
Prior to February 1970, the PTA fees collected were lower
 
but they were collected along with the tuition money as if they
 
were part of tuition; on':, children of the military, the police,
 
and those in education were exempt from the PTA fee as contrasted
 
to the 15 percent across the board who may now be exempt for
 
economic reasons. Now, the fees are higher arid the teachers
 
receive more as a salary supplement. But this "splitting off"
 
of the PTA fees from tuition and the formalization of PTA fees
 
by the Ministry of Education has not been popular with teachers.
 
They prefer less central control and more flexibility.
 
PTA fees are a majoi. factor in the support of the Korean 
schools; parents, toachers and the government--each has looked 
at this practice from a self-interest and from a general point 
of view. It is cleay. that the payment of PTA fees is not a 
closed .ssue. Arny lnodifiction of this system will have profound 
social and economic effects within and without the Korean 
educational system. Social, economic, political and cultural
 
factors must play an important part in considering even slight
 
modifications in such a practice.
 
VI. STUDENT EXAMINATIONS
 
Student evaluation is carried out chiefly through the use
 
of teacher-made pencil-and-paper tests, These are given frequently
 
at both the primary and secondaiy lc:. els, so that parents are able
 
to receive monthly reports on pupil progress. Some standardized
 
tests are employed, but their use is minimal.
 
Examinations, however, play a prominent part in the student
 
selection process from level. to level. Until 1968, there were
 
entrance examinations to determine who would enter the middle
 
schools. At present, there are major examinations for entrance
 
into the high s..hools and into the colleges and universities.
 
Furthermore, the Ministry of Education has just. instituted
 
uniform examinations for entrance in the universities, so that
 
starting in 1968 the student must first qualify on a national
 
uniform examination before being allowed to take the examination
 
for entrance into a specific university,
 
These entrance-to-higher-level examinations are formidable
 
barriers that purport to measure achievement in the curricular
 
content of three years of high school by means of a one-day,
 
seven-hour exam. As such, they rely heavily on recall and memory.
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The ills of major entrance examination systems are well
 
known: educational programs become shaped around the examinations,
 
teachers teach for the exams, special ptivate tutoring institutes
 
spring up, and the meaning of education in terms of inquiry,
 
enjoyment, and application to the real world becomes diminished.
 
Such examinations also exact their tolls in terms of student
 
physical and mental health. Yet, the ills perhaps lie not in
 
the use of an examination as an assessmenc tool, but rath-er in
 
the kind of examination system that is devised and the overtones
 
that educational leaders permit it to develop in its application
 
through the years.
 
In the case of Korea, as in other countries, the examination
 
system has been viewed by educators as so.nething evil that must
 
be modified or abolished, just as they have done with the
 
entrance examinations for the middle schools.
 
Korea needs more sophisticated assessment instruments to
 
assist in selecting the students who may profit most from various
 
kinds of educational proqrams in an economy of educational
 
scarcity. Korean educators are d~ssa.:,i ted with their present
 
examination systems and tend to talk i-n t abolition rather
i-rms ot 

than in terms of innovation and modilfi ,t-ion. Imagination and
 
technological innovation could provid, :r s-h insights into
 
national level assessment programs. S0J.h _innovatLons require
 
careful planning and consideration, and in Eiorea many vested
 
interests must be overcome, since services and special academies
 
for preparinq students to take examinations will oppose abolition
 
or mod C of the practices on which they thrive.
F'CatC0 

VII. The Schools
 
Team members visited numeroa schools duzr:nq their eleven­
week stay in Korea. To ensure as wide a range as possible, all
 
kinds and levels of schools in various parts of the country were
 
visited.
 
The visits were arranged by CERI through the Min-sLry of
 
Education. As the visits mounted in number, team members became
 
more selective and specified that they wished to visit a "very
 
good school" or a "very poor school" in such and such locale.
 
Announced and pre-planned school visits can be very misleading
 
to the visitor. School lore is filled with humorous accounts of
 
the superintendent's or VIP'S visit to the local schoolhouse.
 
Still, experience is a great boon and data became available whether
 
volunteered openly or achieved unobtrusively.
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]The schools from place to place'were remarkably homo­
geneous and the ritual and prptocol of a visit--starting with
 
a greeting at the door, through tea with the principal in his­
oftice and a statistical review of the school, through the
 
round of visits or walk-through--to the final'farewvells were
 
strikingly similar.
 
The trips to visit schools outside Seoul were illuminating
 
beyond just the confines of the schools, and data were gathered
 
on the social, cultural and economic features of the area as
 
well. These are reported briefly in the four major trips recorde
 
here.
 
Aside from the general conclusions reached and to be
 
reported briefly here,, the trips offered excellent opportunities
 
.to meet high administrative and political officials who seemed
 
willing and open in discussing problems and issues in Korean
 
education.
 
Notes on a Visit to the Kyung Dong High School, Seoul, 
Korea;.on7 July 1970, 2:u - 4:Ju P.M. 
GENERAL
 
The Kyung Dong H. S. is an academic high school on the
 
borderline between "first category" and "second category"
 
schools. The first category schools are those which are known
 
for their long history of getting a high percentage of their
 
graduates into the universities. The second category schools
 
receive students who were unable to pass the entrance
 
examinations to the first category schools but who were able to
 
pass second-category-school examinations. Each school gives its
 
own entrance examination and selects the students who will fill
 
the enrollment vacancies allocated by the Ministry of
 
Education.
 
In 1970, the opening enrollment was approximately 370 male
 
students. At present, the principal of the Kyung Dong H. S.
 
must decide whether he will include his school in the ranks of
 
the first Category Schools or whether he will remain again as
 
the leading school in the second Category Schools. As the
 
ranking is "self-selecting", it is primarily a question of
 
pride. There may be some additional benefits to the teaching
 
staff, however, depending on the contributions of funds by the
 
Parents' Association. Rinetyprcent,6f the students who enter
 
graduate, and 95 percent of the graduates go to college or
 
universities.
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PERSONNEL
 
TheKyung Dong H. S. is housed in a large four story, ten-year
 
old building in the northern part of Seoul. It houses grades 10, 11,
 
12, and the 1,30 male students come from all over Seoul. The staff
 
consists of fifty full-time teachers, organized into the usual
 
specialties of foreign languages, math, science, Korean language,
 
etc.
 
In addition to the full-time teaching staff, other personnel
 
in the building are: 1 principal, 1 vice-principal, 1 senior teacher,
 
5 secretary-accountants, 1 guidance teacher (assisted by 3 other
 
teachers), 1 audio-visual teacher, 1 librarian, 5 military training
 
persons and the janitors.
 
THE SCHOOL DAY
 
The teachers and students arrive at 7:30 A.M. and leave at
 
5:00 P.M., with an hour for lunch. Most students and teachers bring
 
their own lunch. Because of the early school-reporting hour,
 
many students--especially those who must travel from far away-­
skip breakfast.
 
In general, the school day is organized into 50-minute
 
periods, starting at 8:00 A.M. Usually, the students remain in
 
the rooms while the teachers rotate to teach the different subjects;
 
in the case of special qublects requiring special facilities,
 
such as chemistry, music or art, the students move to the special
 
labs and rooms. Classes are held 5 days per week, Mondays through
 
Saturdays.
 
Teachers must teach twenty hours per week, but many of them
 
donate extra hours to assure the success of their students in
 
the entrance examinations to the universities.
 
COST TO STUDENTS
 
Parents pay W 6,000 every three months for each student
 
enrolled; children of teachers receive a discount. Textbooks
 
cost approximately W 3,000 per year and the cap-shirt-and­
trouser uniforms (one for the summer and one for the winter)
 
cost approximately W 4,000 per year. This totals about W 27,000
 
per year of contributions by the parents. The monies are used
 
to supplement teachers' incomes (for their extra hours) and to
 
buy materials and equipment.
 
EQUIPMENT
 
The school was crowded but clean. There were approximately
 
sixty students per room, fillina the room completely; separate
 
desks and chairs were end-to-end in the rooms, leaving little or
 
no aisle space. Rooms had adequate fenestration and there were
 
blackboards and a few charts.
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The plant had electricity, and the modest lighting system
 
( a 	clear,
was functional but was not often in use during the visit 

sunny afternoon).
 
A 7,000 volume library and reading room were in a separate
 
forty-year old building on the other side of the playing field.
 
In the main building there was an audiovisual room which was
 
in use at the time of the visit, Personnel from the military
 
academy were showing a film.
 
There was also a lecture amphitheater and three rooms with
 
individual study carrels, line by line.
 
The school had the following A-V equipment: two 16 mm
 
projectors, 3 slide projectors, 2 overhead projectors, 2 TV
 
sets, 1 opaque projector and a 60-station language laboratory.
 
The wooden desks and chairs were of very poor design and
 
in very poor condition. Desks and chairs seemed too small for
 
the students, and the desk tops were deeply gouged from
 
differential wear and use. Desks and chairs were so packed
 
into the rooms that "passing space" was inadequate and was
 
hazardous from any emergency evacuation criterion.
 
INNOVATION AND INSTRUCTION
 
Although the school had two TV sets, they were used only
 
for special occasions ,such as the inauguration ceremony of the
 
new Seoul-Pusan highway, and not for any r -iular ETV program.
 
According to the principal, about 30 percent of the students
 
had TV at home, and about 90 percent of the teachers had TV at
 
home.
 
Regarding programmed instruction, the teachers had not worked
 
with this technique.
 
Recently, the school published a first edition of an English­
language four-page newspaper.
 
ASPIRATIONS
 
When asked what three things he would want most for his
 
school if he could have his three wishes, the principal replied:
 
1. 	To enhance the school's standing, he would want better
 
teachers and better students.
 
2. 	He would like to secure good instructional materials
 
and heve quick and easy access to them.
 
3. 	He would like to secure benefits for his students,
 
such as improved lunch facilities, improved transport­
ation toschool, and less pressure and tension.
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,When asked what he liked most and what he would like most..
 
to change in Korean education, the principal replied:
 
1. 	He liked thettemendous drive and enthusiasm for Korean
 
education on the part of parents and students. Parents
 
,make enormous economic sacrifices to gain further education
 
for their children.
 
2. He disliked the present "awful" exam-oriented educational
 
system. Students cram for the three years to he able to
 
pass the university entrance examinations. It is bad for
 
their physical and mental health. Education, thus,
 
consists of memorizing information and formulae. Much
 
of what is learned is unrelated to real life and is
 
useless except tor the purposes of the examination.
 
High School education must be more realistic, but one
 
must change the exam system to bring this about, he said.
 
GENERAL
 
The 	principal was new (six months at this school), and it
 
was 	clear he was reassessing the zole of his new school. An
 
experienced educator--about torLy yeaLs old--he and his staff
 
assistants seemed well organized and knowledgeable about their
 
school and Korean education.
 
From the point of view of possibilities for innovation,
 
the main problems in this situation would be finding sufficient
 
classroom space and finding teacher-training time for teacher
 
improvement. Underlying both of these is the examination­
prcparation pressure. In this regard, innovation would either
 
have to be shown to be more effective and efficient in serving

the stated examination goals, or those goals would have to be
 
modified in some way to free students and teachers from the
 
implacable pressure of the exam system. With respect to the
 
latter, modification of the exam-pieparatoty function would at
 
once free teachers anq pupils from real and implied penalties

in not following exam preparatory activities and would also
 
allow teachers to make the educational program more realistic
 
in terms of the students' lives and the nation's socio­
economic goals.
 
Summary of the findin~s Impressions and thoughts resulting

from a trip and school visits in Daejon and Kongju, Chungnam

Province, 13 and 14 ju0y 	
__0
-
BACKGROUND
 
Daejon is a provincial capital (population: 400,000). Kongju

is airukal-town (population: 40;000) in the heart of an agricultural area.
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The purpose of our visit was to speak with local officials and visit
 
schools outside of the Seoul area in order to get a more balanced
 
picture of the educational structure in Korea.
 
The visiting group of team members met with the Bureau Head and
 
Superintendent of the Board of Education of the Province who provided
 
the group with an interpreter and guide for the two days. This made
 
it possible to make twelve visits of which eight were selected schools
 
in the area. Mr. Kim Chae Born of CERI was an invaluable guide and
 
additional interpreter and had made the advance preparations by phone.
 
GENERAL FINDINGS, IMPRESSIONS
 
1. Occupancy
 
Every school visited was packed tightly with children, furniture,
 
and equipment. The group saw no fewer than 70 children per room;
 
in some cases there were 75 or 80 children in rooms that in the
 
U.S. would hold 35 persons maximum. Littie or no aisle space was
 
provided, and little or no perimeter space was available except at
 
the front: 2 meters, and at the rear: L muter. In some cases
 
large rooms had been made into two rooms by the use of partitions.
 
The room then held 120 persons--60 in each sub-division. The schools,
 
then, are characterized by high densli. or occupancy and conversely
 
they have little non-utilized space
 
2. The Students
 
Despite this high density, the group observed great control,
 
order, and neatness of utilization, This order was not forced,
 
and it was clear that the children dt the primary school and
 
middle school levels were voluntarily giving their uncquestioned
 
obedience and/or cooperation. There seemed to be greater motion
 
and commotion at the high school level but not anything that
 
could be termed "out of order,"
 
-- 
I 
II 
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Most of the classrooms had ample air flow and some natural
light; this was enhanced by sets of windows on both the ex­terior wall and on the corridor.-iiterior wall.
provision for natural light, many 
Despite the
 
rooms were 
so dull and dark that
photographs could not be taken at 
an 
t 3.5 / 1/30 setting with
ASA 400 film. Nevertheless, classroom work was being carried out

without apparent concern or 
discomfort 
on 
the part of the students.
In some schools there was no elect.Cit; in others, theelectrical installations were 
meacer. 
 Nowheie did we see electric
lights in use. 
 Teacher-made inst i 
 ona± materials such as 
charts,
model clocks, calendars, and other 
:UCs and devices were in
abundance around the 
rooms Planc:,, 
art work, and general neatness
gave most of the 
rooms a pleasart

It toiie despice the crowded conditions.was obvious that the teachers had becr using the instructional 
aids available to them.
 
4. The Teachers
 
Most of the teacher. we:,e yo.rn-i. t, jabv under 35 years of
 
age. The principals were older:
observed teacher-direct d lessons 40--ti'in 'inmost cases, the groupp.orswith teachers 
reciting, asking questions, oL 
wozki-n9 a O.he chalkboard. The
students were alert, att,?ntj_./e. Teach-s expected and got un­questioned obedience, but there was
measures were required for this: nu indlcat.Lon that special
qood Student behavior seemed
to be taken for granted, especially at the primary and middleschool levels. In the defartmentalized secondary program, teachersmoved from room to room to meet_ their subject classes. During
these times, students were in the haliways, v'sating one another
and taking rest breaks. 
 Normal teenage noise and some horse-play
were observed in these instances, and thE appearance of the
visiting group along with the principal did not noticeably
affect student behavior. 
 in schools visited in the late
afternoon, the group saw teachers working with individual students,
or with small groups in what were 
termed "tutoring" sessions.
The teachers' room was more of 
a work-office area than a lounge
area; 
 teachers were at desks, reading, writing, smoking.
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5. Physical Plant
 
Schools varied in size, design and age. Many Japanese­
hiiil± rqhools (pre 1945) were still in full use. The schools
 
were clean but showed serious signs of wear. Space was everywhere
 
inadequate by U. S. standards, and the lavatory facilities by
 
U. S. standards were poorly maintained. As mentioned previously,
 
electrical installations were minimal. Hea in winter is provided
 
by small pot-bellied stoves, which are placed in each room.
 
The stoves and their pipes are removed for the summer.
 
Desks and chairs for students were mostly inadequate:
 
they were too small, poorly designed, often broken, and desk
 
tops were often deeply gouged.
 
Most schools had ad3acent land that was used for play areas
 
(baseball fields, etc.) or for recreational gardens where students
 
could go to sit and talk, after class hours.
 
6. Sample Comments
 
During each visit, the group had ample time to chat with the
 
principal, vice principal, and sometimes with teachers. They were
 
also given varied and detailed statistical data, usually prepared
 
by each school's staff in small booklets or brochures. As a result
 
of these conversations,the following points arose:
 
(1) 	Teacher interest in teaching as a career seems to be
 
declining with Korea's economic growth. Teachers are
 
leaving teaching, fewer "good" people are going into
 
teaching, and fewer men are entering the profession,
 
*iewere told.
 
(2) Although curriculum is determined nationally by the
 
MOE in Seoul, schools do have flexibility in determining
 
how and with what teaching is carried out. This depends
 
on each principal. Textbooks must be from an approved
 
list. No regional adaptations are permitted in the
 
national curriculum
 
(3) The PTA's contribute money to the schools. The
 
maximum amount that may be required is determined
 
by the MOE in Seoul. At the high school level, for
 
example, PTA's provided half again as much money as
 
was allocated by the MOE for the school. The PTA
 
money was used for salaries and equipment but mostly
 
for salary supplements. There was vagueness and am­
biguity in discussing these funds, and some of this
 
was due in part to the lack of clear definitions re­
garding categories of money.
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(4) Parent suppQpt of the schools is complete. Schooling
 
is viewed as one of the highest priorities for-children
 
and there is strong support by parents of the school in
 
in every way. Parents leave to the school the determi­
nation of content and methods of instructions.
 
(5) Evaluation of student progress is chiefly carried out
 
by means of pencil-and-paper teacher-made tests.
 
Reports are sent home monthly to parents. Teachers try
 
to make one home visit per year.
 
(6) 	The school day starts at 8:30 A.M. and lasts until
 
5:00 P.M. For young children it is less. One'hour is
 
provided for lunch, and most students bring their own
 
lunch.
 
(7) 	The exam system is looked upon with disfavor: "It
 
hurts the students' health, for they are under constant
 
presst.re to pass exams for admission to high school and
 
to the university." The abolition of the exam for
 
entrance to middle school (1968) is looked upon
 
quite favorably.
 
(8) Teacher meetings are held regularly, usually every
 
morning for 15-30 minutes. Working relationships
 
seemed to be good and seemed to be benevolent and
 
paternalistic on the part of the school leadership.
 
(9) Double shifting is looked upon as undesirable and
 
expensive, with some arguing against it on the grounds
 
that only children who attend the morning session will
 
"be fresh and eager to learn, while the others will tire
 
on the streets in the morning and not be able to learn
 
during the afternoons."
 
(10) 	 No homogeneous grouping is permitted by the Board of
 
Educati6n. Children must be grouped heterogeneously.
 
(11) 	 There are few dropouts, with the trace percentage of
 
those who do so, for health reasons. Between public
 
and private schools, enrollment is virtually 100 percent
 
of the school-age cohort at the primary and middle school
 
levels.
 
(12) 	 There is only minimal use of E-TV in the schools.
 
Several of the schools visited had a TV set, but none
 
reported systematic use of TV in instruction. Signal
 
weakness, scheduling problems, and lack of equipment
 
were cited as the major reasons for not making greater
 
use of TV. As some schools did not have electricity,
 
the question did not arise.
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(13) 	With respect to change and innovation, it was felt that
 
after such a hectic period of quantitative growth a
 
"rest-period" was needed. The most desired change sought
 
was a reduction in student-teacher ratios . At the same 
time, there was interest in innovation, but significant* 
innovation was discounted at once because of the implied 
costs. Change was thought of in rather traditional terms
 
and along improved ratio and quantitative lines.
 
Generally, there was great openness to change and apparent
 
organizational ability to carry it out, but change was
 
thought of in terms of "more of the same".
 
(14) 	 Concern was expressed at the disintegrative effects of
 
the "bad" aspects of Westernization--modernization.
 
Films with violence and immorality were cited as examples.
 
There was a concern for preserving cultural integrity
 
in the face of tne pace of economic growth that seemed
 
to be having multiple and unpredictable effects on
 
society and on children in school.
 
FINAL IMPRESSION
 
As much as can be gathered from walks through schools and
 
talks with school personnel, the group srnsed that the staffs
 
were interested, dedicated, and professional in their
 
orientation to their work. They also felt that the effective­
ness and efficiency of the school programs were greatest at
 
the elementary school level and diminished as one went higher
 
up the educational ladder.
 
Two major problems, at least, seemed to concern the people
 
with whdmthe group spoke: first, was the new broader range
 
of student body in the middle school as a result of the
 
abolition of the middle school entrance examinations; second,
 
was the examination system itself as a controlling factor in
 
the higher levels of the system.
 
With respect to the former, new adjustments had to be made at
 
the middle school level to cope with the increased number and
 
with the new full range of student achievement (under and
 
over achievement). Regarding the latter, the examinations
 
were cited as one of the major reasons for rigidity of
 
curricular programs and for the emphasis on memoriter
 
education,
 
Report on the Trip to Kangnung and School Visits There
 
On Thursday and Friday 23, 24, July, a group of team members
 
travelled to Kangnung, a city of 70,600 inhabitants, located
 
on*.Korea's eastern coast at approximately the same latitude as
 
Seoul." The Korean Air Lines flight took less than an hour in a
 
twin-engine propeller aircraft. The group was met at'the airport
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by representatives of the Office of the City Superintendent, as
 
had been arranged by Mr. Kim Oki, the companion and guide from
 
CERI.
 
The purpose of the trip was to determine differences, if
 
any, between the schools and school administration in the seacoast
 
region in comparison with Seoul and other inland regions such as
 
those in Daejon, Kong3u, and Chunchon,
 
Kangnung depends adin± trative|y upon Chunchon, the capital 
of Kangwon Province, in wh±ch Kangnung is legated; however, 
because of the rugged terrain between Chunchon and Kangnung, 
transportation between the t'o cities is poor. Kangnung is 
primarily an agricultural and tourist region, Although Kangnung 
is located on the Sea (,f J ncird,its climate does not differ 
appreciably from that o;. the test of Korea 
Kangnung has tern primay schools which are under the
 
jurisdiction or the Citj Supetintendent The five middle 
schools and the seven high schools aie under the 3urisdiction 
of the Board of Education in Chunchon. There are 11,788 students 
and 204 teachers in 182 classrooms in Kangnung. There are also 
private schools, one of them a prlmaly school run by a Seventh 
Day Adventist group 
There is no TV, commercial or otherwise, in Kangnung and
 
it was said that there was no TV along the entire eastern coast
 
of Korea. Plans exist to bring TV into Kangnung j.n the near future.
 
In Kangnunq, five visits were made as follows: a meeting with
 
the City Superintendent, and school visits to a primary school,
 
a combination boys' middle and high school, and a visit to an
 
Agricultural and Industrial High School. This report is on only
 
the highlights of these visits. The visits took place on a hot
 
summer day when the mercury stood at the mid and upper 90's.
 
The Primary Schoc,l
 
Consisting of 3,056 pupils and 47 teachers in 43 classes, this
 
school did not differ greatly from other elementary schools which
 
had been visited, There were the characteristic crowded conditions,
 
poor equipment, and generous stock of teacher-made materials on
 
display and in use.
 
According to the principal, children usually are assigned an
 
experienced, expert teacher in first grade Then, they go to
 
second grade with another teacher and generally stay with that
 
teacher in grades two, three, and four. They usually have another
 
teacher again in grades five and six, Thus, there is a combination
 
of teacher use that, according to the principal, combines teaching
 
expertise with the need to have teachers who know their children.
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The principal was frank and thoughtful in responding to
 
pr6bing general questions on Korean education, e. g. "Could you
 
aharacterize what you think will be the problems and opportunities
 
in Korean primary education in the 1970's?" , as follows:
 
(1) 	"Quantity in Korean education has increased, but
 
quality has decreased. We have no audiovisual
 
equipment, not enough playground area."
 
(2) 	"The planned withdrawal of U, S. Forces--if carried
 
out--may mean a decriease jin the national budget for
 
education, because the armed f'orces will require
 
increased funding to take up the gap."
 
(3) "The quality of teachers is declining, because good
 
high school graduates don't go to the teacher colleges
 
any longer. So, the quality of education may also
 
decrease."
 
(4) "At present the slack in teacher salaries is taken up
 
through the use of PT. f£unds, in the big cities this 
isn't so bad, because only abouL 70 percent of what
 
is collected goes for salaries, but in remote areas
 
almost all these funds go for salaries.
 
(5) 	"Why can't we start teacher college education by finding
 
students in the r-iddle schools who are interested
 
in being primary school teachers. We could then give
 
them a special five-year teacher education program right
 
after middle school, instead of a regular academic pre­
university program. This would produce a higher quality
 
teacher for the primary school--better than the two-year
 
teacher college graduate and better than the liberal arts
 
graduate who goes into teaching because he can't find
 
any other job."
 
Combination Middle and High Schools
 
Built in 1951, this middle school houses 24 classrooms with
 
1,414 students and 34 teachers In 1971, because of the policy of
 
free entry without examination into middle school, this middle
 
:school will increase class size from 60 to 70. There are plans
 
to build a new high school on the other side of town, and when this
 
is done, the high school will move out and leave more room for this
 
middle school.
 
The facilities had electric wiring, but it did not seem
 
functional, as there were no bulbs in the sockets, and a Peace Corps
 
Volunteer said he had been told there was no current.
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The school receives Wl,036,400 from the Province in its annual
budget and W 13,052,500 from the PTA. Parents pay a W 6,480 tuition
fee, a W,1,200 student fee, a W 1,000 expense fee, and W 10,200 per
year per student as PTA contribution. This totals W 18,880 minimum
 
per child per year (W 312 = $1.00 U.S.).
 
Of the W 13, 052,500 collected from the PTA, 27.8% goes for

the building and equipment fund, 21.7% for school supplies, 40%
for teacher salary supplement, 4.7% for student welfare funds, and
6.5% for contingency monies, it was reported. 
The tuition fees are
turned into the provincial coffers. The Ministry of Education puts

a ceiling on what teachers may receive beyond their basic salary,

with W 10,000 per month as the maximum amount permitted beyond the
 
basic salary.
 
The teacher's day is from 8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. Monday through
Friday and half a day on Saturdays. Students attend from 8:50 A.M.
 
to 4:30 P.M.. weekdays.
 
There is some adaptation of national curriculum to local and

regional difference, primarily in the illustrative material used to
 
meet the demands of the program.
 
Finally, an unusual note was that,because the middle and high

school were housed in the same plant together, no entrance re­quirements existed (no exam) for middle school graduates (about 80%)

who wanted to continue in the high school. Almost all of the H.S.
graduates go on to college, mostly in Seoul, but recently more are
 
staying in Kangnung for higher education.
 
The Kangnung Agricultural and Technical H. S.
 
The school has 878 students, 37 teachers, 15 classrooms, and

extensive outlying fields and barnyards and livestock pens. Programs

exist in forestry, agriculture, animal husbandry, and food processing.

About 
 47 percent of the students graduate, but there was considerable
 inexactness in what the graduates actually did upon graduation.
 
The school authorities have been working with the ministry to

obtain an IDA loan to improve school facilities.
 
The fields and facilities (to eyes untrained in agriculture

and animal husbandry) seemed well maintained and cared for.

special incentive was given students by organizing them into 
A 
teams,
lending the teams money, and permitting students to keep the profits

earned after selling produce and repaying the loan or "seed" money.
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Although the school seemed well run and students were observed
 
.at,work without direct teacher supervision, the vagueness concerning.
 
What students actuallydid after graduation was a disturbing note.;
 
The discrepancies arose from inclusion in the statistical data of
 
items dealing with what students said they wanted to do--if they
 
could find the job--along with what their fellow graduates actually
 
did do. As the "wanted-to-do" group.was nearly 50 percent of the
 
total, the meaning of the percentages was not clear.
 
Summary
 
The group concluded from this trip that the schools and
 
systems for their control and management in Kangnung did not differ
 
appreciably from those observed recently in other areas of Korea.
 
The schools seemed remarkably similar both in their deficiencies
 
and in their strengths; for the former, extrerely high teacher­
pupil ratics , ove'-crowding, poor or non-existing equipment and
 
facilities, and a perceived declining supply of quality teachers;
 
for the latter, tremendous demand for and support of education on
 
the part of parents, alert staffs needing and wanting improvement
 
for themselves, and a freshness and cooperative spirit in learning
 
among pupils, especially at the primary school level.
 
Report on the Trip to Cheju-do Island and the Schools There
 
On 31 July a group of team members went by air to Cheju-do Island
 
with Mr. Kim Jae Bum of CERI. The purpose of our trip was to visit a
 
!"remotearea" and to learn about the situation in education there.
 
Cheju-do Island (also known in English as Quel Part) lies 60
 
miles off the south-western tip of Korea. Its surface is 692 square
 
miles and measures 43 miles east-west and 20 miles north-south.
 
Its population is approximately 360,000 with a 3.3 rate of increase,
 
and its largest city is Cheju with a population of 68,000. 77 percent
 
,of the households are agricultural. The island is entirely volcanic
 
,with the central extinct cone, known as Mount Halla-San, rising to
 
6,398 feet. The island is covered with vegetation and is cultivated
 
to about 2,000 feet. The temperature range is from 1.30C to 31.40C,
 
at sea level.
 
The economy of the island is based on agriculture, husbandry,
 
fishing, seaweed harvesting and preparation, shell products, orange
 
cultivation and tourism. Orange cultivation was introduced in 1962
 
and.has been very successful.
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Only 38 percent of the island is electrified, and commercial
 
television's inauguration on the island coincided..with our group's
 
visit., For many years out-migration from the island exceeded in­
migration, but recently more people come to the island than leave it.
 
Cheju-do is a political entity with its own governor and provin­
cial capital at Cheju, the largest city on the northern coast of the
 
island--less than two.hours by commercial propeller aircraft from
 
Seoul.
 
Visit to the Governor's Office
 
The group was received by the Deputy Governor, Mr. Kim Dae Keun,
 
who explained that the provincial government was working on a local
 
ten-year development plan that would be due before the end of 1970.
 
Among the major development projects for the island are reforestation,
 
development of tourism, further development of fisheries, and more
 
intensive development of the recently introduced (1962)orange culture.
 
The major thrust of these projects is to increase the income of the
 
people living in the rural areas. (The per capita island income is
 
$154 per year.)
 
Education was not included in the ten-year plan and was not
 
linked to it. It was conceded that education must keep up quanti­
tatively with vegetative growth, but there was no present effort to
 
relate education to manpower needs. Nevertheless, the schools had
 
already introduced orange culture as a special subject at all levels,
 
and schools have been given seedlings to help promote the knowledge
 
of orange culture techniques around the island.
 
The new relay TV station was to be inaugurated on 1 August 1970,
 
and the changes that TV might promote both in and out of school were
 
discussed.
 
Visit to the Office of the Local Board of Education
 
The Board of Education has a smaller organizational structure
 
than in other provinces. There is only one school affairs bureau
 
instead of the usual general affairs and educational affairs division
 
of functions.
 
There are 1,351 primary school teachers and 794 secondary school
 
teachers on the island. Beyond the 108 primary, 33 middle schools
 
and 22 high schools on the island, there is one junior teachers
 
college, a four-year national university and a three-year nursing school
 
These institutions account for the 90,573 student population
 
and give rise to a teacher-pupil ratio of 1:58 as an average.
 
Mr. Hyun Pyung Sook, presently the Director of the School
 
Affairs Bureau,second in command under the Superintendent, had been
 
the principal of the Fishery Technical High Schooland at lunch he
 
explained the following features of that school.
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It was established in 1958, and now had 22 teachers and 360
 
students. Its program is built around three areas: fishing, food.
 
processing and marine engineering, all three-year high school level
 
courses. About 10 percent of the students drop out before graduation.
 
Of those who do graduate, 80 percent find employment, and one or-two.
 
percent go on to higher education. There is an entrance exam for
 
entry to this high school. The school has two school ships and a
 
small food processing factory, but there are no marine engine
 
facilities nor food freezing facilities,
 
With this first-hand information about the fishery high school
 
from its former director and since the fishery high school was very
 
remote and almost inaccessible on a very bad road, a second technical
 
high school located at Hallim, a town on the north western coast of
 
the island, was visted.
 
The Hallim Boys Technical High School
 
The high school was a two-story concrete structure that drew
 
electricity from island sources but also had two generators of its
 
own. The building was 18 years old and was well maintained but
 
austere in appearance.
 
Fifty-five percent of the students come from the Hallim area; the
 
others come from other parts of the island and are accommodated
 
as follows: six percent live with relatives, 35 percent rent and
 
cook for themselves, three percent live in boarding houses, and
 
one percent serve as family tutors in exchange for room and board.
 
There are 650 students and 24 teachers of whom 13 teach
 
vocational subjects and 11 teach general subjects. There is also
 
a principal and vice principal, two clerical workers, and two
 
janitors. These people work in 12 classrooms and six labs and offices.
 
The school day starts at 9:20 A.M. and ends at 4:50 P.M. for
 
students, and at 8:30 AM. and 6:00 P.M. for teachers. A fifty­
minute period is the basic instructional module.
 
The program consists of four separate areas: Civil engineering,
 
architecture, machine skills and electricity. The machine program
 
is the most popular one. Students select their course during the
 
first year and remain in the program for the three years. About 10
 
or 15 percent drop out before graduation.
 
Upon graduation, students receive a diploma but then must take
 
national examinations for certification in their specialties. About
 
83 percent of those who see employment find jobs. For example in
 
1970, 161 students graduated; 157 of them wanted jobs, and 130
 
obtained jobs.
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This school is the only Trade and Industria± nign bcnool
 
on the island- and 'withthe Fishery Technical High School accounts
 
for two of'the ten vocational high schools on the island.
 
Students pay the following fees: 
Student government fees: W 170 / quarterly 
Registration fee (one time): W 1,300 
Tuition: W 1,600 / quarterly 
PTA Fee: W 1,800 / quarterly 
Experimental fee & practice: W 230 / quarterly 
Beyondtheir basic salaries, the professional staff receive
 
the following supplements each month from the PTA funds:
 
The Principal: W 8,000
 
The Vice Principal: W 7,000
 
Each Teacher: W 6,000
 
The equipment and facilities in this school were old and worn
 
and very rudimentary. The workshops seemed well maintained, and
 
machinery seemed to be in operating order.
 
Conclusions
 
This "remote" area is indeed in physical appearance less
 
developed and more needy than other parts of Korea. The possibilities
 
for using the island for special "live laboratory" studies, such
 
as a study on the effect of the introduction of commercial TV on
 
the population and especially the school population is appealing.
 
To a great extent local officials seemed future-oriented, as in­
dicated by their work on the ten year plan and by their pride in
 
the recent development of orange cultivation. However, they did
 
not include education in the ten-year plan.
 
VIII. Curriculum
 
Much has been inferred throughout the foregoing pages re­
garding how students learn in Korean s.-hools. The program of
 
studies---a more narrow concept than curriculum which,according
 
to the classic definition is the total experience of the child
 
under the directiun of the school,gives attention to the basic
 
habits, knowledges, skills and attitudes found in traditional
 
early 20th century school programs: the three R's, language,
 
some science and the arts. A greater emphasis is placed on civic
 
education and a special anti-communist education program at alL levels.
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Military science is taught at the secondary level for boys.
 
...Judging from firsthand observation, the primary schools have
 
strong programs in arithmetic operations, reading,and in music.
 
seen in use for the teaching of
Outstanding materials were 

However, no
arithmetic, and children performed well in music. 

national scores were available, and this puts true analysis into
 
the realm of estimation only.
 
Based on visits alone, it appeared that the primary school
 
program was the superior one and that the secondary school programs.
 
flattened out in interest and in creativity as one progressed up
 
the educational ladder. (University and community college programs
 
were not observed.) The evidence for this statement lies in the
 
amount of materials seen in use at the lower levels and in the
 
appearance in all primary schools of a wealth of children's work.
 
At the secondary levels, the rooms were bare and note books and
 
textbooks were the only media 2.n sight.
 
The strong orientation of the school program toward upper
 
level entrance examinations surely overshadows all else in the
 
students' and teachers' worlds. Since there is less pressure at
 
the primary school level, perhaps there is a great.er chance for
 
flexibility and creativity in teachinq and learning.
 
The foregoing was borne out, too, in conversations with
 
students. Long hard work days for secondary students were the
 
rule and few failed to realize the earnestness of their performance
 
as an index to future educational and career opportunities.
 
It was obvious from classroom visits that a great deal of
 
teaching meant lecturing by teachers and memorizing by students.
 
Under such a system, there is little chance for individual
 
instruction, and indeed, under traditional methodology in
 
classrooms of 65 or more, without new techniques and materials
 
little more could be expected ot 19th century technologies.
 
Only two teachers in just one school visited had more than
 
a "recognition acquaintance" with programmed instructions and
 
direct experience with instructional television. These teachers
 
worked in Seoul and had attended an in-service program in these
 
techniques, but they were not utilizing them with their classes.
 
At the secondary level, there was some familiarity with the
 
ten-year old "new" mathematics and science approaches, but these
 
approaches, based on direct experiencediscovery and inquiry,are
 
clearly incompatible with the examination orientation of instruction
 
and with the size of the classes to be taught without anything but
 
sound of voice and sleight of hand.
 
I 
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A special problem relates to the reading program. The Korean: 
I language is transcribed in the Korean phoneticized alphabet, Hangul,
and in Chinese characters, Theoretically, the Hangul alphabet'is--.
 
able to transcribe any Korean sound or word, but there are many
 
-
T 	 words that have various multi-meaninqs, and context clues are often

insufficient to make meanings cleat. Therefore, it is customary to
 
supplement Hangul with Chinese characters, thus expressing without
 
a doubt the intended meaning. This is a practice of long tradition.
 
Recently, however, the ministry decided not to teach Chinese
 
characters. Nevertheless, newspapers, magazines and books continue
 
to use Chinese characters along with Hangui transcriptions.
 
Slowly,then,groups of students are being graduated without the
 
full literary competency required by the actual cultural tasks in
 
reading that they will contront.
 
4 
Another strong factor in the curriculum in South Korea is the 
strong emphasis on moral and spiritual values and on cultural 
integrity. It is hard to know how this is taught, but it is 
expressed time and again by teachers, administrators, and students 
as being important and as holding a special place in the curriculum 
and in the task of the schojis, 
Perhaps 	the most serious consideration to be made about the
 
-- content of this school program is that it is primarily academic;$ it is geared to the scholar, to the future professional and white 
collar worker, and to a much lesser degrep to those who might 
work with their hands as well as with t-hetr brains. The present 
goal for the ma3ority of students enrolled is to gain entrance to 
industrial position. But other sections of this report treat this
 
theme in a more technical fashion.
 
Since the curriculum is set centrally and textbooks are also
 
controlled centrally by the MOE, there is little chance for local
 
adaptations and for local in:.t.ati-ve . 
Any revision of Korean education must,without fail,take into
 
i 	 account the curriculum, its purpose, its adequacy for the times, 
and most importantly, the ways in which it is carried out. 
.I
 
'I
 
F I
 
5'. 	 . '' ...
" .... . ..... . . -- - .. ..
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The following table shows the xelative amounts of time devoted
 
to, thevarious subjects in South Korean Elementary Sphools­
(source: CERI-1970)
 
Table VII
 
Rank order of percentage of time a.Llot.ed to each subject during
 
the six years of Elementary School
 
Rank Subject Percentage
 
I Korean Language tLang. Arts) 23.1%
 
2 Mathematics/Axi±t.Lhiietic 
 16.3%
3 Music/Fine Arts 
 14.4%
 
4 Social Studies 
 12.6%
5 Health/Physicai Education 
 12.4%
 
6 Science 
 12.1%
7 Practical Arts 
 5.0%
 
8 Moral/Religious Education 
 4.1%
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IX. 	 Student Life:- TyP:cal Das for Secondary
 
Scnoo] Studernts
 
The Setting
 
During the many visits tc schools throughout South Korea, team
 
members spoke briefly with students, especially at the middle and
 
high school levels. But these brof mee..irgs did not provide for
 
in-depth discussion. Accordingly, a three-hour meeting was arranged
 
in order to find out more about student life and probe attitudes
 
toward education and educational experiences. The meeting was held
 
on 18 August 1970 at CERI, in Seoui. The purpose of this meeting 
was to probe the students' op.n:.nons about instructors, the use of 
ITV and about Korean oducatioii. Sjx students had been requested 
through channels and were invi:td by tho MOZ from the leading 
middle and high scho.1iz.. 
The six ranged in agr7 fronm 1-18, and all regarded them­
selves in the top five pErcent oi t e classes. Two of the 
six were girls, and three oC th! s:LY were officers in their 
schools' student government. 
.ce CE1%I offices from
The informal discussiori too-.a vt 

r.eart
p esented the 	FSU
Team,2:00 p.m.Dr. untilPaik represenitcd5:00 p.m. Dr.CIP.T, arid H1tss,:s. Jae Bum Kim and Kim
 
Oki of CERI served as "gu-Lde~" anct L"terprters.
 
The Questions and Repli&:S (Aftcer qrceti.ngs, introductions, and
 
an E:pianati.on of the meeting.)
 
A. What is a typical schoo. da,., 1.ke i±r you?
 
1. (High School Senior-male): (;et, up at 6:00 a.m. Take a
 
half hour to go to school. Arrive at school at 7:00 a.m.
 
Have five hours of c].asses till noon. Forty-minute lunch
 
at noon. Then have rthtee more hours of classwork. Leave
 
Have dinner at
school at 4:00 p.m. Reea, study at home. 

7:00 p.m. Go to b at ,11:0 p.m.
 
a.m. Eat breakfast
2. (Middle School-male: Get up at 6:00 

at 7:30 a.m. In summer g. to school at 8:00 a.m., in 
winter at 8:30 a.m. C(a1sss sLart at 9:00 a.m., and go 
till noon. At noon we have a 50 minute lunch, then two 
more hours of classes. Leave school at 3:00 p.m. Attend 
a private tutoring group unt-i 7:00 p.m. (Seven other 
in goup, and they study the same subjects
students are 

?:00 p.m. Go to 	bed at 11:30 p.m.
as in school.) 	 Dine at 

3. (Commercial H.S.-female): Get up at 6:30 a.m. Start
 
school at 8:00 a.m. in summer and at 9:00 a.m. in winter.
 
(Day ends at same time in summer and winter, however.)
 
Thirty minute lunch at noon, followed by three classes
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finishing by 3:30 p i.E;enng school takes place in 
this school starting at 4:30 p.m. In her school, 
there are two major studenlv groupings: academic 
oriented students and Dob oriented students. She 
dines at 8:00 p.m., and has no homework. She goes 
to bed at 11:00 p.m.) 
4. (High School-male): Get up at 5:00 a.m. Take a
 
student commuter traln at 6:00 a.m., one hour ride
 
into Seoul. Start ,:-o-L at .:30 a.m. Four hours
 
of classes, followed by lunch, ,:vc more hours of
 
classes, finishing at 3:00 p.m After leaving school
 
I go to a public library to study. I catch the
 
6:00 p.m. train and f,. horme by 7.00 p.m. Dine at 
8:00 p.m. and go to bed a- i:00 o.m. (The special
 
commuter train fare cost.. W 1,000 for three months.)
 
A. 	Among those in school with__,,oj, what percentage would you say
 
had 	TV at home?
 
Answers: 75%, 95%i 95v, 95%, 60, arid 50%. 
C. 	 How many hours per week d. you ?timate that you watch TV? 
Answers: 2 hours da).iy; ; 2 hour daily; 2 hours daily, 
but 4 hours on Sat,'rday and Sunday; 1 hour 
daily, and 3 hours on Saturday and Sunday; 
1 hour daily, and all day on Saturday and 
Sunday.
 
D. 	What do you think of TV as n wv to learn? 
1. 	It would be good for teaching biology.
 
2. 	It is a plaything; nor -,ery useful. 
3. 	It keeps you from studying. TV's in schools should be 
put into special rooms, and used like other AV aids. 
4. 	Present programming is iery poor. It is dull and
 
uninteresting.
 
E. 	Looking at your experiencxcs in schoo. over the last six months, 
what instances of "intercstin." -eaching can you recall? 
(In 	order of reply)
 
1. 	Liked use of tape-recorder in English Fluency class.
 
2. 	Liked the dissection in biology.
 
3. 	Liked Peace Corps English Teacher.
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4. 	Liked use of Peace Corps Volunteers as judges in
 
English-speaking contest.
 
5. 	Liked folk dancing, musicals, costume making competi­
tion, operetta.
 
6. 	Liked the military training.
 
7. 	Liked "student demonstrations."
 
F. 	To what c"vtent do you receive individual instruction in your

school work?
 
:. 	Most of the teaching is done in groups, but individual
 
quesiions are asked and answered.
 
2. 	We get individual attention in sewing, handicrafts and
 
in physical education.
 
3. 	There isn't enough time to get individual instructioa.
 
4. 	We get individual attention in thc: fine arts and in
 
drawing and painting.
 
G. 	What do you like most about school?
 
1. 	We like respectable teachers.
 
2. 	We like to prepare food snacks, pnetry competitions
 
and competitions in sports.
 
H. 	What'do you dislike most about school?
 
1. 	Dislike short hair requirement, uniforms and military
 
discipline.
 
2. 	Dislike not being able to go to theater and tea roormp.
 
3. 	Dislike lack of attention to each student.
 
4. 	Dislike long hours and homework. There is too much
 
work and no time for oneself.
 
5. 	There are too many school assignnont-.
 
Most of these comments and otherL- dealt With the work load
 
which these students felt was excessive.
 
I. 	What do you think about the entrance exapuination svstem?
 
1. 	It gives you a reason to study; iC t-.'re verer 't.exams,
 
students wouldn't work.
 
It gives you-prlde when you-do well, but sometimes
 
the 	exams are too difficult and too long.­
3, 	 They are needed because people arc not equal, and 
exams are to separate those who w rk from those who 
don't. 
4 	 They disturb the growth of some yoang people.
 
;5 	 We dislike exams, but they are nec'3ssary. 
Y If you were appointed Minister of Education; what chanqes 
ould you make? 
1, 	I'd train better teachers and get %.ore new teachers.
 
I'd stimulate others in education -o teach better ratU
 
than from force of habit.
 
2, 	 I'd do away with regulations requi-:ing uniforms and 
Short hair. 
3, 	 I' dgive students more work expericence in school; it'E 
#he only way to science and knowleclge. There is none 
now; there's too much lecturing nowi. 
4. 	I'd place more emphasis on special programs and on whr
 
is flj.o:2t effective for the nation, ".ike civic educatior
 
5. 	 I'd £Incl out how to make one half of the graduates go 
to the university and one half to c'et skills training 
via the community colleges. 
I'd 	make sure students know more a1out our culture
 
and 	history.
 
1. 	Students have individual aptitudes, so I'd let them
 
chart their own direction more.
 
8, 	I'd put more emphasis on agricultural and fishery

education. We need better technical schools and
 
especially better agricultural community colleges.
 
9, I'd cut down on the required hours of schooling and
 
put more emphasis on extra curricular programs.
 
1.0 I'd develop a school transportation system to take
 
students to and fcom school. Public transportation 
for 	students is torrible. 
17 	 T'd arrange for airplane trips, so classes could fly
 
different places to see them first hand.
 
1:21 	 I'd reform education: I'd make elementary school,the
 
general ipart .of education; then I'd offer more
 
9pportunity later for choice and specialization.
 
'13 q 	 There should be more emphasis on Anti-Communist eaucation
 
and every girls' school should have military training.
 
1A. 	 There is too great a distance between the teacheriand the
 
students. I'd abolish bowing to the teachers. There
 
should be more freedom in the classroom, more seminars
 
and more class discussion.
 
K, 	-What'Should I Tell U. S. Students about Korean Schools?
 
South Korean students are sincere. We have no "hippies".
 
2, 	There is -more group feeling here.
 
$, 	We are more mission-oriented than students in the U. S.
 
4. 	We are not "pro-sex". We are a morally oriented countky.
 
We have more respect for our elders and teachers. We
 
are 	a country of Asian morality. Boys respect girls and
 
girls boys.
 
5. 	We have a long historical tradition. Don't rate people

by per capita GNP alone. We are behind on that, but
 
that's not the only measure of a country.
 
6. 	Korean students try harder to improve their country
 
through study.
 
STUDENTS PRESENT AT INTERVIEW SESSION
 
AName 	 Grade Secondary School
 
'15 Choi, Young Chul 2 Sung Dong High School
 
18 Kim, Yeun Choong 3 Seoul Girl's Commercial HS
 
17 Oh, Sae Jung 3 Gyung Gi High School
 
14 Kim, Jae Hong 3 Choong Ang Middle School
 
14 Kim, Hung II 3 Sung Dong Middle School
 
14 Kim, Sunq Hee 3 Jung Shin Girl's Middle
 
School
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X. Conclusion
 
Based on the foreg6ing reports,the foll6wing concqlusions
 
adbqut,the schoois and the possibilities for innovation in South
 
Korea are indicated:
 
I. The organization of the educational ladder into a
 
6-3-3 sequence is just one point of similarity between Korean
 
schools and other schools. There are important basic char­
acteristics that in their totality make Korean schools unique.
 
First, the Korean schools at present are strongly
 
academically oriented. Their clients wish to become members of
 
a professional white-collar, university elite. While its, leaders
 have emphasized general education and increased enrollments,
 
the basic orientation is still pyramidal and academic.
 
Second, this academic feature is made operational through
 
an examination system which is a sorter from level to level. It
 
was just two years ago (1968) that the examination from the
 
primary school (6th grade) into middle school (7th grade) was
 
abolished, the abolition becomes operational completely only
 
in the 1970-71 school year. As part of the culture, it ib rare
 
for a person to fail once he has made it into a level--but
 
gaining access into a higher level is a formidable task.
 
Third, because of this examination system and because of
 
other factors, too, a great deal of emphasis is placed on
 
information and its retention rather than on concept development,
 
inquiry and on the application of concepts, principles and ideas.
 
Fourth, there is tremendous social demand for education,
 
and out of this demand for education comes the willingness on
 
the part of parents to pay a significant annual sum--over and
 
beyond what the state provides through public funds--for the
 
education of each of their children.
 
Finally, the Board of Education as a local administrative'
 
unit closer to the people does not function as a unit that
 
represents the public at the grass roots but rather as a group
 
of wise, experienced men who sit as advisors to the local
 
educational executive.
 
None of the foregoing is fixed and crystalized; it is
 
in'constant flux and is open to change. Yet these few
 
characteristics comprise clearly a uniqueness of the Korean
 
educational system.
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2. The school plant in Korea is a glass of water filled to 
the brim. The great common feature observed in almost every school 
was the intense density of pupils per facility. Unless double 
shifting or year-round school* techniques are used, more enrollment 
almost certainly means more construction--without anny promise at all 
for an improved program. 
The facilities are essentially of the 19th century egg­
crate design. They are daytime facilities in the main, for even
 
those buildings that may be classified as having electricity often
 
are not operational electrically, and most would require rewiring

for any additional equipment other than electric light bulbs. 
Many buildings do not have electrical facilities at all.
 
The equipment in the schools--other than teacher-prepared 
charts and aids, which were excellent at the elementary school
 
level--was very old, antiquated and inadequate.
 
Any plan for innovation must take into account this "glass
 
of water filled to the brim."
 
3. The administrative lines are highly centralized and
 
highly responsive to authority. Arrangements for visits could be
 
made in a moment's notice. The communications were smooth and
 
effective. People understood what was needed, and what was 
wanted, and they responded effectively and responsibly. 
One had the feeling of an unusual alertness and of a high
 
level of responsibility among the administrators of the system.

This human resource bodes well for future plans and den;igris that
 
might promote or propose innovation.
 
In the schools themselves, it was common for the ad­
ministrative staff to meet with the teaching staff once or twice 
a day. Thus, good lines were open for informition c> h'nge. The 
style of leadership, however, seemed to be 'ewhn: tc::ternalistic 
and benevolent, but we must stress the word see:n ,or no measures 
were taken systematically to probe leadership -. tv;lo. 
Korean school administration has uncleraone tremendous changes
in the past twenty years, and it is still in flux. !Iajor changes 
occurred after WW II, after the Korean War, and after the Revolution 
of 1961. Although Koreans talk of "tradition", they have made many 
more innovations administratively than many other "less traditional" 
countries. 
*There are serious climatic drawbacks to year-round
 
schooling especially in the winter months, for central heating
 
is a rarity. 
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4. Korean educators are proua or tneir quant±ias-vt
 
accomplishments. Their schools show this growth with their
 
hybrid construction patterns reflecting a Japanese style school
 
and various other style annexes added throughout the years as.
 
school populations have grown. Administrators say that now they
 
want to improve the quality of education.
 
They imply in this that they want and need a "rest" from
 
the increase in enroliments.
 
They also speak of change in additive terms: more teachers,
 
more books, more materials, better and more facilities. They do
 
not think in terms of new techniques for changing the ways in
 
which things might be done.
 
Some educators in the schools, when questioned about their
 
own opinions toward new techniques such as differential staffing,
 
or ITV, were open to the ideas, but thought of more reasons why
 
done ways 	 tried,.things could not be than in which they might be 
Some educators were candid in expressing their concerns
 
tnat modernization meant. Westernization and that Westernization
 
like the Western movie of sex and N71olence was not what they wanted.
 
Another blockage to creative thinking was the financial one.
 
Many educators could not or would not even entertain thoughts of
 
innovation because they wero flatly "financially impossible."
 
There was a noticeable difference between what high-level
 
ministry and university people in Seoul were able to consider,
 
analyze, and discuss about innovation and what most of the
 
people in the schools and in the provinces were able to contemplate.
 
Any plan for innovation must take into accoutnt the
 
differences between the readiness of top-flight people in Seoul and
 
of the professionals who are not at the professional and communi­
cations control network in Seoul. In this regard at least four
 
steps must be taken if people in the field are to be able to
 
participate fully and effectively in plans for innovation:
 
A. 	They must be helped to think of quality improvement
 
along non-additive lines of development.
 
B. 	They must be assisted in b informed about the
 
nature and variety of new technioues--not through
 
hearsay, but through some respected and systematic
 
information system.
 
C. 	They must be encouraged to free themselves from
 
"Financial Blackouts" that seem automatically to
 
prevent them from further consideration of really
 
new ideas.
 
D. 	They must be reassured that modernization need not
 
mean Westernization.
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5. Very great care must be taken in any manipulation of
 
the PTA system. The ei:tent of the collections and the pervasive
 
nature of that sub-system make any adjustment in the system bound
 
to have deep repercussions. Teachers want and expect the "extra"
 
money (which is not extra, but is "compensatory" to them), and
 
parents continue to pay the fees--and indeed--expect to pay them. 
The sub-system works in this culture, and one should look at any
 
major change in it with great caution, especially when it is part
 
of an appreciable financial support of education.
 
6. The cole of political life in a country's or community's
 
education is both covert and overt. Only recently have educators
 
discussed op!-nly and candidly the "politics of education." That 
they did not do so earlier around the world was to the detriment 
of the schools and to the disadvantage of the educators themselves. 
In Korea, education is squarely within the politics of the
 
nation, for Ithe minister is a cabinet member and the cabinet has
 
major legal responsibilitLes for education. Any plans for change,
 
then, must have full political support--not in the narrow sense
 
of enough votes to swing a key decision. but,more importantly,in
 
the sense that political leadership fully understands what is
 
contemplated, is enthusiastically behind new plans, and is willing,
 
if necessary, to fight polLtical battles to support needed educa­
tional changes in which they believe. 
7. Plans for change are usually made and carried out on a 
pilot basis. Along with such a pilot study with its usual technical
 
evaluation, there must be a socio-cultural analysis, probing the
 
attitudes of the administrative teacher, children and parents
 
regarding new ideas and changes. Studies should be made of how
 
changes mesh with, are neutral to, or clash with various cultural
 
patterns.
 
For example, one might conclude from looking at the Korean
 
exam system that Korean education was highly competitive, but in
 
the personal situation of the classroom no one seems to fail. So
 
at access points that are impersonal, th( system can be ruthless;
 
in the personal face-to-face realm, respect for person seems to
 
take precedence over ob3ective "merit." Factors such as these may
 
be crucial to the success _n the LntrodacLion of a new technology.
 
All in all, the prognos.Ls for change and innovation if
 
handled skillfully is very good. There is spirit of development,
 
a healthy respect for quantitative techniques, a professional
 
alterness in the schools, and most important of all, an
 
infrastructure for change.
 
-"30-1v
 
Specifically, it is auspicious to find two small but
 
excellent change filters and agents already in place in Korea:
 
the central Education Research Institute (CERI) and the Korean
 
Institute for Research in the Beha~voral Sciences (KIRBS) both linked
 
with the MOE's own Office of Planning. These three institutional
 
units, with appropriate support f~om the universities, could make
 
a superb team that could bring about significant and lasting
 
changes in Korean education. Indeed, both groups have already
 
begun activities that form a basis for this work.
 
X1. 
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SCHOOLING AND EARNING DIFFERENTIALS:
 
THE KOREAN EXPERIENCE
 
by 
John Chang
 
1. Introauction
 
Why does person A earn more than person B? What ecoio-educational
 
explanations can we give to the observed earning differentials among
 
inalvlaua±s? The answers are complex and .rumerous. In fact, it will
 
be practically impossible to exhaust all factors that play important
 
roles in determining the levels of individual income. They include
 
ability, education, luck, family background, race, discrimination,
 
etc., just to cite a rew. Hansen, Welsbrod, and Scanlon write on the
 
determinants of a person's earnings as follows:
 
"We can quickly assemble a catalog: (1) physical condi­
tions, including one's general state of health and
 
presence of any disability; (2) learning and experience,

determined by the quantity and quality of formal educa­
tion and job training, innate ability, and the collection
 
of experiences which contribute to a person's knowledge

and skill; (3)psychological characteristics, among
 
them work-leisure preferences, motivation, and the
 
ability to communicate and cooperate in work situations;

(4) family environment, reflecting informal learning in
 
the home, and also the contacts and opportunities that
 
the family can provide; (5) job access, which includes
 
economic opportunities in the area as well as the degree

of racial and other types of discrimination. This list­
ing is by no means complete, nor are the classes mutually

exclusive, but the number and complexity of the Jorces
 
likely to affect earnings are abundantly clear.'
 
An economic explanation is centered around what economists call
 
the market value of marginal product that a person contributes to
 
final products. The theory of marginal product subscribes the level
 
lSee W. Lee Hansen. Burton A. wtihi-rn, gnd-William J. Scanlon,
'
 
'
"Schoolinq -and Earninas of Low Achievers," merican Economic Review,
 
June', 1970.
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of"earningsto the pruductivitiestof individuals 
- i.e., earnings
 
will in qeneral be different rphi mmsstion then should be restated 
as, "What are the determinants of the marginal product of a person?"2
 
Dr stated differently, :"What causes the heterogeneity of produc­
tivity?" The human capital approach is to relate the length of
 
training (school training, on the job training, etc.) as the basic
 
cause for the productivity differentials. That is, the opportunity
 
cost of going to schools and obtaining skills for future occupation
 
must be compensated with higher future earnings. 
This is undoubtedly
 
true for vocational schools such as medical, law and various techni­
cal and vocational institutions. 3 A critical problem we face here is
 
that there is no clear-cut method of quantifying many of these factors
 
that determine individual productivity. Even if we can quantify
 
some measures, such as schooling, often they are grossly inadequate
 
and superficial. For example, the number of years in school is not
 
a good measure of a man's learning neither does intelligence measuring
 
(Intelligence Quotient) capture his productivity.
 
In spite of such problems, a number of empirical studies have
 
been performed. They relate individual earnings to years of schooling,
 
2Admittedly the theory of marginal product is valid only under
the conditions of perfect competition, and the real world as we know

today does not represent the perfect competition. However, we note
here that even in the monopolistic market the price of an input fac­
tor is approximately proportional to its marginal product.
 
3One of the shortcomings of human capital approach lies with the
inability to distinguish the education expenditures for investment
from that for current consumption. In order to proceed with the
Cost-Benefit analysis, we have to distinguish from the total outlay
that portion of education expenses that give rise to current con­
sumption, for not all educational expenditures are in the form of
 
investment.
 
training, ability index, andother relevant,:demographic
lenqthvo, jo 
variables, such as,, family sizesi race, etc' 
Results ot. tne studies show that these variables ,are statistically 
However,significant in explaining the levels of individual earnings. 

a common characteristic of all such studies is that the coefficient
 
of determination is quite low, meaning the models explain only a
 
small fraction of the sample variations. Obviously,there are other
 
important sources left out that determine the majority of variations
 
of the earning differentials of individuals.
 
Even though it is an insurmountable task to explain earning
 
levels of every individual in the economy, an attempt can be made with
 
fruitful results to determine the differential levels of earnings
 
among groups of individuals--individuals of similar backgrounds in
 
schooling and training. What we gain by combining individuals into
 
groups with similar background s the chance that differences in
 
other factors, such as abilities and family connections, tend to
 
leaving the mean level of earnings to
cancel out within the cell, 

depend largely on the schooling and training variables. And since
 
individual differences are taken out of the sample, we are bound to
 
obtain higher statistical significance in terms of R2 and t-values of
 
estimated coefficients, which in turn give more rcliable information
 
about the group behavior (as opposed to individual). The deter­
minants of group earnings among different educational leyels will
 
therefore cast considerable liqht on educational policy decisions
 
4See W. Lee Hansen, Burton A. Weisbrod, and William J. Scanlon,
 
'Schooling and Earnings of Low Achievers," American Economic Review,
 
June, 1970, and Jacob Mincer, "The Distribution of Labor Income: A
 
Survey with Special Reference to the Human Capital Approach,"
 
Journal of Economic Literature, March, 1970, and other articles listed
 
therein.
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such as whether.or not to educate more people at,higher levels. If
 
the presntvalue of lifetime earning differentials between the more
 
and the less educated groups is larger than the corresponding costs
 
(cost of additional schooling plus the opportunity cost), we may
 
decide in favor of more education.
 
Of course, educational policy making is not as simple as this,
 
and we take a detour to look at the social aspects of education before
 
we spell out the methodology of this study.
 
2. To Educate or Not to Educate
 
Let us suppose a hypothetical society characterized by
 
W(HP,CHCP) where H and P stand for the amount of human and
 
physical capital respectively; CH and Pp are respectively social
 
costs of obtaining H units of human and P units of physical capital;
 
and W is the welfare function describing the general welfare status
 
of all aggregate constituents. The difficult nature of the decision
 
maker who is faced with the problem of deciding whether or not to
 
educate more people can be seen as follows: since his decision will
 
change the amount of human capital, we can write the percentage
 
changes of W as,
 
dC dCp
 
(A) 1 dW - 1 8W dH + 1 2W dP + dCH + 1 laW 8WwH dPW dt W 8H dt W ap dt W aCH dH dt W CCtp 

where we assume that CH, Cp are functions of H and P respectively
 
and 8W aW are negative.
 
8CH,DCP
 
Equation (A) states that the percentage changes of the general
 
social welfare function, W, is the sum of percentage changes of W
 
from 1 unit change of human and physical capital,minus percentage
 
change of welfare 	costs of brincrincr I unit change:of H and P. 'Since 
the society, humanand physical capital last !long periods of time,
 
the decision maker 	should--maximize (A) over virtually infinite period
 
of time, i.e., we have,
 
(B) Ma e (1 dw} d - Max 1 W aW HIdt +Max rt 1 
- tW 0 -t H + H aC faH 

(3W 3W dC }. dR dt
 
I - IFap- t
 
-
where e rt is the 	instantaneous discount factor of future welfare
 
changes derived from current decisions.
 
If we assume the orthogonality of human and physical capital
 
functions, the education planner is faced with the problem of
 
maximizing the first term on the right hand side of (B). In order
 
to see more clearly, let H and C., be functions of X1, X2, X3, where
 
X1 is the total number of grade school graduates, X2 that of high
 
school qraduates and X3 that of college graduates in the society.
 
That is, we assume 	that the total human capital, H, is determined
 
by the number of persons with different educational backgrounds.
 
We can then rewrite the first term on the right hand side of (B)as,
 
(C) 	Max0e-rt 3 H 8CH &H dX"
 
W /=1 HH Hi} dt­
-rt I3C
E 
3 
Ma e -rt 1 (W H W H 1 dX . dt 
H 1 H 
where it may be useru.L to call aW 18H - the marginal human capital 
wth ax. 
Iwelfare of Xi, neaninc 'the 'amount of- social welfare incre~ase 
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brought-about by the change of human capital which is caused by
 
adding one more X. Similar interpretations can apply to BW
 
BCH • 

BH
 
--H-- 'Xi , that is, the marginal human capital costs of Xi, 
meaning the amount of welfare decrease brought about by the change 
of social costs which are caused by adding one more Xi. Some of the 
implications of equation (C) are interesting. 
(1) If aW 3H > aw BCH . aH for all future time, then produce 
jH TX TC TH i 
more X..1 
However, if the educational system requires pupils to graduate
 
from grade school in order to proceed to high school, then whether
 
or not to produce more high school graduates should rest on whether
 
or not the sum of marginal human capital of X1 and X2 is larger than
 
the sum of human capital costs of X1 and X2.
 
(2) The opposite of (1)holds, i.e., if aW aH <9W acH H , do 
8H aXi aCH xHi
 
not produce more Xi.
 
(3) The education planner faces the most difficult situation--and
 
there are reasons to believe this is the commonest--when the mar­
ginal human capital welfare of Xi is larger than the marginal human
 
capital costs of Xi in certain time periods, but the reverse is true
 
in other time periods. That is, over long periods of time into the
 
future, the social welfare function may change to such an extent that
 
the more educated people there are, the worse off the society will
 
be. In this case, the planner should obtain some sort of weighted
 
averages of the net welfare increases over the infinite planning
 
periods. Obviously, no mortal soul can accomplish the impossibility
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Df knowinq all future social welfare functions. The fact of the
 
matter is that we cannot aniquely determine whether or not social
 
welfare, W, increases as more educated ne.Tsons are added to the
 
society. In fact.some people claim that college education, for
 
example, is not meant for every one, and therefore producing more
 
co±±ege graduates is not necessarily better for the society as
 
a whole. This brings up the argument of externality which we
 
do not go into here, However, what we have shown here is that the
 
principle of social welfare maximization does not lead us to a unique
 
set of rules under which we can make decisions such as whether to
 
educate more or not.
 
The whole picture is not as bleak as it may sound. There is one
 
saving grace upon which we can base our judgment whether or not to
 
educate more people. We can accomplish this by replacing the social
 
welfare function with an economic welfare function. That is, the
 
rule is to educate anyone as long as the value of the output in­
crement brought about by his education is larger than the cost of
 
educating him. This is by no means an ideal yardstick, but it is
 
an objective rule that the planner can follow.
 
In this paper.therefore, an attempt has been made, for the
 
case of South Korea, to compare the earnings of groups of people to
 
their levels of education and job proficiency to see whether or not
 
the level of education has caused them to cet higher rates of returns.
 
3. Methodology and Data
 
It is postulated-that the personal earnings are primarily deter­
mined by the levels of schoolinq and the degree of occupational
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proficiency, i.e.,
 
(D) E = f(S,Y,u) 
Where E = yearly earnings in Won
5 
S = levels of schooling - middle, high, college graduates 
Y = the number of years served on the job - a measure of 
the proficiency in his occupation
6 
u = a random variable which accounts for all other relevant 
forces that are excluded in (D). 
Assuming a linear relationship between E and Y, equation (D)
 
can be expressed as,
 
(E) E = ao + a1Y + blS1 + b2S2 + b3S3 + u
 
where S1 , S2, S3 are dummy variables representing respectively mid­
dle, high and college graduates.
 
Equation (E) is a combination of four different earnings relations
 
given,
 
Ee = a. + alY
 
Em = a. + alY + b 1
 
Eh = ao + alY + b2
 
Ec = a. + alY + b3
 
Where Ee, Em , EhP and E are respectively the mean earnings of
 
elementary, middle, high, and college graduates, Therefore, the
 
5Won is the South Korean monetary unit and approximately 312
 
Won is equivalent to 1 dollar U.S.
 
6The number of years of services is by no means an ideal
 
measure of one's expertness in the occupation, but the lack of
 
alternatives forces us to use it as a first proxy for the degree
 
of job proficiency.
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expected earnings differentials between the successive educational 
levels are shown to be, 
Em - Ee =b 
Eh - Ee = b2 - b1 
Ec - Eh = b3 - b2 
The present value of the lifet!ire total earning difference, Bch, 
between coiLege and high school graduates can be approximatedeby 
(F) Bch b3-_b2
 
r 
where r = the prevailing market interest rate. We can compare Bch
 
with the present value of the college cost, Cc, which is given
 
by Cc = E Ci (1 + r)', where Ci= the amount of the total college
 
i=l
 
education.
 
It will be easy to construct the ratio of Bch to Cc as a function of
 
r, and if the ratio is larger than 1, we can conclude that the col­
lege education is worthwile.
 
7It should be understood - that these earnings differences are
 
biased measures of the impact of schooling on the earnings levels.
 
If fact, the bias is upwards. The reason is that the South Korean
 
educational system selects, through competitive entrance examina­
tions, more capable and intelligent students to go on for further
 
education. The upshot is that we can presume the mean earnings of
 
all college graduates, even if they didn't go on to college, would
 
be higher than that of their high school counterparts.
 
8Assuming there are 45 years of working life left after the
 
college graduation, the exact expression for Bch is given by,
 
Bch = b3 - b2 (1- 1 45) 
r (l+r) 
It can be readily seen that if r = 0.1, the error introduced by the 
approximation is in the order of 1%. 
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The dataused in this study come mainly from two sources: The
 
Bank of Kor'ea and The Ministry of Education. The earnings data for 
Employees of Mining and Manufacturing Workers by levels of Education
 
and by Duration of Work were obtained from the "Report on Wage Survey"
 
published by The Bank of Korea in 1967. The data is updated by add­
ing the annual increase of 30% in salaries. There are five classifi­
cations under Duration of Work -- under 1 year, 1-2 years, 3-9 years,
 
10-19 years, and 20 years and over. The mid-point of each class was
 
used in the regression as a first approximation for the number of
 
working years except the highest open interval, where 25 years was
 
adopted as the mean years of work. The annual gross wages are the
 
sum of Cash Earnings plus Fringe Benefits and annual Special Earnings.
9
 
The costs of educations are obtained from the "Statistic Year Book of
 
Education" published in 1969 by the Ministry of Education. The to­
tal cost of education then is obtained by adding the opportunity cost
 
of going to school to the cost of education.
 
4. Empirical Results and Conclusions
 
The regression of earnings on duration of work for different
 
educational levels is as follows:
 
(G) E = 69.5 + Il.OY + 76.lSl+ 172 1S2 + 325.5S 3 
(1.8) (5.9) (1.6) (3.5) (6.7)
 
R2 = 0.810 
where the numbers within parentheses are the t-values of the estimated 
coeffieients. Equation (G) shows bI, b2 , and b3 are positive and 
), 9The Bank of Korea estimates the annual Special Earnings for
 
different education levels as 52.4% of Cash Earnings for primary
 
school graduate, 66.9% for middle school graduates, 8.8.9% for hich
 
school graduatesp and 126.2% for college graduates.
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furthermore b Is-±arger.thanb 2 , which in,turn is larger than b1
 
as epected.. The present va±ue of the benefit of college education
 
1is .IVen DV,-.
 
172.2)/r ana the cost of college education is given
Bch =.(325.5 ­
by Cc = 320 ((l+r) + (l+r) 2 + (l+r)3 + (1+4)4].
 
The Benefit-Cost ratio is then equal to,
 
0.479
Bch 

Cc - r[(1+r) + (l+r)2 + (l+r)3 + (l+r
4 )]
 
The Benefit-Cost ratio can be computed and plotted against various
 
values of r.
 
Figure B-1
 
Benefit-Cost Ratio vs. Rate of Return
 
B 	 B
 
C. High 	 U 1.23
 
School 	 College
 
1.07
 
.94
1.16 

1.05 	 .83
 
.96.88
 
04H ralr. 

N 	 M IV H0 0 H 
Figure B-1 shows the Benefit-Cost curves for high school and college
 
education. The Benefit-Cost ratio decreases as the rate of interest
 
increases. This is exactly as one would expect it to be, because
 
as+, the-~interest rate increases, the rate of return foregone on the
 
amount of investment made on education becomes higher and there­
foediminishes 	the Benefit-Cost ratio. We can readily obtain the
 
of interest from Figu're B-1. That is, the critical
break,-even rate 
interesit .rate is''at 'that rate that, equates the Benef it-Cdost ratio'-to 
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1. For'college education, for example, the critical rate of return
 
as 9.5%.
 
Table B-i summarizes the rates of return for middle school,
 
high school and college.
 
Table B-i.
 
Rates of Return
 
Middle School 26.5% 20.0%* 12.0%**
 
High School 13.5% 11.0% 9.0%
 
College 9.5% 9.5% 5.0%
 
* Figures adjusted for unemployment. 
** Rates of return obtained by Kim.10 
The rate of return (20.0%) for the middle school education is almost 
twice as large as that of the high school education (11.0%). 
Generally the results of this study are higher than that of Kim's. 
The reason for the discrepancy comes from the different methods 
used in the computations. Kim has used forecast earnings figures 
to obtain the present value of the future benefit. One needs not to 
be reminded of the magnitude of forecasting error in a dynamic eco­
nomy such as Korea (particularly when one has to forecast 40 years 
in the future!). 
We find it difficult to accept Kim's conclusion that since the 
rate of return on physical capital is about 20%, Korea should divert 
its resources from education to physical capital investment. This
 
study indicates that the rate of return on middle school education
 
10See Kim, Kwang Suk, "Rates of Return on Education in Korea,"
 
USAID/K, September, 1968.
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i's 20,'0,%:suggesti 7 further increase of middle school graduates. 
return on high school and colleae'edUcation isEven if the rate or 

lower than 20%, we cannot meaningfully compare the.return of ecuca­
tion to that of physical capital, because the ,investment return from
 
to the general level of national
physical capital is closely related 

We have to remind ourselves that the seemingly high rate
education. 

or return accrued to 'physical capital investment is possible only
 
when the labor force is skilled enough to make the capital fruitful.
 
Therefore the rate of return on physical capital is based upward if
 
This brings
the productivity increases of labor force are ignored. 

us to the questions of productivity increases of labor and capital,
 
which we do not wish to go into at this point.
 
We conclude from the study that the monetary rates of return on
 
education in South Korea are high and we should encourage not only
 
middle school education (rate of return = 20.0%) but also high school
 
(11.0%) and college (9.5%) as well. The reasons are that: (1) even
 
though the pecuniary return on high school and college investments
 
may be lower than that of physical capital investment (20.0%),
 
nonpecuniary benefit of higher education accruing to individuals and
 
society as a wno±e bLUU.u %LALUJensate the monetary returns; (2) the
 
high rate of return on physical capital investment is possible be­
l1led manpower in the economy;
cause or tne avaiaD-ux puu.L u-j. .2 
(3) given the average inflation rate of 10% per year, the nominal
 
rate of return of 19.5% for college education and 23.5% for nign
 
school education is comparable Lo the bank interest rate ot about
 
22% during the summer-of1970.
 
NDIX C
 
Estimate of A.nnual E.ucatisn : -ditures per zzudents by different levels of
 
school, 1969. (number of szud&'nts n thousand & Expenditures in million won)
 
Junior Junior
 
Primarv Middle High Technical Junior Teacher's College & Special
 
SCnool School School College College College University School Total
 
1. 	Number of students (persons) 1/ 5,622.8 1,147.4 530.1 20.7 8.1 11.0 132.9 3.9 7,476.9
 
2. 	In-school Expenditures (won) 42,870.0 17,756.5 11,625.4 789.9 608.0 604.2 12,183.8 85.9 86,523.7
 
a. 	National education expenditures
 
(Central gov't) 2/ 
 - - - -	 604.2 2,804.8 85.19 3,494.9 
b. 	 Local gov't expenditures for 
pul'c schcols 3/ 39,533.4 5,607.9 4,154.2 315.1 - -.. 49,610.6 
(L. ludes ov't & subsidies 
- - -
.- -	 ­frc: Central gov't)

' 
coy finances (a+b) 	 39,533.4 5,607.9 4,154.2 315.1 - 604.2 2,804.8 85.9 53,105.5 
z. Ec. -ation expenditures of
 
pri:ate schools 4/ 
 527.7 6,069.5 4,662.7 246.3 499.5 - 6,786.3 - 18,792.0 
(Lzs gov't subsidies) 
P.:.A. 	expenditures for 
2,808.9 4,338.1 2,031.9 100.9 55.0 - 1,035.0 - 10,429.8Ed-ration 5/ 

Ex : .r.ent (6,430.0) 6/
& practical ex-
pex:i2tures for Education 7/ - 707.5 326.8 77.9 34.5 - 1,Z02.4 - 2,149.1 
(1,034.3) 6/ 
49.7 19.0 - 555.3 - 2,047.3f. Student Self-governing expenditures 8/ - 973.5 449.8 

(less subsidies from school budget) - (1,423.3) 6/
 
699.0 439.6 599.1 7,279.1 - 78,403.43. 	Out-of-school expenditures for education 40,326.8 17,296.0 11,763.8 

4. 	Total education expenditures 83,196.8 35,052.5 23,389.2 1,488.9 1,047.6.r1,203.3 19,462.9 85.9164,927.1
 
5. Total education expenditures per students 14.8 30.6 44.1 72.0 129.4 109.4 146.5 22.3 22.1
 
(in thcusand won)
 
a. 	in-school expenditures 7.6 15.5 21.9 38.2 75.1 54.9 91.7 22.3 -11.6
 
b. 	out-of-school expenses 7.2 15.1 22.2 33.8 54.3 54.5 54.8 10.5
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I/ M.O.E. Statistic Yearnook of Education 1969: M.O.E. 
2/ M. E. Statistic Yearbook of Education 1969, p. 65, taD±e qu. 
3/ M.O.E. Statistip'yearbook of Education 19691. T. 72 table 45. 
4/ M.O.E. Statistic Yearbook of Education 1969, p. 83 table 50. 
5/ M.O.E. Statistic Yearbook of Education 1969, p. 87 table 53. 
Total amount of middle and high school expenditures.6/ 

7/ I.O.E. Statistic Yearbook of Education 1969, pp. 88-89 table 53.
 
8/ I.O.R. Statistic Yearbook of Education 1969, pp. 88-89 table 54.
 
APPENDIX D
 
Estimate of Annual out-ot-school expenditure by school level, 1969
 
I/ Data for expenditure per student in 1969 is as of 1968 multiplied by 106.79, because of raising the price (See 1965 

Item 
School 
Level 
Expenditure 
per student 
1968 1969 1/ 
Total 
-Expenditure 
in 1969 
Expenditure 
per student 
1968 1969 1/ 
Total 
Expenditure 
in 1969 
Expen6iture 
per student 
1968 1969 1/ 
Total 
Expenditure 
in 1969 
Textbooks' 183 195 1,096,449,120 660 705 808,922,640 1,477 1,577 856,951,262 
Learning Materials 500 534 3,002,583,744 1,326 1,416 1,624,729,728 2,612 2,789 1,515,559,334 
Stationary (Supplies) 1,267 1,353 7,607,670,048 2,791 2,981 3,420,423,248 3,538 3,778 2,052,987,868 I 
Co 
Group (circle) Activities 2/ 554 592 3,328,707,072 844 901 1,033,814,608 2,221 2,372 1,288,959,032 1 
Special Activities 
(in School) 3/ 814 869 4,886,227,104 570 609 698,771,472 733 783 425,486,898 
Various Test 179 191 1,073,957,856 715 764 876,619,712 335 358 194,539,348 
Social Services 4/ 47 50 281,140,800 55 59 67,697,072 93 99 53,797,194 
School Health 5/ 41 44 247,403,904 49 52 59,665,216 59 63 34,234,578 
Transportation 330 352 1,979,231,232 1,483 1,584 1,817,494,272 2,465 2,632 1,430,244,592 
School Identification and 
Marks 6/ 1,040 1,111 6,246,948,576 3,706 3,958 4,541,440,864 4,481 4,785 2,600,197,710 
Tutoring or Outside Studies 1,761 1,881 10,576,516,896 1,915 2,045 2,346,449,360 2,768 2,956 1,606,308,136 
Total 6,716 7,172 40,326,836,352 14,114 15,07417,296,028,192 20,782 22,192 12,059,265,952 
* Expenditure per.student in 1968. Data based on C.E.R.I. survey report of study for prof-ction 
of private & public expenditures on education for 1968. 
100-0
 
1966 108.8
 
1967 115.8
 
1958 125.2 100.00
 
(ROK Economics Statistic Yearbook 1969 133.7 106.79
 
1970.)
 
APPENDIX D:
 
Estimate of Annual out-of-school expenditure by school level, 1969 

-
(continued)

Junior College (26,575)9/ College & University (132,930)
 
School 

Level 

Iteml 

BooKs 

Stationary .(Supplies) 

Group (circle) activities 

Special activities (in-school) 

Various test 

Social services 

School health 

Transportation 

School Identification and
 
Marks 

Others 

Total 

2/ Included: 

3/ Included: 

4/ Included: 

5/ Included: 

6/ Included: 

7/ Included: 

Expenditure 

Per student 

1968 1969 
14,239 15,206 
4,141 4,422 
1,189 2,017 
9,583 10,234 
65 69 
399 426 
5,434 5,803 
11,273 12,038 
2,805 2,995 

990 1,057 

Total Expenditure 7 
Expenditure per student 
in 1969 1968 1969 
404,099,450 15,119 16,146 
117,514,650 10,211 10,904 
53,601,775 2,600 2,777 
271,968,550 7,230 7,721 
1,833,675 57 61 
11,320,950 414 442 
154,214,725 7,238 7,729 
319,909,850 5,662 6,046 
79,592,125 2,359 2,519 
28,089,775 388 414 
50,818 54,267 1,442,145,525 51,278 54,759 

boy (or girl) scout, English conversation group activities, etc.-

is not the compulsory but the individual basis.
 
in field observation, school festival or drama, athletic meeting. 

compulsory than the qroup activities.
 
hei; of classmate, present for army personnel, etc.
 
Total -

Expenditure
 
in 1969.
 
2,146,287,780
 
1,449,468,720
 
369,146,610
 
1,026,352,530
 
8,108,730
 
58,7551,060
 
1,027,415,970
 
803,6.94,780
 
334,850,670
 
55,033,020­
7,279,113,870
 
This expenditure
 
This is more
 
X-ray test, blood test, injection for various disease protection, 1-tc.
 
bag, uniform, badge, name card.
 
composed of junior technical college 4th and 5th grade (7,436), juniur teacher's
 
college (11,038) and junior college (8,101) student.
 
